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Lynn Crosbie 
Abstract: Contextualiring Anne Sexton: Confessional Process and Feminist Practice in The 
Complete Poems 
~o&or of Philosophy, 1996 
Graduate Department of English, The University of Toronto 

This dissertation examines each of the volumes in Anne Sexton's Com~lete Poems. I attempt 

to identify Sexton's work with Confession and autobiography as a sustained feminist project. The 

Confessionai voice, I maintain, offered Sexton a way of inscribing her subjectivity, as a woman. 

within her work. I locate each of Sexton's collections within a wide range of social, critical. 

popularlliterary, and political contexts. Methodologically, this dissertation proceeds and departs 

from the extant Sexton scholarship; it offers a thorough contextual examination of the Complete 

Poems and suggests, in relation to the poems, a great many literary influences and analogues. 

I locate the Confessional Group (in Chapter One). drawing from the existing criticism, and 

both confirm and trouble the notion of a knowable Confessional school; central to this discussion 

is my assertion that the ambitions of the male and female Confessional poets both intersect and 

differ (a concept which is rarely, if ever, addressed in critical readings of Confession). Chapters 

Two and Three examine Sexton's work (in To Bedlam and Part Wav Back, All Mv Pretty Ones, 

and Live or Die) with Confessional themes - suicide, mental illness and despair - themes which 

are strategically gendered in her poems. 

Chapters Four, Five, and Six trace Sexton's movement, in her writing, away from 

Confessional poetry, a movement which enabled her to expand her thematic range, compound 

her personal voice, and abandon the traditional Confessional themes. The female bodylerotic 

bliss. fairy tales, and biblical themes are investigated, respectively, in my examination of Love 

Poems, Transformations, The Book of Folly, The Death Notebooks and 



Poems, Transformations. T h e y ,  The Death Notebooks and The Awful Rowing 

Toward God. Sexton's work in these, and al l  of her collections, is highly gynocentric, providing 

critical discourse on female representation and experience. 

In the Conclusion. I raise questions about the editing of Sexton's posthumous collections 

(collections she had not completed at the time of her death in 1974). and suggest that a 

discussion of this poetry would be more appropriate to a biographical study than a critical study, 

given the incomplete, harrowing nature of these poems. 
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Introduction 

But what ljC the "object" started to speak? 

Luce Irigaray , "Trivia" 

And to imagine b only to understand oneself: 

Paul ValCry 

A cenain image springs to mind when I read literary biography.. . 
and when I read Middebrook's book in particular. A f r e d  has an 
old Labrador dog named Dirt. Diriflnds dead things and roZk in them. 
. . . Middiebrook too, rolled in a dead thing. The only dtyerence k, 
Middlbrook believes she has fooled us: she seems to believe that we 
will misrake Saton S talent and poetry for hers. 

J3ca Liedeman, "From Behind the Bedlam" 

Anne Sexton, who was born in 1928 and died in 1974, published eight books of poems in 

her Lifetime, one of which - Live or Die - received a Pulitzer Prize. Two additional collections 

of poetry, which Sexton had not completed, were published posthumously. She also wrote and 

produced a play entitled Me Street, published fiction and a children's book (The Wizard's 

Tears). Sexton received a number of honorary doctorates, lectured and instructed in many 

colleges and universities, and received a series of prestigious grants and fellowships. Her career. 

which peaked between the years of 1966 and 1971 - when she published her most acclaimed 

books, Live or Die, Love Poems (1969) and Transformations (1971) - began to decline afier this 

point. Following Transformations, Sexton's work was increasingly iII-received and criticized, 

and reviews tended to be "uniformly poor" (Sexton-Gray, Ames. &&: 36361). 

The most telling evidence of the decline in her reception as an artist may be found in Robert 



Lowell's memorial of Sexton. which was published after her death. Lowell, who was Sexton's 

poetry instructor in 1957. and who was instrumental in the publication of her first book, 

lam and Part Wav Back (1960), acknowledges that Sexton once "cut a figure" in poetry (- 

:7l). He goes on, however. to ask: "What went wrong? For a book or two 

she became more powern. Then writing was too easy or too hard for her. She became meager 

and exaggerated" (71). 

After her death. Sexton's reputation languished. She had appointed Lois Ames (who was also 

contracted to write Sylvia Plath's biography) as her biographer in 1966. a project which Ames 

never completed. Sporadic criticism appeared after her death, but her poetry was very rarely 

included in anthologies, or in critical overviews of the Confessional poets1. A few important 

books appeared in the late IWO's. however, including I. D. McClatchy ' s anthology, Anne 

Her Cnhcs . . 
Sexton: The Art and h e  Sexton: A Self-Portrait in Letten, which was co- 

edited by Linda-Gray Sexton and Lois Ames. Sexton's Complete Poems was published in 1981, 

with an introduction by Sexton's long-time colleague, Maxine Kumin. In her introduction Kumin 

states that it "seems presumptuous, only seven years after her death, to talk about Anne Sexton's 

place in the history of poetry." but she acknowledges that Sexton "has earned her place in the 

canon" (xxxiii,xxxiv). The appearance of the Complete Poems, as well as Kumin's introduction 

to this book, in which she states that women poets "owe a debt to Anne Sexton," precipitated 

a flurry of reviews, and renewed interest in Sexton's canon. Many of the reviews were 

equivocal, but the (re)emergence of Sexton's work in a collected format attracted one extremely 

significant commentator: Diane Wood Middlebrook. Middlebrook chose to examine the collected 

poems as a complex Literary process, which exhibits varying "artistic goals. " and an evident, 



developing preoccupation "with the psychological and social consequences of inhabiting a female 

bodyn ("Poet of Weird Abundancen :294). 

Middlebrook would eventually become the most prominent scholar of Sexton's work and 

life. She wrote many important biographicallcritical essays, and co-edited the second Selected 

Poems in 1988. with Diana Hume George2. George would also prove to be a formidable Sexton 

scholar, who also published biographidcritical essays, and the first significant study of 

Sexton's work. Oedious Anne: The Poetrv of Anne Sexton (1987). When I began this thesis in 

1987, a virtual ground swell of Sexton-criticism had started to appear, which included, in 

addition to Middlebrook and George's work, Carolyn King h a r d  Hall's Anne Sexton (1989). 

Steven E. Colburn's Anne Sexton: Telling the Tale (1988) and three major anthologies: Critical 

Essavs on Anne Sexton (l989), edited by Linda Wagner-Martin: Ori~inal Essavs on the Poetrv 

of Anne Sexton (1988). edited by Frances Biuler. and Sexton: Selected Criticism (1 988). edited 

by Diana Hume George. No Evil Star: Selected Essavs. Interviews and Prose (1985). also edited 

by Colbum, provided valuable documentation of Sexton's commentaries on her work and ideas. 

The most anticipated book of this period was Middlebrook's 1991 biography of Sexton, a 

book which would provide funher details of a life that, according to Kurnin. had already been 

"mercilessly dissected" (Intro. a : x x x i v ) .  The biography received an inordinate amount of pre- 

and post-publication attention. as Middlebrook used information from Sexton's psychiatric 

sessions in her work. One major review was titled "Portrait of the Artist as a Very Sick 

Woman," which indicates the tenor of the attention the book received, and also underlines 

Middlebrook's psycho-biographical agenda3. Because the book is a biography, it necessarily 

delves into Sexton's life - a Life fraught with mental illness, self-injury, abuse and ultimately 



suicide. Middlebrook's biography was, until very recently, the only biographical study of 

Sexton's life. Linda Gray Sexton's memoir. Searchine for Mercy Street: MY Journey Back to 

MY Mother. Anne Sexton, was published in 1994, after I completed the research for this thesis. 

It is a highly personal account, which elaborates on many events recounted in the Middlebrook 

biography. Searchine for Mercv Street, however, focuses more on Sexton's relationship with her 

family and her mental illness than her artistic achievements. While the memoir's many (Mommie 

Dearest-style) descriptions of Sexton scaring her family - with the drunken request that they 

"unbind (her) chains" - are riveting, the book offers very little in the way of Sexton scholarship 

(Searching for: 1 13). 

In his preface to Authors' Lives, Park Honan suggests that in order to write a good 

biography, the biographer must "acquire a special intimacy with the author.. .until it is possible 

at least approximately to think and feel in the distant and l o a  wodd of the subject" (xii-xiii). 

Sexton's "world" was hardly "distant" or "lost" to Middlebmk: she was able to interview many 

of the poet's associates, friends and family, and was also given access to all of Sexton's public 

and private archives4. Middlebmk immersed herself for almost ten years in what she describes 

as the "ample and often harrowing records of Anne Sexton's life, " and the biography does 

provide an intimate and well-documented examination of the poet's history and character 

@:xx). Middlebrook's preface begins with a description of Sexton arriving late at a poetry 

reading, in order to "let the crowd work up a little anticipation," and "saunter(ing) to the 

podium" to read the poem she began each reading with, "Her Kind". Sexton would read this 

poem in order to tell the audience, in her words, "what kind of a woman I am," and 

Middlebrook evokes this scene in order to reveal her own intentions as a biographer. She 



documents the "kind" of woman Sexton was in the multiple terms inscribed in "Her Kind." 

rendering a portrait of the artist's "persona," as a performer, while drawing attention to the 

"serious disciplined artist" "behind" this persona w:xix) .  On many levels, the book is a critical 

biography, as Middlebrook interprets much of Sexton's work in relation to her Life, a strategy 

which confessional poetry, by virtue of its nature, invites. Sexton's work in particular invites 

biographical interpretation, because her work is autobiographical, and because she so often 

presented her poetry - in interviews, letters and within the writing - as something that saved her 

life5. 

Sexton's work provided her with a way of combatting and supplementing her depression, 

despair, suicide-desire and other manifestations of the mental illness that is so carefully outlined 

in the biography. Middlebrook pays lavish attention to and codifies Sexton's mental illness in 

the biography: there are 87 citations under this particular index heading, a focus which prompted 

one critic to describe the book as a "Freudian telephone directory" (Fineberg:K14)% Under the 

index heading "Poetry." conversely, the Listings number only a fourth of this figure, which is 

a good indication of the intensive psycho-biographical nature of the text. Details of Sexton's 

mental illness are germane to an account of her life, and to certain interpretations of her work, 

since the work iwlf employs the subject of mental illness as a recurring theme. However, these 

details also provide the biographer with a means of characterizing her subject in a way that 

ultimately benefits not the subject's. but the biographer's, work. For example, the many 

accounts of Sexton's isolation and fear of the outside world serve to substantiate the way that 

Middlebrook isolates Sexton in the biography. Middlebrook locates Sexton in terms of her 

difference, and creates a ciosed hemeneutic circle as she interprets her poetry through the 



peculiar lens her subject provides. What is obscured in Middlebrook's scrutiny is the manner 

in which Sexton's work is discursively, thematically and ideologically ~ ~ e ~ t e d  with the work 

of her precursors and contemporaries. Because her poetry is viewed as somewhat of an 

aberration, Sexton herself is never fully identified as contributing to or participating in any 

significant artistic genre. Her work is identified as being forceful, distinctive and "profoundly 

important," a phrase that Middlebrook does not clarify, and the work is not assessed according 

to its relevance to or location within the spheres of autobiography and confession, American 

poetry or even women's poetry ( h e  Sextonxxi). 

Instead, Sexton's writing is presented as the anomalous by-product of its unusual creator. 

Although many of Sexton's colleagues and associates are introduced in the text, what is missing 

are those writers, critics and readers who were and are indirectly affected by Sexton's work. The 

writers and critics who influenced and shaped Sexton's vision and art are also largely absent, 

and it is this surfeit of absence which determines the strange isolation of Middlebrook's subject. 

Middlebrook's strategy, as biographer, is not unfamiliar; this kind of portraiture appears in many 

biographies of women writen. The life of Charlotte BrontE, for example, is often assessed 

within the parameters that Elizabeth Gaskell delineated when she set out to examine that "wild. 

sad Life. and the beautiful character that grew out of it" (in Shelston: 14). 

Publishers often design books about Charlotte and Emily BrontE which highlight, on the back 

cover copy, a contradiction between the Life and art of these writers. An examination of several 

cover texts reveals how the BrontEs are marketed, and often perceived; Charlotte is referred to 

as a "paranoid" "recluse," whose work is evidence of the "fiercely romantic imagination" that 

was hidden beneath the "unassuming mask" she wore, and her novels - particularly Jane Evw - 



are often treated as autobiographical documents. Emily is also subject to incredulous scrutiny: 

"How could a young woman without much formal education and little experience of life write 

such an extraordinary work as Wutherine HeiPhff?"' This question or conundrum is generally 

resolved through biographical readings which imply that the Bronth were dissembling 

autobiographen. Such readings are inadequate because they fail to consider autobiography as a 

Literary genre, rather than an artless transcript. Further, what is implied in this kind of 

biographical reading is that artists can create only within the confimes of their formal education 

and life experience, a theory which devalues or fails to consider the artist's intellectual resources 

and imaginations8 The work of Emily Dickinson, another reclusive artist, is ofien assessed in 

similar tones of ill-concealed disbelief: Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar have inquired, "How 

did Dickinson, who seemed.. .so timid, even so neurotically withdrawn, manage such spectacular 

poetic self-achievement?" They maintain that she was a "poser," who wore the "mask" of the 

"pathetic creature" in order to conceal her "Satanically assertive inner selfw9. 

Biographies that utilize the artist's work as evidence of the subject's inner self, concealed 

beneath layers of artifice, are disquieting because they attest less to the powen of the artist than 

to the cunning of the biographer. The biographer's methodology, in such instances, is similar 

to that of the intrepid archaeologist, who essays to uncover, reconstruct, defme and (rehahe 

an arcane artifact. The archaeologist's artifact is without volition; its significance lies dormant 

until animated by the skills of the archaeologist. And archaeology - and biography, in this case - 

is, as Demida has observed, "nothing more than a rewriting ... a regulated transcription of what 

has already been writtenn. It is not, he notes, "a return to the innermost secret of the origin; it 

is the systematic description of a discourse-objectn (140). 



Middlebrook is enamoured of the concept of the fairy tale transformation; in her critical 

writing and in her biography, she considers Sexton's transformation of herself from "housewife 

into poet" as near-magicallo. Sexton herself employed the language of magic in her writing, 

and often described herself as a witch; however, she used this language as poetic imagery, and 

with considerable irony, as a means of demonstrating the power of her writing. Middlebrook, 

conversely, reads Sexton's apprenticeship quite literally as a Cinderella story, a reading 

criticized by Nancy Mairs in a Los Aneeles Times book review. In her review, Mairs states that 

the fairy-tale analogue is a dubious and objectionable clichb; "as though," she writes "suburban 

housewiferery (is) a wicked spell dooming its practicionen to stupefaction" (4). Early in the 

biography, Middlebrook recounts Sexton's apprenticeship. drawing from certain biographical 

facts - such as the details of her first poetry workshop with John Holmes - and from the 

testimony of her psychiatrists and colleagues (Sexton's good friend and colleague Maxine Kumin 

is a key source). She also draws from Sexton's own accounts of her apprenticeship, and cites 

as central the incident which appears to have been very important in Sexton's life - her viewing 

of an educational television show about the composition of sonnets. 

After watching this program, Sexton wrote some sonnets of her own, and showed them to 

her psychiatrist, whose approval encouraged her to continue writing, and gave her "something 

to & with (her) life" (in Anne Sexton:43). What is unsettling about Middlebrook's account of 

this episode is that she never examines its significance as an autobiographical narrative, and does 

not question why Sexton chose repeatedly to isolate this particular incident as being 

representative of the beginning of her career as a writer. The life story of a writer - of a 

Confessional poet in particular - should be scrutinized in the same manner as any other 



autobiographical document. Sexton first told this story in a 1968 interview with Barbara Kevles; 

Kevles notes in her introduction that Sexton's responses during the interview were quite 

theatrical, and compared her to (using one of Sexton's phrases) "an actress in her own 

autobiographical play" (Star:&). Sexton's account of the effect of the sonnet program is 

dramatic, as it lends an air of chance and circumstance to the inception of her vocation. It is, 

without a doubt, a provocative story that implies that Sexton was fated to be an artist, due to the 

magical intervention of Professor I.A. Richards, the televised sonnet-lecturer. Such 

autobiographical glosses are commonplace in autobiographical accounts, which often seek to 

distil riches from life, to extract symbolic episodes from the vapour and tedium. It is 

Middlebrook's decision to recount this incident - without critical commentary - that is 

significant. because the story so clearly supports her conceptualization of Sexton as a woman 

who was transformed, in a virtually mystical manner, from a housewife into a poet. What is 

missing from this fornulation is Sexton's agency; it is as though, in an odd, inverted manner, 

the poetry (transmitted in the biography through the television's cathode-rays) transformed the 

womadanist . 

Yet really we had the same ive.. . 

Robert Lowell. "For John Berryman" 

The difference between confessioiz and poetry? h am all, art. 

Anne Sexton, Letter to W.D.Snodgrass. November 26, 1958. 



When I began researching and writing this thesis. I was primarily concerned with the 

distinction between the male and female Confessional poets. In order to draw this distinction, 

I examined first the extant definitions of the Confessional group itself. Throughout the thesis, 

I capitalize the word "Confessional" when I am referring to the Confessional g m u ~  or school, 

and use the word "confessional" (in lowercase) to refer to poetry that is autobiographical in 

nature. yet is not associated with the work of this particular group1'. Because the terminology 

is fluid, and there is Little critical consensus as to what constitutes Confessional poetry, a poet's 

work may be viewed as both confessional Confessional. Further, a movement can be 

observed in a poet like Sexton's canon; while her collected poems are almost entirely 

autobiographically centered (confessional), her early work (in her first three collections) is 

Confessional, as it contends with themes and issues that are central to the Confessional group's 

practices. Ln Chapter One. I survey the critics who have attempted to defie Confessional poetry. 

What emerges from this study is a sense of the randomness of the extant definitions. Critics tend 

to concur on the issue of what characterizes Confessional poetry, that "great terrain of 

subjectivity and autobiography whose opening was signaled by Robert Lowell's Life Studies" 

(Rubin: 17). There is no consensus. however, regarding membership. The list varies whenever 

the members of the Confessional group are named. while the principal figures - John Berryman, 

Robert Lowell, Sylvia Plath and Anne Sexton - are always cited. 

In The New Poets (1967). M.L. Rosenthal remarks that the term "Confessional poetry" has 

"done a certain amount of damage" because it is "both helpful and too limited" (25). Defiitions 

of "poetic practice," he argues, usually entail the recognition of "the simultaneous acquisition 

of an idiom of thought and of techniquet' (25). It is this notion - of "simultaneous acquisition" - 



which forms my own defmition of the Confessional school. By defining the Confessional group, 

1 am anernpting to locate them within a literary and historical context without limiting or 

homogenizing what is heterogenous in their art and practices. The Confessional group consists 

of five poets: in addition to the four principal figures, I include W.D. Snodgrass, whose Heart's 

Needle (1959) influenced both Robert Lowell and Anne Sexton. These five poets 

"simultaneously" produced work that is remarkably similar in subject matter and technique. They 

are also linked by geographical proximity, association, and influence; they worked with and 

knew each other, and gestured to each other in their work. There is very Little historical or 

biographical material available that offers a sense of the Confessional school's inception or 

existence. There are various biographies of the individual poets which mention how these poets 

intersected in their work and lives. There are also a number of clear references in the poetry and 

enough scattered biographical materials to confirm that these poets did form a school of writing 

and did acknowledge each other's roles in the formation of this school. To date. however, no 

one has produced a comprehensive examination of the Confessional group, one which describes 

the precise social, cultural and historical location of the school, or relates how the poets 

conceived of themselves as a group. 

In Chapter One I discuss the Confessional group and defme the central characteristics of 

Confessional poetry, which typically employs the subjective voice and themes of madness, 

despair and suicide. Confessional poetry may also be def ied  as a practice, one which the group 

adopted during a specific time period. The major Confessional texts are Snodgrass's Heart's 

Needle, Robert Lowell's Life Studies (1959). Anne Sexton's To Bedlam and Part Wav Back 

(19601, John Berryman's 77 Dream Sows (1964) and Sylvia Plath's Ariel (19651, which was 



written in 1962. Bemyman and Lowell continued to employ Confessional themes in their work 

until a d  in their f m d  collections, Dream Sones (1969) and Notebook (1969). Lowell's later 

work, however, was less deeply subjective than Life Studies, indicating, in Rosenthal's words, 

his "modulation toward a more impersonal style" (New Poetq:78). Plath committed suicide after 

completing Anel, and Snodgrass's second book, After Experience, published 11 years after 

Heart's Needle, was not confessional. Sexton continued to write in a deeply subjective voice 

throughout her career, but she abandoned the themes of Confessional poetry after the publication 

of Live or Die (1966). In Chapter Four I discuss Sexton's movement from the personal to the 

"transpersonal" voice, a movement which the poet signals in "Live, " the last poem in Live or 

Die. In "Live," Sexton announces that she will no longer "hang around in (her) hospital shift," - 

here, wryly commenting on Confessional poetry's shelf-life (Complete Poems: 170). 

Although I define Confessional poetry in terms of its dominant characteristics, practitioners 

and time-frame (the late 1950s to the late 1 9 6 0 ~ ) ~  these defitions are useful only to a point. 

What is excluded in any defm-tion of Confessional poetry is both difference - in terms of the 

individual poet's practices - and the work of other writers and groups (for instance, the Beat 

poets) whose work is similar in nature. It is more useful, then, to define the Confessional poets 

as a group, as opposed to a genre, or sub-genre. Like the Beat or Black Mountain poets (to 

name but two groups), the Confessional poets, then, may be seen as an interconnected group 

whose individual ambitions are not necessarily congruent, and whose work may often be seen 

to transcend the confines of genre. At present, it is difficult to discuss the Confessional group 

in any substantive way; conjecture, and informed guess-work is required to gauge the extent to 

which these poets influenced each other. 



Sexton did not know Berryman, but she was aware of his work and refers to it in her poetry: 

"The high ones, Berryman said, die, die, die1' (I;E:601). The relationship between John 

Berryman and Roben Lowell, however, is well documented in biographies. including Eileen 

Simpson's biography of Berryman, Poets in Their Youth (1982). and Ian Hamilton's Robert 

Lowell: A Biographv (1982). In his biography, Hamilton also discusses the link between Lowell 

and Snodgrass, and suggests that the "almost sentimental" Life Studies is indebted to Heart's 

Needle - which Snodgrass composed, in part, under Lowell's tutelage (Hamilton: 254). The 

Berryman and Lowell biographies, however, scarcely discuss Plath or Sexton. Further, they do 

not evoke a sense of the Confessional group that Plath praised for its "vitality" and "immediacy" 

to the BBC, in 1962 (in Wagner Manin:224). The Confessional poets make explicit their 

connection to each other in their public and private writing. In interviews, Sexton always 

mentioned how profoundly influenced she was by Snodgrass's poem "Hean's Needle". In her 

letters to Snodgrass, Sexton is ardent in both her praise of his work and in her acknowlegdement 

of how instrumental this work was for her: "How many times I read your poem, crying," she 

writes. "and not knowing what or why" (SPL:34). 

Sexton's published letters, edited by Linda Wagner Martin and Lois Ames, contain only a 

selection of her comspondence. There are elements of Sexton and Snodgrass's writing 

relationship that have never been made public. Her poem "The Double Image" is deeply 

indebted to "Hem's Needle," something which Sexton admits she was "afraid of," while writing 

the poem (SPL:60). It is implied in the published letters that Snodgrass was disquieted by his 

"influence" on sexton, but there are no biographical materials available which discuss the extent 

of the two poets' relationship as artists (Sexton SPL:65). Both poets published poems entitled 



"The Operation" (Snodgrass's precedes Sexton's by three years). and, as I note in Chapter 

Three, Snodgrass published a poem, "The Stany Nightw (based on the Van Gogh painting), in 

1968, which is similar to Sexton's "The Starry Night," published in 1962. While it seems clear 

that the two poets discussed this painting and its history, it is not possible to confirm this fact. 

Snodgrass's "The Starry Nightn appears in AFter Experience (19681, but he began composing 

this poem, as part of a set of poems about paintings, in the late 1950s. In "Poems About 

Paintings, " Snodgrass refen to reading "the great collection of (Van Gogh's) letters which was 

just then becoming available in English" (89). He does not indicate when "thenw was, but Van 

Gogh's collected and selected correspondence began appearing in the late 1950s and early 1960s 

(the most accessible volume being Van Go~h :  A Self-Portrait, edited by W.H.Auden, and 

published in 1961). Sexton quotes from one of Van Gogh's lettea to his brother Theo in "The 

Starry Night." and likely owned a copy of his correspondence. It is also likely that Snodgrass 

wrote his poem fim, for, in an October, 1958 letter to Snodgrass, Sexton includes a critique 

of his poem "The Red Studio." which is based on the Matisse painting, and one of his five 

poems about painting (SPL:37). 

Sexton wrote "To a Friend Whose Work Has Come to Triumph" (All Mv Pretty Ones) for 

Snodgrass, which she referred to as a "not so good poem" (Sexton. SPL:88). It appears 

immediately before "The Starry Nightn in All MY Pretty Ones, symbolizing what is both known 

and unknown about Sexton and Snodgrass's alliance. Snodgrass is cast as Icarus in "To a 

Friend," perhaps in sly reference to a 1959 letter, in which he admonished Sexton, telling her 

to "shuck off (her) poetic parents (SPL:65). 

Sexton's relationship with Lowell is better documented. Middlebrook's "Anne Sexton and 



Roben Lowell" is a good account of the two poets' working relationship, as well as their 

simultaneous adoption of a poetic voice "based on self-examination" (6). Middlebrook also 

discusses Sexton's poem about Lowell, "Elegy in the Classroom" (To Bedlam), and obsenres 

that "Today, Sexton's work is rarely paired with Lowell's in discussions of contemporary 

poetry" (20). Other aspects of their influence on each other's work remain open to speculation. 

For example. Lowell is very likely the source of Sexton's To Bedlam epigraph (virtually the 

subject of Hume George's Oedipus Anne) - which is a quotation from a letter of Schopenhauer 

to Goethe. "To Speak of Woe That Is in Marriage" (in Life Studies) also begins with a 

(different) quotation from Schopenhauer, and it seems reasonable to assume that Sexton, who, 

in her late twenties had yet to begin reading in earnest, was referred to the letters of 

Schopenhauer by Lowell. 

In addition to Lowell, Berryman refers to Plath in Dream Sones. In one of a series of poems 

about Delmore Schwartz (Song 253)' he writes that "the god who has wrecked this 

generation.. .gorged on Sylvia Plath" (1 72). Plath and Sexton's association, which is 

immortalized in George Starbuck's Bone Thoughts - "I weave with two sweet ladies out of the 

Ritz" - has not been examined by biographers in any detail (Startruck:40). Middlebrook's 

biography does provide an account of Lowell's Boston University poetry seminar, which Plath 

and Sexton both audited from 1958-1959. Middlebrook also mentions, on several occasions, the 

sense of rivalry and "warm admiration" the two poets felt for each other (105). Plath's journals 

convey the same ambivalence toward Sexton. On March 20th. 1959, Plath writes: "Lowell.. sets 

me up with Anne Sexton, an honor, I suppose" oSP:300-301). Plath and Sexton corresponded 

with each other after meeting in Boston, but this correspondence has never been published. 



Sexton refers to these "happy, gossipy-lettersn in "The Bar Fly Ought to Sing, " her memoir for 

Plath (Star: 10). She also refers to the letters in "Sylvia's death" (Live or Die): "Sylvia, 

SylvidWhere did you golafier you wrote melfrom Devonshirelabout raising potatoesland 

keeping bees?" m: 126) 
Plath and Sexton's influence on each other lasted far beyond their brief association in 

Boston, where they often drank cocktails after class and talked about death with "burned-up 

intensity" (Sexton, "The Bar FlyW:7). In 1963, Plath told a BBC interviewer how much she 

admired "the poetess Anne Sexton" whose work she thought contained "emotional and 

psychological depth" and was "new and exciting" (in Middlebrook, u:105). In Chapter Four 

and the Conclusion I discuss how Plath's work influenced Sexton's later writing, often with 

disastrous results. Sexton's fmal poems are particularly derivative; "The Wedlock" (15 Mercv 

Street) contains verses which are so awful, they almost appear to be parodies of Plath's 

"Daddytf. Plath's "Panzer man" "with a bag full of God" (Collected Poems:223.222) appears, 

in "The Wedlock," as "Mr. Panter-man" "with your pogo stick/ ... with your bag full of jokestf 

(5 10). It is ironic that Sexton pilfered from "Daddy" in many of her last poems, as this poem 

was, as Heather Cam has revealed, "deeply indebted to an early, virmally unknown" Sexton 

poem entitled "My Friend, My Friend" (223). Sexton published this poem (in the Antioch 

Review) in 1959, and very likely read it in Lowell's seminar (Cam:224). 

The extent of the personal and professional relationship between Plath and Sexton has never 

been fully examined. k l i e  ULlmann has observed that both poets "firmly grounded the 

Confessional movement in a more direct and intense use of the personal" (195). She argues that 

these two poets "broke ground for women writers and also expanded experiential territory for 



all writers by making female experience and sensibility not only visible but powerful subjects 

for poetry" (196). Sexton appears to have been aware of the significance of her association with 

Plath. In "The Bar Fly." she discusses herself and Plath and refers to their "breakthrough in 

poetry" (Star: lo). She also comments that " . . .poets not only hide influences. They.. .bury them! " 

(10). It is, ultimately, the task of future biographers and critics to uncover these buried 

influences, and to assess the dimension and importance of Plath and Sexton's artistic affiliation. 

I am learning more than you could imagine from Lowell. I am learning what I 
am not. ..also a fear of wriring as a woman writes. 1 wkh I were a man - 
I would rather write the way a man writes. 

Anne Sexton, Letter to W.D.Snodgrass, October 6, 1958 

In class and in the office hours to which Lowell invited a few privileged 
yomger students every week, he spent a good deal of time mulling over 
whether this or that poet wos "ntcljor" or "minor, " and women were almost 
ine vif~bly categorized as "minor, definitely minor ". . . 

Diane Wood Middlebrook, Anne Sexton 

Not being old enough to know what to do, I just wanted to be the girl in the 
Leo& Cohen song.. .And then I came around. "No, no, no. I don't want to be 
the girl. I want to be Leonard Cuhen!" 

Courtney Love, roll in^ Stone, December 15. 1994. 

When the Confessional poets are discussed as a group, gender distinctions are rarely drawn 

among them; they are more commonly categorized by virtue of their shared treatments of the 

themes of despair, self-injury and mental illness, and their employment of the autobiographical 



voice. In Chapter One I discuss how the confessional voice is used differently by both male and 

female poets. The employment of the confessional voice for women writers, and for Plath and 

Sexton specifically, represents a shift - from object to subject - in women's poetry. By adopting 

the first-person confessional voice, Plath and Sexton were able to inscribe their subjectivity in 

their work, and to use this work as a means of disseminating information and ideas about female 

experience. When Plath and Sexton used such distinctly Confessional topics as 

institutionalization. suicide and so on, they e n d e d  them with reference to gender. and mated 

discrete and alternative female readings of these topics1*. 

During the course of my research, it became evident that critics invariably make distinctions 

between male and female Confessional poets. Although the Confessional poets are generally 

discussed as a homogenous group, distinctions are often drawn between a poet like Robert 

Lowell - whose Confessional poetry is seen as existing within a literary, historical tradition - and 

a poet like h n e  Sexton, whose work is seen as the by-product of her singular and isolated 

existence. For example, when Helen Vendler writes about Lowell's Confessional poetry, she 

describes its "elegaic," and "metaphysical" nature, and lards her assessment with references to 

William Wordsworth, Matthew Arnold, Henry James, Walt Whitman and many others ("Robert 

Lowell's Last Days" : 16 1). Conversely, In "Malevolent Flippancy, " Vendler's essay about 

Sexton's Comolete Poems, she casts aspersions on the poet's poor "taste" in literature. 

citing the books Maxine Kurnin Lists (in the text's "sometimes vulgarly feminist" introduction) 

as being valuable to Sexton (439,437). When Vendler calls attention to Sexton's dubious 

"imaginative sources," she is also commenting, implicitly, on Sexton's dubious status in literary 

history. She is also invoking, rather haughtily, a hierarchical distinction between low and high 



litemy forms. Vendler is supercilious on the subject of influence, inquiring how fairy tales can 

"possibly rival as imaginative sources the Bible and Greek mythology" (439). Since Sexton used 

both the Bible (a major resource for a great deal of her work) and Greco-Roman mythology 

(Icarus, Oedipus and ArtemislDiana). Vendler's argument is not only pompous. it is completely 

misinformed. In The Harvard Book of Contempomy American Poetry, Vendler (who edited the 

text) erroneously describes Sexton as a former child-model, who formed a "jazz band," and 

killed herself because of "her dependence on alcohol" (421). Vendler obviously does not feel 

compelled to research Sexton's work or life beyond the n m w  field of her own "malevolent 

flippancy " . 

Vendler discusses Sexton's confessional poetry exclusively under the aegis of t'journal" 

writing, claiming that the voice in the poetry is merely conversational: it "chatter(dfl and 

" moan(s) " in a "facile" fashion (443). Vendler unfavourably compares the "I" of Sexton's poetry 

to the "I" of Benyman's poetry. and observes that Benyman's "I" is a complex, compound- 

voice: his "Henry" is always controlled and constructed by Berryman's "intellect" and 

"moral(ity) " (445). Conversely, Vendler describes Sexton's work as being, variously, "child- 

like" (440). " infantile" and "babyish" (441)' lacking "the complexity of the Gospels, and.. . the 

worldliness of the Greeks" (440). Clearly. Vendler, who believes that it does "not do" to "hail 

any poet as a 'woman poet' " (because there is only "one son of poet - a poet of the native 

language"), is ilkquipped to assess (and hostile to) Sexton's gynocentric poetry (438). 

Vendler's assessment is more dismissive than most, but her reading of Sexton's collected 

poems as a journal is not uncommon; Sexton herself used the phrase "the narrow diary of my 

mind" to describe her confessional practices (CP:34). Sexton used the phrase in the poem "For 



John, Who Begs Me Not to Enquire Further"; however, she did so in response to criticism 

regarding her methodology. Because Sexton's poetry does draw from details of her life. the 

journal analogy at first appears credible. but the analogy is theoretically unsound, panly 

because much of Sexton's poetry uses verse conventions that journals rarely employ. and panly 

because the analogy operates on the assumption that a journal is an unrnediated transcript of a 

life. 

Journals, like other autobiographical texts, are composed in accordance to implicit 

conventions and models. Writing as the "spontaneous ovemow of powerful feelings" is an 

appropriate description of one of the conventions of journal writing, but it is an inappropriare 

assessment of Sexton's poetry, which she laboriously and meticulously drafted and revised, and 

which often employed complex metrical and rhyme schemes (Wordsworth, Preface to Lvrical 

BalladsA48). When critics like Vendler create an implicit correlative between Sexton's private 

"chatter(ing)" and her public discouee/poetry, they are constructing the poet's craft as a closed 

teIeologica1 circuit that communicates exclusively between the life of the poet and her account 

or transcription of this life. This notion was recently confirmed by a Toronto Star reviewer, who 

deemed the Confessional work of Sylvia Plath as a "minor art." art which only treated the 

"self, " "not the world" (Toronto Star: September 30th. 1989). It is this relationship, between 

the female Confessional poets and "the world, " that critics seek to negate, and it is a negation 

that defines and mars, for example, much of Middlebrook's biographical thesis. The male 

Confessional poets are widely considered to tmcend the Confessional genre by virtue of their 

relevance to and place within the tradition of American poetry. In his recent overview of 

American poetry, S O  (1985), Robert von Hallberg is 



careful to mntextualize Robert Lowell within a substantial Literary tradition, and doesn't refer 

to Sexton once in his book. Plath is mentioned only in (undifferentiated) conjunction with 

Berryman and W.D. Snodgrass as a member of the Confessional group. 

Sexton had an aveaion to being "lump(ed)" with or categorized as a Confessional poet, and 

this aversion to genre is more relevant to the female Confessional poets than their male 

counterparts. While Lowell is routinely singled out for his "politically powerful" poetry and for 

the scholarly and "encyclopedic grandeur" of his work. female Confessional poets are usually 

abandoned to the hermetically-sealed confiies of genre, disconnected from the poetry/ ideas that 

precede them, and, more significantly, from the work that proceeds from them Won 

Hallberg: 152). Leslie Dick has refemd to genres as  "institution(s), " which "have a tendency to 

rigidify, to sediment and fossilise" (209). When critics and commentators relegate Plath and 

Sexton to the institutional confines of the Confessional genre, without examining how 

Confessional discourse intersects with other regions of discourse. they are diminishing these 

poets' substantial contributions to the broader generic regions of women's autobiography and 

feminist discourse, and negating their potency as primary and radical practioners of a relatively 

new theoretical model of women's writing. 

One of Middlebrook's most significant strategies in her biography is the covert manner in 

which she undermines Sexton's intellectual activities, She refers to Sexton's well-stocked 

bookshelves in the biography, and in a 1991 interview she recalled seeing the uncut venion of 

a USA:Poetry television film, which featured Sexton reading, and being interviewed in her 

home. This film, she claimed, was invaluable to her biographical enterprise, for it allowed her 

to look at the many books on Sexton's shelves, which offered considerable information on the 



poet's studies and literary tastes. Middlebrook does not. however, identify these texts in her 

biography of Sexton, an omission which serves to protect her attempt to depict Sexton as an 

intuitive. isolated, and virtually untutored artist. Middlebrook does List some of Sexton's favorite 

reference books; she mentions, as Kumin does in her preface to the Complete Poems, her 

enjoyment of popular psychological texts, as well as the Brothers Grimm. She rarely refers to 

other books, although Sexton began reading avidly in her early thirties. In a 1960 letter to Nolan 

Miller, Sexton lists some of the books she is reading, Listing "Kafka, Mann, Dostoyevsky , Rilke. 

Fauher .  Gide - etc. " (SPL: 106). She also states that she had "never read anything" in the past, 

and is "eating books" in order to "€om" (106). It is clear, even through the most cursory 

examination of Sexton's epigraphs - which feature a varied and thoughtful array of influences - 

that the poet was very well-read. And as I laboured through the poetry, it became increasingly 

evident that Sexton was working with a wide array of texts and textual themeslideas. since she 

directly refers to a great number of diverse authors in her work. Ultimately. it became 

frustrating that I had no critical or biographical sources at my disposal to confirm Sexton's 

obvious interest and engagement with the secondaq narratives and texts she drew from, and 

utilized in her work. As a result, I have been compelled to conjecture, and to compose a 

figurative library for Sexton. It was. for example, not until 1994, when reading Linda Gray 

Sexton's memoir, Searching for Mercv Street, that I discovered that Sexton used a rhyming 

dictionary when she wrote, while similar craft-related information is never overlooked by Plath's 

biographers. Sexton's literaty resources should have been discussed by Middlebrook and othen 

(in her memoir, Gray Sexton refers only to a small selection of the books Sexton read) as a 

central feature of her - or any intellectual artist's - creative process. 



In "The Politics of Subjectivity," Felicity A. Nussbaum discusses the perils of considering 

the work of a specific authorlsubject as the "expressive pmducts of an individual self, and a 

single consciousness.. .as the originating impulse" (33). She proposes instead that this subject be 

"situated in its historical specificity" ; critical constructions of a "closed, fuced. rational and 

volitional self," she argues, are "fostered within a historically bound ideology" (33). It is. 

ultimately, more productive to view the subject as producing "incongruent" discourses, and to 

resist, as a critic. the "ideological pressures for subjects to make order and coherence" 

(Nussbaum:33). I began this thesis with the intention to demarcate the discrete and significant 

ways in which Sexton (and Plath) strategically employed the Confessional voice as a way of 

inscribing their subjectivity in a manner politidly distinct from that of the male practioners of 

this genre. As my work and research developed, it became clear that I needed to situate Sexton's 

work historically, to contextualize her individual collections in terms of their relevance and 

relation to literary history, to women's autobiography, and to the writing of her contemporaries, 

as well as to contemporary developments in philosophical, political and popular thought. In 

many ways. my reconstruction of the contexts of Sexton's books was an exercise in detective 

work, detective work which should have been unneccessary, had Sexton critics considered or 

offered a taxonomy of her intellectual enterprises. 

With the exception of the first chapter, which is an overview of the Confessional mode, this 

thesis is arranged chronologically. The chapters conform to the publication order of Sexton's 

books. I have focused on those books that were published in Sexton's lifetime. Although Sexton 



had prepared two additional poetry manuscripts before her death in 1974 -45 Mercv Street and 

Words for Dr.Y. - she had not finished editing or  revising these books. a process which was 

integral to her work? Four of the chapters m a t  individual collections of poems, while two 

chapters group two or three as collections which I suggest illustrate a sustained treatment of a 

specific theme. In each chapter I attempt to create a social. literary and political context for the 

dominant themes of the individual books. I also attempt to relate Sexton's work to the work of 

other women writers whose work is either influential or analogous. The unseen and unknown 

regions of Sexton's education remain, for the most pan. an enigma, but I have tried to argue 

that her references, images and ideas provide clear evidence of her immersion in social, cultural 

and literary events and trends. I have created analogues or connections between the work she 

creates and the sources o r  influences that are evident in the work. The present 

a discourse which maps Sexton's development as a commentator and innovator. The trajectory 

of the poemslcollections also exhibits Sexton's stature as an acute and innovative commentator 

and interpreter of a woman's response to inhabiting a female body. In this respect. it is not 

irrelevant to note the impact of this work on Sexton's audience, an impact best expressed by a 

letter Sexton once received, and often quoted: "Thank you." the reader commented, "for the 

poetry of your life" (Self-Portrait in Letten: 372). 

Each chapter in my thesis, with the exception of the fim chapter. is divided into two 

sections. In the second section of each chapter I examine a group of poems which best reflects 

the theme(s) of the book or books in question. In the first section of each chapter, 1 provide a 

context for the book(s) of poetry I am examining, in order to emphasize the literary traditions 

and dominant theories that surround and support the books. Chapter One traces the various 



origins of the Confessional mode. I argue that the term "confession." even within its secular 

context. retains a non-secular ethos, an ethos which is largely obscured in autobiographical 

documents. Autobiographical documents purport to recount a life. while confessional documents 

recount a life of extremity, sin, or salvation. Although Confessional poetry is autobiographical. 

it is imponant to recognize that it is a literary practice and, necessarily, informed by life m d  

art. In her memoir of her mother, Linda Gray Sexton refers to Sexton's "literary license" 

(Searching for: 128). In "Live, " Sexton describes a Litter of puppies she plans to drown, a 

"fiction" which Gray Sexton carefully denies: "Mother had never any real intention of drowning 

the puppies1' (128). Here, Gray Sexton misses a valuable opportunity to discuss the aesthetic 

meaning of this fabrication. Confessional poetry, as Sexton observes in "For John. Who Begs 

me Not to Enquire Further," is a "complicated tie" (34). The conflation of life and art that 

characterizes confessional writing is elegized by Sexton in one of her last poems. appropriately 

titled "The Lost Lie". "Once there was a woman, " she writes, "full as a theater of moon" (533). 

It is this notion - the theatricality of the self-in-writing - that best informs a critical reading of 

the "complicated" act of literary confession. 

I provide an overview of the significant and useful criticism about the Confessional model 

in Chapter One, in order to situate my own argument within the extant scholarship. In this 

chapter I distinguish between confessional writing and Confessional writing, as the latter refers 

specifically to the small group of practicing poets - Snodgrass. Lowell, Plath. Benyman and 

Sexton - who 'confessed' similar experiences and emotions. Finally, I trace the disparity between 

the male and female Confessional poets in terms of their discrete political objectives. In the fmal 

section of the chapter I relate the work of Plath and Sexton to an ongoing project in women's 



writing, and explicate what is politically imperative in their insistent attempts to inscribe the 

female "body electric" (Whitman, "I Sing the Body Electric," Leaves of Grass78). 

The second and third chapters discuss Sexton's struggle against mental illness and self- 

injury, struggles which she presents in dialectical terms. In her first collection, To Bedlam and 

Part Wav Back (1 960). she recounts her voyage into madness and subsequent institutionalization. 

and concludes the volume with her initial movement. "pat  way back." from this voyage. The 

poetry in this book is theoretical in nature - it suggests and outlines her poetics - and initiates 

strategies of self-representation that are sustained throughout her work. It is in To Bedlam that 

W o n  presents herself as a multiple speaker. In the poem "Her Kind." the poet posits herself 

as a mother and care-giver (a "housewife"): as a magical "possessed witch," or "twelve- 

fingered" poet; and as a woman capable of brazenly proclaiming her suicide desires. 

Sexton will not commit to any one role - the refrain in this poem is "I have been her kind" - and 

this unspecified subjectivity is critical, as it confirms the idea that she, that women, must resist 

categorization. Further, it offers the reader multiple points of entry and interpretation with 

regard to the confessional poems the volume(s) contain. The poet's construction of herself as a 

witch is also critical, as Sexton relies extensively on the witchhaft conceit throughout her work. 

As the witch-subject, she is the exclusive agent of her craft; when she draws upon the imagery 

of magic and witches she is also acknowledging the power of her poetry, in terms of its ability 

to spell her subjectivity, and to transform into empowering discourse what is inherently 

powerless in the Confessional nexus of despair, self-injury, illness and institutionalization. 

Sexton's discourse provides a therapeutic "talking cure"; by speaking about her predisposition 

toward isolation and despair, the poet is assuming agency and control over this condition, and 



subverting her subject position. from, as Diana Hume George has observed. analysand to 

analyst. Finally, by aligning herself with witches, she is aligning herself with a female 

collective, negating the myth of her anomalous individuality, and astutely acknowledging and 

critiquing her historical role among women who have been "misunderstood," persecuted and 

restricted from practicing their craft ("Her Kind" : 15). Finally, Sexton's proclamation of her 

suicide-desire is significant. because this desire is assessed throughout her work. She proudly 

" wave(s) " her "nude arms " at the spectators in "Her Kind, " a liberating gesture which suggests 

that the poet intends tactically and courageously to demolish the silence that has always 

surrounded cultural taboos (1 6). 

In To Bedlam, Sexton creates a discursive space for the issues that will recur in her work, 

a space she actualizes in her many poems about institutionalization. I propose in this chapter that 

the institution functions as an elaborate metaphor for the alternative site that shelwomen must 

construct in order to create outside the dominant culture and male-dominated literary 

establishment. It is within this space that Sexton proclaims she has become herself ("You. 

Doctor MartinW:4) ; within the institution she has divested herself, to cite Plath, and "dissolv(ed) " 

her (former) "selves " (Collected Poems: 232). Sexton's self-reconstruction as an authodagent 

begins in this volume, and is suggested by the phrase "part way back". The process constitutes 

a development throughout her books, and each of my chapters investigates the various ways in 

which Sexton utilizes her subjectivity both as a means of self-discovery/expIication. and as a 

means of formulating ideas within broader contexts and issues. 

All MY Prettv Ones (1962) and Live or Die (1966) - the subjects of Chapter Three - are 

collections which contend primarily with death and suicide, or suicide-longing. In the To Bedlam 



chapter. I provide a cultural, theoretical and literary context for Sexton's work in the area of 

mental illness and institutionalization. In this chapter I offer a similar context. particularly for 

her work on suicide. I examine these texts as Confessional documents. which trace the poet's 

experiences with death (the deaths of her "pretty ones"). as well as her suicide attempts and 

lingering suicidal desires. In this context. I explore the ways in which Sexton is able to axticulate 

these themes as both narratives and narrative strategies. To Bedlam begins in despair, and the 

second culminates - after a series of candid treatments of the seductive nature of suicide - with 

her decision to "Live" because she has supplemented her desire to die with her desire to live 

through and because of her poetic "gift" ("Liven : 170). In this. as in each chapter, I projide a 

theoretical and contextual framework for my discussion of the individual poems. Suicide is not 

only a cultural taboo, it appears also to be a taboo in the feminist sphere; in my discussion I 

examine the phenomenon as an indication of certain feminists' construction of suicide as 

capitulation, as a problematic concession to the deep cultural trope of death and femininity14. 

Ultimately, I appraise these Sexton poems as examples of the many ways she assails silence and 

taboo in her writings. 

The urgency with which feminists advocate freedom of choice is relevant to Sexton's work: 

the decision to die is germane to freedom of choice, and further. Sexton's explication of the 

suicidal predisposition, however frank, does not advocate this choice. Rather, it disseminates, 

as much of her work does, information about this private condition - private, because it is rarely 

discussed beyond the confmes of therapy and textbooks - and offers readers the opportunity to 

engage in a similar talkinglreading cure. Solitude, silence and shame characterize much of the 

suicidal character; Sexton's thoughtful and extensive assessment of suicide presents a means of 



shattering these conditions, and enlarging the territory of this particular discourse. 

Sexton's fim three collections are dominated by traditional Confessional themes, themes 

which she insistently genders toward the presentation of a distinctly female perspective. She 

draws extensively from her own experiences, and then goes about aligning these experiences, 

theoretically, within an implicit female collective. The "womann Sexton renders is often 

converted into a multiple construct - "women" - a conversion which is achieved strategically 

throughout the work. This strategy is executed in complex terms: the poet both addresses and 

includes women through direct communication. imagery and theory. Many of Sexton's poems 

are directed, quite intimately. at an implied listener; the images - particularly the non-secular 

images - create a powerful sense of a theology and familiaVworld order that is fernale-gendered. 

Similarly, Sexton's construction of institutions. the family, the cosmos and desire as feminine 

spheres suggests a feminist methodology in the poetry, a revisionist ontology and framework for 

the (singular) female narrative that govern the work. Black feminist critics have often noted that 

it is critical to recognize the accounts of black women as authentic historical commentary and 

legitimate artistic expression'5. Although black women have historically confronted a far more 

dire and repressive history in America than have white women, their recognition of the 

importance of the obscured region of experience and oral testimony as significant features in the 

(re)construction of women's history is germane to my assessment of Sexton. It is my contention 

that Sexton asserted her private experience as a woman within the public sphere of poetry both 

to affirm its validity and political significance, and as a means of demolishing artificial, 

culturally imposed barriers. 



Sexton's Love Poems, her fourth collection, constitutes a methodological departure for the 

poet. Although she continues to write in a deeply subjkchve, confessional mode, she departs, 

in this volume, from the traditional themes of Confessionalism. In Chapter One I argue that the 

poetry of the Beats is synchronic, while Confessional poetry is diachronic in nature. h a t  is, 

while Beat poetry tends to inscribe and celebrate the immediate, Confessional poetry is marked 

by a reflective study of the past. of remembered experiences, an approach that resembles the 

process of psychoanalysis. The poetry in Love Poems, which I argue (in Chapter Four) is 

indebted to Beat poetry, is largely celebratory. Further, Sexton's poems recount experiences that 

are based on current events, and not contingent upon, o r  related to past events. This shift in 

Sexton's writing is anticipated in her previous collection, Live o r  Die, as the poems in Live or 

& are scrupulously dated, in the manner of a diary. Although the Live or Die poems delve 

backwards into remembered experience, the emphasis on the temporal, and specifically on the 

present, suggests her movement in her work as a whole away from the past, and into the 

present. Finally, Sexton's emphatic decision to live, in the poem which concludes Live or Die. 

suggests that the work to come will be marked by this decision, and the poetry of Love Poems 

affirms and articuIates her choice- 

Love Poems is a loosely arranged collection which touches on a number of subjects, 

although love, as the title suggests, is the governing theme. I examine the text in two ways in 

Chapter Four: first, as a sustained commentary on gender relations within a specific romantic 

framework, and subsequently as an architectonic text which seeks to build the female body in 

incremental and positive terns. Because there is such a substantial Literary canon of love poetry, 



I have isolated that poetry which I felt was relevant to Sexton's work. I exarnke primarily the 

work of female poets, poets whom I felt had made substantial and subversive contributions to 

this genre. I also examine the work of Diane Di Prima, a Beat poet whose work anticipates a 

good deal of Sexton's work. Sexton's name does not appear in biographies or autobiographies 

of the Beat writers, and, of these writers, Sexton refers only to Ginsberg (in passing) in 

interviews. Since it is extremely difficult to determine whether or not Sexton was familiar with 

any of these artists, I have created analogues between Sexton and the women whose work 

appears to have influenced her own work. I do, however, note that Sexton once referred to 

herself a "secret Beatnik, " an appellation which intimates the poet's familiarity with Beat poetry 

(and also rather ominously describes how her Literary influences and endeavors have been 

obscured, as "secrets " to the Sexton scholar). 

The love poetry itself is somewhat unstructured. Love Poems traces the evolution of a 

disastrous heterosexual love affair, and the poet describes this affair, variously, as an exciting, 

empowering, disabling and miserable series of events. A lesbian encounter is also described, but 

the poems are largely heterosexual in orientation, and the events that transpire are fairly 

conventional. One poem is entitled "You AU Know the Story of the Other Woman," a title 

which is, in itself, an acute commentary on both the familiarity of her material and her own 

recognition of what is common to romantic experiences and romance literature. Sexton does. 

however, create a number of strategic ways to recount these familiar tales. The poems are 

embedded with ironic fairy tale narratives. and occasionally the recurring figure of the male 

lover is less a singular construct than a symbolic figure whose actions in conjunction with those 

of the female speaker constitute a commentary on gender relations. But it is Sexton's work with 



the female body, and female sexuality. ultimately, that distinguishes this collection, providing 

informative scrutiny of matters that were, previously, unheard of in women's poetry? The 

bold jouissance that characterizes Sexton's discussions of her body and sexuality provides a 

critical key to her political strategy. a strategy which is committed to challenging 

misinformation, taboo, and secrets, and which seeks to replace oppressive, socially constnrcted 

female stereotypes with femalelself-authored revisions of these models. 

Sexton's play with the fairy tale in Love Poems prefigures her subsequent volume, 

Transformations, a collection which consists of a series of revisionist fairy tales. This collection 

is not confessional, although it employs the first-person voice and subjective monologue in a 

number of the poems. Transformations constitutes a formal departure in Sexton's writing, and 

it serves to confirm the break from the Confessional mode she instigated in Love Poems. In 

Chapter Five I locate Sexton's work with fairy tales within a literary and critical context, and 

closely examine two poems that I feel are representative of Sexton's various ambitions. I also 

offer a brief history of the fairy tale, and proceed to examine contemporary treatments of these 

narratives. Sexton's work stands at the forefront of a great body of (largely female-authored) 

revisionist fairy tales: she was one of the fim women writers to experiment with this genre as 

a way of critiquing its inherent ideologies. Sexton's own voice as narratorlspeaker appears in 

the text, but is presented as the voice of a witch, a tactic which recalls the origin of the fairy 

tale, tales which were historically told by women, but transcribed and retold, as literary texts, 

by men. Sexton's use of the witch-speaker recalls a consistent pattern in her previous volumes, 

for the witch - in Sexton's poetry - is a symbol of power. But Sexton complicates this notion of 

power by suggesting how the witch has been historically persecuted and feared because of this 



power, and by suggesting that witchcraft is analogous to the power of the woman who writes 

("such trances and portents! ") , who transforms through language (Sexton: "The Black Art" : 88). 

I have chosen to examine "Cinderella," and "Briar Rose (Sleeping Beauty)" in detail because 

these two poems represent discrete strategies at work in Transformations. "Cinderella" is an arch 

reconstruction of the Cinderella tale, wherein Sexton provides a witty and acute commentary on 

its persistence and cultural significance, while the "Briar Rose" narrative is used as a framework 

for a trenchant analysis of father-daughter rape. It is this poem which lays the foundation for 

Sexton's lab? three collections, which are primarily devoted to examinations of theology, and to 

the figures of Christ, Mary and God. "Briar Rose, " like many of the poems in Transformations 

is a dramatic monologues. and Sexton's adoption of this form appears to have been liberating. 

It is in her final, post-Love Poems, co!lections that Sexton is able to bring her theoretical 

concerns to the forefront by interfacing autobiography and theory. Sexton does continue to draw 

from personal experience in her later work, but after the inception of the witch-speaker, she 

comes to construct herself as a speaker whose voice is complex, and not necessarily self- 

referential. The strategy is exhibited in her long poem sequence "0 Ye Tongues, " (which 

appears in The Death Notebooks [1974]), in which she employs the figure of Christopher Smart 

in a dialoguelinteraction with "Anne, " an appellation which supplements the more immediately 

self-reflexive "I". I employ Estella Lauter's locution, the "transpersonal" model, in my 

discussion of Sexton's later work, because it is an insightful assessment of the manner in which 

the poet came to employ and transcend the personal in her work, and trouble the immediate 

relationship between herself and herself-=-speaker. 

In the sixth and f i a l  chapter, I discuss Sexton's last three collections of poetry: The Book 



of Follv (1972). The Death Noteboob and The Awful Rowing Toward God (1975). I consider 

the posthumous work collected in the Complete Poems in my conclusion. My f i a l  chapter is 

divided into three sections; in the fim section I look at Sexton's poem-sequence "The Jesus 

Papers" (Book of Follv) ; in the second, I examine a long poem from The Death Notebooks, and 

in the third section I also examine one of The Awful Rowing's long poems. These books. as I 

have already acknowledged, are primarily concerned with faith, Christianity and biblical figures. 

Religion figures prominently throughout Sexton's work: her struggles with faith are well 

documented in the collected poems, and much of her poetry attempts to envision a Christian 

model that is gynocentric, and reconcilable with her own beliefs and ideas. 

In All Mv Prettv Ones, Sexton articulates her inability to entrust her faith in Christ (whom 

she likens to a "chunk of beef") and God, whose "name" she does "not known ( 6 2 ~ 5 3 ) .  Her 

creation of a female-centered cosmos constitutes an act of faith for the poet. In "With Mercy For 

the Greedy," she explains that her poetry supplements and reorders traditional belief systems. 

Poetry, she cryptically explains, is "the rat's star," and like this palindrome, it is capable of 

reversing language and ideas, without sacrificing meaning (63). In her last coIIections , Sexton 

employs another palindrome, "Ms. Dog" as a personal appellation, a playful and critical 

indication of her theological methodology. The name, or persona, suggests Sexton's awareness 

of and connection to the second-wave feminist movement, and this virtually undocumented 

political engagement underlines much of her work with Christian iconography, theory and text. 

In Chapter Six I contextualize Sexton's work with religion by locating it within a body of 

feminist criticism and commentaries on Christianity. The feminist critics I discuss are, for the 

most pan, contemporaries of Sexton's, and their work represents one of second-wave feminism's 



most urgent agendas. Christianity is ordered in patriarchal and paternalistic terms, with reference 

to (among other things) its notion of the ontology of man. the gender of Christ and God and 

their paramount hierarchical status. and the problematic and ofien marginal represen tations of 

women in the scriptures. Because of this. many feminist commentators have attempted to reject. 

refute or reader Christianity, or classical interpretations of Christianity. Sexton's examination 

of hedthe Christian faith provides a discourse that is amenable to these feminist ambitions, and 

her examination functions on many different levels. 

In each of her last books. Sexton secularizes the figures of Christ, Mary, God and other 

biblical figures. in order to demonstrate how their original and persistent representation collides 

with and shapes secular notions of gender. She resuscitates several female biblical figures in the 

poems. with a strong focus on the figure of Mary, whom she attempts to reconstruct and place 

at the center of her own faith and Christian faith. Finally, she struggles with her own faith in 

these volumes. a faith she cannot profess in traditional, male-ordered terms. Although the poet 

expresses an identification with the suffering. mortal Christ, her own spirituality is constructed 

as a separatist space, for herself - as woman - and for the women who occupy and preside over 

this sphere in her work. 

The poems I discuss in Chapter Six illustrate the scope of Sexton's analyses of faith. 

analyses which provide a directed narrative, culminating in the concluding poem which is aptly 

titled "The Rowing Endeth". The poems as a whole constitute an argument without closure, or 

conclusion, yet they do suggest a resolution that evokes all of her work - the resolution to 

impose a female stamp on  rraditionally male domains. institutions and ideologies. Finally. 

through her revisionist biblid re-tellings, she exhibits how women may be empowered by self- 



recovery and reclamation. when they become. at last. the lions writing history. 



Chapter One 

Locating and Gendering Confessional Poetry 

rejected yet confesing out the soul 
to conform to the rhythm of thought 
in h k  naked and endIess head 

Allen Ginsberg, Howl 

Confessional poetry is thought to begin with the publication of Robert Lowell's Life$ 

in 1959. In this collection Lowell "abandoded) the formal concerns of his first collections" and 

turned to "free verse," and "the voice of intense personal concern" (Marowski:232). The poems 

chronicle Lowell's family and personal history, and many of them concern his mental illness and 

recovery. "Skunk Hour" in particular, which concludes the book, is a first-person account of the 

poet's "ill-spirit " and isolation: "My mind's not right./. . .I myself am he1l;lnobody's here" (Life 

Studies:90). The complexity of Lowell's strategy is signified by his (embedded) reference to 

Milton's Satan. a strategy which suggests a conflated system of voices, as opposed to a purely 

self-referential confessional voice. Lowell has Listed Milton's Satan and Melville's Captain Ahab 

as the 'two great symbolic figures." and as "two sublime ambitions that are doomed and ready. 

for their idealism, to face any amount of violence" (NAMP:925). This characterization is also 

applicable to the Confessional poets, whose work recounts the similarly "sublime ambitions" of 

figures that are, simultaneously, autobiographical and "symbolic". 

Life Studies has traditionally been interpreted in terms of "historical overture" 

(Rosenthal , " Roben Lowell" : 1 19) ; Lowell's work is distinct because it is predicated on "person. " 



and "fact, " as opposed to persona and fiction (Phillips:20). The poems are larded with personal 

references and details. bu,t they also present a number of sociopolitical statements. In "Memories 

of West Street and Lepke." Lowell writes: 

These are the tranquillized Fifties, 
and I am forty. Ought I to regret my seedtime? 
I was a fire-breathing Catholic C.O., 
and made my manic statement. 
telling off the state and president, and then 
sat waiting sentence in the bull pen 
beside a Negro boy with curlicues 
of marijuana in his hair. (85) 

The quality of free, or open verse (Lowell used the terms "raw" and "cooked"), and the surfeit 

of memory and (self) revelation emphasize the subjective quality of this poem. But it is what 

Lowell chooses to reveal which attests to the symbolic quality of the poem, or to its "descent" 

from "form into 'life"' (Cox: 3). Lowell's autobiographical revelations are not random. but 

rather, ordered toward the presentation of a seditious, political self. Here, as elsewhere in his 

poetry. Lowell positions himself in terms of his other-ness. The suggestion of other-ness. in one 

sense, creates or reveals the fracture between the self (Lowell), and the self-in-writing (Lowell's 

self-representation). a fracture that Lowell articulates in "Waking in Blue" when he describes 

himself as both a "victorious figure of bravado ossified young," and an institutionalized "old 

timer" holding a "locked razor" (82). These two images provide an illustration of how the self 

and the self-in-writing are divided and joined in autobiographical writing - the "locked" and 

enclosed self is transcendental in writing, and may emerge "victorious" in poetry. What is 

particularly Confessional about Lowell's strategy, in "Waking in Blue." is the way in which he 

deploys his other-ness in service of the presentation of a cohesive, divided self. Lowell was 

imprisoned for sedition in 1943, and served a sentence (of one year and one day) at the Federal 



Correction Center at Danbury, Connecticut. And while he did write a blistering letter to 

Roosevelt. refusing to serve in the military because of America's "Machiavellian contempt of 

the laws of justice and charity between nations," Lowell was not drafted, but inducted. after 

enlisting on at least two occasions (Hamilton:89,86). Lowell's poetry does not reveal this fact: 

the "idealistic" self-in-writing he constructs is "ready.. .to face any amount of violence" other 

than factual inconsistency. 

By positioning himself as a ("fire breathing") other, Lowell aligns himself with 

contemporary political and poetic discourse. References to sedition and imprisonment are 

entangled with the depiction of the poet's "manic" ilhess, a common-place (represented) duality 

in American culture at this time. R.D.Laing's The Divided Self (l96O), for example, discusses 

mental illness in terms of its relation to and reflection of society's malaise. The Divided Self 

(which in 1972 Laing described as an "example of how people were thinking in the Fifties") is 

of great importance to the Confessional poets, as its central conceit and its political explication 

of mental illness are germane to their own concerns and strategies (in Showalter, The Female 

Malady: 226-2271'. Lowell's employment of Beat imagery is also significant. The evocation of 

marijuana and race ("a Negro boy") act as indexical signs, signifying his employment of Beat 

poetry, the other contemporary American autobiographical genre. The Beats and the 

Confessional poets share, in Hyatt H. Waggoners' words. "a repudiation of our cultural past and 

a distaste for present society" (565). The Beats, however, were actively iconoclastic in their 

work and practices, in contrast to the more conservative Confessional poets. Known variously 

as the Beat, Bop, and Subterranean Generation, the Beat poets embraced the alternative realms 

of fashion, style, drugs, music, travel, protest and sexuality. These practices were inscribed in 



their work, and the poets themselves were known as a culturaI phenomenon, as "bearded cats 

and kits, " spreading "cool and beat" aesthetics and "bop visions" throughout the post-war 

counter-culhtres2. 

Lowell, Further, is not the "existential hipster" described by Norman Mailer in The White 

(19571, a term which best describes the Beats, who "divorce(d) themselves from society 

and lived without foots" (Mailer: 11). The contrast between the iconoclastic Ginsberg and the 

patrician Lowell (the respective founders of Beat and Confessional poetry) is captured 

in Barry Miles's 1989 biography of Ginsberg. Miles describes Ginsberg and Timothy Leary 

visiting Lowell at his Riverside Drive apartment in 1961, in order to tum him on to drugs (280). 

When Leary asks why Ginsberg wants to dose Lowell with psilocybin, he replies: "if Pulitzer 

Prize-winner Robert Lowell has a great session, his product endorsement will influence lots of 

intellectuals" (281). James Breslin also effectively contrasts Ginsberg and Lowell. In his essay 

"Robert Lowell," he recounts a New York Times description of a joint reading the two poets 

gave in 1977. The Times saw the two as "opposite ends of the poetic spectrum," a view which 

Breslin supports when he compares "Ginsberg - the rhapsodic hip visionary" with "Lowell - the 

ironic and reserved aristocrat" (1 10). BresIin observes that while both writers use the 

confessional voice, Ginsberg " immen(es) himself in immediate feeling and thought" while 

Lowell "always preserves some personal distance and artistic control" (1 10). Life Studies is a 

formal study of a poet's personal history, and its approach is diachronic, in contrast with the 

immediate, synchronic quality of Beat poetry. This distinction reflects the centrality of 

psychoanalysis to the Confessional poets, as well as their unique implementation of the 

autobiographical as "public " poetic voice. 



In "Finding a Poem." W.D.Snodgrass describes the completion of his poem "Heart's 

Needlen. He states that, through meticulous revision, he created "a better poem. more personal 

and so more universal" (Radical Rtwit:32). Snodgrass studied with Lowell at the State 

University of Iowa, and there the two poets "taught each other a new confessional mode for 

modem poetryn (NAMP: 1084). Heart's Needle and Life Studies were published the same year, 

so it is not possible to determine who originated this mode. Both poets employ comparable 

voices in their texts, as they are both concerned with the merger of the personal, and the 

"universal, " or public voice. Heart's Needle contains a number of Confessional poems. which 

concern the poet's life experiences. but the first two poems in the collection are, significantly. 

not confessional. The fim poem. "Ten Days Leave" is a third person account, and the second 

poem, "Returned to Frisco, 1946" is written in the first person plural voice: "We shouldered like 

pigs along the rail to try/And catch that fim gray outline of the shore" (4). The fim section of 

Life Studies is comprised of non-confessional dramatic monoIogues, which also employ informal 

or  untraditional language within formal, or traditional rhyme schemes and verse forms. The 

principal similarity between the two collections, however, is the way in which the personal voice 

is processed. The confessional voice is not immediately adopted in the texts, rather, both books 

begin with poems that are irn-personal, oblique reflections on post-war society. In "Inauguration 

Day: January 1953," Lowell writes: "Ice, ice. Our wheels no longer m o v e . h k ,  the fued 

stars, all just alikelas lack-land atoms, split apart" u : 7 ) .  Snodgrass's "Returned to Frisco" also 

uses collective personal pronouns (welour), and depicts a similarly static and fractured portrait 

of post-war America. In the fiial stanza, Snodgrass describes the Golden Gate Bridge, standing, 

"like the closed gate of your own backyard" (5). This particular phrase underlines an explicit 



political agenda. as the shift in pronouns and the evocation of a mutually exclusive society 

intensifies the speaker's referentiality. By initially pluralking the voice, and drawing upon 

common experience, Snodgrass and Lowell are able to expand, ultimately, the parameters of 
- - 

their confessional selves. 

In "The Bildungsroman, " M.M.Bakhtin discusses the various kinds of "novels of 

emergence". The fifth category, he writes, is the "most significant" ; in this type of text "man's 

individual emergence is inseparably linked to historical emergence" (23). In Snodgrass and 

Lowell's early poetry, the emergence of the Confessional voice may also be linked to historical 

emergence. The "antiestablishment" quality of Confessional poetry derives from its historical 

situation (Phillips: 13). This time (the late 1950'deariy 1960's) may be periodized as an "age of 

conurbations," and of considerable public unrest (Lerner:102). The events and effects of the 

second world war are well documented throughout the arts in this period. For example. Film 

Noir, a post-war genre, is generally characterized by a pervasive sense of "despair, alienation 

. . . and psychos(i)s, " wherein Life is "conceived to be a hopeless proposition, with people having 

no control over their fates " (Onoson : 1 ) . In visual art, Abstract Expressionism, another post- war 

genre, is governed by a similarly chaotic aesthetic. Its new "permissiveness," expressed in a 

virtual lack of formal  restriction^, exemplifies its efforts, in Robert Rauschenberg's words, to 

bridge "the gap between art and life" (in Adams:25). The disorder of the "life" depicted 

constitutes a break from both traditional method and society itself. Abstract Expressionists 

stressed the importance of viewer participation, or the triangular relationship among artist, art, 

and spectator. The viewer is invited to witness, among other things, social pathology, and the 

decline of the knowable social subject in these fragmented and diffuse paintings. Much of the 



fiction and non-fiction of this period also illustrates themes of "psychic havoc." alienation and 

artistic revolt (Mailer: 1). Although they occupy a unique space in American poetic history, the 

Confessional poets are. ultimately, not unique in documenting, or implementing the discourse 

of. in Yeas's words. "mere anarchy". 

The Confessional voice, as adopted by Snodgrass and Lowell. is necessarily highly 

subjective and self referential. However, it is important to emphasize the objective. and public 

element of this voice. Waggoner describes contemporary confessional poetry as a sign of the end 

of Modernism, for, unlike Modernist poetry, it encourages a "communion" between poet and 

reader'. He also observes that confessional poets try to ""transcend the self" in their work. "by 

responding to value and meaning in the world outside the self" (566). The introspective and 

individualized nature of Confessional poetry is connected to a collective sensibility, as the poetry 

suggests a comection between the personal and the public. As Anne Sexton once noted, "I write 

very personal poems but I hope that they will become the central theme to someone else's 

private life" (No Evil Star:50). It is this duality that attracted Sylvia Plath, who told a BBC 

producer in 1962 that the best poetry is both "real and relevant ... relevant to the larger things. 

the bigger things such as Hiroshima and Dachau" (in Martin. Svlvia Plath:224). The conflation 

of the "real" and the "relevant, " or the writer's existence and socio-historical context, is central 

to the Confessional poets. The construction of the personallpluralistic self-in-writing indicates 

a democratic privileging of each member of society. In "A Poem's Becoming." Snodgrass 

describes what motivated Confessional pew: "We have come to value matter and the physical 

world - perhaps because we are in much more danger of losing them than people ever were 

before " (RP: 54) . 



The authcntk! Shado~vs of it 
sweep p m  in dreums, one could say impreckeb 

Denise Levertov . "Matins " 

When ye meet your ancestor, kifi your ancestor! 

Yukio Mishima, The T€!r"n~k of the Golden Pavilion 

As I observed earlier. W.D.Snodgrass and Robert LoweIl are thought to have created the 

Confessional model, but even this point is debatable. In an interview with Barbara Kevles, Anne 

Sexton says that she submitted her unpublished work to Lowell (when she was applying to his 

poetry workshop) while he was compiling the manuscript of Life Studies, and notes "Perhaps 

I even influenced him. I have never asked him" (Stargo). In fact, when Lowell responded to 

Sexton's application. he wrote that he had read her poems with "a good deal of admiration and 

envy. ..after combing through pages of fragments of (his) own unfinished stuff" (Middlebrook. 

"AS & RL": I). He went on to note that he valued her work's "truthn and its "simple expression 

of difficult feelings," since this was the "line of poetry" he was "most interested in" ("AS & 

RL": I). It is unclear. and in many respects, irrelevant who began this "line of poetry"; each of 

the poets uses similar strategies in hisher writing (the alignment of the personal and political), 

yet each poet also expresses different ambitions and concerns. 

Like the Metaphysical poets, the Confessional group is "more often named than read" 

(Eliot:2300). They are generally numbered at four, with the inclusion of John Berryman (in 

addition to Lowell, Plath and Sexton). and the exclusion of Snodgrass. The four (or five) poets 



were all associates, and their creation of the Confessional mode is related. in part, to their early 

associations with each other. Although these associations are not well documented, the literal 

formation of the group can be reconstructed. Snodgrass studied under Lowell at the University 

of Iowa, and Lowell instructed Plath and Sexton in a creative writing seminar at Boston 

University (Plath and Sexton were classmates from 1958-1959). Plath would go on to cite Lowell 

and Sexton as being very influential, by virtue of their "vitality." and their employment of 

"interior experiences" and "private and taboo subjects" (in Martin. =:224). Lowell has stated 

that Snodgrass "did these things before (he) did, though he's younger ... and had been (his) 

student" (Phillips:6). And John Berryman was a close friend and colleague of Lowell's; in 

Lowell's poem "For John Berryman," he writes: "I feel I know what you have worked through. 

youlknow what I have worked through- these are wordsIJohn, we used the language as if we 

made it" (Notebook:255). Berryman writes about Lowell in Dream Songs, and their friendship, 

for Lowell. constituted, in Paul Mariani's words. a "heady ... philosopher's circle" (61). 

Berryman's work in 77 Dream Songs had a profound and "weird effect" on Lowell, and he felt 

"env(ious)" of Berryman's work (Mariank61). These poets also referred to each other within 

their poetry: Sexton and Berryman wrote about Plath, Sexton wrote about Lowell, and Lowell 

wrote the introduction to Ariel, and was instrumental in the publication of Sexton's first 

collection4. 

The Confessional poets were also influenced by, and related to, a number of other 

contemporaries, or near-contemporaries , including Elizabeth Bishop. Randall Jarre11 . Denise 

Levertov, Adrienne Rich, Delmore Schwartz and Theodore Roethke. Several of these poets are 

routinely Linked with the Confessional poets, and have written confessional poems. Roethke, in 



particular, is often linked with the Confessional group although he has also been described as 

having "produced in a vacuum" (Phillips:lO7). But Roethke is not a Confessional poet, 

acmrding to Robert Phillips, because he refers only to the "interior of self" in his writing; he 

does not refer to history, or the exterior world (107)5. Adrienne Rich, who is often compared 

to the Confessional poets, began writing "directly about experiencing (herself) as a woman" in 

the late 1950s. but it was not until she wrote "Planetarium" in 1971 that, in her words, "the 

woman in the poem and the woman writing the poem became the same person" ("When We 

Dead Awaken"A4.47). The exclusiveness of the Confessional group is less related to their mode 

and method, however, than to their subject matter. Each of the four poets struggled with mental 

illness and institutionalization in hisfher lifetime, and three of them committed suicide. These 

experiences are documented in their writing, and uhimately led to their being classified as, in 

A. Alvarez's term, "extremist" artists. 

It is M.L. Rosenthal who coined the phrase "Confessional Poets" in his 1959 review of 

Robert Lowell's Life Studies. This group of American poets can be characterized, using the 

following criteria: their membership is limited, and their practices are fairly homogeneous, that 

is, they all employed similar strategies, styles, diction and topics, and they all wrote 

autobiographical poetry. In many respects, all poetly is confessional, "in so far as it is a record 

of a poet's states of mind and feelings and ... vision of life," but the Confessional group is 

distinguished by their method of recording life, and the "quality of ... life" they describe 

(Cuddon: 152). In Robert Phillips' long, point-form definition of the Confessional mode, he cites 

the depiction of "unbalanced and afflicted" protagonists as one of the vital components of this 

form (1 7). The Confessional poets, then, may be defmed as a small group of interrelated 



twentieth century poets who wrote fimt person accounts of their (often painful) experiences, and 

who attempted to address personal and public issues in their writing. 

The evolution of the confessional voice. however. is more complex, as it has considerable 

historicaI/literary precedent. In an essay about Anne Sexton, J . D. McCIatchy obsenres that 

"surprisingly little has been written with any authority on the subject of confessionalism." a 

"sincerityn motivated "impulse behind many of the social movements and styles since 1960" 

(31). Confessional poetry is discussed in overviews of American poetry, and confession is often 

discussed, in a broad way, as a rhetorical form (Theodore Reik's The Compulsion to Confess 

(1961) provides a thorough analysis of modes of confession). There are, however, only a few 

critical essays and books devoted exclusively to the Confessional poets6. The extant scholarship 

provides several useful ways of locating, d e f ~ g  and interpreting Confessional poetry, but 

McClatchy is c o m a  in his assessment of the paucity of the scholarship surrounding this mode 

of writing. The work of A. Alvarez. Donald Davie. Laurence Lerner, E.V. Ramakrishnan and 

M.L. Rosenthal offers. collectively. a critical model of Confessional poetry, and a 

literary historical context for Confessional poetry. None of these critics has examined 

confessionalism at length - a subject which is a study in itself - but their work establishes a 

practical d e f ~ t i o n  of the Confessional poets, or the Madhouse Muses. as they were sometimes 

called (Phillips: 15). 

In his 1966 essay. "Sincerity and Poetry. " Donald Davie attempts to define twentieth century 

American confessional poetry, using the Romantic poets as an analogue. He notes that with Life 

Studies, Lowell i n t d u c e d  poems that employed a fm person speaker, an "I" who "nearly 

always asks to be taken, quite unequivocally, as Robert Lowell himself" (142). The confessional 



poem, Davie argues, is "a vehicle by which the writer acts out before his public the agony or 

the discomfort.. .of being a writer" (142). Davie contrasts the contemporary confessional poem 

to the poetry of Wordsworth and Byron, poets who confessed, respectively. "virtue" and "vicew 

(143), and observes: "woe betide that (contemporary) poet whose life ... does not reveal 

fornications and adultery. drug-addictions, alcoholism and spells in mental homes " (142). 

Davie's cynicism about the sensational nature of confessional poetry further reveals itself in his 

assessment of the "new confessional poets," poets he describes as being "very bad," with the 

exception of Robert Lowell (142). His essay does not provide a d e f ~ t i o n  of, or thorough 

literary/historical context for, the modern confessional poets (for example, he does not 

distinguish between the Beat and Confessional poets), but it does raise some interesting questions 

about "sincerity" as a criterion for poetry. 

"Sincerity," according to Davie. is related to what a poem "costs" a poet (142). By revealing 

intimate and painful details about hislher life experiences, a poet introduces an element of 

personal risk into hisher writing. In "Crying," Laurence Lerner adapts Davie's notion of 

sincerity, and deems confessional writing an act of "narrative, " "pronoun" and "emotional 

courage, " terms which suggest the element of risk inherent in the practice of confessing "feelings 

of disgust, self-hatred and despair" (1 12). There is an artistic risk involved in confession as well; 

by employing the (non-fictional) subjective voice the poet assumes responsibility, even 

culpability for the ideas expressed in the poem in a way that evokes the practice of non-secular 

confession. To confess is to acknowledge that one's experiences, ideas, and emotions are 

meaningful, and of consequence. Confessional poetry also gestures to the meaning and 

consequence of personal experiences, ideas and emotions, and this gesture has artistic and 



p o l i t i d  significance. 

In "In Memorium and the Rhetoric of Confession." W. David Shaw provides a list of the 

"Characteristic features of confessional writing" (80). One characteristic is the "personal. and 

often private" nature of confessional writing, another is its "polemical naturen; the confessor, 

Shaw notes. "is often the advocate in disguisen (80.83). Walt Wtmazf s poetry provides a good 

example of confessional writing that is both personal and political. In his  inscription^, he writes: 

"One's self I sing, a single separate person,lYet utter the word Democratic, the word En-Masse" 

(Leaves of Grass:3). Whitman's verses are polemical because they propose a joining of the 

personal and public spheres, a strategic merger which prefigures the work of both the 

Confessional and the Beat poets7. Davie acknowledges the significance of this merger in 

"Sincerity and Poetry" when he describes confessional poets as artists "trying to break out of 

the world of rhetoric," and create an intersection between the "world of literature" and the 

"adjacent worlds of biography, history and geography" (145). By creating this intersection, the 

confessional poet assumes agency, and becomes hisher "own biographer, " cultural commentator 

and public speaker (Davie: 145). Davie's use of the word "own" is significant, as it draws 

attention to the autonomy and agency encoded in the subjective voice, objectives which are, in 

his words. "so patently the impetus behind (confessional) writing" (145). 

"Sincerity and Poet@' sets the groundwork for locating confession - in twentieth century 

American writing - as a genre, although Davie's essay does not distinguish between the various 

confessional sub-gems. A. Alvarez' s 1967 essay. "Modernism, " is considerably more 

categorical in its assessment of confession, and though Alvarez does not defme or even name 

the Confessional poets, his essay provides a valuable way of looking at Confessional, or 



"extremist" poetry. In this essay Alvarez criticizes the notion of the alienated artist, arguing that 

the postmodern artist "is not 'alienated', he is simply lost" (7). He describes the "ideological 

void" this artist confronts, lacking "altogether the four traditional supports upon which every 

previous generation has been able, in one degree or another, to rely: religion, politics. national 

cultural tradition, reason " (7). 

AIvarezTs essay is broadly socio-historical in its scope. He examines the contemporary 

aesthetics, politics, media, art and religion in order to create a ponait of a post-war world that 

is bereft of any traditional or unified beliefs. Contemptuous of the contemporary avant-garde, 

Alvarez isolates extremist artists such as Berryman, Lowell and Plath (writers who narrate the 

extremes of personal experience) as being able to fulfil his d e f i o n  of what constitutes a 

"genuine artist". The true contemporary artist. according to Alvarez, lacks "external standards 

by which to judge his reality;" and must "launch his craft." "control it" and forge "his own 

compass" ( IS). The extremist artists were "riskn-takers, he noted, writers willing to narrate the 

"violence and destructiveness of the period" in "modem, analytic terms" (17). Alvarez cites the 

painter Sidney Nolan, who claims that artists serve as an "Early W&g System for history, " 

in order to support his theory that the extremist artists' work constitutes a profound personal, 

political and philosophical commentary on their times (17). He also differentiates between the 

extremists and other confessional artists and states that while other "pop" artists' work is merely 

a "reaction against a dead or dying formalism" (191, the extremists' work is a "courageous 

response" which proposes, in itself, an "artistic order" with which to replace the artistic chaos 

of the period (20.21). 

Although Alvarez does not name the Confessional poets or define the group, "Modernism" 



is useful to the study of Confessional poetry. He characterizes extremist poetry as something 

distinct from Modernist poetry. which emphasized the "direct treatment of the thing" (NAMP:5) 

and which was predicated on T.S.Eliot's "impersonal" model, wherein the "man who suffers" 

and "the mind which creates" are separate" (NAEL/2:2297). By identifying Confessional 

poetry's distinctly non-Modernist quality, and by isolating its extremist, personallpolitical nature, 

Alvarez contributes substantially to the scholarship regarding the group. 

M.L Rosenthal's The New Poets. published in 1967. also provides a useful assessment of 

the "confessional mode, " which he claims was "discover(ed) " by Robert Lowell (26). The term - 

"confessional mode" - is "appropriate enough." he argues, because "of the way Lowell brought 

his private humiliations. sufferings. and psychological problems into the poems of Life Studies " 

(26). In the chapter "Other Confessional Poets," Rosenthal discusses the work of six poets - 

Berryman. Ginsberg. Lowell. Plath. Roethke and Sexton - who tend to "place the literal Self at 

the center of the poem " (27). 

Rosenthal's discussion of Lowell is illuminating. suggesting a distinction between Beat and 

Confessional poetry. Rosenthal describes the "myth" that Lowell presents in Life Studies, of "an 

America (and a contemporary civilization generally) whose history and present predicament are 

embodied in those of his own family and epitomized in his own psychological experience" (61). 

Ginsberg's confessional work often incorporates references to American politics - "It occurs to 

me that I am America" - and his long poem "Kaddish" is an elegy to his mother Naomi 

("America." Howl:32). Lowell's family history is very different than Ginsberg's - from his 

dolorous aristocratic family. Lowell inherits a "bristling and manic" temperament ("Commander 

Lowell, " =:70); from his intellectual, working-class Communist mother, Ginsberg inherits a 



"radical bias " (EUmann, 0' Clair, N AMP: 1 1 18). While both poets gesture to the significance of 

their families. Ginsberg's sexuality. necessarily, divorces him from a family-based identity. 

Ginsberg's work celebrates the homoerotic. The "best minds" of Ginsberg's "generation" 

"scream with joy" while being "fucked in the ass by saintly motorcyclists" ("Howl" : 12). 

And while "Kaddish" consecrates the deep bond between Ginsberg and his mother - the 

"beautiful G a r b  of (his) Karma" - the poem's conclusion suggests how the two are divided. 

"Kaddishn ends with Naomi Ginsberg's poignant, and clearly ingenuous, admonition: "Get 

married Allen don't take drugs" (31). Unlike Lowell, whose other-ness is grounded in his 

melancholic disposition. Ginsberg's is m t e d  in a sexuality that he celebrates throughout his 

work. Rosenthal expresses distaste for Ginsberg's homoerotic writing. The "frankly homosexual 

passages, " he writes, exhibit " an exhibitionistic and self-advertising quality, rarely serving any 

poetic end" (112). Rosenthal also takes issue with the many references, in Ginsberg's poetry. 

to his lover Peter Orlovsky , and to his Beat "circlen (1 12). These poems, he argues, lack the 

"emotional power" of those poems that "have explicitly at their centers the body of family 

experience" (1 11). Howl is dedicated to the major male Beat writers - William Burroughs, Neal 

Cassady , Jack Kerouac - who were all bisexualJgay , and Kaddish is dedicated to "Peter Orlovsky 

in Paradise". Rosenthal appears to be oblivious to the fact that these men are, to Ginsberg, 

"family". Ginsberg's need to "advertisen and a f f i  his own and his colleagues' sexual 

preference seems critical, given the heterosexia cultural, social and critical biases gay 

confessional poets must confront. Beat poetry's connection to Confessional petry should not be 

overstated, as the two groups, ultimately, express quite different desires and objectives in their 

work. 



A "genuine confessional poem," according to Rosenthal. achieves the "fusion of the private 

and the culturally symbolic" (80). Rosenthal does not address issues of gender, ctass, race or 

sexuality in his evaluation of what is political, or "culturally symbolic," and merges the work 

of six poets by virtue of their shared sense of Self as the "embodiment of civilizationn (78). 

Confessional poetry is a "poetry of suffering," he notes, which expresses a "heightened 

sensitivity to the human predicament in general" (130). Rosenthal is most vivid and insightful 

when emphasizing the personal and political quality of Confessional poetry. He observes. 

astutely, that there is a "magnificent fusion of private and universal motifs" in the Confessional 

poem. Like Alvarez, Rosenthal asserts this "fusion, " suggesting a way of examining how 

Confessional poetry ' s " literal Self" as " self-transcenden (t) . " grounded in "an aesthetic realization 

that goes beyond the literal subject matter" (67). 

Robert Phillips' book The Confessional Poets, published in 1973, provides a more 

substantial and specific assessment of the Confessional group, although he is somewhat evasive 

about naming the Confessional poets. Phillips views confession as a way of writing specific to 

literary works published after 1959, many of which may be categorized as being confessional. 

He sees certain volumes by Randall Jarrell, Maxine Kumin and Stanley Kunin as confessional, 

even if these poets are not usually described as Confessional poets. But Phillips focuses much 

of his introductory discussion on the work of Berryman, Lowell, Plath, Sexton and Snodgrass 

because their work conforms most consistently and emphatically with the d e f ~ t i o n s  of the group 

he outlines in essay and point-form. 

Phillips point-form list of the key characteristics of confessional writing includes 

characteristics which Davie and Alvarez also acknowledge, such as "moral courage, " the 



subjective presentation of "afflicted protagonists" and extremist themes, the "expression of 

personality." "antiestablishment" ideas, and the lack of "barriers between the reader and poet" 

(16-17). He also notes the open form and "open language" of confessional poetry, qualities 

which recall Wordsworth's poetic objective, as outlined in the second edition of the Lvrkal 

Ballads, to "choose incidents from common life" and to "relate or describe them in a selection 

of language really used by men" (446). Phillips attempts to place contemporary confessional 

writing in the context of literary history by offering an overview of confessional writing, a genre 

which has a great number of precedents. influences and analogues. He also briefly gestures to 

confession's secular and non-secular strains, acknowledging the enormity of his task when he 

observes that even cave paintings can be seen as paleolithic confessions. He cites Catullus and 

Sappho as early practitioners of confessional verse, and, quoting Catullus, narrows his search 

to work (he cites the confessions of Augustine and Rousseau as examples) which delves into the 

realms of personal, "eternal torture" (3). 

After discussing each of the distinguishing characteristics of Confessional poetry. Phillips 

concludes that the poets are a "magnificent" group, who have "penetrated to the heart of 

darkness that is American life" (15). He compares the Confessional poets to the discontented and 

alienated post-war American youth, and claims that these poets are "especially " alienated, 

because they are "older and more sensitive" (13). Like Alvarez. Phillips reveals a certain 

conservatism in his writing, a disdain for the "self-indulgence" and "shockM-value of more out& 

fonns of pop and protest poetry! He is careful to cite the Confessional poets' literary 

influences, observing that Lowell modelled some of his poems after Rilke and Beaudelaire, that 

Sexton quotes from Kafka, and so on, in order to create a literary context and pedigree for 



Confessional poetry. Phillips's work is significant because it establishes Confessional poetry as 

a mode of writing; by providing confessional writing's literary context. he offen a sense of its 

tradition, its historical sense, and, in T.S. Eliot's words, its "temporal" and "timeless" nature 

(NA/2: 2294). 

More recently, E.V. Ramakrishnan and Laurence Lerner have also attempted to provide a 

literary historical context for Confessional poetry in their work. In the introductory chapter of 

Crisis and Confession (19881, Ramakrishnan traces the roots of confessional literature, which 

begins. he notes, in European civilization, with Augusthe's Confessions (1). Rarnakrishnan 

observes that confession and autobiography are similar genres, and claims that confession 

became a "distinct genre" with Rousseau's Confessions (2). He uses the work of Roy Pascal and 

Northrop Frye to classify what is distinct about the confessional genre, and isolates "the concept 

of sincerity" as originating in Rousseau's work, and as the definitive characteristic of confession 

(2).  Sincerity. according to Ramakrishnan, entails "being true to one's innermost nature of the 

self," and sincerity motivates a great deal of 19th century writing, particularly the work of the 

Romantic poets (2-3). Because he is not employing a rigorous definition of confession - he 

acknowledges the ways in which autobiography, personal novels. and confession intersect - he 

discusses a wide array of European and American authors whose work can be construed as being 

confessional, including Albert Camus, Jean Genet, Herman Hesse, and Henry David Thoreau. 

Ramakrishnan's scope is ambitious, and his overview implicitly asserts that confession can not 

be simply categorized, although he does narrow his scope eventually in order to defme twentieth 

century confessional literature. 

This d e f ~ t i o n  is predicated on the contrast between Romantic and Confessional poetry, the 



same contrast that is at the center of "Sincerity and Poetry". Ramakrishnan concludes that 

Confessional poetry is distinct from Romantic poetry quite simply because it is more 

aggressively antiestablishment and more concerned with "extreme mental states " and, 

ultimately, it is a specific product of its historical period. AIvarez's socio-cultural study of 

confession is evoked in Rarnakrishnan's work, which also points to the "psychological violence" 

and "terror" inherent in the post-war American "hum&? condition" (20). The "destructive 

landscape of passion and paranoia" (Rarnakrishnan:20) the Confessional poets occupy is viewed 

as an analogue for, in Plath's words, "the terrifying, mad, omnipotent marriage of big business 

and the military in America" (in Crisis and Confession:20). Ramakrishnan asserts that 

Confessional poetry is a highly political and contemporary mode, which conflates the personal 

and public, and which strategically constmcts a social and political critique. Although their 

poems are "personal in essence." they are also pluralistic, as they address the concerns and 

conditions of many (20). While Rarnakrishnan does not introduce any novel ideas about 

Confessional poetry in his work, he does confirm and emphasize what is known to be unique, 

political, and contemporary about the group. His insistence that the "formation of an 

autobiographical personality suggests a purposeful progression and continuity" is illuminating. 

This remark suggests both the time-specific purpose of the formation of the Confessiond voice 

as well as its location within a historical context. 

Laurence Lerner's "Crying." which is a chapter in his Frontiers of Fiction (l988), concerns 

the "overlap and differences between literature and crying," "Crying." to Lerner, is a verb that 

indicates a variety of non-verbal "bodily gestures and contortionsN (96). The term "crying" also 

acts as a supplement for "confessiont' in Lemer's work, and is equated with the "extreme form" 



of "sinceren expression (96.95). Lerner briefly traces the origins of confessional writing and 

theory, acknowledging that Confessional poetry is the "child of Romanticism. " with 

"unsystematic" roots in Plato, Aristotle and Longinus (96). He reviews Davies' and Alvarez's 

assessments of confession, and likens a poet's confession to a misguided Protestant's confession 

in a Catholic church. Here, Lerner distinguishes between secular and non-secular poetry by 

observing that "confession as ritual is quite different than confession as release". He also refers 

to confessional poetry as a "practice" and lists its three dominant characteristics (101,107). 

Confessional poetry, according to Lerner, contains a "factual element"; the experiences it 

describes are often "sordid and degrading" and "there is a peculiar and disturbing intensity in 

the language" (109-1 10). Lerner lists these characteristics - using one of Sexton's poems as a 

model - in order to assert that Confessional poetry is distinct and easy to identify. He is not, 

however. interested in narrow extant defit ions of Confessional poetry. Rather, the essay, which 

is highly theoretical in nature, seeks to create an expansive concept of confession as a rhetorical 

and expressive form, with no def i t ive  literary/historical tradition, and with no inflexible 

characteristics. 

Lerner's essay raises questions about critical ways of examining Confessional poetry. He 

suggests, for example, the difference between confession and "mere confession" ( 103). 

Citing a sluggish Lowell poem entitled "St Marks 1933," Lerner remarks that weak Confessional 

poetry has "all the characteristics of confession" (including "self-abasement" and "self- 

centredness ") and "none of the characteristics of poetry" (107). Here, Lerner suggests, as Sexton 

has also observed. that "art. " is what distinguishes a successful Confessional poem. Lemer , who 

is passionate about Sexton's poehy. maintains that it is the conflation of life and art, that best 



characterizes confessional writing. 

Lerner also suggests how to examine the relationship between the Confessional poet's self 

and self-in-writing. He proposes that confessional writing should be considered as an expression 

of the "motion of the 'author'." troubling the word "author" here because it is, arguably. 

"theoretically inadmissable" to construct a seamless relationship between the artist as person and 

the artist's personal expressions (139). Lerner's proposd that there is a gap between the self and 

self-in-writing is particularly useful to the study of Sexton, whose work is often examined as a 

series of diary entries rather than as strategic, crafted poems9. Sexton is. in fact, at the center 

of Lerner's discussion of confessionalism, because. as he puts it, "no poet was more consistently 

and uniformly confessional than (she). and her name has almost become identified with the 

genre" (107). While his analysis of her poetry is excellent, Lerner does not suggest how 

Sexton's use of Confession is different from Snodgrass's o r  Lowell's use of Confession. In fact, 

none of the critics who have considered it at length has attempted to gender confession; the 

practices of the male and female Confessional poets are always seen to be uniform. 

I think I began at this point to feel that politics was not something 
"out there" but something "in here" and of the essence of my condition. 

In the late f i f t i e s  I was able to write, for the first the,  about 
expen-encing myseIf as a woman.. . I hod been taught that poetry should 
be "universal, " which meant of course, non-femafe. 

Adrienne Rich, "When We Dead Awaken: Writing as Re-Vision" 

In The Confessional Poets, Robert Phillips observes that of the Confessional group, "only 



Lowell has produced a significant body of overtly public and political poemst' (15). What 

Phillips is suggesting is that political writing is comprised, exclusively, of critiques of the 

dominant culture's militaristic, institutional and capitalist practices. When PIath described herself 

as a "political" poet, however, she was referring not only to world events, but to her increasing 

interest in her own "interior experience," in "consummate poems about women's subjects, 

observed through a woman's eyes and told with a woman's voicen (Martin, s: 217). 

To be a female writer in the late 1950's and early 1960's was a political act in itself. That 

the female Confessional poets' work was considered of a piece with the male Confessional poets' 

work is. in this context, remarkable. The Beat poets, for example, for ail their transgressive acts 

and writing were an extremely androcentric group; the women. as AM Charters has observed. 

"mostly stayed on the sidelines as wives and girlfriends" (xxxiii). And virtually all of the 

women's writing included in the Beat Reader evokes women's peripheral status within the group. 

In Minor  character^, Joyce Johnson "eavesdrop(s) from the kitchen" while Jack Kerouac is 

being interviewed (483). In Off the Road Carolyn Cassady cooks and feeds children while Neal 

Cassady and Jack Kerouac write. In How I Became Hettie Jones, Henie Jones describes her pots 

and dishes, and all of the cooking she did for literary parties she hosted with LeRoi Jones. None 

of these women published their memoirs until at least twenty years after the events they 

describe; in contrast, Plath and Sexton were mothers and homemakers who also wrote and 

published. Their work is encoded with images of domesticity and motherhood - images which 

gender their poetry - and their employment of the first person pronoun supports, in Diana Hume 

George's words, "an objection to the persona and the extreme of the masculine.. .definitive of 

it" (OA: 92-93). 



Critics concur that the intersection of the personal and the public is a characteristic of 

Confessional poetry, and yet they do not acknowledge what ideologies compose the concept of 

what is public or universal. It is practical to think of the public that is addressed in Confessional 

poetry in terms of mathematical sets (which are rendered, diagramatically, as spheres) which 

intersect. and which are not, in themselves, inclusive. Sexton and Plath's personal poem draws 

a corresponding sphere that is public and female, and while it does not address the interests and 

experiences of all women, it addresses interests and experiences that are not addressed in the 

poetry of Berryman, Lowell or Snodgrass. The political themes that all the Confessional poets 

employ - mental illness, despair, post-war havoc - are universal insofar as these issues affect and 

concern a great number of men and women. What further distinguishes Plath and Sexton's work. 

however, is the manner in which they gender these themes. They treat themes that are 

characteristically Confessional from a woman's perspective, and in doing so, assert the different 

experience of inhabiting a female body within the culture that the Confessional poets critique. 

Plath and Sexton's poetry was written before the rise of the women's movement in America, 

but it creates a system of separatist and feminist discourse about the female body and self. 

Plath and Sexton were unique in their personal and sustained employment of the subjective 

voice, and in their adoption of the practice of writing "as women, toward worrier." 

(Cixous , "Medusa" : 226). The confessional "narrativest1 in their poetry, in Leigh Gilrnore's 

words, "can be understood as a canny raid on the discourses of truth and identityn (226). Such 

narratives are also, Gilmore suggests, "effective as political rhetoric precisely to the extent that 

they claim to 'speak the truth' at a particular time and in a particular place" (226). 

The difficulties inscribed in this personal and political method are articulated in a 



confessional poem by Elizabeth Bishop. Although Bishop greatly influenced Robert Lowell, her 

work was only marginally confessional. Bishop described elements of her life in her work, but 

not herself, and refused to have her work included in anthologies of women poets. In "In the 

Waiting Room," Bishop describes herself looking at a naked woman in a magazine, and writes: 

"But I felt: you are an IJyou are an Eluabethlyou are one of themn (1751). The tension. 

described here, between subject and object, and between the female self and its representation. 

m a y  be transposed to the examination of women's poetry, to the tension inherent in the collision 

of female experience, with traditional. (in Adrienne Rich's terms) %on-female" poetry. 

Several of the poems in The Colossus (1960) are Confessional, but Plath completed only one 

Confessional collection, Anel (1965). before her death in 1963. In his introduction to Ariel. 

Roben Lowell describes Plath's self-in-writing as being "super-real, (a) hypnotic great classical 

heroine, " and as a "character" that is "feminine. rather than female" (vii) . The "feminine" 

and the "female" are opposed in this distinction, because, presumably, the former is more 

abstract, more tenuously connected to its referent. In this context, the feminine is a kind of 

simile, anificially connected to the subject, by language. Plath, however, conceives of her self 

in terms of metaphor - she becomes (she is not "like") the various aspects she adopts. She 

adopts, o r  adapts a number of classical/historical guises in her text, the most notable of these 

being the figure of Lazum. In "Lady Lazurus" the gender of the biblical figure is transformed, 

and compared to, alternately, a phoenix. and a maenad: "Out of the ash/ I rise with my red 

hair/And I eat men like air" (Collected Poems:247). In this manner, Plath creates a series of 

gendered metafictions, and calls attention to the mutability of history. The female subject is 

empowered in Plath's "re-vision," with regard to the space that women traditionally occupy in 



literature. Her poem "Medusa" concludes with a powerful renunciation of male authored female 

subjects: "Off, off. eely tentacle!lThere is nothing between us" (226) and the majority of her 

other poems are engaged in the destruction of similar "dead stringencies " ( " Ariel " :239). 

Images of birth and rebirth are manifest in Ariel, and these images emphasize the singularity 

and commonality of the speakerlsubject. Plath's subject is protean; in "Tulips. " for example. 

she describes herself as being "eff ace(d) , " suggesting not only an infinity of possibilities, but a 

blank space. which she, and the female reader, may personally inscribe cP:161). In many of 

the poems, Plath employs gendered metaphors, which refer exclusively to the female body. In 

"Nick and the Candlestick, " she describes herself as a "miner" (240). and describes her child as 

the "ruby" in the "earthen womb"(241). In one of her early poems, "Her Kind." Sexton also 

describes herself finding "the warm caves in the woods" and "rearranging the disaligned" 

(Complete Poems: 16). 

In "The Laugh of the Medusa." Helene Cixous exhorts woman to "put herself into the 

text" (223,  to engage in a "passionate and precise interrogation of her erotogeneity" and "bodily 

functions" (226). Both "Nick and the Candlestick" and "Her Kind" exhibit a similar agenda; they 

employ the language and image($ of the female body, and they situate the female subject as the 

architect. or author of her self. One of the synonyms of the word confession is the word "own," 

which refen to the act of self-acknowledgement, an act which underlines Plath, and Sexton's 

assertion that "Mine is a place" (Wakoski, mellanic: 126). By rendering vivid feminine 

landscapes - mines, caves, hives - Plath and Sexton evoke regions that women inhabit and 

possess - gendered " place(s) of force" (Plath, "The Rabbit Catcher" : 193). 

I have already suggested that Confessional poetry involves the conflation of the poet's self 



and self-in-writing, a strategy which is particularly significant to Ptath and Sexton. For example, 

the subject in Ariel is a figure of great female strength and autonomy, who is able to transcend 

the mundane and oppressive conditions of her existence, 'the viciousness in the kitchen," the 

"smog of cooking, the smog of hell" ("Lesbos" :227,228). In her poems. Plath often describes 

a transcendental self who ascends her "skidold bandages, boredoms, old facesn ("Getting 

Therem:249), and Lives "on air, on air" ("Stopped Dead":230). She is able to achieve this 

ascension through the medium of poetry, the "blood jet" that cannot be " stopp(ed)" . Poetry, for 

Plath and Sexton acts as a powerful means of conflating the desiring self and the self-in-writing 

("Kindness":270). And the merger, in both women's writing, of female life and the female 

"imaginary" - the "rearranging (00 the disaligned" (Sexton. "Her Kind" : 16) - suggests that 

women's independence, or "liberation, " is not a fiction (Cixous:226). 

In Mv Life a Loaded Gun, Paula Bennett writes: 

Plath's new woman-the voice of her final poetry-is 
in many ways a temfying figure, for she is 
wedded to separation and therefore, in Plath's 
mind, to death, But insofar as she draws her 
creative power entirely from herself, dependent 
on neither husband nor children, she embodies the 
freedom and autonomy that might well have saved Plath's 
life had she been able unambivalently to embrace them. 

Plath's writing, in spite of her biography, creates and generates ferninin discourse, for it 

proposes a "new woman," who exists, simultaneously, in life and art. And this composite 

woman exists, not on the margins, but at the center of the symbolic order. Like the queen bee 

in " W i n t e ~ g ,  " she has "got rid of the men/The blunt, clumsy sturnblers, the boors" (219). 



Winter (and this separatist poem), she writes, "is for women" (219). In The Resisting Reader, 

Judith Fetterly observes: "American literature is male. To  read the canon of what is currently 

considered classic American literature is perforce to identify as male" (xii) . Fetterly's emphasis 

on reader-identification is salient, with regard to the study of Sexton's poetry, as Sexton's work 

directly addresses this issue. 

In her first collection. To Bedlam and Pan Wav Back, Sexton writes in a "feeling, bodily, 

feminine voice" (George,Q&91) about "feminine experience from within a female body," a 

"bold stroke," writes Diana Hume George, for which there was "no modern precedent" 

(as:9 1). Sexton writes in opposition to the male persona in American poetry, and suggests a 

female epistemological principle in her writing. one which identifies the quality and character 

of female experience. Indeed, her employment of the Confessional voice appears to have been 

calculated in these terms, for this method allowed her to ground her writing, as one critic has 

observed, "quite deliberately, in her existence as a woman1' (NAMP: 1195). The intersection of 

the personal and the political that is central to Confessional poetry, is posited, in Sexton's 

poetry, in novel terms. Unlike the male Confessional poets, and unlike Plath, she ignores politics 

"out there" in favour, exclusively, of politics "in her(e) ". Her work, in the true spirit of 

confession, constitutes the f m  beginning of good works. toward the establishment, and 

institution of "the newly visible world of female culture" (Showalter, "FP" : 190). In her 

introduction to Anne Sexton: The Com~lete Poems, Maxine Kurnin observes: 

Women poets in particular owe a debt to Anne Sexton, who 
broke new ground, shattered taboos, and endured a barrage of 
attacks along the way because of the flamboyance of 
her subject matter.. Anne delineated the problematic 



position of women-the neurotic reality of the time.. . 

(xxxiv) 

The particular "neurotic reality" that Sexton addressed was the absence of women's lives in 

poetry, the "dream of subjectivityn (NALW:1678) that would come to preoccupy and motivate 

many of her colleagues and successors. In the first poem in To Bedlam and Part Wav Back, she 

writes: "Once I was beautiful. Now I am myself," a statement which suggests - within this 

recuperative text - a radical desire for (self) recovery =:4). 

In several interviews, Sexton identifies her first efforts at Confessional writing with her 

discovery of Snodgrass's poem, "Heart's Needle" ("I read it and I (thought) 'That's it!'") 

(Star: 137). Snodgrass's poem, she claims, gave her the "permission" to write, or to continue to 

write personal poetry, and to no longer "disguise" her voice (Star:79,89). Her early poem, "The 

Double Image" is, in many ways, a re-working of "Heart's Needle," and it employs many 

similar images, ideas, structures and metria. Sexton's poem may be conceived as a response 

to Snodgrass's poem, for both texts contend with the loss of a child, using different perspectives. 

In his poem, Snodgrass describes the loss of his daughter, through divorce, and concludes that 

he is her "real mother" (64). The child's mother does not exist in Snodgrass's poem, and this 

absence is addressed in Sexton's poem, which describes a mother's (her own) separation from 

her child. Sexton's emphasis on the female subject gives "priority and presence to an all-too 

historically absent life, " to the life of the "real mothern (Schenck: 305). In interviews, Sexton 

insisted that she was not a "polemicist, " and that her early Confessional work was an "accident," 

a result of her efforts to do her "own thing" (Star: 110,521. It is precisely because she does her 

"own thing" that her work is polemical, however, for Sexton's assertion of the female-authored, 



female subject assisted in the stretching of generic and gendered boundaries in American poetry 

(Schenck:289). 

Sexton's influences, with regard to her radical and significant employment of le moi, are not 

easily traced; she usually described herself as  having "Little formal education and little informal 

education," and the literary and personal influences she did cite offer little information with 

regard to her development as a poet (Sta~43).  It is possible, however, to contextualize her work 

in terms of its connections to a number of its contemporaneous discourses and ideas, including 

popular psychology. Sexton described the conditions of her f a  breakdown, and the subsequent 

beginning of her writing career, in this way: "Until I was twentyeight I had a kind of buried 

self who didn't know she could do anything but make white sauce and diaper babies. I didn't 

know I had any creative depths" (Star:&). She goes on to say that "the surface cracked" 

eventually, precipitating a "psychotic break." and a suicide attempt (84). It was at this point that 

Sexton became engaged in rehabilitation and therapy with the doctor who encouraged her to 

write. His encouragement gave her, in her words, "a feeling of purpose, a little cause, 

something to do with my life" (Starc85). This self-assessment is highly Confessional, for Sexton, 

like Lowell, uses the language of psychotherapy, and of Laing in particular. to conmua a self 

that is fabricated in layen, or halves. Unlike Lowell, though, she employs feminist discourse 

in this conception of a poet who is, Like Emily Dickinson, "partially cracked" - mental fiess. 

chaos, and divided lives were the subject of many women's critical and fiction texts during this 

period (Higginson, description of Dickinson. NALW: 2029). 

Sexton's 1968 description of the beginning of her apprenticeship as a poet, or her "buried 

self," is similar to Rich's description of her own radicalization, and her emphasis on interior 



experience. It is also evocative of "the problem that has no name" that Betty Friedan describes 

in The Feminine Mvstiaue in 1963, "the inner voice that is driving women to become complete" 

(364). The white, middle-class audience, or woman that The Feminine Mvstiaue addresses could 

in fact have been modeled after Sexton, whose life history closely resembles the majority of the 

women interviewed and cited in this text. Its narrow scope and vision, and its exclusive attention 

to the white middle-class make Friedan's book extremely problematic, but, as Janet Todd has 

noted, this text was a useful part of "nascent feminist awareness" since it promoted reform, and 

action (20). Sexton's audience is less easily located, but it is clear that her personal poem is 

informed by in her experiences as a white, middle-class womanlo. Her work is almost 

exclusively self-referential, and her politics are located within her poetic method; Sexton writes 

her self, at a time when this action constituted a reformist strategy. By privileging her own 

subjectivity, she suggests an analogous directive for al l  women, and "provide(s) extreme but 

illuminating variations on a core female position.. .that the.. .self-exploratory, open poem speaks 

of and to somemg larger than a sole self" (Ostriker, STL207). 

Sexton's description of her writing career (at its outset) as "a little cause" is reminiscent of 

an entire history of women's literary apologies. Her use of the diminutive recalls the 

introduction to Anne Bradstreet's The Tenth Muse (1650), which asserted that Bradstreet's 

poems were the "fruit of some few hours, curtailed from her sleep and other refreshments" 

(NALW:60). Her use of the word "causen however, is enlightening, because it clarifies the 

nature of the poet's "little" venture. Sexton's poetry may be regarded as a cause for two reasons: 

it is, in itself, an occasion for action, and it produced great effect. According to Sexton's own, 

and her friends' testimonies, writing literally saved her life - she came to "live.. .for the excitable 



gift" =:170). The "feeling of purpose" and salvation Sexton experienced stands as her legacy 

to American women's poetry, which in her words "flows over boundary linesn and "cotre~p~nds 

to the rights of the readers" (in Jong. How to Sav?:172). Readers' and women's rights are 

actualized in her work, which is consecrated "in celebration of the woman I am." and "many 

women singing together in thisn a:182.3). Sexton's sense of the union of the personal and 

political is realized in strictly feminist terms. and because of her work she was able to resist 

being, in Ann Rosalind Jones's words, "a subject of discourse" and was able to become "a 

subject in discourse" (in Smith5 1). 



Chapter Two 

Madness as Method in To Bedlam and Part Way Back 

ALl I did was take u few pills - three pills - and leave a phony 
suicide note. The next thing you how, I'm in Belleme. Boy, 
you could real& go c r q  there. Real nuts aroundyou, screaming 
Ond canying on. I guess I actually flipped from fight- I began 
to scream and wound up in a struightjacket. SO, since my husband 
could &ford it, I came here. Signed myself in. Then, when I 
wanted to leave, he had me committed. I've been here five months. 

Jacqueline Susann, The Valley of the Dolls 

In 1963, Sylvia Plath's The Bell Jar was published under a pseudonym "because she didn't 

want (it) to be judged as the work of a poet " (Stevenson: 285). Plath described this novel as a 

"potboiler" on many occasions, and she was fairly secretive about its composition and 

publication (Stevenson:227). Some critics maintain that Plath's secretiveness resulted from the 

autobiographical nature of the novel; many of its central characters resemble, often 

unflatteringly, people who were close, o r  related to Plath. Biographer Edward Butscher has 

noted that the novel "has engendered much unhappiness, many people being wounded and 

perplexed to discover themselves mercilessly belittled in a book by a girl they had once regarded 

with affection" (345). The confessional nature of the novel may have caused Plath some anxiety, 

but, as h n e  Stevenson has observed, she appeared to be more concerned with the book's 

quality, than with its "barely disguised, hurtful portrait of her mother," o r  of anyone else (285). 



The subject and plotting of the novel were most likely the result of Plath's ambivalence 

regarding her work, since the novel was admittedly conceived for "opportunistic" purposes 

(Stevenson: 1%). In a November, 1958 diary entry, Plath writes: "Must get out Snake Pit. 

There is an increasing market for mental hospital stuff. I am a fool if I don't relive it, recreate 

it" (in Stevenson: 154). The "increasing market" is evidenced by the number of novels that 

appeared in the early 1960s that were similar, in theme and content, to Mary Jane Ward's 

The Snake Pit (1946). including Jennifer Dawson's The Ha-Ha (1961). Janet Frame's Faces in 

the Water (l96l), Doris Lessing's The Golden Notebook (1962) and Hannah Green's I Never 

Promised You a Rose Garden (1964). The popularity of the subject of women's mental illness, 

breakdown and institutionalization explains Plath's employment of the term "potboiler," as the 

popularity of the genre would have assured her a considerable livelihood, in this particular era. 

n r  is autobiographical, with reference to Plath's own experiences with mental 

illness, but her decision to describe these experiences was motivated, in part, by the increasing 

public and literary interest in this subject. This interest was not restricted to novelists; a number 

of popular works in this era considered or  re-considered the sociological and philosophical 

implications and medical conceptions of mental illness. R.D. Laing 's The Divided Self (1959). 

and The Politics of Experience (1967) and Michel Foucault's Madness and Civilization, or 

Hktoire de la Folie (l96l), were extremely influential texts which considered madness in 

relation to its social construction and d e f ~ t i o n .  Plath scholars have never discussed Laing's 

influence on Plath's Bell Jar; The Divided Self may be seen as a blueprint for her novel, as 

Laing's text recounts a case study of a schizophrenic woman, whose poetry and condition 

resemble Plath's, and who refers to herself as the "tolled bell" or "told bellet' (187). Laing's 



sense of the failure of contemporary psychopathology is germane to critical assessments of both 

Confessional poetry and women writers' accounts of madness. By "the very nature of its basic 

approach, " Laing writes, psychopathoIogy "precludes the possibility of understanding a patient's 

disorganization as a failure to achieve a specifically personal form of unityw (Divided Self:24). 

Laing's notion is useful, suggesting that madness is socially constructed - he likens the 

patient and doctor relationship to that of the "author and the expositor" (32). Madness, from a 

Laingian perspective, is relative; it often constitutes an expression of personal difficulties that 

are less pathological than political. Laing does not, however, expand on the political implications 

inherent in a failure to achieve "personal unity". Funher, he does not differentiate between male 

and female experiences of mental illness and institutionalization. As Elaine Showalter has 

observed, "gender analysis and feminist critique" are "missing from the history of madness" 

(Female M a l a d ~ 6 ) .  According to Showalter, women have historically constituted the "majority 

of clients for private and public psychiatric hospitals, outpatient mental health services and 

psychotherapy" (Female Maladv:3). Mental illness is, in her terms. a "female malady," an 

observation which is confirmed by a 1967 study that "found 'more mental illness among women 

than men from every data source' " (3). 

The issue of women and madness has been discussed in feminist terms by Phyllis Cheder, 

Hhlbne Cixous, Jane Gallop, Sandra M. Gilben and Susan Gubar. Barbara Hill Rigney , Elaine 

Showalter, among others. One of the most useful ideas that arises in these feminist critiques, 

with regard to the study of women writers, is the conceptualization of madness as a "symbolic 

illness" (Showalter, FhJ:248). In Critical Practice, Catherine Belsey writes: 

women as a group in our society are both produced and inhibited 
by contradictozy discourses.. .The attempt to locate a single 



and coherent subject-position within these ccntradictory discourses 
and in consequence to find a noncontradictory pattern of behaviour, 
can create intolerable pressures. One way of responding to this 
situation is to retreat from the contradictions and from discourse 
itself, to become "sick". (66) 

Like Barbva Hill Rigney, Belsey envisions madness in terms of the "alienated female 

consciousness in opposition to a male society," or as a female response to "a patriarchal political 

and social system " (1 1.7). Cixous suggests that female madness involves wilful agency, a theory 

which is particularly useful to an examination of Plath and Sexton. Madness, specifically 

hysteria, is seen by Cixous as "a genuine form of resistance to the patriarchal order," as it is 

a "kind of female language that opposes the rigid structures of male discourse and thoughtn (in 

Show alter .a: 1 6 1 ,160). Cixous ' s idea is valuable because it positions madness in alternative 

terms, and because it suggests the conjunction of madness and creativity. Adrienne Rich claims 

that creative women have, historically, "felt their active, creative impulses as a kind of demonic 

possession" (Of Woman Bom:70). Women traditionally have had very little access to the sphere 

of art and creativity, and as a result creative women have, for centuries, been "punished" for 

and excluded from this ability (OWB:70). The volume of female-authored texts treating the 

theme of women's mental illness in the 1960s appears to constitute an organized resistance and 

reaction to women's marginalization. in society and in the arts. 

Organized resistance is the subtext of Betty Friedan's The Feminine Mvsti e, an important 

second-wave feminist text which also touches on women's mental illness. Friedan cites a number 

of American women's responses to the "unpunctuated monotony" of their lives, responses which 

include substance abuse, chronic fatigue and severe depression (240). Where Plath's work 

departs from Friedan's text/thesis is in its argument; Friedan offers higher education and gainful 



employment as solutions to her subjects' malaise, propositions which Esther Greenwood (Plath's 

protagonist in The Bell Jar) has already rejected before her breakdown. It is the breakdown itself 

which is instrumental to Plath's text, a text which is not cautionary on the theme of madness. 

Madness is an aesthetic in Plath's work, constructed as an alternate condition. Like the 

protagonists of the Ha-Ha, and the Golden Notebook, Plath embraces madness or chaos as an 

alternative to the (male) ordered world of the mental institution, or society itself. 

The idea of the self-healing breakdown is Laingian in origin, but it takes on a different 

meaning in women's literature and criticism. Although writers like Plath, Dawson and Frame 

actually experienced madness (their novels are autobiographical), they also employ this theme, 

collectively, toward an alternative discourse. There is a categorical distinction between the 

experience of madness and the creation, or "recreation" of that experience, which is related to 

authorship. In the first instance, madness dictates or authors the subject's experience, and in the 

second, madness and experience are authored by thelits subject. The act of writing then, 

engenders power. wherein the subject is able to order and master rather than submit to the 

chaotic experiences she experiences, or creates. As such, women authors may become their own 

agents and analysts, in spite of their experience(s) within the maledominated and patriarchal 

institutional system. 

Madness is a persistent and critical theme in post-modern Literature by women, and its 

significance is primarily related to its literary tradition, and its political efficacy. The conflation 

of art and madness is conventional in the composition and consideration of art and artists. This 

union was first proposed by Plato, who argued "for the existence of a mystical, heaven-sent 

spirit orfuror, through which a select few could be 'inspired' " (in Porterr60). This Platonic idea 



was revived in the Romantic era, most notably in the work of William Blake, whose "visionaryn 

art reflected his belief that "imagination was the prerogative of the mad" (Porter:64). According 

to Roy Porter, Virginia Woolf was also a "Latter-day Platonist," who once claimed, in a 1930 

letter to Ethel Smythe, "as an experience, madness is terrific ... and in its lava I still fmd most 

of the things I write about" (60). Wwlf privileged madness, in a Platonist fashion, as a feature 

of her creative mind, but she also discussed its debilitating nature at great length. The last 

section of her novel The Waves, for example, describes the ways in which creativity is assailed, 

and ultimately devastated by extreme depression. According to Quentin Bell, Woolf "could profit 

by her illnesses." as "moments of depression" were often "followed by moments of creativityn 

(112). In her memoir, Searchine For Mercy Street, Linda Gray Sexton makes a similar 

connection. "Mother wrote at such a high level of concentration," Gray Sexton observes, "she 

induced in herself a trancelike behavior similar to that which preceded a hospitalization" (93). 

Although Woolf was often able to creatively counter her depression, throughout her life and "in 

spite of her remonstrances," she was subjected to a variety of "rest cures" - supervised by her 

specialist, Dr. Savage, and her husband, Leonard Woolf (Bell: 13). 

Woolf's rest cures involved prescriptions of drugs, rest and food; when she was depressed, 

she was urged to stop writing and "lead an invalid's life" (Bell: 163). The effects of a similar rest 

cure are documented in Charlotte Perkins Gilman's "The Yellow Wallpaper" (1892). a story 

which recounts a harrowing fusion of madness and creativity. Gilman's text also differentiates 

between male and female experience of madness, and constructs them in disparate terms. 

Because Gilman's narrator is denied access to writing, she, in Annette Kolodny's words, 

"progressively gives up the attempt to record her reality and instead begins to read itn (167). 



Gilman's narrator, Kolodny argues, reads her reality "as systematically adumbrated in her 

compulsion to discover a consistent and coherent pattern amid.. .the wallpaper" (167). The rage 

for order and the connection between the spheres of creativity and madness in women's lives are 

the two central themes of "The Yellow Wallpaper". Plotted like an American Gothic narrative 

(Kolodny has noted Gilman's use of Edgar Man Poe's work), Gilman's story describes female 

madness as a response to sinister male-domination in institutional and private spheres. Gilman's 

story anticipates much of Plath's work - the image of the malevolent yellow wallpaper (which 

eventually attacks the narrator) is similar to Plath's violent "tulips," the "dozen red lead sinkers" 

that "eat" the speaker's "oxygen" ("Tulips, " a: 61). 
Plath does not discuss Gilman's work in her journals, but does mention her admiration for 

Woolf, whose suicide she attempted to "reduplicate" in 1953, and whose novels, in her words, 

made her own novels "possible" (Journals: 152,168). In her journals, she cites Woolf s method 

of dealing with rejection slips - "she works off her depression ... by cleaning out the kitchenn - 

with admiration, and suggests she is connected to her somehow (JoumaIs: 152). Wmlf's 

therapeutic practice, of working to heal depression, is also a theme in Gilrnan's essay, "Why I 

Wrote 'The Yellow Wallpaper'," which posits "work, the normal life of every human beingn 

as a means of "recovering.. .power" (in Female Malady: 141). The example that Plath isolates - 

Woolf s conjunction of depression and housework - is significant, because it suggests a 

relationship between the female artist and the domestic sphere. Her housework, in this example, 

may be seen as an attempt to impose order upon the disorder or  chaos of depression, a psychic 

struggle that is well documented in post-modern women's literature. In the Golden Notebook, 

Anna Wulf's blue notebook is filled with the details of her domestic and private Life. In one 



section she describes the disastrous preparation of a meal and writes, in its aftermath: "I know 

that an awful black whirling chaos is just outside me, waiting to move into me" (360). What is 

suggested here is that the ephemeral order that housework provides is an antidote to disorder 

within and without. In Of Woman Born, Adrienne Rich describes the remembered act of 

sweeping a floor, the day after her marriage, as an "age-old action," one which "women have 

always done," and goes on to say that she felt as though she was "bending to some ancient form, 

too ancient to question" (25). Rich also recalls that at this time she thought "Now I am a 

woman," for the performance of these "ancient forms" has traditionally defined a woman's 

femininity (25). Traditionally, housework has served not only to define women's femininity, it 

is also related to women's segregation within the domestic or private sphere. Both Rich and 

Lessing have attempted, in their writing. to dismiss the "false dichotomies and divisions" 

(Lessing, Introduction, TGN:8), the "artificial baniem between the private and the public" 

domains (Rich: 1972 letter, in NAMP:1222). Housework, in their writing, represents a poverty 

of access to self-healing strategies, and symbolizes the inherited structures and divisive elements 

inherent in the social construction of women's work. 

Morse Peckharn has argued that "hypostathation serves as a defense against the problems 

and confusion ... which are elicited in the individual when (she) notices disparate data, when 

(she) becomes aware of the gap between the behavioral pattern and the demands made by the 

interaction with the environment" (30). Art is in itself expressive of the desire to hypostatize, 

or order one's relationship to, and perception of, life's chaotic patterns, and the tension between 

order and chaos, the "master-theme of Elizabethan poetry, " is a common literary theme. or 

impulse (Tillyard:ZZ). This conflict becomes particularly relevant to post-modem women's 



literature, a Literature which is engaged in the expression of the gap or artificial division between 

the female subject and its symbolic/social representation. In the Bell Jar, Plath uses the image 

of a fig tree to symbolize Esther Greenwood's mediation between the self and its social 

construction'. Esther describes her life "branching out before (her)" like a fig tree, where each 

fig represents an option, such as poet, professor, wife, athlete, and so on. She goes on to 

describe herself "starving to death" as the figs fall and rot, because she can't make up her mind 

- to choose one "meant losing all the rest" (80). As Linda Wagner-Manin has observed, this 

passage reflects an "artificial dilemma," which relates to the "social pressures" which "force 

choice" (186). Esther's struggle with these pressures instigates her breakdown and suicide 

attempt, and it is only when she is able to move from society into madness that she is able to 

recuperate. 

Recuperation is integral to the Bell Jar, and to women's accounts of madness, in literature2. 

Plath's novel ends with a description of Esther. who has been "born twice. " "patched. retreaded 

and approved for the road" 1257). The image of Esther as repaired vehicle recalls an image that 

Sexton uses in her poem "The Operation". In this poem, the speaker compares her recovered 

and sutured self to "a football, " "laced up" "for the game" (Complete Poems59). Both Plath 

and Sexton's images are wry, yet they serve to underscore the utility of recovery, and signal the 

authoritative narrative play these authors employ in their staging of their "rebirths". The image 

of rebirth is essential both to the Bell Jar and to Plath's poetry, which also evokes, on many 

occasions, the image of the "retreaded" self. If Esther is reborn in the novel, then her madness 

may be conceived as a gestation period, as a period of growth and s e l f d e f ~ t i o n .  Madness then 

is calculated here in ontological terms; it is the ex-nihilo state from which embodiment proceeds. 



Plath's descriptions of electroshock therapy are rendered in similar terms; in "Hanging Man" 

she writes: "By the toots of my hair some god got hold of men sizzled in his blue volts like a 

desert prophet" (Collected Poems: 14 1 ) , a description which is evocative of the scene in Mary 

Shelley's Frankenstein, where the creature is infused with "the spark of being, " with the 

"instruments of life" (4213. Gilbert and Gubar have read similar depictions of female 

monstrosity as examples of women authors "looking through a glass darklyw at their male- 

authored selves, an interpretation which is supported (in this case, and in the Bell Jar) by the 

male technicians of electroshock therapy (Madwoman: 17). Plath conceives of electroshock 

therapy, however, in terms of empowerment and of self-creation and inspiration; like a "desert 

prophet," she receives it in solitary and mystical terms. In Chaos, James Gleik writes: "Where 

chaos begins, classical science stops.. .The irregular side of nature, the discontinuous and erratic 

side - these have been puzzles to science, or worse, moilstrosities" (3). In Plath's work, science, 

represented by the male ordered process of electroshock, is also supplemented by the 

chaos/rnadness it attempts to regularize and arrest. Chaos, which is synonymous with creativity 

in Plath's writing, is a "monstrosity" that is engendered in response to a "recollection of (the) 

injustice" of imposed, masculine ( "some god ") order (Frankenstein:204). 

In This Sex Which is Not One, Luce Irigaray asks "how can women ... inscribe their own 

demands, within an order prescribed by the masculine?" (81). One possible response to this 

question exists in women writen' adoption of (the disorder of) madness as a f o m  of political 

discourse. Madness is, as Foucault has argued, a "symbolic position, " which places its subject 

in "the interior of the exterior. " with reference to the literal and symbolic function of institutions 

(M&C: 1 1). The individual and collective alienation that characterizes the institutional experience 



is comparable to a separatist feminist position, which is sirnultaneotlsly located in and dislocated 

from the masculine order. 

Popular female accounts of institutionalization and madness stress the necessity of recovery. 

an emphasis which further distinguishes and genders this kind of writing. The protagonists of 

Dawson. Frame. Green, Lessing and Plath's novels return to the "lawless and wild" world in 

the end, having recovered in two distinct ways (Green:299). Recovery is conceived in these 

novels as a return to health andor  society, but it also refers to the location and repossession of 

the self - retreaded. and golden. This repossession is facilitated by madness. which is seen in 

these novels as a discrete feature of the process of recovery, of the accretion of a revised and 

"superior sanity" (Rigney:7). Male confessional poets, including Berryman. Lowell, and Roethke 

also contended with madness in their writing. but. in Alicia Ostriker's words, they "appear 

relatively reconciled to their own and the world's bruised destinies" (STL: 16314. Madness, in 

Lowell and Berryman's work, is constructed as a "hurrah of mourning" in a "lunatic world, " 

as a political expression of resigned otherness (Dream Song5:170,166). The discourse of 

madness is also political in women's writing, but may be characterized as a refusal to resign to 

the sexual politics encoded in the "lunatic world". Recovery then, is an imperative to women 

writers' accounts of madness, for it culminates in the inscription of women's progress toward 

self-defhtion, and sovereignty. 

ii 

Here h the poem, done for the moment ["The Double Image"]. . .I want to 
know ifyou think thk works, it has u reason for its violence, a reason 
for being written (or rather read) aside from my own need to make order 
from chaos. 



Anne Sexton. letter to W .D.Snodgrass, November, 1958 

Anne Sexton's first book of poetry, To Bedlam and Part Wav Back, was published in 1960. 

As she prepared the manuscript she was auditing Robert Lowell's creative writing class at 

Boston University, and, as Diane Wood Middlebrook has noted. Lowell was instrumental in its 

editing process. In "Anne Sexton and Robert Lowell." Middlebrook says that Lowell helped 

Sexton select the poems and "review the manuscript." and he suggested the inclusion of a 

number of poems that "strengthened the theme of bedlam" (12). "The topic of mental illness. 

underscored in the title." Middlebrook writes, "would attract a wide range of reviewers to the 

book" (12). Mental illness is the predominant theme of this collection and Sexton's two 

subsequent collections; her breakdown. suicidal feelings, institutionalization and, ultimately, 

recovery are charted progressively through these texts. Reviewers were drawn to the book 

because of its "candor and courage" (Dickey:118). and b e c a w  of Sexton's "fmely 

compassionate impressions of pi ti f d  life " (Rosenthal . New Poets : 136). Although other women 

poets, such as Elizabeth Bishop, had discussed mental illness in their poetry, Sexton was the first 

post-modem female poet to employ and sustain a subjective narrative on this theme. 

When Sexton's Complete Poems was published in 1481, the reviews were mixed. Joyce 

Carol Oates criticized the many emotions that "are flicked" through the text. "like playing 

cards, " and remarked upon the "tragic limitations of this kind of life-in-poetry " ("Rise and 

FallW:3). Middlebrook observed at this time that the appearance of this text presented the 

"opportunity to pose questions about a writer whose body of work is the necessary critical 

context" ("PWA" :72). The body of Sexton's writing contains, as Jacqueline Rose (in a 



discussion of Plath's poetry) has remarked, a "body in her writing, a body whose relationship 

to writing and representation (her) texts repeatedly comment on and speakn (29). Her poetry is 

an autobiographical document of her Life, a d  this life begins with the act of writing. 

Many biographical memoirs and accounts of Sexton have described this function of Sexton's 

writing. In "A Friendship Remembered," Maxine Kumin writes: "She lived her poetry, poetry 

was her Life" (52). Kumin goes on to note that it had also saved her Life when Sexton began her 

career, and Middlebrook has even suggested, in her biography of Sexton, that she ended her Life 

in 1974 because she could no longer write (52-3). It is also a common biographical contention 

that Sexton's breakdown. and the advice of her therapist. precipitated her writing career; in 

effect, her writing originates in madness. Madness, in Sexton's poetry, and in her 

autobiographical accounts of her life is seen as a salutary "break," away from conventional 

structures and into the anomie or (comparative) nodessness of the institution. It is within this 

sphere that she is able to begin her life as an artist, or effectively, begin her life. as the author 

and agent of her own experience. 

Sexton's collected books of poetry, or poems can be read, as Vender has noted, as a 

journal, or as the progressive portrait of an artist who is "pceoccupied with the psychological 

and social consequences of inhabiting a female body" (Middlebrook,"PWA" :Z). Her first three 

books are, in Sexton's words, a "mixed bag"; their (personal) themes include madness, love. 

family, death(s) and religion, and there are a number of nonconfessional poems included as well 

(Star:154). Although there is a diversity of themes and subjects treated in the collections, the 

three books may be conceived as a single narrative which traces Sexton's process, from madness 

to recovery, and which emphasizes the recuperative and transformative powers of her own 



writing. 

Sexton establishes a poetics in T o  (19600, a theory of 

Confessional poetry which equates the implementation of this voice with salvation. Madness, or 

the world of the institution, is positioned initially, in Sexton's autobiographical accounts, as an 

alternative to "conventional" life, and as a world of "nightmares, " "visions" and "demons" 

(Star: 84). According to Denise Levertov, much of the "audience" of Confessional poetry felt that 

a "nervous breakdown was.. .an invaluable shortcut to artistry, " but Sexton herself has refuted 

this idea ("Light" : 55). In a 1966 interview she says that "genius and insanity" rarely "grow in 

the same bed," and goes on to say that artists must have a "heightened awareness that seldom 

spmuts from mental illness alone" (Star:7l). Mental illness is defrned by Sexton as a catalyst, 

not a synonym for "genius," or artistic ability; it is the "visionary" state which precedes artistic 

vision. Madness is proposed, initially, in Sexton's writing as an alternative world which is 

authored and ultimately supplemented by the act of writing. It is the poetry itself which comes 

to represent an other wodd, a world of the author's own creation. 

Creation, in all of its facets (what Rich describes as "the passion to make and make again") 

is central to Sexton's poetry, and to the poetics she establishes in her first book. In "Venus and 

the Ark," in To Bedlam, Sexton describes two male scientists sending an ark-missile to the 

planet Venus, and despairing at the ensuing chaos of "disrepair" (14). As they die, they witness 

"two fish c r e a m  (who) stop/on spangled legs and crawl/fmrn the belly of the sea" ; and they 

hear "the first fruit drop" (15). The revisionist Eden Sexton sets up in this poem is symbolic of 

the female-gendered sphere she creates in her poetry, a sphere which also conforms to her own 

Creation myth. Sexton's early poetry - and her later, more detailed work with Christianity - is 



ordered in the manner of this chaotic and self-generated Venus; it represents a femalelfeminist 

heterocosrn, and forges a detailed history. Her work constitutes what some feminist theorists 

would describe as a "herstory, " because it is autobiographical, and because it is populated, 

variously, with femaie systems of creativity, biology and theology which specifically name and 

privilege mothers, daughters, the female body, nuns, and the Christian Mary. Male experience 

is also represented in the poems, but it is always reiated to, and supplanted by, female 

experience, a process which is encoded in the fate of the scientists on Venus, and in many other 

of Sexton's poems. Creation is paramount in the poetry because of its complex meanings. It 

relates to reproduction, or childbirth. and poetic creativity itself, which in turn relates to 

subjectivity, or the ability to create and dictate a subjective self and personal sphere. When she 

was asked, by Patricia Marx, if she felt there was a connection between her gender and her 

creativity. Sexton replied: "I think they are really very closely allied.. .It's within a woman to 

create, to make order, to be an emotional, full human being" (Stac76). The creative capacity 

Sexton perceives here as being intrinsic is in fact extrinsic in her work, work which represents 

her effort to order and present a self, fully defined by writing. 

The cover illustration of To Bedlam is an image of a mother and daughter, hand in hand; 

the back cover features a photograph of Sexton, "all wrinkles," and looking as though she is 

"about to cry" (Sexton, in "AS & RLn : 1% 18). A 196 1 photograph shows Sexton holding this 

book and posing with her family; she is seen looking directly into the camera as her husband 

and children smile at the text itself. This remarkable photograph illustrates the conflict or 

distance between Sexton's self, and her self-in-writing, and it also illustrates the symbolic nature 

of the poetry itself. Sexton's "self" is represented here in two ways; she is depicted before and 



after her breakdown and recovery through the s o m w f d  and solitary (dust-jacket) image, and 

through the image of herself at home, surrounded by her family. The book, in the picture, 

mediates between these two images; it contains the first image of Sexton (the dust-jacket photo), 

and it is contained & Sexton in the second image. The suaxssful recovery that the family 

portrait attempts to actualize is belied by the centrality of the book, which is the focal point of 

the picture. It is the text or the poems themselves, which bridge the gap between the dud 

images, and which symbolize the essence and process of the poet's recovery. When the dust 

jacket photo was taken. Sexton described it as being part of her "truth and no masks kickn ("AS 

& RLm:18), because it is representative of her condition at the time of the book's composition, 

a representation completely opposed by the formal, benign family photograph. The second 

photograph - of Sexton and her family - is loaded with contradiction and artifice; however, like 

To Bedlam itself, it captures Sexton's deeply conflicted self-image. This conflict is centered in 

Sexton's life inside and outside the institution, and throughout the book she attempts, 

successfully, to reconcile these two states. 

Sexton's journey, "to bedlam and part way back, " begins, in medias res, in "You, Doctor 

Martin," the first poem in To Bedlam. Her books comprise a portrait of the artist, and this 

portrait begins with a series of images of childhood, and of second childhood. In "You, Doctor 

Martin, " the first of the "Bedlam" poems, Sexton describes the eponymous doctor walking "from 

breakfast to madness" in the poem's first two verses (3). The word "breakfast" is used as a pun 

in this context, referring to the immediate (fast) break between the outside world and the world 

of the institution. The image of the doctor walking easily between these worlds signifies the 

power and mobility that the poet, who makes "moccasins all morning," is attempting to achieve 



(3). The institution, or "summer hotel, " is the speaker's exclusive domain; she is its "queen. " 

its "laughing bee. " an image which also Rsonates with female power (3)5. These images of 

power provide a stark contrast to the powerlessness described in the poem, as the inmates are 

description of the regulation and restrictions of the institution is evocative of elementary school, 

with reference to the ordered rows and lines, and this parallel is sustained throughout the poem. 

followed by a series of words and phrases evocative of childhood or a child's education - plates 

that "whine like chalk. " a "block" (3), a "nest" and "separate boxes" where the patients "sleep 

or cry" (4). In the penultimate stanza, Sexton uses the phrases "large children" and "foxy 

children." which support the preceding imagery, and which contrast the "oracular" power of the 

supervisory doctor (4). 

Sexton uses these images of childhood, and depicts herself as a metaphoric child in "You. 

Doctor Martin" to underscore the restrictions and loss of freedom inherent in her 

institutionalization. She is also creating an autobiographical revision of her life in this poem, 

associating her birth, o r  rebirth, with her madness, and equating her childhood with her 

institutionalization, and her apprenticeship as a writer. The underlying crisis in this poem is 

related to the tension of its central dichotomy; although the speaker is an adult woman - "queen" 

- she is relegated to a child's position in the poem. because of her marginalization and 

her education. This crisis is articulated in the third stanza: 

. . . . .At f m  my hands 
kept empty, unravelled for the Lives 

they used to work. Now I learn to take 
them back, each angry fmger that demands 



I mend what another will break. (3) 

The anger Sexton describes here relates to both her condition, and her desire. At the beginning 

of this stanza she states: "There are no lcniveslfor cutting your throat" (3). a phrase which 

asserts her anger's duaIity. The "your" of this verse refers not only to the general patient, but 

to the doctor, who is addressed in the title and first verse, "You, Doctor Martinn (3). Sexton's 

anger is self-directed, pointing to her own suicidal impulses, but it is also directed, homicidally. 

at the figure who is empowered throughout the poem. Although "Doctor Martin" (Sexton's 

therapist Martin Ome) is always cited in Sexton biography as the person who encouraged 

Sexton's writing career, his authority is problematized in this poem, and is related, alternately, 

to an enviable power, and to intolerable control6. 

Although this is a poem about birth and childhood, Doctor Martin is not cast in a maternal 

role. Rather, he is a "god, " a "prince" who wears a "third eye" that illuminates the various 

patients (3,4). While these figures emphasize the doctor's role in the poem as a laudably 

powerful, and distressingly invasive presence, they also serve to emphasize his subordinate role 

in relation to the poet. Sexton is cast here as a queen, a title she repeats in the last stanza, and 

he as a mere prince; she is also a (queen) bee, and he is, because he works in her service, a 

drone. In the fourth stanza Sexton addresses him and states "Of course, I love you." which may 

be read as a voluntary statement, or as a response t o  a question (3). This "question" is silent in 

the poem, just as Doctor Martin is silenced while the speaker's voice dominates. Sexton dictates 

the form and structure of the poem, and she undercuts his authorify by removing him completely 

from the poem in the penultimate stanza. In this stanza Doctor Martin is paged by an intercom, 

and he leaves "twist(ing) in the pull" of the patients (4). His role as an agent of the outside 



world is clarified - he is an observer. a visitor in the domain the poet presides over, and creates. 

These creative powers are asserted in the fmd stanza when Sexton describes herself, and the 

other patients. as "floods of life in frost." and as "magic talking to itself." descriptions which 

suggest the rejuvenating powers beneath the static surface of her condition (4). In this fmd 

stanza Sexton describes the patients a s  being "noisy and alone," and continues: 

. . . .I am the queen of all my sins 
forgotten. Am I still lost? 

Once I was beautiful. Now I am myself, 
counting this row and that row of moccasins 

waiting on the silent shelf. (4) 

The forlorn quality of the silence and solitude experienced here is mitigated by the use of the 

word "forgotten." which may be seen to relate to the speaker's isolation and to her former 

"sins". In the latter sense. her sins are relegated to her previous life, that is the life which 

precedes the rebirth that is initiated in this poem. The poem ends with the speaker in a 

suspended state. Having effaced her former life as well as Doctor Martin, the ostensible subject 

of the poem. the patient becomes "herself," or her own subject. Although she expresses 

uncertainty - "Am I still lost?" - she is also seen anticipating the mobility that the moccasins (her 

own creation) will afford her, 

The other "Bedlam" poems in To Bedlam appear in the first of two sections in the book. 

Jeanne H. Kamrner-Neff has suggested that these poems contain a "riddle," one which concerns 

"the game of order in disorder, structure in chaos" (1 15). Like "You, Doctor Martin, l' the 

"Bedlam" poems are part of the poet's struggle for se l fdef~t ion,  the personal quest which 

Sexton evokes. via Schopenhauer, in the book's epigraph: 

It is the courage to make a clean breast of it 
in face of every question that makes the philosopher. 



He must be like Sophocles's Oedipus, who, seeking 
enlightenment concerning his temble fate, pursues his 
indefatigable enquiry, even when he divines that appalling 
horror awaits him in the answer. But most of us carry 
in our hearts the Jocasta who begs Oedipus for God's sake 
not to enquire further. (2) 

The two tenets of this quotation reveal the motivation for the "Bedlamw poems, poems which 

also contend with Sexton's decision to make a "clean breastw of her past, and to recover her 

identity, the "answer," within the "appalling horror" of her condition, and through the 

"indefatigable enquiry" of her poetry. The "Bedlam" poems are all situated in an institution that 

is evocative of Theodore Roethke's "violent ward, " and Elizabeth Bishop's St. Elizabeth's7. The 

erasure of the past and the emphasis on the poet's child-like status in "You, Doctor Martin" are 

also employed in poems which further explore the interior of "Bedlam," and the condition of the 

poet therein. These three poems, "Music Swims Back to Me, " "Ringing the Bells" and 

"Lullaby." are dream-like texts which attempt to replicate the experience of institutionalization 

through lan y age, sound and melody. Unlike 'You, Doctor Martin, " they are not concerned with 

process or recovery. Rather, they enclose, in the manner of the institution itself, a series of 

memories and episodes. They are meant to evoke a state that precedes Sexton's writing career, 

but the music they recount functions (Like the moccasins) as her poetry incarnate, or as a symbol 

of her writing. 

In the first verse of "Music Swims Back to Me," Sexton employs a child's voice, and asks, 

like "an orphan seeking the wayn (Johnson:85): "Wait Mister. Which way is home?" (6). The 

institution is depicted as being isolated - "there are no sign posts in this mom" - and populated 

with women who are "over eighty, in diapers every one of them" (6). She goes on to describe 

hearing a song "they playedlthe night they left melin this private institution on a hill." a song 



which "sees more" and "remembers bettern than she (6). She has "forgotten the rest" she says, 

which again suggests her eclipsed past; music. she states, "pours over the sensen (7.6). Memory, 

in this poem, is linked to the process of writing autobiographical poetry. The song that the poet 

recalls in the present, "La la la, Oh music swims back to meland I can feel the tune they 

played," allows her to reconstruct the past (6). In the second stanza of the poem the speaker says 

that on the night she was left at the institution, she felt the moon "stick (herllwith a singing in 

the head. " although she forgets "all the rest" (7). The song, then, functions as a bridge between 

the past and present, but it also supplements the past by remembering and seeing more than she 

can. Sexton's Confessional poem also functions as a bridge between the self and the self-in- 

writing, which incorporates the past and present, and which relmembers the experience 

described. 

In the third and final stanza Sexton writes, in a repeated line, "The night I came I danced 

a circle. " adding later that she "was not afraid" (7). These verses draw attention to the circular 

function of the song/poem, which evokes feeling rather than "sense," and which communicates, 

without intemption, between the past and present. When the poet says she dances, unafraid, she 

is illustrating her ability to metamorphose experience, and refening to the easy communion 

between experience and art that characterizes Sexton's poetry. "Music Swims Back to M e n  is 

a critical model which suggests the poet's past is no longer personal, but poetic, a past which 

is structured and presented in accordance to the poet's present objectives. Memory and personal 

history are evoked and transformed through the medium of poetry, without the bias of logic, of 

linear sense. This pnxless evokes the rebirth that Sexton inscribes in her work, which is 

fundamentally related to her own conception of her self as an artist. Autobiography generally 



casts into the past to find details which support the present, and Sexton's poetry, or portrait of 

the artist, also selects details and memories which call attention to her present enterprise. 

Sexton employs, to use Sidonie Smith's locution (which Smith uses in her work on 

autobiography), a "doubled subjectivity" in the "Bedlamw poems in order to convey her complex 

subject position; she creates a self which experiences, and one which interprets or namates her 

history through a poetic matrix (17). The finished poem conflats this duality, but it also 

represents the distance and the "symbolic contract" between the two subject positions - the 

woman who experiences and the woman who creates (Srnith57). "Music Swims Back to Me," 

like the remembered song, resists temporal constrictions and is inexorably intertwined with the 

poet's own creation, and re-creation. 

"Ringing the Bells" uses, as Paul A. Lacey has noted, "childlike" verse to create a "whole 

illusion of meaningful pattern and activity," which is "demolished" in the last two lines of the 

poem (1 01 ) . This is a poem about music, which describes a " bell-lady " who gives music lessons 

to the "crazy ladies" in Bedlam (28). The images that Sexton uses to describe this music are 

static and "dead" (Lacey:lOl). The patients "mind by instinct,llike bees caught in the wrong 

hive," images which underline their lack of volition and self-government, and the speaker, when 

directed, plays the "E flat" bell (28.29). The "flat" and orchestrated music is described as being 

"as untroubled and cleanlas a workable kitchen" (29), an image which betrays its utilitarian and 

female-gendered purpose, as these lines suggest that the female patients are being taught the 

"game of order in disorder, structure in chaos1' (Kammer-Neff: 115). The music that the speaker 

is made to play is paralleled with housework, implying the artificial and impersonal quality of 

both endeavors, endeavors which are designed to impose an extrinsic order upon an intrinsic 



disorder. The unique order that musidpoetry creates in a poem like "Music Swims Back to Men 

is absent here. because the music in this poem is not selfdetermined, it is conceived and 

generated by someone other than the poet. Furthermore, the poet is seen here as an instrument 

among many, "my hand that responds to the ladylwho points at me," rather than an individual 

musician or composer; she imitates, which is inimical to personal autonomy and creativity (29). 

In the last two verses Sexton describes the failure of this artistic undertaking when she states: 

"and although we are no better for it,lthey tell you to go. And you don (29). This statement is 

both personal and pluralistic. as it describes her resistance. as an artist and as a woman, to 

modes of self expression that are extrinsically defined and enforced. The image of the women 

who "smile" at the "smiling" female instructor evokes the manner in which gender is socially 

constructed. not by "instinct. " but through a calculated and imitative process (28). The authority 

of the "bell-lady" is undercut in the poem by the abrupt and cynical end-lines, and by the 

reluctance of the poet. the "small hunched squirrel girl." and the "gray dressn who "grumble." 

distracted, throughout (28). Self-expression. Sexton argues in this poem, can only be achieved 

through a conscientious objection to this and other forms of regimented behaviour. At this stage 

in her autobiography, she has located the cause of her malady; in the second section of the book 

she begins to formulate a remedy. 

The poem "LuIIaby" is, effectively, a lullaby, a song which eases the poet into sleep. It is 

about sleep and forgetfulness, which are constructed here as preparatory, anticipatory states. The 

rhythm and structure of the lullabylpoem is created by the poet; unlike "Ringing the Bells," this 

poem is unmediated by external direction and melody. The poem contains two stanzas, which 

reflect and oppose each other, with respect to imagery and process. In the first stanza, Sexton 



creates a scene of serene amnesia: 

It is a summer evening. 
The yellow moths sag 
against the locked screens 
and the faded curtains 
suck over the window sills 
and from another building 
a goat calls in his dreams. 
This is the TV parlor 
in the best ward at Bedlam. 
The night nurse is passing 
out the evening pills. 
She walks on two erasers, 
padding by us one by one. (29) 

The repeated "s" sounds, and the words "sag, " "faded, " "evening. " "night" and "dreams" create 

the somnolent tone of the stanza, while the strange presence of the "goat" (who is, presumably. 

a male patient from "another building") contributes a biblical aura - the separation of the sheeps 

from the goats - to the scene. The metaphor of the nurse's shoes, which are "two erasers," 

compounds her function as the dispenser of sleeping pills, and suggests that she is erasing the 

patients as she moves past them. 

In the second stanza, Sexton employs the fim penon singular voice, and continueslrecreates 

the previous stanza: 

My sleeping pill is white. 
It is a splendid pearl; 
it floats me out of myself, 
my stung skin as alien 
as a loose bolt of cloth- 
I will ignore the bed. 
I am linen on a shelf. 
Let the others moan in secret; 
let each lost butterfly 
go home. Old woolen head, 
take me like a yellow moth 
while the goat calls hush- 



a-bye. (29) 

According to Cheryl Vossekuil, the "proliferation of white images" in this passage suggests a 

"purity, " a "return to . . .a life of possibilityn and the "elusiveness of a dream" (123). Sylvia 

Plath describes a similar state of purity in her poem "Tulips" (which is also set in a hospital), 

where she is "snowed-in" by whiteness Q:160). Plath says, at the outset of the poem, that 

she has given up her "name, " "dayclothes, " " history" and "bodyn to the nurses and surgeons, 

and states: "I am a nun now, I have never been so pure" (161). The capacity for divinity, or 

transcendence, is inscribed in both poems. In Sexton's text it is suggested by the the image of 

the floating, ascending self, and the progressing moth and buttedy images. The moths that sag 

against the locked window in the first stanza are transformed in the second stanza to embody the 

desire of the speaker. Her desire to transcend physical or mortal boundaries is also reified in the 

object of the butterfly. This butterfly concludes the sleep/chrysalis stage that precedes its 

appearance, and illustrates the transfornative process of the poem. Although the sleeping pill, 

the "splendid pearl," is the transformative agent in the poem, "it floats me out of myself," it is 

the lullabylpoem itself that creates and recreates its subject(s). "Let the others moan in secret," 

she writes, and implies, in turn, that her own words are audible; they generate motion and 

conversion. Sleep, in this poem, functions as a state of suspension that is similar to the "waiting" 

period she recounts in "You, Doctor Martin". The theme of rebirth that dominates the latter 

poem is reworked in "Lullaby, " and the "Bedlam" poems, overall, comprise a unified portrait 

of the artist in utero, an artist who has conceived herself. 

The theme of self-conception and s e l f d e f ~ t i o n  is a critical element in the formation of 

Sexton's poetics. In "Her Kind, " Sexton describes three "kinds" of women, and suggests that 



she is, or has been, all of them. The women (or woman) of this poem is a "twelve-fmgered, " 

"possessed witch" who is "not a woman, quite, " a homemaker who fues "suppers for the worms 

and elves, " who is "misunderstood," and a suicide, a "survivor.. .(who) is not ashamed to die" 

(15.16). The poem considers the theme of "false dichotomies and divisions" that Lessing 

addressed in The Golden Notebook, and presents a female figure, who is "not a woman, quite" 

because she is fractwtd, and compartmentalized. 

Steven E. Colburn has observed that the speaker in "her Kind" is a "symbolic figure whose 

experiences at the hands of a hostile, uncomprehending society are representative of the 

misfortunes of women in general," an observation which undermines the striking power of the 

speaker in "Her Kindw (169). More credibly, he also notes that her shift in voice, from the 

subjective "I, " to the objective - "a woman like that" - illustrates the personal/political focus of 

the poem, for, in his words, "the fate of the witch is the fate of any woman" (169). Like the 

narrator of Margaret Atwwd's Surfacing (1972). Sexton allows herself "to be cut in (three)" in 

this poem, like a woman "sawn apart in a wooden crate." in order to exhibit the various roles 

she occupies: the witchipoet, the wife and mother, and the exultant suicide (Atwood:124). By 

dividing herself into discrete figures, she is able to comment on the inadequacy of each role. In 

"Her Kind," the social construction of gender is equated with half-life, identity-negation and 

doom, as illustrated by the witch-hunt and witch-burning sequence in the fmal stanza, which 

evokes the Salem witch-trials. Self-definition and synthesis are indirectly proposed as vital 

alternatives to the punishing order of socially defmed feminine roles, which are examined here 

in terms of their limitations, erroneous assumptions and dangerous misconceptions. 

By defining henelf as a witch in this poem. Sexton not only examines the "legendary fate 



of the witchn (Axelrod:l76), she also recovers this figure, and resurrects it as a symbol of 

women's power. "Her Kind" may also be seen as a mythological witch-poem. "Where I Live 

in This Honorable House of the Laurel Tree," another To Bedlam poem, is based on Ovid's 
- - 

account of Daphne and Apollo. Daphne was a huntress, like Artemis (Diana in Roman 

mythology), the "Lady of Wild Things " (Edith Hamilton: 3 1 ) . According to Edith Hamilton, 

Diana was the "goddess with three formsu; she is associated, in the later poets, with "Selene in 

the sky, Artemis on earth" and "Hecate in the lower world and in the world above when it is 

wrapped in darkness" (31). Selene is the moon-goddess and Hecate is a witch, the "Goddess of 

the Crossways" (32). Tricksters, in African religions, are always associated with crossroads (the 

word originates in the Latin word trivrbZk - its etymon is m' vio - means "of the crossroads" ) 

a place "where territorial boundaries begin to dissolve into each other" (Wafer: 129). Hecate, like 

Artemis herself, suggests - liminally - an intricate. compound female spirit. "Her Kind, " with 

its three-tiered structure and tripled persona, evokes the same spirit. By gesturing, in this poem, 

to history, fairy tales, and myth, Sexton creates a complex interpretive trivium for her work. 

The " twelve-fmgered" and magical witch is a potent symbol of Sexton's poetic abilities, and 

this witch symbol is comparable to the images of word-magic she inscribes in "You, Doctor 

Martin". When Sexton described "Her Kind" as an example of the kind of woman and poet she 

was, she was commenting on the Confessional connection between her art and her gender that 

this poem proposes. "Her Kind" is an effective "signature" to Sexton's poetics, because it 

exemplifies her poetic theory and practice, and introduces a complex female subject position that 

is personal, and that "dramatizes the experience of women in the world" (Axelrod: 176). 



iii 

"When you say Man" said Oedipu, "you include women too. Evetyone knows that. " 
She said, "Thnt 's what you think". 

Muriel Rukeyser, "Myth" 

"For John. Who Begs Me Not to Enquire Further" is the fm of three poems. in the second 

section of To Bedlam. The poem's title refers to the Schopenhauer epigraph at the beginning of 

the book, and the poem itself is addressed to John Holmes, who was Sexton's poetry instructor 

from 1958 to 1962. According to Middlebrook. Holmes criticized the Confessional nature of 

Sexton's poetry. and cautioned her to abandon this mode, because she would "certainly outgrow 

it, and become another person" (in Middlebrook, "Housewife" :493). Middlebrook feels that 

"For John" is central to Sexton's poetics, and Diana Hume George has also commented 

extensively on this poem in Oedipus Anne. George closely examines the relationship between 

To Bedlam's epigraph and "For John. " and remarks upon the poems's revisionist nature. George 

sees Sexton's poem as a "declaration of independence, a bill of poetic rights. " which casts 

Holmes, "the father figure who warned her about writing about her neuroses." in the "role of 

the symbolically weak woman." the Jocasta who begs Oedipus "for God's sake not to enquire 

further" (7.8). Sexton, conversely, casts herself as "the truth-seeker Oedipus" in the poem, as 

she attempts to locate and defend her poetic method (George:8). Several verses and words are 

repeated in the poem, a strategy which emphasizes its didactic nature. The first verses, "Not that 

it was beautiful , hu t  that, in the end, there wasla certain sense of order there, " are repeated. and 

serve to echo the conclusion to "You, Doctor Martin": "Once I was beautiful. Now I am 

myself". Beauty. in these poems, is synonymous with surfaces and artificiality. According to 



Middlebrook, what "took Sexton to the hospital was a preference for suicide over the role of 

mother.. .in the world's eyes, a competent, well-bred woman" ("Housewife" 500). It is the 

"worn of anyone" ("For JohnN:34) that interests Sexton, the "wolst" being, in this poem, "an 

accident of hope" which could never be found "in a lovelier placet1 (34.35). 

Through poetry, Sexton is able to "order" her various and chaotic experiences; poetry 

enables her to "fasten a new skin" around the self she perceives in the "cracked mirror" (35,341. 

The disparate themes of To Bedlam - transformation, rebirth, and salvation through the poetic 

medium - converge in this Confessional caveat, as Sexton explains what is "worth learning" in 

the "narrow diary of (her) mind" (34). What is "learned" is what is "special ... in this kind of 

hope" (25). in the desire to learn "how one's mystery can be unwoven" (George:9). Sexton's 

agenda is deceptively simple in this poem, revealed in her refusal to "give.. .something outside 

of (her) self. " and her decision instead to explore and re-create her own female experience in 

her work (34). The image of the "cracked mirror" in "For John" expresses a common sentiment 

in women's poetry of this period, that, according to Ostriker, "self-division is culturally 

prescribed, wholeness culturally forbidden, to the woman and the woman poet" (Sn: 83). 

In the Elizabethan age, Elizabeth was viewed as the center of the "divinely ordered 

universen; she was compared to "the p r i m  mobile, the master-sphere" (Tillyard: 16). In "For 

John," Sexton employs a succession of spherical images, a bowl, an orange, a sun, to convey 

a similar working cosmology. Wholeness, or the undivided self, is the implicit objective of this 

poem, a self which is positioned at the center of the poet's discourse so that she may 

"rage in (her) own bowl " (34). Self-empowerment is achieved through the Confessional process, 

a process which is articulated in the poem's progressive images. The poet's head, the "glassn 



"awkward bowl" (34) is initially deemed a "complicated lie" - when she "fasten(s) a new skin 

around itn and "dress(es)" it, it becomes a "strange sun" (35). The writing of poetry is viewed 

here as a means of self-defmition, as Sexton ddresses what is transparent ("glass") and 

emneous ("a complicated Lie") in the "arbitmy character of patriarchal ascriptions of 

temperament and role" (Millet:44). 

Sexton also uses images of glass and mirrors in "For John" in order to convey another 

element of her Confessional strategy. In the final verses of the poem she writes: 

although your fear is anyone's fear. 
like an invisible veil between us all.. . 
and sometimes in private. 
my kitchen, your kitchen, 
my face, your face. (35) 

The "invisible veil" (like the mirror and glass) , and the rhymed oppositions. "my kitchen. your 

kitchen " /my face, your face, " serve to highlight what is common, or "commonplace" ("For 

Johnn:34) in Sexton's experiencelpoetry , and suggest a link between the poet and the female 

reader. In "Anne Sexton and the Seduction of the Audience," Ostriker remarks upon Sexton's 

attempts, in her poetry, to "engage the reader in participatory acts that will rupture both Literary 

rules and the rule that we must not try to penetrate the 'invisible veil between us all'" (14). 

According to Ostriker, Sexton's work contains a "moral resonance" that relates to "the real lives 

of women," and which inscribes this relationship within itself (16). The connection that Sexton 

suggests here, between herself and the female readerlaudience, is significant because it relates 

to  the matrilineal order she creates in her work. In the other two poems of the second section, 

and in much of her later work, Sexton renders a "line of feeling" (Ebgan, in Ostriker, STL:lO) 

between mothers and daughters, in order to create, in Frances Bixler's words. "her own soul, 



(and) also to mother into fife those who read her work" (93). 

In her assessment of "For John," Diana Hume George cites the poem's references to the 

"cracked mirror" (of the asylum), and the "cracked stars shiningn (34) (in the glass bowl) and 

states that these images reflect not only each other, but the fact that "we all, in kitchens or 

madhouses, aim toward the same general human truths that shine differently in different lives" 

(P9: 10). Life after "selfish death" is the truth-seeking quest of the second section of To Bedlam, 

a reconstruction visible in the image of the "cracked" bowlhad in this poem ("For JohnW:34). 

What is cracked or damaged in the poet's mind is resurrected in the form of stars, "signs radiant 

with significance, " that indicate transformation and conversion (Middlebrook, B: 101 1. 

To Bedlam is a conversion narrative that traces both Sexton's development as an artist. and as 

the subject of her art, a p r o w s  which islwas facilitated by her breakdown. This breakdown 

engendered her poetry, a complex teleology which is represented by the image of the broken 

glass, and its arbitrary and calculated patterns. The whole setf that emerges in this poem, then, 

is still visibly divided, but these divisions are rendered topical, geographical beneath the stars. 

In the second section of To Bedlam, Sexton begins to expand her galaxy of one, to include 

those relationships that have also been fractured in the "break". Mother/daughter relationships 

are the focus of the last two poems of the second section. In "The Double Image," the first of 

these poems, Sexton recounts the loss of her daughter Joyce, whom she was "too sick to keep" 

(Star: 89). In interviews. Sexton often stated that when she first read "Heart's Needle, " she found 

the "courage" to bring her daughter home (from her mother-in-law's care), and said that she felt 

"a poem should.. .move people to action" (Star:89). Sexton's mother also figures prominently 

in the poem, as she went to live with her, "Part way back from Bedlamn ("The Double 



Image" :37). Sexton uses images of mima and portraits in this poem in order to convey the 

double. or doubled images of mothers and daughters. The poem's events are similarly doubled: 

Sexton's mother becomes ill after her daughter's suicide attempt and "say(s)" she "gave her 

cancer"; Sexton attempts suicide and return from the institution twice in the course of the poem, 

to reclaim her two year old daughter (38). An intricate dichotomy emerges as a result, which 

can be traced to the image Sexton uses of "the double woman" who stares in the mirror. "as if 

she were petrified" (41). 

Sheila Rowbotham and other feminist critics. have employed the mirror as a symbol of the 

"reflecting surface of cultural representation into which a woman stares to form an identity" (in 

Friedman:38). Susan Stanford Friedman has observed that this mirror "does not reflect back a 

unique, individual identity to each living woman"; rather, it "projects an image of WOMAN, 

a category that is supposed to defme the living woman's identityn (38). Sexton, as  subject, is 

doubled in the poem; she is both her "own Dorian Gray" (41), who is tormented by "ugly 

angels" and "green witches." and a dutiful wife who "serve(s) cocktails as a wife should" 

(36.39). In "The Double Image" Sexton challenges "the equation between 'female' and 

'feminine'," by presenting and negating a divided self (Poovey:23). The poem's tension is 

related to the conflict between the self as individual woman, or the "self's self," and the 

refracted image of the socially constructed self ("The Double Imagen:36). This doubleness is 

also evoked in the form of the dying mother, who represents illness and suicide, and the "well 

and whole" daughter, who represents the poet's choices in the poem ("Double Imagen:36). It 

is a life with this daughter that the speaker chooses, but she complicates the terms of this choice. 

When Sexton appears, in the fifth stanza, with a "complete book of rhymes, " a typewriter and 



suitcases, it is a self-reflexive gesture. She arrives as the mediating poet/author, who is prepared 

to "take action, " and "learn.. . lifen from her "splendid stranger, " her daughter (39). 

In many ways, this poem is structured as a mystery; Sexton represents herself as a detective 

who must "learn, " or solve the puzzle that death and suicide presents: "why (she) would rather 

die than love" (3940). In the poem, death is embodied in the poet's history - "I let the witches 

take away my guilty soul./I pretended I was dead" - and in the mother's body and gestures (36)- 

The mother, who cannot "forgive" her daughter's suicide, has her "portrait done instead" (37). 

The mother commissions two portraits, one of herself, one of her daughter, from an artist who 

remarks on their similarity to each other. She also has her daughter's hair "restyled" for the 

portrait, which heightens the resemblance, the "matching smile, matching contourn of the two 

women's faces (37). The portraits hang, a "cave of a mirror" in the "chill north light," and these 

images, in conjunction with the image of the portraits themselves, correspond to the question. 

raised in the poem, of the nature of women's representation (38). The cave-portraits are clearly 

related to Plato's allegory, which considers the human delusion that there are "no realities except 

those shadows " of "handmade, " or artificid things (Dialogues: 3 13). Sexton also contests this 

delusion in "The Double Image," by drawing attention to the static and artificial quality of 

certain forms of representation. The poem's picture gallery evokes an image of the history of 

women's representation, of women represented a s  unchanging imitations of each other. The 

mother continues this tradition in the poem - "acquainted with my face. you wore it" ("Double 

Image": 39) - by contracting an artist to efface the difference between the women, and unite them 

in a onedimensional history. a "hall of mirrorsn (Friedman:38). 

Sexton ironizes the practice of superficial representation in this poem, and in doing so, 



comments on the impoverished status of women's history. Her appearance, as the poem's author, 

typewriter in hand, signals her attempt to interface, and supplement the medium of painting with 

the medium of poetry. The limitation of the artidpainter's gaze are contrasted with the dynamic 

process of the poetry, which composes a changing portrait, and multiple perspectives. The eye 

of the podpoem is able to move, beneath the exterior, and depict the emotional and intellectual 

life within the "canvas home" (40). The objectivity of the painter, is also contrasted to the 

subjectivity of the poet, who is the subjedauthor of her own representation. It is this 

subjectivity that enables her to render her mother as her "fim image," and compound the 

circumstances of their resemblance to each other (40). The speaker notes that her mother wears 

her (her daughter's) face in the portrait, and that Joyce. her own daughter. "resemble(s)" her 

(38). Sexton writes: "unacquainted with my face, you wore it. But you were minelaher all " (39). 

Here, Sexton is troubling the process of biological reproduction by asserting a similarity between 

mother and daughter, that exists in mite of their physical or formal resemblance (39). 

In The Second Sex, Simone de Beauvoir discusses a mother's bellonging, with regard to her 

children, as a creative "illusionn (468). Reproduction as a creative act is illusory. she writes, 

because a woman "does not really make the baby, it makes itself within her"; a mother "cannot 

give to this independent person, who is to exist tomorrow, (her) own reasons, (her) justification. 

for existence" (468). In "The Double Image," the poet's mother is seen attempting to perpetuate 

this illusion. by blurring, and re-creating the resemblance between herself and her "outgrown 

child" (37). Sexton seeks, conversely, to create her own "justification for existence, " and to 

offer this same liberty to her daughter. In the last verses she writes: 

I, who was never quite sure 
about being a girl, needed another 



Life, another image to remind me. 
And this was my worst guilt: you could not cure 
nor soothe it. I made you to find me. (41-2) 

Here, Sexton expresses her fear of having created a "genetic reproduction" in her daughter, and 

of having attempted to defme herself through this daughter (Honton:100). She forges this 

definition because of her own uncertain self-image - "I, who was never quite sure about being 

a girln - and her own uncertainty finds a tentative expression in motherhood. The "guilt" that 

is expressed in the poem is expressed in the past tense, for the speaker goes on to "fmd 

(herself)," not through her child, but through her poetry. Sexton's daughter becomes. 

symbolically, an autonomous model, a choice in the poem, that the poet makes with regard to 

her own destiny. She decides to "fmd" herself in her poetry, and to seek the figures of her 

mother and daughter there, within the context, but not the confmes. of her biological relationship 

to them. Finally, the poet offers her daughter a valuable "truth" in this poem, according to 

Diana Hume George; she gives her "a chance to escape the prison of poisonous identifications 

handed from mother to daughter" and to "know that the trap lies baited for her" (PB:12). 

Sexton's "poisonous identification" with her mother is symbolized by the disease, the cancer 

her mother accuses her of giving her, "as if death transferred" (38). In "The Division of Parts," 

the last of the To Bedlam poems, Sexton forms a different identification with her dyingldead 

mother, one which is predicated on her knowledge that death does not "transfer," and that her 

daughter may be hers, "after all" (38,N). "The Division of Parts" is important to Sexton's 

poetics, because it creates a theological context for her writing, a "narrative of (her) search for 

Grace" (Morton:13). Sexton attempts to "leave Bedlam behind her" in this poem, in Greg 

Johnson's words, by "fiiding solace in the attempt to appreciate -and record- the complexities 



of her experience" (87). Her mother's death is expressed in complex terms in "Division of 

Parts". Sexton uses two embedded narratives- Kine Lear and The Gospel According to St-John - 

in order to suppon the central, confessional namative8. The events of Good Friday and 

bgar are alluded to or named, primarily because of the divisions which occur in each text. [n 

John, the Roman soldiers divide Christ's garments, and in Lear, the kingdom is divided among 

the King's daughters. Both texts also contend with death, resurrection, and redemption; Christ 

the Redeemer is seen ascending to God, in John, and Lear witnesses Cordelia's life after death: 

"she lives! if it be so,/ It is a chance which redeems all sorrows" (V.i~~l1.267-8:899). In her 

poem. Sexton explicitly parallels her mother's death with Christ's crucifixion, though the poet 

would later refer to this parallel, in an interview. as a "bad metaphor" (Star:60). In this 

interview Sexton explains that her poem reflects the fact that she "didn't want to believe in 

Christ's rising" or "in anything," at the time of the poem's composition (60). Sexton's belief in 

Christ's ascension is unchanged in the course of the poem; her belief in "anything, " however. 

is dramatically altered. through the representation and conception of her mother. 

The events of "The Division of Parts" occur on Good Friday, as "the hours of The Cross1 

unwind " (42), and its central figures are Sexton's "Mother, (her) Mary Gray " and "Jesus, (her) 

stmnger" (42.43). The poem is a conversion narrative; "dangerous angels" "walk through Lent. " 

and "beguile" the speaker: "Convert! Convert! " (45). These angels are symbolically aligned with 

the "ugly angels" of "The Double Image"; they represent madness, the voice of dementia 

praecox, or the "other mindt1 (Porter:33). The angels demand a Christian conversion. As Sexton 

says, in her discussion of this poem, they are calling her to convert to "the magic of the 

r e d o n "  ( b : 6 l ) .  Sexton rejects this conversion, and converts instead to "love as 



~asonable/as Latin" (45). Specifically, she chooses to create an alternative "magical" 

resurreaion in the poem ("Divisionm:45). On many owasions in her poetry, Sexton rejm 

Christian dogma and Christ. In "With Mercy for the Greedy, " she describes her desire, to accept 

"beautiful Jesus." an attempt that fails, because "Need is not quite belief" (62). In this poem, 

the Sacrament of Confession is rejected in favour of the "sacrament of poetry," but the secular 

and non-secular spheres often collide in her poeq as a whole (Lacey:109). in "The Division 

of Parts." these spheres collide in a revisionist manner, as Sexton resurrects and consecrates her 

mother within the ceremony of poetry. 

In GvnlEcology, Mary Daly writes: 

Radical feminism is not reconciliation with the father. 
Rather it is affuming our original birth, our original 
source. movement, surge of Living. This fmding of our 
original integrity is re-membering our Selves.. .Radical 
feminism releases the inherent dynamic in the mother- 
daughter relationship toward friendship, which is strangled 
in the malemastered system ... What both demand of each 
other is courageous moving which is mythic in its depths, 
which is spell-breaking and myth-making process. (3940) 

Sexton is "spell-breakingn and "myth-making" in this poem, as she affinns, through the narrative 

of her mother, a Christian "original source" in Mary, the mother of God. In this sense, her 

poem is a kind of Sone of Bernadette, wherein she locates Mary as the "immaculate 

conception," and places her at the center and source of her faith. In Margaret Atwood's 

Cat's Eve, Elaine Risley, the novel's protagonist. decides, as a child, to "do something 

dangerous, rebellious, perhaps even blasphemous" by praying to the Virgin Mary, instead of 

God (1 96). Mary becomes Uaine's "Lady of Perpetual Help" in the novel, and she perfoms a 

similar function in Sexton's poem. Her mother, Mary, and the Virgin Mary are nomindy 



related in the poem, but they are also related in terms of their relationship to Sexton's "search 

for a clearly confirmed past, . . . for a tradition of female power (Rich, 0WB:SS). The poet 

expresses this desire in the third stanza when she writes, "I fumble my lost c h i l d h d f o r  a 

mother." a loss which is not mitigated by her ability to bring her mother "flapping back." with 

her "rhyming words " (44.45). Although her mother returns through Sexton' s poetry, she appears 

"divided," with "three stones" slipping from her "glittering eyes". The reference to division, and 

the number three suggest the Chtistian trinity - the male, or masculine gendered Holy Family, 

which is constructed here as a "reversed mirror image" (DalyS5). Here, as elsewhere in her 

poetry, Sexton suggests a flexible and female Holy Family, or a female-biased Christianity that 

isolates MarylMadoma, Mary Magdalene, and, on one occasion, a group of flying nuns9. Christ 

and God are also treated, at great length in the collected poems, but they are considered as a 

"theological problem" in the work, as Sexton "investigate(s) " Christ's male body, and "Mary's 

role in the Incarnation " (Middlebrook, &:352). 

In the final verses of "The Division of Parts, " Sexton resolves her inability to beiieve in the 

"grotesque metaphor" of Christ's resurrection, by supplanting his image and "sacrifice" with the 

image of her mother, the "brave" and holy "ghost" (46). She describes her mother, in a long 

series of images, as a "skipper homeward," a "museum keeper," a "bride among children," a 

"dove," a "pilgrim womant1 and finally, as "my Lady of my first words" (46). This Litany 

interfaces secular and non-secular images of women (the "dove, " the "bride, " the "Ladyn) and 

suggests a communication between these spheres. The legacy implicit in the terms "pilgrim, " 

"museum keeper," and "first words" relates to the terms of Sexton's inheritance; the poem 

begins with material inheritance, "the division of money," and concludes with the spiritual 



inheritance that her motherlmothers extend (42). Without " praiselor paradise, " her mother makes 

her "(her) inheritor," and offers her the ability to look "homeward," toward an entire history 

of women, and their origin, artifacts arid words. 

In Talkinn Back, bell hooks describes how she "rescued" herself through autobiographical 

naffative. Through the process of remembering, she instigated the "cycle of reunion, a joining 

of fragments," and was "made whole again" (159). In To Bedlam and Part Wav Back, Sexton 

dmembers herself in a similar way, as she reconstructs her life and self through 

autobiographical narrativelpoetry . She also creates a sense of female community, history and 

religion in this text, and locates herself within a feminine context, or sphere of reference. Many 

of Sexton's feminist strategies are encoded in "The Expatriates," a poem which appears in the 

fim section of the book. The poem describes a forest. which can be read as a symbol of women 

of "parallel.. -1iveslfiled out in exile.. .too alien to know/our sameness and how our sameness 

survives " (22). 

The events of this poem are obscure, but well-suited as a series of epigraphs to Sexton's 

poetic practice and ambitions. "Today I must dream the forest whole," she writes, referring to 

her narrative's collective purpose, and revisionist capacity, and itslher ability to remember, and 

reclaim a space and time. "butchered from time,/that we must tell of quickly/before we lose the 

sound of our ownfmouths calling mine, mine. mine" (22). 



Chapter Three 

n i s  is how I want to die: SuicideIDesire in All My Prettg 
Ones and Live or Die 

We have had enough suicidal women p e e ,  enough 
suicidal women, enough seIfdestructivenness as the 
sole fonn of violence permitted to women. 

Adrienne Rich 

Because you were serftsh and sad and died 

Anne Stephenson, "Letter to Sylvia Plath" 

I was much too far out all my life 
And not woving but drowning. 

Stevie Smith 

In Fear of Flying (1 973). Erica Jong 's autobiographical narrator discusses Sylvia Plath: " . . .I 

was talking for days about her suicide and how I wanted to write great poetry and put my head 

in the oven" (85). This passage recalls a number of popular stories and rumours about the 

suicide cult generated by the lives and writing of the female Confessional poets. In "Light up 

the Cave." a memoir of Anne Sexton published in 1975, Denise Levertov writes that she has 

"heard many stories of attempted -and sometimes successful- suicides by young students who 

loved the poetry of Plath," and goes on to express her concern regarding a "new epidemic of 

the same syndrome occurring as a response to Anne Sexton's death" (74). The breakdowns and 



suicides of the Confessional poets, particularly Plath's, have been scrutinized by many artists 

and critics. In "A Fine, White Flying Myth, " Sandra M-Gilbert speaks ominously of the "Plath 

Myth, " supposedly originating in the poet's suicide. which relates to women's fear of the "risks 

of freedom" and their inability to survive this fear (601). Margaret Atwood has also described 

her perception of this myth. In "If You Can't Say Something Nice, Don't Say Anything At All," 

she recounts her early conception of female artists: "As a woman writer you ... would have to 

Suffer. We read Sylvia Plath and Anne Sexton, suicides, both. Novel writing was safer. You 

could do that and live" (17). Several contemporary women artists have come to similar 

conclusions about these deaths and their legacy, including Joyce Carol Oates, who refers to 

Plath's death as an "adolescent gesture" (The Art" :210), and Diane Wakoski, who wrote about 

Plath's suicide and concluded, of herself. "I wont wont wont/die,/even for poetry" (Collected 

Greed: 12). 

In "Darkness Visible, " William Stymn makes a List, a "sad but scintillant roll call, " of artists 

who committed suicide in the twentieth cenhuy , a list which includes Sexton, Plath, Berryman, 

Mark Rothko, Randall JarreU, Diane Arbus, and others (214) '. Many of these deaths oocurred 

in the same period (the 1960s and 70s), a period which is documented in Berryman's Dream 

Songs: "All these deaths keep Henry pale & ill/. . .You can count with stirring love on a new 

loss/& an emptier place" (2 10). A. Alvarez has characterized this rash of suicides, and the rise 

of suicidal, nihilistic art as an "extremist" response to, or  reflection of, "the nihilism of our own 

violent societies " (278). He also considers, in The S a v a ~ e  God, the "tradition of suicide, " with 

regard to creative people, and cites an unprecedented "casualty rate among the giftedn in the 

twentieth century (57,259) . Alvarez attempts to explain this phenomenon by noting an increasing 



experimentation, in the arts, toward a "profound internal shift," that is, a shift toward 

introspection and confession 1259). He then explains that the events of the twentieth century, 

panicularly the wars, have created a kind of mass feeling of "numbness - beyond hope, despair 

(and) tenor.. .which no amount of creative effort and optimism can . . .removew (163). 

The suicidal artist, in Alvarez's terms, responds to an intolerable society by creating what 

Plath has called a "concentration camp in (the) mind," or an equally intolerable inner world, 

which the art reflects (in Butscher, "In Search":26). There is something entirely too Miltonic 

about his postulate however, for the notion of the cruel world within - "myself am Hell" - does 

not begin to account for individual responses to, and experiences within, the world (Paradise 

LBg,8l:l.75). The idea of a group of suicides, or a knowable suicidal disposition, is also 

suspect, since it excludes issues of gender, class, religion, race and nationality, which ate aIl 

considered in scientific and statistical studies of suicide. Alvarez proposes that there is a 

disproportianately high number of artist-suicides in the twentieth century, and he also cites 

statistics pertaining to the rest of the population. The week Plath killed herself in 1963, he notes, 

over ninety-nine people committed suicide in Great Britain; in the United States the figure is four 

times higher (Savage God:57). Suicide occurs far more frequently than murder; in the United 

States 22,000 suicides are documented each year, and this figure is twice as high in several 

European countries (Menninger: 13). 

In spite of its frequency, suicide is rarely discussed; it remains a profound cultural taboo2.1n 

his introduction to Man Against Himself, Karl Menninger says that he was advised to keep the 

"gloomy subject" of suicide out of the book's title, because it would "repelw readers (13). As 

John Domelly has observed, "civilized society still frowns upon and shudders at suicide." and 



public ignorance and "ambivalence" toward self-killing is, in Fred Cutter's words, the "single 

greatest obstacle to the achievement of a zero suicide rate before the turn of the century" 

(10,258). 

In The M-yth of Sisv~hus (I942), Albert Camus refers to suicide as the "one truly serious 

philosophical problem," a problem which is made "urgent" by "the actions it entails" (11). He 

also refers to suicide, in this text, as an act of confession, that it is "confessing that life is too 

much for you or that you do not understand it" (13). Camus' assessment of the problem of 

suicide also implicitly addresses the problem of suicide-writing, and he justifies this discourse 

by emphasizing its imperative and instructive nature. To discuss suicide is to acknowledge its 

"urgency"; to attempt to explain it is to contribute "understanding" to the suicidal, and to the 

"ambivalent public". Alvarez claims that the many artist-suicides of ll.9 twentieth century 

constitute a cultural phenomenon. He states that in this century, "the better the artist the more 

wlnerable he seems to be" (259). 

Alvarez's reasoning is flawed for several reasons. It is not possible to quantify, in any exact 

way, the comparability of artist-suicide rates from century to century. There are no statistics to 

support Alvarez's theory, and, prior to the twentieth century, if an artist committed suicide. it 

was unlikely that this information would become public knowledge. Mary Wollstonecraft is 

known to have attempted suicide at least twice - she admits this in her letters to Gilbert M a y ,  

which William Godwin published, "unconscious of taboo" (St.Clakl82). We now know that 

Wollstonecraft's daughter, Fanny Godwin, killed herself in a Swansea hotel in 1816. The 

signature on Godwin's suicide note was destroyed, according to Wiarn St. Clair, "by a 

member of the hotel staff who knew the indignities which the law commanded for suicides" 



(411). John Berryman, whose father was a suicide, and who wrote with great candour about 

suicide-desire, killed himself in 1972, and was almost refused a burial on "consecrated ground" 

(Simpson:252). According to Eileen Simpson, this burial only occurred because Berryman's 

mother believed his death was "an accident" (252). 

Alvarez's theory, finally. is Eurocentric, ignoring, for example, the historical practice of 

hara-kiri - a respected form of self-sacrifice - in Japan. Yukio Mishima's 1972 suicide, by 

seppukzi, or ritual self-disembowelment, is less related to a recent phenomenon in ?he arts than 

to long-standing Japanese cultural practices. Mishima's suicide was both political - he wanted 

to incite the formation of an Emperor-governed Japan - and erotic. Many commentators believe 

that his suicide was, in effect, a shinju, a lover's suicide, which Mishima plotted with his male 

lover Masakatsu Morita (Stokes:245). While his suicide was perceived by all as tragic, hara-kiri 

is "the ultimate spiritual action in the Japanese tradition" (Stokes:254). In western countries. 

conversely, suicide - which until very recently was punishable by law and continues to be 

condemned by the Christian Church - is a taboo act. Alvarez's notion, of the artist-suicide 

phenomenon, is better expressed in terms of contemporary artists' attempts to confront this 

taboo. 

Suicide-artists attained a new visibility in this century, assisted in part by an increased 

dissemination of information and art about suicide. In the period of, and following the 

publication of Camus's text, suicide became increasingly visible as an artistic theme, particularly 

in America. Allen Ginsberg's Howl, published in 1956, incorporates many references to the 

"best minds of (his) generationn killing themselves, by cutting their wrists, leaping from 

windows and bridges and creating "great suicidal dramas" (9,13). 



Suicide was also well represented in the visual art of the period; Jackson Pollack, Andy 

Warhol, H. C. Westeman and other visual artists employed the theme in works such as "Suicide 

Towern and "Ten Ways of Killing Myself "'. The prominence of suicide art in the post-war era 

can lx related to societal conditions. A similar wave of art about self-injury appeared in 

Germany between 1890 and 1933, when the German Expressionists used this theme to express 

their "passionate and righteous indignation about the immorality of their timesw (Cutter:122). 

German Expressionism has been described as "one long continuous psychological scream." a 

phrase which could also describe a great deal of American post-war art in the latter half of the 

twentieth century (Cutter 122). The Confessional poets adopted themes of suicide and despair 

in their writing, but their work is distinguished by their employment of the subjective, personal 

voice. Through the employment of the first-person voice, in Confessional poetry, the "best 

minds" of a generation are suddenly telescoped, or reduced, in effect, to a single. superior 

"mind". 

A transition in suicide discourse occurs with the Confessional poets' use of the subjective 

voice, as their poetry explores the theme of self-injury empirically, from an insider's 

perspective. Theoretical discussions of suicide often attempt to formulate, in Harold Lasswell's 

words. "tendency conceptions, " which introduce "order in complex phenomena" (223). Lasswell 

observes that tendency conceptions can be "aimless classifications" which cannot account for 

each "given constellation of personality events," an objection which is implicitly encoded and 

redressed in a Confessional or individual response (223). Berryman, Plath and Sexton's 

Confessional accounts of suicide may also be construed as being political because they provide 

a kind of empirical evidence of a larger system of events. When h e  Sexton describes her 



suicide attempts in the poem "Wanting to Die." she descri i  her own tendencies, and locates 

these tendencies within a community of suicides who have a "special language, " an "almost 

unnameable lust" (Comulete Poems: 142). Diana Hume George has observed that the speaker of 

this poem is not attempting to "recruit company for her agony"; rather, she is asking "to be 

understood" ("Suicide Poems" : 221). She is also explaining suicidal desire in the poem, and 

asking that it be understood. As Sylvia Plath has commented, "What the person out of Belsen - 

physical or  psychological - wants . . . (is) the full knowledge that somebody else has been there 
+ 

and knows the worst, just what it is like" (Letters Home:473). 

According to the suicidologist Edwin S. Schneidman. "Practically all suicidal behaviors stern 

from a sense of isolation and from feelings of some intolerable emotion on the part of the 

victim" (154). In The Social Meanings of Suicide, Jack D. Douglas includes pages from a diary 

of a suicidal woman named "Marion, " who expresses her sense of isolation on many occasions, 

and writes in one entry, "Oh, God, how lonely. I am starving" (292). an image which parallels 

a refrain in Sexton's "Flee on Your Donkey" : "0 my hunger! my hunger! " (1 01). Sexton once 

wrote that "You're not crazy if you can fmd one sane person who you can talk to," a sentiment 

that she shared with a woman who wrote to her from a mental hospital after reading her poetry 

@elf-Portrait in Letters: :29 1). Sexton was often inundated with fan letters from institutionalized 

devotees of her work, and she always responded, believing that "any communication.. .was better 

than silencew (SPL:281). This sentiment could also be applied to Confessiond suicide poetry, 

to subjective communications that rupture the silence of cultural taboo and the individual 

isolation it perpetuates. 

Many critics have spoken cynically and angrily about the "heroism of sickness," the 



"glamour of Fatalityn (Howe: Z S ) ,  the "imaginative risk" or danger inherent in Plath's suicide 

poetry (Lowell, in Rosenthal "SP&CPN :72). Sexton's suicide poetry was similarly critiqued in 

her Lifetime, for its "monstrous self-indulgence," and for being an extension of the "Romantic 

stereotype" of the suffering artist (Gullans: 131). Harsh criticism of suicide-writing is generally 

reserved for Sexton and Plath, because. as women, they are near-anomalies in the usual artist- 

suicide roster; the suicides of Hemingway, Mishirna, Rothko, or  even Berryman (to name but 

a few male artists) are rarely, if ever, discussed with acrimony. Self-destruction is not conceived 

as a conventionally feminine activity, and the average statistical s w e y  of suicide describes male 

suicides as using "active" means, while females employ "passive" means of death4. Feminist 

artists and critics have also isolated Sexton and Plath as dangerous models, as the "gravitational 

pull toward death" they describe in their work is construed as being disempowering to women, 

and because they do not appear to advocate survival (Oates, "The ArtM:21 1). 

In "Suicide and Self-starvat ion. " Terence M . 0' Keeffe distinguishes between " instrumental" 

suicides, which are politically motivated, and "noninstrumental suicides, " "in which the 

overriding intention is simply to end one's Lifen (127). Although Sexton and Plath appear to have 

committed noninstrumental suicides by all accounts, their suicides have been discussed as if they 

are instrumental, producing a malevolent politic or "epidemict' (Levertov:74). Both women's 

suicides are viewed as being instrumental because of their work; both poets spoke longingly and 

explicitly about self-killing, what Sexton called "that ride hornelwith our boy" (Sexton, "Sylvia's 

Death": 126). Their deaths have been conceived, by Gilbert and Gubar, as acts of "dangerous 

impersonationn of their "own metaphors, " a conception which echoes Lowell's understanding 

of the "imaginative risks" inherent in suicide poetry (Madwoman:549). This theory is flawed 



because the subject (Plath or Sexton) is considered to be subordinate to her subject matter, as 

if it is the metaphor that produces the artist. In Plath's poem "Edge," she describes a "perfected" 

"dead" woman, whose children are "coiled" beside "pitcher(s) of milk," a description which is 

both metaphorical and premonitory - before Plath killed herself, she left cups of milk beside her 

sleeping children (Collected Poem~:272). It is more logical, however, to view Plath's (and 

Sexton's) metaphors as " impersonat (ing) " the authors' desires and literary strategies. This 

distinction is critical because it relates, fundamentally, to the construction and political nature 

of the subjective voice. Life-writing, for Plath and Sexton, was a significant process, as it 

enabled them to author their lives within their poetry. This gesture is reflexive in the poetry. 

which refes, on many occasions to the empowering practice of confession, and the (re) birth 

it engenders. Death-writing provides a similar function, for it asserts the same principle, the 

right of the individual to assume control of her body, to author her life, and death, as she 

chooses. 

In "The Ethics of Suicide," Thomas S. Szasz writes that "successful suicide is generally an 

expression of an individual's desire for greater autonomy - in particular, for self-control over 

(hisher) death" (166). He also discusses suicide as an individual's "inalienable right" with 

respect to "human freedom, " an inaliable right that historically has been contested in western 

civilization due to legal, medical and religious sanctions against suicide (172,176)'. The right 

to end one's life is analogous to the feminist pro-choice struggle (which concerns women's rights 

regarding their own bodies) in that it pertains to individual choice in opposition to socially 

dictated. prohibitive measures. Women in western society have had little access to the expression 

of suicidedesire, although there are a great number of male-authored female suicides in art and 



literature. such as Dido. Cleopatra, Ophelia and Lucretia. to name but a few. The expression 

of this desire may be seen. ultimately, as a useful and preventative measure, for it indicates a 

growing discourse and awareness of another, statistically significant. "female malady". 

True Corifession~ is a popular magazine that performs a function that is comparable to 

female authored Confessional poetry, since it offers accessible, confessional stories that are 

exclusively concerned with women's issues. A recent story, entitled "Depression - The Deadliest 

Disease," concerns a woman's struggle with chronic depression and multiple suicide attempts. 

Depression is not the central issue in this story; what is highlighted instead is the narrator's 

hanowing attempt to have her illness diagnosed and properly treated. She sees a number of 

doctors and social workers who mis-diagnose her illness, and is institutionalized on several 

occasions. After "years of hell crying out for help," the woman receives adequate treatment for 

clinical depression (77). The aory ends with her exclamation. "I want to live!. " and with her 

acquired knowledge: "I have a disease called depression" (77). The subtext to this subjective 

narrative is a crisis of access experienced by the narrator; her greatest suffering is experienced 

when she is unable to locate and define her illness. The medical communities represented here 

are the engineers of this crisis. as they attempt to isolate her. misrepresent her illness. and 

stupefy her with a variety of prescriptions (she is given massive doses of valium) and 

proscriptions. These doctors and social workers are metaphorically cast within a system that 

perpetuates denial and withholds information and access. It is significant that when the narrator 

finally names her illness. she begins to recover, a process which attests to the power of 

autobiography in two ways. Primarily, as she learns the language of her illness, the woman is 

able to treat it independently; it is no longer "the problem that has no name". And fmally, as 



she disseminates this story to  a substantial female readership. she instructs and educates others - 

many of whom may be similarly affected - about the nature and structure of her illness, and the 

relief they may obtain. 

When the editors of True  confession^ call for submissions, they write: "Tell us your story, 

just as it happened. Write it simply, as you would tell it to a friendi6. It is unlikely, however. 

that these stories are " truen. Their structures are extremely formulaic, and many women writers, 

including Alice M u m  and Margaret Atwood, have submitted fictional stories to this magazine7. 

The employment of the True Confessions subjective voice is comparable to the Confessional 

process. In a Paris Review interview. Allen Ginsberg defined the confessional poet as one who 

did not distinguish between what "one would tell one's friends and what one would tell one's 

muse" (in Philli~s: xv) . Ginsberg's definition recalls the dramatic monologue, as both definition 

and monologue encompass the author and the reader, or implied listener/"friendW. Sexton's 

poetry often creates this same relationship. "Wanting To Die" begins as an answer to an 

unspoken, implied question: "Since you ask, most days I cannot remember" (142). Such a 

dialogue is alarming to some, who may fear that intimate, seductive accounts of suicidal desire 

may foster an autobiographical (suicide) pact between the author and reader. Suicide poetry, 

however, rarely proposes conversion; rather, it speaks to the converted, and names the 

"unnarnable lust, " in the "special language" of suicides ("Wanting To: 142). Plath and Sexton's 

isolated suicide poems are insistently morbid accounts of personal desire, but they are also 

accounts of a "disinherited" community, a collective longing for, in Kristeva's words, "the secret 

and unreachabIe horizon of our loves and desires" (Black SunA45). Their efforts to 

communicate this "wretchedness" (Kristeva:145) and melancholy constitute an attempt to make 



what Muriel Rukeyser calls. in "Kathe Kollwitz" - "the confession of No." - and testify to "the 

gifts and madness of full life" (NALW: 1786.1784). 

Kollwitz, a German graphic artist, is best known for her series of eight Lithographs entitled 

"Death," and her conception of a "full Life" is related to Plath and Sexton's studies of the strange 

meeting of "gifts and madness" in their own lives and work. Although each of these poets' 

isolated suicide poems is resolutely death-oriented, their combined effect is optimistic. Plath 

originally ordered her Ariel manuscript to end with an image of transcending female symbols, 

of bees flying into the Spring, but this manuscript was edited and reordered, after her death. 

Sexton's Live or Die also ends with the poet's decision to live, a decision which strategically 

follows a long and complex series of suicide meditations. This meditative process must be 

considered in the examination of Sexton's suicide poems, because the suicide meditations are 

ordered toward a conclusion inscribed in her work (and an intended conclusion, in Plath's case). 

The impulse to engage in backward-reading of this work originates in the actual suicides of the 

poets, as if their deaths preserved their contemplative study of the act, and negated their 

solutions, solutions which may have considerable value to a "disinherited" community of 

readers. The deaths of these poets actually have very little to do with their suicide poetry, for 

even within the discourse of suicide, in the work of both these women, life resides and m g e s  

within the poetry itself. 

god. there's no music. no -pet here, it B fat, 
and there's M sound at all, just thh white 



heat of Juiy going on and on, going on like thk 

Lome Moore 

In "Poems About Paintings, " W. D. Snodgrass discusses his poem. "The Starry Night, " which 

was published in 1968. in his collection After k r i e n c e .  He wrote this poem after being 

commissioned by an art magazine to write four poems about paintings, and he chose Van Gogh's 

work because it combined "matter and energy," or "order and disorder." a theme which he was 

"concerned" and engaged with, throughout this poem cycle (90). Snodgrass doesn't mention 

Sexton in his essay, although, as I have already noted, she had previously published a poem 

based on Van Gogh's painting, also entitled "The Starry Night," and no critics have commented 

on the relationship between these two poems. The poem was included in her collection All Mv 

Prettv Ones (1962). a "thematically elegaic" book that focuses on the deaths of both of Sexton's 

parents (Middlebrook, s: 163). According to Diane Middlebrook, Sexton was "acutely suicidal" 

as she worked on this manuscript, and the themes of bereavement and suicide are entangled in 

the poetry m:164). "The Starry Night" is one of the first poems in the book; it appears in the 

first section, and it is, technically, Sexton's first suicide poem. or at least it is the f m  poem that 

directly addresses her suicidal desires. Her choice of Van Gogh's work as a subject is 

appropriate, for a number of reasons. Sexton always felt an affinity with the painter, who also 

committed suicide. In a 1966 letter she writes of one of his paintings: "It's lovely. It writhes. 

It makes me want to stand out there with him taking my sleeping pills" (SPL:262). Van Gogh 

was a confessionaI painter, in many ways: he painted numerous portraits of himself and his 

surroundings, and his brushwork always reflected "the Life of the painter's hand"; his brush was 

"a direct and spontaneous extension of his internal state of beingn (Elsen: 285). In a letter to his 



brother, Van Gogh maintained that "I myself, as a suffering human being, cannot get by without 

something greater than myself. something that is my life- the power to create" (53 1). 

Sexton quotes one of Van Gogh's letters, as an epigraph to "The Stany Night" : "That does 

not keep me from having a terrible need of - shall I say the word - religion. Then I go out at 

night to paint the stars" (Corn lete Poem~:53). The quotation functions as an epigraph to the 

poem, which is a statement of "temble need," and the book as a whole, which describes the 

origin and process of this need. and the ways in which it is (partially) resolved through 

creativity: "Then I...pa.int the stars". Xn the first stanza of the poem. Sexton begins to 

describelinterpret the painting: 

The town does not exist 
except where one black-haired tree slips 
up like a drowned woman in the hot sky. 
The town is silent. The night boils with eleven stars. 
Oh starry starry night! This is how 
I want to die. (53) 

The fust three verses locate the perspective of the paintinglpoem. The verse, "The town does 

not exist, " explicates that the "town" represented in the painting is a "relic or text from the past" 

(Berger: 10). In the second clause ("except where.. . ") , Sexton clarifies the textuality of the image 

of the town, by drawing attention, again, to representation, and to the ways in which the image 

reflects the perspective of the "image-maker" (Berger: lo). Through the process of metaphor, 

two image-makers emerge in the subordinate clause; the " black-haired tree " that dominates the 

visual field of the Van Gogh painting is evoked as a symbol of composition, a symbol which 

signifies the interpreting painter and poet. The simile which follows, "like a drowned woman," 

interpolates this dual perspective, as the speaker of the poem becomes the subject of the poem 



and painting; she is superimposed against the "hot skyw. The image of the "hot sky" that "boilsn 

with stars captures the "frenzied dramaw of Van Gogh's brush-strokes, as well as the quality of 

the speaker' s obsenringlpanicipating gaze (Murray: 72). She is, like Browning' s Andrea del 

Sarto, transfured by the "sudden bloodw that "bums" and "boils " within the work. by the conflict 

between the static and the animate the work engenders (Bmwning:209). 

The painting. itself is static and "dead"; however, like the "black-haired tree, " it contains. 

or is disrupted by, a field of energy and movement, an antithetical "life" force. The intensity 

of this duality is explicit in the speaker's cry: "Oh starry starry night," a statement which 

effectively doubles the subjective focus of the painting/poem, with reference to its doubled 

naming of the title. The last statement in the stanza. "This is how0 want to die," further 

complicates the ways in which death is composed in the poem. The figure of the "drowned 

woman" is transformed in these verses. She becomes an agent of the poet's suicidal desire, she 

is "this," that which incorporates life and death through the artistic medium: "so long lives 

thidand this gives life to thee" (Shakespeare. Sonnet 18: 1063). Van Gogh's notion of the 

"something greater than myself, something that is my life" dominates this poem, for Sexton also 

positions her self, as subject, as subordinate to the "power to create," and to empowering 

creation. The image of the mortal self, dormant against all of creation. the sky and stars, reflects 

this relationship, and evokes an Elizabethan concept of the immortal, with regard to its 

suggestion of "the bond between macrocosm and body politicn (Tillyard:98), and, in 

Shakespeare's words, "the Living record" of "powerful rhyme" (Sonnet 55: 1068). To die like 

"this, " in one sense then, is to live eternally, a "still unravished bride of quietness, " sealed 

within the "slow time" of representation (Keats, "Ode on a Grecian Umn:207) . 



The speaker's expressed wish to die "this" way, or to die, as she states in the last stanza. 

"with no flag ./no belly ,/no cry" articulates her "sickness unto death, " her suicidal despair (54). 

Kierkegaard refers to the sickness unto death as an "agonizing contradiction"; it is a "sickness 

in the self" a "dying of despair (that) transforms itself constantly into a livingn (151). Despair, 

or anatomical melancholy, is a recurrent theme in All M Prettv Ones; several of the poems 

focus on the d i c t  between the living body. "the body is dumb, the body is meat, " and the 

suicidal impulse: "Fact: death too is in the egg" (57). The image of the "egg" suggests that death 

is a natural part of/conciusion to the life cycle, but it also implies that death, or the desire to die, 

can be genetically inherited, an idea that is supported by Sexton's reactions to her parents' 

deaths. In several poems she parallels her own death-wish with the actual deaths of her parents; 

in "The House" she describes her parents and writes, "Father, father, I wish I were dead" (74); 

in "The Operation, " she recounts being under anaesthetic, and "calling mother at the dying door" 

(58). The idea, fm expressed in "The Double Image. " that death "transfers, " or "is catching, " 

is actualized in Sexton's second collection, as she appears. in a sense, to "catch" death from her 

parents, and expresses the fear that she is. in turn. transferring this death to her daughter: "the 

brown mole/under your left eye, inheritedlfrom my right cheek: a spot of dangedwhere a 

bewitched worm ate its way through our souln (38.66). 

There is a formal sense of tragedy to All Mv Pretty On- that is underscored by the book's 

epigraph, a quotation from Macbeth: 

AU my pretty ones? 
Did you say ail? 0 hell-kite! All? 
What! AU my pretty chickens and their dam 
At one fell swoop?. . . 
I cannot but remember such things were, 
that were most precious to me. (47) 



Sexton leaves out several parts of Macduff's speech in this quotation. including the way he feels 

his loss "as a man," and his decision, through Malcolm's inducement, to "let grieflconvert to 

anger" (Shakespeare: IV,iii ,U .2 19.228-229: 827). By omitting this passage, Sexton underlines her 

own position as a female tragedian, and as a woman who is "tired of being braven (49). 

In "The Truth the Dead Know. " a poem that is dedicated to Sexton's parents, she speaks of 

"touch" and states: "Men kill for this, or for as muchn. She goes on to ask "And what of the 

dead?", a question which reflects the search, throughout these poems, for a way of converting 

grief. not through anger - "men kill for this" - but through elegy (49). Sexton is critical of elegy, 

however. In "A Curse Against Elegies, " she writes: "I refuse to remember the dead1 And the 

dead are bored with the whole thingn (60). The dead. in her own elegies, cannot be 

dmembered, and their mortal bodies are contrasted with their immortal remains, with their 

resurrection in the poetry, and in the poet henelf: "mother, father. I'm made of" (55). 

Ultimately, it is the poet's life that is scrutinized in the poems. for the deaths of ail her "pretty 

ones" have highlighted "the decay we're made of," and her own, perilous mortality (54). 

Death and dying are often gendered in Sexton's poems. In "The Operation," she observes 

that "a woman's dying1 must come in seasons." refening to the stages of women's biological 

lives (57). By focusing on "a woman's dying. " Sexton creates a discursive distinction in her 

work, which refers back to the Macbeth epigraph; her loss is expressed "as a (wo)man." and 

she aligns herself subjectively with this loss. Sexton uses revisionary retelling (a device used by 

Jean Rhys in her novel Wide Sareasso Sea) in her work, and centers on the story of the "pretty 

chickens and their dam," on obscured female experience in her work. This revisionary retelling 

is evident in "The Starry Night," with reference to the way in which the male-authored 



landscape is gradually gendered through the female author's gaze. The second stanza progresses, 

from the image of the tree/drowned woman: 

It moves. They are all alive. 
Even the moon bulges in its orange irons - - 

to push children, like a god, from its eye. 
The old unseen serpent swallows up the stars. 
Oh stany starry night! This is how 
I want to die. -. (54) 

The moon, mythically feminine, is presented in maternal and gynecological terms, in the image 

of the "orange irons". The serpent, or  the "infernal Serpent" of Paradise Lost is an archefypally 

masculine figure that signifies, in "The Starry Night, " death, temptation, consumption and 

effacement (Milton, Paradise Lost: I,l.34:6). The serpent is seen swallowing the moon's stars, 

which may be interpreted in two ways. First, death, the serpent, the "spirited sly snake" is 

constructed in the archaic act of deceivinglseducing the mother (Milton. IX, 1.6 l3:212). 

Subsequently, death devours her "children" - the "stars" - an act which recalls Milton's Eve's 

account of post-lapsarian life: 

. . .devoured 
by Death at last (and miserable it is 
To be to others cause of misery, 
Our own begotten and of our loins to bring 
Into this cursed world a woeful race . -. (X,11.980-&:429) 

It is not possible to determine whether Sexton was familiar with Paradise Lost, but Milton's 

work with the figures of Eve and the Serpent is analogous to Sexton's interpretation of these 

figures. Sexton, however, is ambivalent in her evocation of Eve and the Serpent; she uses these 

figures as representations of death's transference, and to signify, again, its presence "in the 

egg." but her rendering of cosmological sexual politics, with reference to the binary opposites, 

the moon and serpent, is framed with her insistent wish to die, a desire which complicates the 



rendering of the two figures. The feminine figure in the poem can also be interpreted as the 

woman who appears in the twelfth book of Revelations, who is "clothed with the sun, and the 

moon under her feet" m: 12,l. 11.1-2: 173). Sexton draws from the language and imagery of this 

book in her poem: in Revelations, a "dragon" appears in the heavens to "devour" the woman's 

child, a child "who was to mle all nations with a rod of iron" (12.5.1.2; 4.1.3: 173). The dragon, 

"that old serpent, called the Devil. and Satan" is seen tormenting the woman on earth, and their 

struggle, or "war" concludes Book Twelve (Revelations: 17.1.2: 173). 

Eve, or the woman "who is clothed with the sun" (who is seen, in Revelatiom. taking 

"nourishment ") ; the act of "swallow(ing) " and the Serpent are evoked by Sexton as deep tropes; 

they are consumers, and they signify the relationship between male and female desire (HB:12, 

16.1.2; 14.1.3 : 173). Images of consumption are central to Paradise Lost; as Maggie Kilgour 

notes, eating. in this poem "provides the model for the sublimation of matter as it is turned from 

flesh to spirit and the absorption of one lower form into another" (123). "The Starry Night" also 

delineates the "sublimation of matter," and exhibits a model of transubstantiation that is derived 

from a "need of.. .religionw but is predicated on the non-secular, aesthetic world. Sexton's poem 

expresses desire regarding complete consumption in a way that is both nihilistic and entirely 

sentient; consumption in the poem may be viewed as assumption, as the speaker's living body 

is transformed into spirit, and assumed within the painting, poem, and cosmos. 

The figures of the moon and serpent are interfaced as a symbol of Sexton's attempt to 

interface Van Gogh's painting/desire, with the obscured region of her owdferninine desire. She 

does this by treating the painting as a "stereographically plural" text, as a "passage, a traved" 

between her own and its author's subjectivity (Barthes, "Fmm Workn : 171). She does not merge 



these subjects in her own text; rather. she achieves what Barbara Godard has called "the 

dialog.. .a differential process of reading when subject and object are the one-within-the-other , 

double, polyphonic, not singular" (1 17). The desire that frames the poem - "This is how I want 

to die "- is also doubled; Van Gogh's dying words were: "266 heen kan gun .  " which may be 

translated: "I'd like to die like this" (in Snodgrass's "Poems About Painting": 91-2). Sexton's 

unstated translation of Van Gogh's words brings the representative process of the poem full 

circle; and suggests that there is no material boundary, "no belly.. .no cry, " no country. "no 

flag, " between the artist's desire, and the poet's desiring (re)telling. 

iii 

Onanism, autophugy, suicide, it wwc all the same - 
a component part trying to run the whole show. She 
smiled reluctantly and returned the knife to iis sheath. 

Lisa Alther 

Sexton's suicide-desire is never resolved in All Mv Prettv Ones, and this desire becomes a 

subject of increased urgency in her next collection, Live or Die. In the author's note, Sexton 

states that she has arranged the poems in this collection in the order that they were written, 

and apologizes, because "they read like a fever chart for a bad case of melancholy" (94). There 

are several explicit suicide poems in Live or Die, which include "Suicide Note." "Wanting to 

Dien and "Sylvia's Death. " and these poems pose a question that is answered in the fmal poem, 

"Livew. "Live" refers back to the book's epigraph, which is an excerpt from a draft of 

Saul Bellow's Henog: "With one long breath, caught and held in his chest. he fought his 



sadness over his solitary life. Don't cry you idiot! Live or die, but don't poison everythingn 

=:94). The decision to "live or die" dominates this collection, and suicide is considered, 

throughout these poems, as a discrete subject. Sexton's suicide attempts are linked with her 

descriptions of breakdown and institutionalization; however, she foctlses on suicide-desire , in 

this book, as a polemical issue or condition. In "Flee on Your Donkey, " one of the first poems, 

she defines a persistent "hungern for death, which exists after another breakdown and suicide 

attempt: "I have come backhut disorder is not what it was./ I have lost the trick of it!/The 

innocence of it! " ( 103). The phrase "I have come back" refers to Sexton's return to madness, 

but it also alludes to the status of her recovery. The recovery that is articulated in To Bedlam 

md Pan Wav Back is sabotaged, to some extent, by the recvrent images of breakdown and 

suicidal desire. In her first collection of poems, Sexton attempted to define her illness, and 

inscribe a recovery that is predicated on selfdefmition and autobiography. What was neglected 

in this initial self-portrait was the constancy of her desire to die, and she essays, in her third 

book, to explore, and ultimately vanquish this desire. 

The deaths of Sexton's parents are also extricated from her own death-wish in Live or Die. 

In "Suicide Note," she writes: "please do not thinkl that I visualize guitars playinglor my father 

arching his bone./I do not even expect my mother's mouth" (159). The poet is a solitary suicide 

throughout these poems; she is a "chronic suicide," who "postpones death indefitely. at a cost 

of suffering.. .which is equivalent to a partial suicide, a 'Living death' " (Menninger:88). If 

Sexton was a chronic suicide in life, her poetry performed a "talking cure". Sexton's poetry 

functioned as, in Artaud' s words, an "anterior suicide, a suicide which made (her) retrace (her) 

steps, but to the other side of existence, not to the side of death" (103). Sexton explores suicide 



as a facet of her existence and being in her work. Like Plath, she considers it as "an art," as 

theater, as a "call (ing) " ("Lady L a m  " :245). 

In "Sylvia's Death, " Sexton discusses suicide longingly and jealously. Addressing Plath (and 

Plath's death) she writes: "Thief!-/how did you crawl into./crawl down alone/into the death I 

wanted so badly and for so long" (126). In "Wanting to Die," she creates a utilitarian contrast 

between suicides and carpenters: "they want to know which took./ They never ask why build" 

(142). In "The Addict," one of the many poems included in u e  that does not deal 

directly with suicide, Sexton refers to the subject in different terms. Sexton describes her dmg 

addiction and explains that her "capsules" keep her "in practice, " they provide a "diet from 

deathn with a supplementary "pint-sized journey" (165). This poem clarifies the "terminal" 

nature of Sexton's suicide-desire, but it also acknowledges the complexity of this desire 

(George, "SP" : 21 6 ) .  Pill-addiction, and conversely, suicide is compared in "The Addicta to a 

"ceremony.. .full of rulesn (1 66). The reference to "rules" here is related to the many ways in 

which suicide is represented throughout the text. "The Addict" is the penultimate poem in the 

book. and it is loaded with language that symbolizes the preceding work. The term "black 

sacrament" is used in this poem to suggest the eucharistic nature of substance abuse, and the 

term also conveys the symbolic structure of suicide, as seen through the collected suicide poems. 

For although suicide is constructed in these poems a s  a series of symbolic gestures, each bearing 

distinct meanings, the (sacred) thing signified - death - is irreducible, constant, and singular. 

Because of the nihilistic tenor of the poems preceding "Live," some commentators are 

sceptical of its hopeful nature, and victorious concIusion (Ames .Gray SPL: 204). In Anne Sexton, 

Middlebmok claims that Sexton "knocked out" this poem "to meet a deadline, " and implies that 



it is reflective of her "bad writing" (294). The poem is jarring, in one sense, in its contextual 

relationship with the preceding poems. The temble dilemma of Sexton's "innocuous 

occupation. " suicide, is almost summarily dismissed in "Live, " and the suicide-desires that are 

expressed throughout the book are banished (166). However. these earlier expressions are at 

least acknowledged at the outset of "Live". The poem begins: "Well, death's been herelfor a 

long time-" (167). These opening lines refer not only to the persistence of Sexton's suicidal 

impulses but to the persistence of suicide as a topic in Live or Dig. The tone used here is also 

significant, as the initial word - "Well" - and subsequent pause suggest that a response, or 

summary is being initiated. Although "Live" may be viewed sequentially, as a poem that follows 

another in time (each poem in the book is dated) and space, it may also be seen as conclusion 

and revision of the preceding work, or as the sum of its parts. The dates that appear on the 

poems suggest a line= sequence of events, and there is also a conclusion implied in this 

accretion of time. In this respect, Sexton's description of the poems as "a fever chart" is  

revealing, as the poems are plotted in an ascending manner, toward the fever's break, or end. 

In A Brief Historv of Time, Stephen Hawking refers to a "cosmological arrow of time." a 

"direction of time in which the universe is expanding, rather than contracting" (145). Sexton 

employs this temporal m w  in her text, and presents, with the fmal poem, an "expanding." 

expansive view of her own creation. 

The f m  two stantas of "Live" are written primarily in the past tense, as Sexton recounts 

many of the crises, the "hew and suspicion of the eye," that are reaming themes throughout 

her books (167). The "chief ingredient. " she writes of her self-in-writing . "is mutilation. /And 

mud, day after day,/mud like a ritual" (167). The use of the term "mud" recalls Jean Paul 



Sartre's conception of existentialism, whereby "despair," and "angoicre," are experienced by 

certain individuals who are aware of the what is harrowing in human existence - the mud or 

"treacle" that adheres to us. f i g  us with both "fascination and horror" (Warnock: 100). Sexton 

dernaracates this "dreadful" (Warnock:100) existence in horrific terms in the first two stanzas, 

and depicts a life that islwas "an outright lie, " a "pe jury of the soul" (167). The "outright Lie" 

is related to the conflict between the body and mind, between life and death, that characterizes 

much of Sexton's suicide discourse. She writes: "I kept right on going on,/a sort of human 

statement,/lugging myself as iff1 were a sawed off bodylin the trunk" (167). The Living body 

opposes the dying mind, and creates a division that is similar to the "double(d) image" - of 

herself and her image in the mirror - a division that Sexton investigates in her f i s t  book of 

poems. She describes her naked body, and its otherness, in the second stanza of "Live. " and 

states, "I. .  .dressed it up like somebody's doll". The image of the self as doll is employed earlier 

in the book; in "Self in 1958. " she writes: "I am a plaster doll.. .Someone plays with me.. .They 

think I am me! "(155). The divided self of To Bedlam is resurrected in "Live, " which not only 

suggests the distance between this poem and her earlier work, but intimates another, newly 

realized division, pertaining to societal notions of the passive feminine body, and the individual, 

aggressive female mind. Sexton uses images of hideous violence to underscore the 

anguishlangoisse that accompanies the refonnation of the divided self. In the fm stanza, she 

writes about a baby on a "platter," who is "cooked but still human"; it is "cooked also with little 

maggots,/sewn onto it maybe by someone's mother,/the damn bitch! ". Here again is the notion 

that death, or the suicidal impulse, is transferred from mother to child, that the body is, as  she 

goes on to state in this poem, "killed.. .caught/in the fust place at birth" (167). 



There are other conflations of violence and maternity in this collection. In "Christmas Eve" 

she addresses her mother and writes "I thought of your bodylas one thinks of murder" (140): 

in "Flee on Your Donkey" she carries a knife, and claims "that the knife was for my mothern 

(103). The rage that Sexton directs toward the maternal figure in these passages illustrates what 

Adrienne Rich terms "the invisible violence of the institution of motherhood," a violence that 

is fueled by, among other things, "guilt" and "the fear of (a woman's) own power" (Of Woman 

Born:277). Indeed, the rage that is directed at the mother in these Sexton poems is tempered by 

guilt. In "Christmas Eve, " the speaker cries "Mary, Mary forgive me, " and in "Flee on Your 

Donkey," the mother is quickly "delivered," by the speaker, from the homicidal sentiment in 

the pteceding verse (140.103). It is Sexton's power to "live or die. " and this power is equated 

with fear, or the fearful, in the image of the dead baby and the mother who colludes with its 

death. The mother's experience of the "powerless responsibility for human lives" is amplified. 

in "Live." by the desire to negate this responsibility (Rich:277). Suicide and motherhood can 

not be reconciled in this poem, and the impossibility of this union is manifested in the image of 

a baby that is sutured with the "maggots," the seams of the speaker's suicide-desire. Sexton is 

able to participate candidly in the discou~~e of maternal violence in this passage, yet she is 

also able to explicate, by way of its symbolic structure, the irreconcilable difference between her 

maternal and suicidedesires , between life and death. 

In the third stanza, Sexton returns to the present tense, and writes: 

Today life opened inside me like an egg 
and there inside 
after considerable digging 
I found the answer. 
What a bargain! 
There was the sun, 



her yolk moving feverishly, 
tumbling her prize - (168) 

The image of the egg recalls and revises the maternal images of the earlier stanzas. It also 

recalls a recurrent theme in Sexton's poetry, that is, her repeated equation of the reproductive 

and creative process. In "Little Girl, My String Bean, My Lovely Woman, " which appears in 

Live or  Die, the poet addresses her daughter and writes: "women are born twice/ ... if I could 

have seen through my magical transparent belly,/ there would have been such a ripening withinn 

(147). In "Live, " the image of the "ripeningn child is recycled, and supplanted by the sun, which 

signifies, in this poem, the poet's creative powers. Sexton refers to the sun, in this stanza, as 

a constant "purifier," an "answern and a cherished "dream." and suggests a heliocentric, 

gynocentric universe, and her odfernale position at its center (168). Sexton associates the sun 

with images of human reproduction because of its life-giving properties, and it is similarly 

aligned with the poet's creative powers. The life-giving role is depicted as being active and 

engaged; the speaker does not submit to its "feverishn power; rather, she exerts it, in a string 

of imagery ("Live": 168). Once the speaker affirms and discovers her creative capacity, she 

creates a developmental litany that begins with simile and culminates in metaphor. Lovers 

"sprout like celery stalks" around her, she envisions a husband "as straight as  a redwood, " and. 

ultimately, a family that is a transfornative orbit: "If I'm on fire they dance around it/. . . And 

if I'm icefthey simply skate on mefin little ballet costumes" (168). The speaker herself is altered 

through this process; she is a "killer" who becomes an "empress" with a "typewriter, " she is 

someone who is "crazy," but "nice as a chocolate bar" (169). 

The language and style of this passage anticipates Sexton's Transfonnation~, her book of 

poems about fairy tales. She uses images here that are simple and quaint - a "chocolate bar," 



"little ballet costumesn - and assumes the role of the incanting narrator-witch that is adopted in 

the first poem in Transformations: "The speaker in this case/is a middle-aged witch-me" (223). 

Sexton refers to witches twice, in this and the following stanza, and the witch (as it often does 

in her poetry) acts as a kind of shorthand for her mental illness and suicidal impulse. The 

speaker claims that she is trusted, by her family, in spite of the "witches' gymnasticsn ; she states 

that her "dearest three" are able to "paint" this witch "pink" (169). There are corresponding 

transformations in this poem, then, as the speaker transforms her family, and they, in turn, 

become agents of transformation. The family (or love) is empowered as the motivating. 

transforming force, but it is the poet's art that implicitly directs this choice. The images of 

inscription and depiction - the typewriter, the painting - and the acts of poetic transformation 

suggest that it is art rather than life that is being celebrated in this poem. 

"Live" may be read as a conventional fairy tale, wherein "Magic, charms, disguises and 

spells" are described in the narrative of the "fortunes and misfortunes of a hero (who) . . .lives 

happily ever after" (Cuddon:258). Sexton's decision, to "live happily ever after," is directly 

linked to her use of these conventions; she tums her "shadow three times round," she reverses 

the "poison" (potion), she vows to live in spite of the "cruelty," and "the stuffed railroad cars 

for the ovens" (1 69.170). The final reference, to the concentration camps, is overtly related to 

her own, and to the Confessional, practice of uniting the personal and the political, but it is also 

related to the traditional, fairy tale image of the "ungodly witch," who is stuffed into the oven 

to "burn to ashes" (Grimm:263). These two contexts draw attention to the duality of fairy tales, 

and to Sexton's use of this particular embedded narrative. Although fairy tales are designed 

typically with a happy ending, this ending is usually achieved only after a series of violent 



means. And the ending itself is often problematic, particularly to the female readerlwriter, given 

the antifeminist bias of the stories themselves, and the ways in which gender is inculcated in the 

process of closure8. In "Live," Sexton initiates the critique of fairy-tales that culminates, later. 

in Transformations, by inverting their nature, and the nature of their reception. These tales 

reflect a system of societal truths, the poet argues, when she interfaces their images with images 

drawn from contemporary society and her own experience. What is artificial, conversely, is the 

narrative that encloses the tales: Sexton's use of fairy-tales, ultimately, signals a self-in-writing 

that is similarly, artificially, enclosed. 

Although Sexton is ambivalent about her own "happy ending," she affirms her power as an 

artist in "Live," and forges a new direction for her writing. The last stanza concludes: 

So I won't hang around in my hospital shift. 
repeating The Black Mass and all of it. 
I say Live, Live because of the sun, 
the dream, the excitable gift. (170) 

This decision, as articulated here, details a developing poetics and a philosophical 

conceptualization of the self-in-writing, rather than the self. The litany of the "Black Mass" 

entails the backward-reading of biblical texts, a process that metaphorically simulates the 

psychoanalytic, autobiographical structure of Confessional poetry. The decision to "Live, " in this 

context, is related to a decision to implement an evolving and immediate self-in-writing. 

The prophecy is confirmed in Sexton's next volume of poetry, a collection of life - and body - 

affixming "love poems " . 

The two fmal verses of "Live" present and restate a number of complex ideas, which are 

relevant to the poem and to the collection as a whole. When the speaker states "Live," she is 

concluding the sequence of suicide poems, and she is also terminating the sequence of maternal 



violence that is threaded throughout the book. At the beginning of the fmal stanza, the poet 

describes a litter of puppies that she had intented to "abort" and "destroy," a decision she recants 

in favour of "loven (170). The puppies recall the image of the mother in the f i i  stanza - "the 

damn bitch" - and it is with this morbid wordplay that Sexton subverts her own malice (167). 

The motherldog may be viewed as the god (reversed) of the poem; Sexton was notorious for her 

love of reversed words and palindromes, and she often used the pseudonym "Ms.DogW. The 

puppies in "Live" are "Dalmatians, " and with this image, Sexton gestures to another popular 

source. the enormously successful Disney fdm, 101 Dalmation~, released in 1961 ("Live": 169)- 

Sexton very likely could have modelled herself, in this poem, after Cruella de ViI, the chain- 

smoking, glarnourous, dark-haired 101 Dalmations villainess, who kidnaps dalmatians in order 

to kill them for their coats. Sexton's campy sense of joy in "Live" - "I'm an ernpress.11 wear 

an apron" - suggests her decision to "Live" (which is another quasi-palindrome for "Evil") is 

somewhat self-ironiring . 

When Sexton states "Live, Live." she never refers to herself specifically; instead, she 

delivers this exhortation or spell in an effort to animate her own creation. A poem that is 

initially laden with images of death ("maggots") is transformed. in the end. "because of. .the 

excitable gift". Poetry, like the sun, "represents the moment (surpassing all others in the 

succession of celestial dynasties) when the heroic principle shines at its brightest" (Cirlot: 3 17). 

Poetry is also as "immutable" and "constant" as the sun, and it is this power that Sexton praises 

in the poem's conclusion - the knowledge that she will live because of "the gift" (Cirlot: 320). 

The poet's physical body is subsumed by the body of the poetry in this conclusion, as she 

celebrates the eternal, the supreme transformation of the mortal self into the immortal self-in- 



writing. Sexton expresses the certainty of this transformation best in her last letter to her 

daughter. a letter which attests to the strength of her conviction. and conversion. She writes: 

Life is not easy. It is a h U y  lonely. I know 
that. Now you too know it - wherever you are.--. 
talking to me. But I've had a good life - I wrote 
unhappy - but I lived to the hilt.. .Talk to my poems. 
and talk to your heart - I'm in both: if you need me. 

For Sexton, as for the Baroque dramatist. "the only good body is a dead one," and 

throughout the drama, the "fever chart" of Live or Die, she "unhingeks) meaning and 

materiality from (her) body" and renders this body as an abstract "allegorical signifier" 

(Eagleton. The: 335). The phrase. "my typewriter writesn (l69), in "Live, " is an acute 

reminder of the inhuman and ungovemed persistence of the text as the site of its author's 

recovery and renewal. It is this "eventual" process that bp Nichol locates in Craft Dinner: "you 

turn the page & I am here ... i remember this time is over that time the words were weighted 

they are free of me i arrange them now they speak to you" (1.56). 



Chapter Four 

Transforming Power and Body Building in Love Poems 

Desire hac; shaken my m i .  
As wind in the mountain f o m a  
mars through trees. 

Sappho 

The ideology of love and itr tranforming power is not particulnr 
to Harlequin Romances . . . What k particular to the Harlequin 
Romances k the presentation of women's experience within 
(d pamudal  concept of love, . . . and the presentation 
of the bond of paternalism as the Happy Ending to the cultural 
contradiction between power and intimacy. 

Janet Patterson, "Consuming Passion" 

. . . women do erist ~exuaI&, it shall be shown as a fearful social fact, 
textuailv. ntis inscription of woman 's d#erence in language is ecrilure 
feminine or wn'ting (the) body. 

Arleen B. Dallery 

In October, 1966, after a "dry spell" of several months, Sexton wrote a number of new 

poems, completing a quarter of a new manuscript, which later became Love Poems (Self Portrait 

in Letters:270). Published in 1969, this collection was the most popular of all of Sexton's books 

with both the public and reviewers, and it marked a new direction in her writing. The subject 



matter and style of her new work differed substantially from previous collections, but this shift 

did not please all of her critics. Sexton's editor at Oxford University Press, Jon Stallworthy, had 

"serious reservations" about publishing a British edition of the manuscript, and has remarked 

that, at that point, he "began to Eke (Sexton's) poems less and less" (in Middlebrook, s:300- 

301). Stallworthy's "diminishing enthusiasm" for her work was related to its progressively 

"looser and more inflammatory" structure and nature; in his words, he felt that it began to lack 

the "metrical" o r  "musical" structure she had learned under Robert Lowell's tutelage (dS:3Ol). 

Stallworthy's assessment is reminiscent of Lowell's own reflections on Sexton's career, a career 

he felt "went wrong. " when "writing (became) too easy or too hard for her. " and when her work 

became "meager.. . exaggerated.. . (and) embarrassingn ("AS ":7l). 

The structure of Love Poems is irregular. The poems are contradictory variations on a theme 

and are not organized into either discrete sections or a linear argument. Because of this lack of 

structural organization and the intimacy of the poems - which are largely concerned with love. 

sex, and the body - the book resembles a diary. Love Poems can be conceived of as a polemical 

diary, or a "pillow book. " a diary-form which is an often sexually intimate "rambling genre" 

which "incorporates many styles or points of view" (Kadar,RLW:148). It is also a polemical 

diary, consisting of ideas, topics and materials that Sexton has converted, through publishing. 

from the private to the public realm. Sexton uses imagery in the poems (particularly in "The 

Touch") to suppon the significance of this conversion. Marlene Kadar has observed that diaries 

are, traditionally, female genres, which have always been socially "acceptable. " because "the 

diary came($) with it the intention not to publish" (RLW:xiii). Kadar compares female diarists 

to the political diarists in east and central Europe; both constitute "dissident communities," she 



phrase evokes the ways in which private genres can be viewed as a response to what is 

prohibited publically (RLWxiii) . 

By retaining the generic signifies of the private diary within a public and published text, 

Sexton creates, in Love Poems, a "transpersonal" body of work, one which encompasses both 

realms. Estella Lauter has used the term "transpersonal" to describe the transition Sexton begins 

in Love Poems toward a voice that is a calculated combination of the personal and the public, 

or im-personal. Lauter observes that Sexton's shift - from the personal to the transpersonal (post- 

Love Poems) represents an "aesthetic decision" regarding "tone," "designn and "persona" (25). 

Lauter also argues, citing Suzanne Juhasz, that there is a new "power" in Sexton's transpersonal 

work, that this voice enabled her to speak with more "boldness, * and to "enter into dialogue 

wi th... extra-human figures" (25). According to Maxine Kurnin, this shift in voice allowed 

Sexton to experiment with a number of personae, many beyond the scope of "the detritus of her 

life" (Intro.~P:xxx). Both Kumin and Lauter trace the origin of this shift to Transformations, 

but Love Poems experiments with the change in voice that comes to dominate her later work. 

Although many of the love poems are explicitly directed to a lover, the speaker only 

addresses this lover as "you, " a pronoun that is both intimate and inexact. Where male figures, 

such as Sexton's teacher, father and psychiatrist, were named in the earlier volumes, Sexton uses 

a series of impersonal titles to name men in Love Poems, such as "Mr.NaziN and "Mr.Gunman," 

titles which anticipate her adoption of the pseudonym "Ms.Dog," and which render the male 

figures abstract rather than concrete subjects. The speaker, or "I, " in the poems is also abstract, 

in contrast to Sexton's earlier work. In her previous volumes, Sexton constructs a Confessional 

methodology and a self-in-writing whose development is (literally, in Live or  Die) charted, and 



progressive. However, there is no sense of time, place or consensus in Love Poems; the speaker 

moves between subject positions, troubling the notion of self-co~l~truction by ironically 

comparing herself to, among other things, a "city of flesh, " and "a wonder of concrete" (204). 

The style and method of the poetry in Love Poems differs from Sexton's earlier work. It 

contains fewer internal rhymes, and Less complex metrical patterns. In several of the poems, 

verses are repeated in a manner that is reminiscent of Plath's work. As Joyce Carol Oats  

observed in her review of this collection: "It is uncanny, as if somehow Plath were resurrected 

in Sexton" (144). There are echoes of Plath's voice in Love Poems; still, this book marks 

Sexton's departure from the Confessional mode as it had been defmed to this point'. She 

abandons, in this collection, the "peculiarly unrelaxed" Confessional style, which often involves 

the subverted use of traditional verse forms, such as the sonnet (or Berryman's " anti-sonnet") . 

As Sexton begins to draw from other sources beyond "the narrow diary of (her) mind." she also 

abandons the conventional Confessional subjects, "the key moments of pain (rather than) 

pleasure" (NAMP:15). Although Sexton does address painful issues in these poems, she also 

examines, in Caroline King Bamard Hall's words, "love's violence, love's joy," with an 

unprecedented emphasis on the "joy" of love and Life (74). 

In many ways. Love Poems recalls the "open prosody" and objectives of Beat poe*. John 

Clellon Holmes has noted that the Beats attempted in their work to "enmesh" the "mind, body 

and soul," that they believed that "poetry had the power to redeem life" (228-9). The Beats 

wrote the political "poems the times demanded." and they positioned the body at the center of 

their work (Holmes:229). This conflation of the body and the body politic. in American poetry, 

can be traced to Walt Whitman, whose poetry is often described as a precursor to Beat poee. 



According to Whitman. Leaves of Grass could not have been completed without his experiences 

in the Civil War; it was the war's "sights and scenes" that inspired this "autochthonic and 

passionate song" (in Buell: xxriii). Leaves of Grass is a pluralist, political text, which envisions 

a nation. America, "resum(ing) its Liberty, " as its citizens sing "with open mouths their strong 

melodious songs" (9.1 1). It is also. however, a singular, autobiographical text, as Whitman 

"sings. " in the fim poem, "Of physiognomy from top to toe" and his "brain" : "the Form 

complete" (Leaves:3). The union. in Whitman's work, of the "single separate person" and the 

"word Democratic, the word En-Masse" anticipates the Beats' attempts to locate the individual 

voice within a collective or cultural context (3). Allen Ginsberg's poetry. for example, evokes 

Whitman directly (in "A Supermarket in California") and stylistically, but he creates an 

alternative allegiance between self and nation in his work. In "America," Ginsberg expresses a 

political objection to and alienation from the dominant culture: "America, I've given you all and 

now I'm nothing./ ... America, when will we end the human war?lGo fuck yourself with your 

atom bomb" (3 1 1. 

Ginsberg and the Beat poets aligned themselves with the counter-culture and contributed to 

a growing discourse in the arts, a discourse of opposition against dominant politics and ideology. 

The Beats equated, in Diane Di Prima's words, the "vortex of artistic creation" with the "vortex 

of political creation" (Pieces:Bl). Love Poems is connected, tangentially, to Whitman - "In 

Celebration of My Uterus," for example, is indebted to "I Hear America Singingn - but Sexton's 

text, Like those of the Beats, is revisionist, and connected to countercultural discourse. Although 

Love Poems is primarily concerned with the personal politics of the female body and female 

sexuality, the fmal poem in the collection addresses, in part, American military activity in 



Vietnam, specifically the speaker' s objection to the "napalm.. .the death nest" (Com~lete 

Poerns:213). 

Because male-authored Beat poetry is often gender-biased - "The tongue and cock and hand 

and asshole holy!. ..Everyman's an angel! " - and antifeminist, it is difficult, at fim, to relate the 

genre to Sexton's gymcentric text (H0w1:Zl)~. In a 1968 interview, Sexton discusses one of her 

"love poems," and suggests the difference between her own work and that of the Beats: "I like 

M e n  Ginsberg very much and when he writes about the ugly vagina, I feel awful ... when 

someone hates another person's body and somehow violates it - that's the kind of thing I mind" 

(Star: 1 10). Like Ginsberg's, however, Sexton's poetry is, in Alicia Ostriker' s words. 

"inescapably anatomical " ; it creates discourse that opposes male-authored Beat poetry about the 

female body (STLel20) The problematical construction of the female body in male-authored Beat 

poetry is also redressed within the work of the Beat poets. There were many female Beat poets, 

including Elise Cowan, Diane Di Prima, and Sally Stern, but their work (with the exception of 

Di Prima's) has, according to at least one critic, "long since passed into obscurity" 

(Shulman: 18). 

In "The Beat Queens," Alix Kates Shulman discusses the "obscurity" of the work of the 

female Beat poets, and states that because Beat men "urged emancipationfiom women rather 

than for them," Beat women were "faced with the dilemma of yearning for acceptance in a 

woman-hating culture" (18). Beat women were "hopelessly compromised," in Shulman's 

opinion, and, ultimately, only a few autobiographies (many of which are out-of-print) remain 

that articulate "the predicament of being Beat and female" (Shu1man:lB). Diane Di Prima's 

poetry has been accessible, however, and a good deal of her early work - she began publishing 



poetry in 1958 - provides a precedent for Sexton's examination of love and the female body in 

Love Poems. Di Prima also published, prior to Sexton, a series of "Sort of Love Poems." and 

while it is not possible to calculate an explicit connection between the two artists' work, there 

are distinct similarities between the form and style of Sexton's love poems and Di Prima's early 

work. Many of these early poems - written in the 1960s (before Sexton's Love Poems) and 

collected recentIy in Pieces of a Song (1994) - are constructed as songs of praise and celebration. 

One poem, entitled "Ode to Elegance." begins: "AND PRAISE THE GRACE, the elegance of 

body," another. entitled "I Get My Period. September 1964" begins: "How can I forgive you 

this blood?/which was not to flow again, but cling joyously to my womb1To grow. and become 

a son?" (Pieces:49,51). The latter poem is evocative of Sexton's "Menstruation at Forty" 

(published in 1966). which also laments a son "never acquired." and the former is comparable 

to Sexton's "In Celebration of My Uterus. " which praises, and exalts the body: "For this thing 

the body needsllet me sing" ((CJ: 137.183). 

Sexton's debt to Beat and feminist discourse about the body has never been critically 

acknowledged, although Sexton alludes to these influences in letters and interviews. Her 

chamber-rock group, "Anne Sexton and Her Kind" (formed in l968), was clearly a Beat 

endeavor. Like the bongo-playing, jazz and popular music-loving Beat poets (Ginsberg has 

performed on at least one rock album. and often performs with a back-up band), "Sexton and 

Her Kind" sought, in Sexton's words. to reach the audiences of "Bob Dylan, Janis Jopl in... the 

popular poets of the English-speaking world" (in Middlebrook. u: 305). In a 1959 letter, Sexton 

describes her life in the suburbs, her "new tight little world of poet friends," and observes: "I 

am a kind of secret beatnik hiding in the suburbs in my square house on a dull street" (SPL:70- 



71). Caroline King Barnard has cited this letter as an example of the how Sexton "subscribed 

in conventional ways to the prevailing attitudes of a male-dominated culture" (Anne Sexton:81). 

But Barnard's conventional reading of Sexton ignores the critical clues that are offered in this 

letter: because Sexton has been relegated to the "secret" and "tight little world" of genre. her 

influences have been scarcely detectable. 

In a 1974 interview, Sexton attempts to provide a context for her work. While discussing 

"Menstruation at Forty" she claims: "There was no women's lib when I was starting. As a 

matter of fact, it was very shocking that I wrote so personally as a woman" Gtar:197). Although 

it is possible that she was unaware of the poetry of the Beats, Di Prima's subjective poetry 

existed when Sexton was "starting" her career, as did the women's movement, in 1966, when 

Sexton began Love Poems. Sexton's assertion highlights one of the perils of the practice and 

study of Confessional, o r  autobiographical writing; it is a form predicated on the singularity, and 

uniqueness of the artist. 

When Love Poems was published in 1969, the American women's movement was in full 

force. The impact of the second-wave feminist movement on Sexton's writing at this time is 

difficult to assess, because the poet rarely refers to feminism in interviews, or  letters, and 

because her work is generally not located within this movement. In the early 1970s Sexton 

mentions Kate Millett's Sexual Politics in a letter, and in two interviews conducted in 1974 she 

discusses "women's lib " to some extent (SPL: 329)'. Her adoption of the pseudonym "Ms. Dog, " 

a woman who "is out fighting the dollars" u:386) in her later books indicates, to a point, her 

participation in the movement, but, as Diane Wood Middlebrook has observed: "The question 

of whether she was a feminist always bothered Sexton, possibly because of the word's 



associations with anger" @:365). Middlebrook's speculation is dubious, however, because it 

infers something about the artist's temperament that is not documented o r  supported by existing 

biographical materials. Sexton's poetry of this era, however, is not immediately identifiable as 

feminist poetry which, at this time, usually contributed to a collective discourse about women's 

diff~cult relationship to the sociallpatriarchal order. Although Sexton herself acknowledged 

"social criticism" in her work, her poetry is rarely anthologized as either poetry of protest or 

feminist poetry (in &:365). The anthology that Robin Morgan edited in 1970, Sisterhood is 

J?owefil, contains a selection of contemporary poems by women that articulate, in various 

ways, women's objections to the "ancient contempthe Fist that rocked the cradlelBig as  God.. . " 

(Martha Shelley568). Sexton's work is not included, although Plath's "The Jailor, " a poem 

about a woman's captivity and sexual abuse, is. 

The Love Poems, which are, almost exclusively, celebratory poems about heterosexual love, 

are anomalous in a period when lesbian and heterosexual feminist poets were engaged in 

challenging, in Adrienne Rich's words, "the institution of heterosexuality as a major buttress of 

male power" (Lies:17). Many of Sexton's female contemporaries in the late 1960s and early 

1970s, writers such as Margaret Atwood, Robin Morgan, Adrienne Rich, and Diane Wakoski, 

explored, with great success, the history and structure of patriarchy, and their own roles as 

women within a patriarchal culture. Morgan's poem "Monsterw (1972) describes her wish that 

her typewriter characters were bullets, in order to "kill whatever it is in men that built this 

empire" and "colonized" her "very body". The violent separatism Morgan expresses in this 

poem characterizes, in part, the movement that Sexton was reluctant to align herself with (83). 

In an interview with Elaine Showalter and Carol Smith in 1974, Sexton criticized the "women's 



lib" anthologists that selected only her "'hate men'" poems, and expressed concern that these 

poems only showed "one little aspect of (her) " (Star: 179). By identifying feminism as a man- 

hating politic. Sexton reveals what it is that "always bothered" her about the movement. Sexton 

would never have def ied herself as a separatist because she was both influenced by, and close 

colleagues of, many male poets, including (in addition to the Confessional poets) Anthony Hecht. 

C.K. Williams, and James Wright. Sexton also engaged in a number of love affairs and deeply 

intimate friendships with male poets; almost immediately after beginning a correspondence with 

Snodgrass she began addressing him as (among other affectionate appellations) "dear 

passionflower tender" (SPL:41). While poems like Morgan's "Arraignment" (in Monster) - 

where Morgan calls for the castration and murder of Ted Hughes - tend to support second-wave 

feminism's man-hating status, Morgan herself addresses this notion, quite succinctly. in her 

work. "I am one of the 'man-haters' some have said." Morgan writes. adding. "I don't have 

time or patience here to say again why and how/I hate not men but what it is men do in this 

culture" ("Monster" :83). 

Sexton objected to being identified as a feminist poet, an objection which is echoed - in the 

context of her work's reception - in the sphere of feminist criticism. In an essay published in 

1978, Jane McCabe takes a feminist "approach" to Sexton's early poetry, with some 

reservations. "Anne Sexton was not and never claimed to be a feminist," McCabe writes (216). 

"So much. " McCabe observes, of Sexton's "flirtatious parading, her glamorous posing, her 

sexual exhibitionism - understandable and forgivable - is clearly unacceptable to a feminist's 

sense of the sources of her own worth" (216-17). McCabels conception of Sexton is significant 

because so little critical work about Sexton's poetry existed at this time. It was not until the late 



1980s that her work was revived and re-considered by feminist critics. 

In her preface to Anne Sexton. Diane Middlebrook describes the apprehension she felt about 

undertaking critical and biographical work on Sexton. She writes: "Ten years ago, when I was 

invited ... to write (the) biography. I counted myself among the people who didn't much like 

Sexton's public persona" (xx). Middlebrook, however, comes to replicate this very flamboyant 

and sexual persona in her introduction to the biography, when she describes Sexton's "throaty 

voice," her desire to "let the crowd work up a little anticipation" (xix). Middlebrook has also 

commented, in another interview, that ten yean ago, she would not teach Sexton's poetry; as 

she researched and wrote the biography, however, she came to recognize her "distinctive 

achievements as an artist" (BS: x ~ i ) ~ .  

In her essay "Anne Sexton, " Adrienne Rich also suggests that Sexton was not "in any 

conscious or  self-defmed sense a feminist," although many of her themes predate second-wave 

feminism, and were ultimately "validated by a collective consciousness of women" (121). In this 

essay, Rich recounts a revealing story about Sexton's work: 

In 1966 I helped organize a read-in against the 
Vietnam war, at Harvard. and asked her to participate. 
Famous male poets and novelists were there, reading their 
diatribes against McNamara, their napalm poems, their ego- 
poetry. Anne read - in a very quiet, vulnerable voice - "Little 
Girl, My Stringbean, My Lovely Woman" -setting the first- 
hand image of a mother's affirmation of her daughter against 
the second-hand images of death and violence.. . That poem is 
dated 1964, and it is a feminist poem. Her head was often 
patriarchal, but in her blood and her bones, Anne Sexton knew. 

What is revealing in this passage is not Rich's final backhanded compliment - which implies that 

Sexton is an intuitive, rather than an intellectual, artist - but her account of Sexton reading, an 



account that is repeated in Middlebrook's biography (Anne Sexton). Here. Rich embellishes the 

same story, further commenting on how "out of kilter" Sexton's reading was, with reference to 

the other readings about "napalmed babies and so onn (296). She goes on to note that the poem 

was the "right thingn for the occasion; "It was about life and swiving" (296). The distinction 

Rich makes between Sexton's poem and the other, more overtly political/protest poetry is 

critical, as it draws attention to the varied nature of politicaYprotest poetry. Sexton's decision 

to affvm life at the demonstration, or read-in. is a good analogy for the feminist methodology 

of Love Poems, a text which opposes misogynist readings of the female body by creating 

af finnative discourse. 

This strategy to some extent recalls Zora Nede Hunton's decision to write, in Mary Helen 

Washington's words, "about the positive side of the black experience and ignore the brutal side" 

(17). Hurston's work. as a result, became the subject of a "ground swell of criticism that would 

become (her) intellectual lynching," as many critics, including Sterling Brown and Richard 

Wright, condemned her failure to reveal the "exploitation and terrorism of southern black life" 

(Washington: 16). In her novel Their Eves Were Watchinp: God, Humon creates the biography 

of a black woman whose "inspiration. " according to Hortense J. Spellers, "is inner-directed, 

rather than imposed by an outer means or force" (253). Because Hurston's work does not 

explicate social, or  "outer means and forces, ' it was c o w e d  as being dangerously apolitical. 

and a similar interpretation is conceivable with reference to Sexton's Love Poems. Sexton's book 

of affirmative heterosexual love poems is, as I have already noted, strangely anomalous. 

particularly if one compares it to contemporary feminist texts of this period. Valerie Solanis's 

SCUM (Society for Cutting up Men) Manifesto, for example, was published two years before 



Love Poems, and while this text is extreme, its revolutionary spirit and fury - it advocates that 

women overthrow aII  existing systems and "destroy the male sexn - is indicative of the 

movement's scope and urgency (577). Women's groups - in the latter half of the 1960s - from 

the National Organization for Women to the New York Radical Women (to name but one radical 

group) were questioning and challenging issues of sexual discrimination and inequality, "re- 

examining.. . ideology. words.. . language itself * as "products.. .of male supremacist culture" 

(Sisteerfiood i~:584). Love Poems, conversely, appears to accept, and function within the 

parameters of. this culture; it is not overtly political in an era when protest and politics were 

deeply enmeshed7. 

The question of genre, however, must be considered with reference to Sexton's, and even 

Humton's writing, because both authols employed highly subjective modes of life-writing in their 

work. As Barbara Christian has remarked, Humon's "radical envisioning of the self as 

cen tral... as a means of exploring the self as both femde and black* anticipates "the fiction of 

the seventies and eighties" (237). Sexton's sustained work in the area of life-writing (a genre 

which has only recently been defmed) was also imperative, because it constituted an implicit 

protest, and because it also anticipates the feminist method of "writing the body. " a critical and 

literary mode that became prominent in the late 1970s and 1980s. Madeleine Gagnon and HdMne 

Cixous's La Venue & 1'Ecri'ture (1977) is a good example of this mode, and it urges the female 

writer to "let the body flow, from the inside," in order to create a "positively 

reconstructed ...sense of one's body" (in Ann Rosalind Jones:229,228). The shift, in 

contemporary feminist theory, in Mary Jacobus's words, away from "suffering, " toward - -  

"pleasure" or "the freeing of repressed female desire," indicates women's developing "access 



to discourse" regarding their personal and erotic desires. ideas and experiences (2 1 6.2 17). 

Many contemporary female artists have effectively challenged the poverty of information. 

in Literature and culture. regarding women's sexuality. In Lives of Girls and Womeq (1971). a 

novel "which is autobiographical in form but not in fact. " Alice Munro uses the Canadian Gothic 

model as a way of explicating the horrific ways in which female sexuality has been 

misinterpreted and mystified (Munro, Preface LG W: i) . In one scene, Del , the protagonist, and 

her friend Naomi discuss the issue of rape. "'My mother says it's the girl's fault,'" Naomi says, 

"'It's the girl who is responsible because our sex organs are on the inside and theirs are on the 

outside and we can control our urges better than they can. A boy can't help himself' " (1 12). Del 

encounters other erroneous and frightening information about her own sexuality in the course 

of the novel, information which contrasts with. and is negated by her own experiences and ideas- 

Her implied decision, at the end of the novel, to reject the Romantic. or Gothic mode of 

literature and employ the autobiographical form is indicative of the uses and power of this genre. 

as a way of confronting and dispelling myths about "the lives of girls and women". 

Other contemporary female artists have critiqued the patriarchal history of women's 

representation, by decot l~ t~ct ing  this history, and re/presenting themselves. In serpent (white 

(1987). Betsy Wariand unravels a series of historical misrepresentations of women in "language 

religion and myth," and interfaces her text with an alternative "incessant story line" (16). 

Warland effaces the difference between her own sexuality and temality in this book - she 

conflates, for example, bed "sheets" and "sheets" of paper - and creates an affirmative 

identification between her self and the process of self-representation. This identification is 

located in the "re-fusing." the "re-plottingn of women's representation from a woman's 



perspective, a strategy which Sexton instigated in her second collection of poems, with the poem 

"Woman With Girdle"'. 

This poem, which appears in All Mv Pretty O m ,  can be seen as an epigraph to 

Poems, because it s t rategidy anticipates the focus of the later text. The poem is written in the 

second person, and describes a woman slowly divesting herself of her girdle. until she is naked. 

The "elastic case" of the girdle encloses a 'belly" "soft as puddingn that "slops, " and "thighs. 

thick as young pigs" (70.71). With these images, Sexton evokes an anti-feminist image of the 

female body that underscores the social logic of the girdle. She contrasts the image of the 

woman with girdle with the developing image of the naked goddess, who, at the poem's 

conclusion, stands Iike "a city from the seaJborn long before Alexandria was./straightway from 

Godtt (71). 

"Woman With Girdlen is about the liberation inherent in the rejection of artificial 

constraints, and the deforming, socially constructed notions of female beauty. It is also a poem 

about female sexuality. In one verse, Sexton describes pubic hair, "that amazing fieldthat hides 

your genius from your patron," and draws attention to the non-specular nature of women's 

sexuality. In "Fat and the Fantasy of Perfection. " a feminist psychotherapist. Carol Munter, 

recalls her mother's girdle and writes: "Her pubic hair was visible beneath these girdles. They 

seemed to cover a dark, strange, frightening placen. Munter adds that her mother "seemed 

happiest," "freed of her festfaints, walking around without her clothesw (226). "Woman With 

Girdle" contains a similar narrative, as Sexton suggests a happiness, or an ideal beauty hidden 

beneath restraints or restrictions, and argues the "strange, frightening" regions of female 

sexuality be scrutinized, and revealed. The poem is revisionist strip-tease, or performance an; 



it is reminiscent of the work of radical performance artist Annie Sprinkle. who exhibits her 

cervix in performances because she thinks it is "beautiful," and because "it's important to 

demystify women's bodies" (34). Sexton deconstructs the female body. through the image of the 

disappearing girdle, and reconsuucts this body incrementally - foot. u t e w ,  breast and so on - 
throughout Love Poem. The denuded and demystified figure that stands in her "redeeming skin" 

(71) at the conclusion of "Woman With Girdle" is the same transcendant figure who "risks) 

from the ashes" in Love Poem, and cries. "my sex will be trans,fured!" (176). Although Love 

Poem marks a departure in Sexton's work, because of its affirmative nature, this earlier poem 

also illustrates a continuum in her poetry, a developing attempt at body-building, or enhancing 

the subjective defition of the poet's self and her "sex". 

There are many erotic poems a b u t  women and men in Love Poems, which is a conventional 

theme in Literature. Secular love poetry, however, is a largely rnale-dominated genre; with some 

exceptions, women did not adopt the genre until the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries? 

aaine Showdter has remarked that "all feminist criticism is in some sense revisionist. 

questioning the adequacy of accepted conceptual structures" ("FCW":460). A good deal of 

women's writing, by extension, contains, in Showalter's words. a "revisionary imperative." as 

it has often both employed and questioned traditional ways of writing (460). Elizabeth Barren 

Browning's sonnet sequence - the Sonnets from the Portwuese - is one example of secular love 

poetry that conforms to a traditonal form, while challenging the form with the inclusion of a 

female narrator. Edna St. Vicent Millay's sonnets also employ the traditional structure and 

themes of the sonnet, while they often explore and restate, from a female perspective, the 

subjective position of the female lover. In one such sonnet, she writes: "Love, though for this 



you riddle me with darts./And drag me at your chariot till I die,-/Oh, heavy prince! Oh, 

panderer of hearts! -/Yet hear me tell how in their throats they lien (Collected Sonnee: 8). When 

women (re)write the secular love poem, they invariably attest to their struggle to revise 

traditional subjectlobject positions. 

The sexual politics encoded in secular love poetry underlie the best work women have 

executed within the genre. Emily Dickinson's notorious letters to a certain "Mastern are 

particularly violent treatments of the female lover. Her lurid declarations - "One drop more from 

the gash that stains your Daisy's bosomn (NALW:867) - illustrate and amplify "the version of 

male-female relationships (that) was embedded in the law and literature of Dickinson's day" 

(Bennett71). Dickinson's use of the pseudonym "Daisy," a pseudonym and symbol that Sexton 

ofien used, is very telling; it is an antiquated term for the female vagina, and its etymon, "day's 

eye." refers to the sun, which is the archetypal source or  center, and where Dickinson locates 

herself in her own narrative. While "Daisy" is subordinate to "Master" in the text, he (the 

unknown recipient) is mastered by her prose, as the power in her text flows Like the theoretical 

structure of S/M, a practice that dictates "movement and the exchange of energy" 

(Wil~on:28)~O. Sara Teasdale (a poet whom Sexton greatly admired) complicates domination 

in her "love song," "Because," and writes: "Take my dreams and take my mind,lThat were 

masterless a s  wind;/ And 'Master' shall I say to you/Since you never asked me to" (106). The 

majority of Sexton's love poems are also addressed to an unknown lover, and a number of them 

are affmative treatments of heterosexual romance. Many of them, however, explore themes of 

violence, power, betrayal, loss and despair, and male power and the male gaze are scrutinized 

throughout. The traditional, o r  popular romance narrative. then, is deconstructed in Love Poems. 



In "The Readen and Their Romances," Janice Radway defies the generic popular romance 

narrative as one which depicts love as "a gradual process. " and which includes a developing love 

between the "hero and heroine" in a story that ends with a "happy unionw between them (567). 

These books, according to Radway, are written and "experienced (by the readers) as a reversal 

of the oppression and emotional abandonment suffered by women in real life" (558). 

The narrative in Love Poems, however, is inverted with regard to generic romance fiction: 

the book begins with a series of blissful heterosexual fictions, which are followed by poems that 

delve into the miserable end of the initial romance. Notwithstanding the inclusion of a lesbian 

love poem, "Song for a Lady," there is a heterosexual bias in Love Poems, which is a part of 

a larger wave, in the popular culture mainstream in the 1960s. of women's literature that 

contends with the sexual revolution, In Re-Makine Love, authors Barbara Ehrenreich , Elizabeth 

Hess and Gloria Jacobs focus on the women's sexual revolution in terms of the cultural 

mainstream, and assess the impact of popular women writers and commentators such as 

Cosmopolitan editor Helen Gurley Brown, who published Sex and the Single Girl in 1962. and 

Betty Friedan. whose Feminine Mvstiaue was published the following year. The authors note 

that the views expressed in popular literature often conflicted with radical feminist theory. as the 

latter tends to be more analytical about issues of sexuality and sexual freedom for women. h 

the 1960s, however. there was a certain commonality between feminists and "Cosmo Girls, " all 

contributing to, in Germaine Greer's words, the "continuing dialogue between the wondering 

woman and the world" (Female Eunuch:22). 

Sexton's work participates in contemporary feminist discourse in that it is engaged in the 

"feminist reclamation of sex, " or the act of "consci~usness raising" with regard to issues of 



"genital and body awareness." and female sexuality". Sexton's subjective and explicit love 

poetry - paeans to breasts, a female lover and masturbation - were startling at a time when 

sexlbody positive female-authored work about female sexuality rarely appeared. In Women On 

Top, Nancy Friday recails the circumstances surrounding the publication of her best-seller, && 

Secret Garden, in 1973. She says that she began researching the book's subject - women's sexual 

fantasies - in the late81960s. "because the subject was unbroken ground" (8). At the time, Friday 

notes, there was not "a single reference to women's sexual fantasies in the card catalogues at 

the New York Public Library, the Yale University library, or the British Museum library.. .not 

a word on the sexual imagery in the minds of half the world" (8). She also notes that even Helen 

Gurley Brown's "permissive" Cosmomlitan magazine published a cover story by Dr. Allan 

Frornme. the year MY Secret Garden was published, in which he stated that "women are by and 

large destitute of sexual fantasyn (9). Friday "learned." as she researched her book. "the power 

of permission that comes from other women's voices," and Sexton's work on sex and the body. 

which precedes Friday's, conveys this same imperative sense of assent. 

The popularity of Love Poems attests to the cultural climate of the time of its composition 

and publication, a time when many women readers and writers were "remaking love". While 

Sexton's poems intersect with contemporary feminist discourse, they also reflect the popular 

themes evident in a novel like Jacqueline Susann's Valley of the Dolls, published in 1966, the 

year Sexton began composing her book. Valley of the Dolls is a book about sexual and romantic 

relationships (almost exclusively) between women and men. but Susann presents these 

relationships as a series of misery-fraught disasters. The book is bleak and its conclusion is 

dismal; throughout, Susann systematically demolishes the idea of sexual and personal freedom 



for women. Women's struggle for this freedom. within heterosexual relationships and in spite 

of considerable male reluctance, is the theme of Susann's novel. Love Poems presents a 

comparable view of heterosexual romance as something alternately pleasing, difficult. painhl , 

and always complex. a strategy which is complicated by Sexton's establishment of her self at 

the center of  her life and text, as "the key to it.. .the key to everything" a: 175)- 

There weren't many volumes in the Iinle walnut bookcase. 
I gave them a quick once-over, trying to guess which pages 
might compress a secret. Not Gats& , Jane Evre, or Pamela; 
such novels don't excite a youthfil passion for intrigue.. . 
M~ybe the poets. I tried Plath. Nothing. Then Sexton. 
When I r~fled through the pages. something fell out- 
I picked it up. (it was a) Pohroid snapshot of o young 
man, mked and tin fantiliar. .. . 

Stephen Greenleaf. Bevond Blame - 
a detective novel 

and then you called me princess. 
Princa! 

Anne Sexton, "Us" 

The epigraph to Love Poems is a quotation from W.B. Yeats: 

One should say before sleeping, "I have lived 
many lives. I have been a slave and a prince. 
Many a beloved has sat upon my knees and I have 
sat upon the knees of many a beloved. Everything 



that has been will be again". (172) 

The phrase "many a beloved" was one of the titles Sexton proposed for Love Poems, and it. or 

the quotation as a whole, refers to the fluid power structure inscribed in the book's Love 

relationships (Middlebrook, &298). Death and madness. which were employed as metaphoric 

preludes to life or rebirth in the earlier books, are supplemented by love in this collection. The 

book begins with a number of images of rebirth - a familiar trope in Sexton's work - but the 

rebirth that is described is no longer autonomous, or self-governed. Mead it is the animating 

hand of the male lover that is celebrated, particularly in the first three poems, as the 

"carpenter. " "composer. " and "architect" of the female subject's "resurrection" (174,175,174). 

The image that is evoked here - man giving Life to woman - is unsettling in light of Sexton's 

successful efforts at setf-construction in her earlier work. The work in this book is intimate and 

seductive (Ostriker has commented extensively on Sexton's seductive voice in her essay "Anne 

Sexton and the Seduction of the Audience"). The fim poem. "The Touch. " recalls Andrew 

Mamell's seduction poem, "To His Coy Mistress," and Sexton seems to be commenting on her 

previous (death-centered) work, through the construction of an ecstatic love affair: "The grave's 

a fme and private p1acelBut none. I think. do there embrace" u . 1 :  1361). 

The "hunger," and desire for death that dominated Live or Die is articulated differently here, 

as "hunger" becomes equated with loneliness. and desire is composed as sexual desire. The first 

stanza of the fim poem, "The Touch," employs a third-person narrative. and its description, of 

the hand of an "unconscious woman." stresses the urgency of the speaker's need for "something 

to touchlthat touches back" (173). The touch of the lover's hand offers her "Life" that "not even 

death (can) stop," and regenerates her senses, her 'frozen' "gestures" (174). The stasis that 



Sexton describes is reminiscent of Wordsworth's "A Slumber Did My Spirit Seal," one of the 

"Lucy" poems. In the Wordswotth poem, both the speaker and Lucy are sealed within an 

immortal slumber, and cannot experience feelings, or "human fears" (-s: 1 15). This 

"slumbern is comparable to suicide, as expressed in Sexton's earlier work, for suicidal desire 

often functions in these early poems as a kind of Living death. The "carpenter" image used in 

"The Touch" also recalls an analogy Sexton makes in "Wanting to Die, " between suicides and 

carpenters, who never ask "why build" (142). The suicidelcarpenter in "Wanting to Die" does 

not act according to her own design, rather, she employs her "tools" in accordance with the 

dictates of another. The carpenter in "The Touchn is the male lover, who, like the carpenter, 

is also employed as a means of regeneration. Although he is privileged as the agent of the 

speaker's regeneration, his touch and his actions function as a way of emphasizing the 

speakerlsubject's position in the tea; he acts as a catalyst in the fim sequence of Love Poems, 

a prelude to the speaker's "lifen and narrative. 

The lover in the f m  sequence of poems in Love Poem$ - "The Touch, " "The Kiss" and 

"The Breast" - is never named beyond "Darling. " or "you". "He" is never gendered either. 

though these poems were written for a man in Sexton's life, and the omission is significant. It 

is significant because it underlines Sexton's reluctance to compose explicitly heterosexual poetry, 

and because it relates to the disembodied formlessness of the figure addressed in the poems, who 

am as the invisible "architect" beyond the monumental architecture of the female subject. The 

figure is so inchoate that Sexton was able to show these poems to different men, on different 

occasions, and claim, untruthfully: "I stayed up all night writing these poems for you" 



Erica Jong's popular and contemporary novel. Fear of Flving (19731, which cites one of 

Sexton's poems, works with a similar notion of the fictive male lover, o r  "impossible man" who 

is "nothing more than a spector of ow own yearning" (101). This emphasis, on the creating, 

"yearning" mind of the female author, is supported by Alison Light's reading of the romance, 

a genre which she associates with women's "Literary anorexian (143). The production and 

consumption of romance novels, she argues. "makes visible an insistent search.. .for more than 

what is on offer," and functions as "a protest against, as well as a restatement of, oppression" 

(143) - Sexton's love poems employ certain formulae of the Harlequin, or popular romance story. 

What is distinctive about these novels, as Ann Barr Snitow has commented, is the way in which 

they "reverse" "the usual relationship" : "woman is subject, man objectn (1 34). Sexton repeatedly 

uses this construction, and she also creates a dubious and conventional portrait of a woman who 

is rescued and revived by a man's touch. 

This theme is conventional, archaic even, and it works in Sexton's text to signify, once 

more, her use of the fairy tale as embedded narrative in her work. The image of Sleeping Beauty 

permeates the love poem sequence, as Sexton stresses the image of the dormant speaker and her 

lover's o p p o m e  kiss. Her work in the collection Transformations signalled Sexton's familiarity 

with the original tern of fairy tales, and her telling of the Sleeping Beauty, or Briar Rose story. 

in this later collection, alludes to the violent original tale, written by Giarnbattista Basile in 1636. 

The original Briar Rose is not only kissed by her nobleman lover: she is raped, and deserted by 

him when he returns to his wife". The poems addressed to a male lover in Love Poems follow 

the same trajectory, as the celebrated lover of the fim sequence eventually deserts the speaker, 

and returns to his wife. 



In m e t ,  Bmo Bettelheim discusses the Basile, and the Pemult 

Sleq&g Beauty stories, arguing that Briar Rose's slumber, in the early tales, was an elaborate 

metaphor for the female adolescent's first menstrual cycle, and subsequently. her sexual 

maturation. The later versions of the story, which ended with the lover's kiss. neglected to 

describe Briar Rose's Life, post-kiss, and left her sealed instead in the first moments of barely 

conscious "perfect femininityw (Bettelheim:236). The "perfect femininity" that Sexton inscribes 

in the first sequence of love poems is undercut by the poems or events that follow in the book. 

The complete romance namtive can therefore be seen as a prolonged (dreading of the fairy 

tale, and as a movement, in Sexton's work, away from the Confessional voice. "The Touch, " 

for example, mentions certain figures such as the speaker's sisters, and a living mother and 

father, details which contradict the autobiographical narrative that precedes Love Poems. These 

tentative fictional gestures anticipate Sexton's formal break with Confessionalism, beginning with 

Transfomatioq, a title which virtually announces this shift in voice. Some of Sexton's early 

poems are non-confessional (such as To Bedlam's "For Johnny Pole on the Forgotten Beach"), 

but they were always distinctly fictional, and set apan from the clearly autobiographical, 

surrounding work. In Love Poems, as I noted earlier, Sexton begins her transition to the 

transpersonal voice, a voice which blurs the dictinction between fact and fiction. and between 

the personal and the collective. The poems, however, retain many of Sexton's strongest 

Confessional strategies, as they travail to instate an erotic subject, or body, within the growing 

body of her work, and to implement, in Liz Porter Hankins' words. the "temple of her body (as) 

her ideological universe" (5 1 1). 

The first stanza of "The Touch" is an elaborate description of the 



speaker's hand: 

For months my hand had been sealed off 
in a tin box. Nothing was there but subway railings. 
Perhaps it is bruised, I thought, 
and that is why they have locked it up. 
But when I looked in it lay there quietly. 
You could tell time by this. I thought. 
Like a clock, by its five knuckles 
and the thin underground veins. 
It lay there W e  an unconscious woman 
fed by tubes she knew not of. (173) 

Sexton uses a number of images here, and in the following stanzas, to emphasize the speaker's 

detachment from her hand and her sense of touch. She likens it to "an unconscious woman," 

making the hand function, in this image, as a metonym for the speaker. This poem reads, 

initially, like "The Wife's Lament," the Old English lyric poem which describes a woman who 

is both buried within the earth and "ojlangud. " "seized with longing" (Old English:250). The 

images of burial and the underground employed here immediately recall the way that life is 

described in Sexton's previous collection, Live or Die: the "borrowed.. .numb" existence of 

"suicides (who have) already betrayed the body" (166,143). These images of confmement and 

burial could also allude to subjective, erotic poetry, poetry which is often - like Colette's work - 

composed under pseudonyms and in secrecy. 

In a recent Seventeen magazine article about poetry - which recommends the work of Sexton 

- the poet Jack Grapes is cited, urging young women to write poems based on their emotions and 

experiences. "The best poetry expresses the feelings that are inside of you." Grapes writes, 

"perhaps many that you've never dared express elsewhere" (44). The article goes on to suggest 

that young women make the transition from writing in their diaries to writing poetry. In support 

of this idea, Carolyn Forchk is quoted as saying: "Keep a journal. This is an excellent way to 



record what you think of the world in an informal way. And sometimes, poems grow from 

journal entriesn (44). The idea that the respectively private and public spheres of diary writing 

and poetry are easily Linked is a contemporary notion that is indebted to the Confessional mode. 

Historically, many poets have also been diarists - including Thomas Traherne, Dorothy 

Wordsworth and W.B.Yeats - but Confessional poetry constitutes an unprecedented conflation 

of the two genres. Yeaa, for example. was scrupulous about distinguishing between his journals 

and poetry (to the extent of writing them in completely different formats). while Byron's journals 

were burned by his appalled literary executor after his death in 1824. 

It is Sexton's sustained confessional project that best supports the bridge between the private 

and public spheres, in literature. In "'Life out of Art'," Alice Van Wart observes that 

"Historically, women were drawn to diaries because in them they were able to express 

themselves in times when they were not encouraged to practise other forms of expression" (Life 

Wtiting22). Sexton's confessional poetry is similar to diary writing, in this sense, and she 

addresses this issue within her work. 

In "The Touch." the speaker refen to her hand, which touches, but also writes, as being 

buried in a "tin boxn - a shrewd metaphor for the female practice of diary keeping. Although 

both women and men keep journals, diaries are manufactured exclusively for young girls. This 

gender-bias is apparent in the way these diaries are marketed and designed; they are invariably 

decorated with the usual "feminine" detritus: hearts, flowers. ponies, ornamental print and so 

on. They are also invariably sold with a lock and key, signifying the ways in which young 

women are systematically advised to contain and control their feelings. urges and ideas. The 

Locked books evoke the image of Pandora's box, a mythological trope that is embedded in the 



very practice of diary-keeping, a s  is emphasized by the caveats that most girls inscribe in their 

diaries. In "mreading: blatantly autobiographical - an essay in fragments," Nancy Chater 

includes the epigraphfwarning from her adolescent diary: 

Notice: If you have the nerve to read this diary without 
my personal permission, you are the lowest, dirtiest 
piece of skum (sic) in the world. This is my property 
and if you care about me you would respect my privacy. 
I just hope that if you read it that it shocks you and 
bothers you.. .I know that it is risky keeping a diary 
but we can't live life on ifs.. . 

Chater goes on to admit that she "still shake(s) at the thought of telling the trth." and 

illustrates, in this autobiographical essay, the empo\\ierment implicit in the transition from the 

private to the public sphere. Deborah Kaplan has observed that the genre of women's private 

features which. . .suppress or resolve cultural contradictions " (2 1 2). The cultural contradiction 

Kaplan refers to here is the "double nature of women's cultural lives. " wherein women. in 

Sirnone de Beauvoir's words, "band together in order to establish a counter-universe. but ... 

always set it up within the frame of the masculine universe" (in KapIan: 2 12). Sexton addresses 

this contradiction in the fim stanzas of "The Touch." as she attempts to delineate her own 

sexuality and subjectivity within a similar "frame". 

Sexton merges the contradictory realms of her private and public life in "The Touch": its 

first stanzas constitute a restatement and elaboration of her Confessional poetics The merger is 

telegraphed in the third stanza, when the speaker (referring to the conceit of the displaced hand) 

states: "And alI  this is metaphor," a phrase which unites the created speaker and the creating 



poet (173). This union is made effective here (and throughout Love Poems) with the introduction 

of the erotic body into the poetry, a svategy which extends the political implications of the 

personal. Sexton refers to a dog, in this poem. that "owns her own hunger," and it is this 

condition that she attempts to create for herself, as she assumes authority, the authorship of her 

own desires (173). 

iii . 

Some women shl outed tirat there was no d;BTerence, 
that both were prodrcts of the porngraphic imgimtion, 
which essential& objectzjlies wumen and sepamtes 
their sexual@ from their personalities. And other 
women thought there was a dzj@erence - that Miko ~ v u s  
showing women the way they really were and not all 
prettied up for the camem.. - 

Barbara Wilson, The Doe: Collar Murcieq 

But more important was the multiplication of discourses 
concerning sex in the field of erercke of power itse& 
an imtitutionaZ incitement to speak about it, and to do 
so more and more-. . 

Michel Foucault. The History of Sexuality, Volume 1, 
epigraph to The Doe Collar Murdeq 

The poems that follow the fim sequence in L o v e  are not arranged according to 

theme. There are a pair of poems, however, which contrast and appear to contest the first 

sequence. poems which address a departed lover. These poems, "For My Lover. Returning to 



His Wife," and "You All Know the Story of the Other Woman," complete and revise the 

narrative established in the f i  poems. The affair, rapturously described in the fim poems, is 

concluded in this set, and the speaker, formerly animated by love, is diminished in the pmcess. 

These are poems about power, and powerlessness, a theme which rum through m a y  of the 

poems in the collection. They are also poems about the fragility of self-identity when self- 

identity is conceived through the gaze of another. In "The Breast, " Sexton locates this issue. The 

speaker describes her breasts, stating: "I measured my size against movie stars.11 didn't measure 

up. Something betweedmy shoulders was there. But never enough" (175). This passage appears 

in the context of the speaker's celebration of her breast, "the eye.. .the jewel. " and she refutes 

the notion, through self-affirmation, of not "measuring upn (176). This refutation, however, is 

also conceived through the eyes of the lover, as the speaker presents herself as "an offering, an 

offeringn to him (176). The disastrous end of this love affair is presaged in the initial poems 

with the introduction of the assessing other. The speaker's self-def~t ion is constructed here. 

in part. through external sources: "movie stars," the hand and eye of the "composer," the 

composing lover. 

In "The Nude Swim," Sexton describes an incident which emphasizes the significance of this 

male gaze, of the lover's surveillance. The speaker and her partner are swimming in a grotto 

in Italy, and in the last stanza, she states: 

The walls of that grotto 
were everycolour blue and 
you said, "Look! Your eyes 
are seacolor. Look! Your eyes 
are skycolor. " And my eyes 
shut down as if they were 
suddenly ashamed. (184) 



The connection made, here, between the speaker and the world, is not uncommon in Sexton's 

poetry. However, in this instance, the contrast is drawn by an observer, and as she is rendered. 

her eyes "shut down". Elsewhere in Love Poems, Sexton extends the image of the rendering 

other. and depicts herself, "laid out like paper" while her lover "draw(s) (hed like a childn 

(220). me image of the female speaker as a sheet of paper is revealing, in that it relates to the 

reversed subjedobject positions articulated in the poems. The strong subject position Sexton 

creates for herself in the previous boob is toppled in this collection. as it/she becomes 

subordinate to a lover, and to the theme of love. The power that Sexton confers to this lover is 

the power that she formerly possessed: the ability to author her self. Her discomfort with this 

subjective shin is apparent in the poems that describe the end of the affair, but it is not until 

later, in her non-confessional poetry, that Sexton is able to discuss sexual politics in a complex 

manner. 

The love poems included here are ali drawn from actual events in Sexton's life, and the 

constraining, restrictive nature of truth, o r  factual events often inhibits confessional writing. The 

transcription of actual events constricts the polemical and imaginative possibilities that fiction 

offers, possibilities which, for example, are manifest in Sexton's later work with religious 

archetypes. The loss of personal and textual liberty that is inscribed in the love poems, however, 

is recounted furiously in "For My Lover," "You All Know the Story," and other poems. 

Adrienne Rich observes. in her poem "The Phenomenology of Anger," that women's anger is 

an "act of becoming conscious," and it is in Love Poems that Sexton begins to consciously 

express her anger at "the gender of thingsn (Rich, Poems S&N:202). 

In "For My Lover. Returning to His Wife," the speaker contrasts her own position with that 



of her lover's wife with considerable animosity. The rage that is expended throughout is directed 

almost exclusively at the wife, who is alternately parodied and mocked as an angel of the hearth 

and a "bitch" (189). The poem, however, is not about two women; ultimately, it is about the 

male lover's perception of these women, a narrow vision that is assailed. Throughout the poem, 

the wife is depicted as a figment of her husband's Limited imagination - she "was carefully 

melted down for (hirn)land cast up from (his) one hundred favorite aggies" (188). The contrast 

between the two women is summarized in the last two stanzas: 

She is so naked and singular. 
She is the sum of yourself and your dream. 
Climb her like a monument, step after step. 
She is solid. 

As for me, I am a watercolor. 
I wash off. (190) 

The fmal stanza is set in a lighter typeface that accentuates the contrast between the "solid" 

woman and the ethereal woman, who vaporizes at the poem's conclusion. These s~anzas indicate 

the lover's notion of the legitimacy of matrimony, as opposed to the less legitimate, less 

consequential extra-marital affair. 

The images used here are designed to highlight the lover's solipsism: his marriage is a 

"monument" which he erects to himself. Sexton erases herself, conversely, as the subject, from 

her own text, as if she has been dismantled by the constructing masculine figure in the poem. 

Sexton retums to this trope in "You All Know the Story," when. in the last verses she describes 

a lover's actions toward "the other womann: "LookJWhen it is over he places her,/ like a 

phone, back on the hook" (196): The image of the telephone "on the hook" is violent; the 

"hookn evokes an image of torture that is supported by the way in which the woman is silenced 



by the man's gesture. Sexton's voice and being disappear in both poems, but the masculine 

power that is created in these poems is undermined, significantly, in the first. In the middle of 

"For My Lover," the speaker states, after describing the "always" wife and her "momentaryn 

self: "I give you back your heart. /I give you permission - " (l88.189). The power. in this 

cruel and sardonic poem. is still clearly the speaker's to give. In this collection, however, Sexton 

is m l y  self-referential about her role as the book's author. It is only in "Again and Again and 

Again." a poem about anger - that "corne(s) back" "again and againw - that the poet makes 

explicit reference to her own creative powers (195). The speaker remarks, to an unspecified 

man. "I (will) cut up one dozen new medand you will die somewhat.lagain and again" (196). 

The paperchain of men Sexton describes is revealing given the blankness and plurality of the 

man or men she addresses in the poems, men who are never given features. or a specific 

identity. The violent image of cutting acknowledges the author's creative capacity, and the image 

of the reduplicated "dozen men" is a complex symbol of power. The lover's identity and 

uniqeness are obscured in this process; he becomes a series of reflected images, recalling the 

narcissistic lover whose wife is a monument to, or mirror of, himself. Sexton refers to the power 

of writing (as well as reading) here, as  the man's "death" will re-occur with each reading of the 

te.xt. 

In "The Break," Sexton observes that "the body is a damn hard thing to kill" (191). 

Although Sexton creates a narrative about a woman's increasing powerlessness in a sexual 

relationship, she does not "kill" her erotic body - the body that her lover is said to engender - 
upon his departure. There are a number of other poems in the book which affirm female 

sexuality and the female body, in spite of the dismal context that the romance poems provide. 



h "The Ballad of the Lonely Masturbator." the speaker is masturbating in a sad fashion. b e c a w  

of the "end of the affair" (198). While the poem suggests that masturbation is a Lonely 

alternative to sex with a partner, it also describes onanism as an "annoying miraclen (198). The 

phrase suggests a sexual revelation that is unwelcome, but related to a developing theory of 

sexual autondmy. Peggy Kamuf has observed that a "Woman masturbating is to her own 

sexuality (in control of it, mastering it - rnasterbating) what the sultan is to female sexudiv" (in 

Gallop:74). This same notion is revealed in Sexton's text as the poem plays out. In the f i  

stanza, the speaker is "fed"; she notes that the "slippery eye. " her clitoris. "is mine" (198). In 

the final stanza, she comments that "boys and girls". who have sex together. are "overfed." and 

the poem ends with the refrain: "Alone at night, I marry the bed" (199). Sexton's cynicism 

about the socially sanctioned state of matrimony is restated here, as she explores alternatives to 

traditional forms of sexual activity. 

In "Song for a Lady," a poem about two female lovers. Sexton describes a union that is 

"sane and insane" (204). She creates this opposition in the poem in order to draw attention to 

the conflict between the personal and the public realms with reference to lesbian romance. The 

public reaim is represented by images of a "ministern - rhymed at one point with 'tsini~ter" - and 

a "notary" (204. 205). These are figures who sanctify and certify social contracts, and their 

presence in the poem alludes to the fact that sexual or Love relationships between women are not 

recognized, and rarely legithized within the church, or legal system? Sexton redresses this 
7 .  

heteosexist system by revising, and rewriting what is "insane" about the prevailing legal, social 

and religious sanctions regarding iromosexuality. She creates, in contrast, an alternative "sane" 

realm through the transfornative poetic process. As the "bad rain." that is "like a minister." 



flows against the windows, the lover supplements and assumes its theological function; she says 

"novenas to (her) anldes and elbowsn (204). The female lover is exalted as "a national pmduct 

and power." as Sexton employs the demotic of commerce and industry in order to emphasize 

the value and strength that this relationship offers (204). 

"Even a notary would notarize our bed," she concludes, completing the poems's cycle of 

revisionist sanctification, assessment and certification (205). Sexton has recast traditional figures 

of authority and power in this poem, in an effort to imagine and create a vision of sexual 

autonomy for women. The tableau she invents is similar to a "frescots that Nicole Brossard 

describes in "Lesbians of Lore": 

one day I looked up and saw revealed to me the most 
beautiful fresco ever seen by women - on my lesbian 
word of honour. It was perfectly real, this fresco, 
and at the bottom of it was written: a lesbian who 
does not reinvent the world is in danger of 
disappearing (BL: 1 36). 

When Sexton reinvents, and becomes "me maker" ("Knee SongV:205) in her work, she confronts 

and dispels the myth of her own disappearance as the text's vanishing subject. Although Sexton 

does not inscribe a lesbian identity for herself in this "Song for a Lady," she does identify 

herself as a desiring element within what Adrienne Rich calls the "lesbian continuum". 

There is no sense of progression in Love Poems; the poems are ordered in a haphazard way. 

As a whole, they accurately simulate what the Gawain poet called love's "grief and grace." but 

they do not create a sustained. cohesive narrative. Sexton explores a number of contentious 

issues in the book. however. and her explicit and affirmative examination of the female body 

and female sexuality distinguishes it as an important document. As Katha Pollitt has remarked, 



"thanks largely to Sexton's own influence. it is no longer shocking for women to write poems 

about menstruation o r  her uterus, or abortion - or for that matter. about erotic joyn (534). The 

erotic joy depicted in many of the poems is mitigated by i t .  romantic context. Sexton 

acknowledges her struggle with sexual politics and power within heterosexual relationships, but 

never fully explores or resolves these diffidties. 

The last piece in the collection, "Eighteen Days Without You. " is a long poem that ends 

with the (re)union of the speaker and her male lover. This last happy ending is undermined, 

again. with the evocation of fiction and fairy-tales: "I will be soft wood and you the nailland we 

will make fiery ovens for Jack Sprat" (220). The violence of this passage suggests Sexton's 

awareness of the violence encoded in all fairy-tale closure, a theme which she would research 

and embellish in her next co11ection. Transformation3 can be viewed as a blueprint for Love 

Poems; although it was written later, it examines and locates the ways in which romance fictions 

are created and propagated. Its chronological occurrence imitates the autobiographical process. 

As Sexton herself observed, using Kierkegaard's words: "Life can only be understood 

backwards, but it must be lived fon~ards"'~. 



Chapter Five 

Grimm Re-Plotting in Transformations 

Numery feors made flesh and sinew; earliest and most 
arciuic of fern, ffear of devoment. The beast and 
his ~ ~ m i v o r o ~ ~  bed of bone and I, white, shaking* 
mw, approaching him QS ifoflering, in myself; the 
key to a peacecble kingdom in which hk appetite need 
not be my extinction. 

Angela Carter. "The Tiger's Bride" 

It's that we want to be on the leading edge of this 
trarh phenomenon, the evened sphere of the fitwe, 
and thar 's why we pay part'cuhr attention, too, 
to those aspects of language that may k seen 
as a model of the hash phemmenon. 

Donald Barthehe, Snow White 

Transformations, Anne Sexton's fifth collection of poems, was published in 1971. According 

to Diane Wood Middebrook, the appearance at this time of experimental novels such as Kurt 

Vomegut 's Slauehterhouse Five (1 969) and Donald Barthehe's Snow White (1967) "suggested 

to Sexton that there was a space in literature for the sadistic spin she could give a children's 

story" (Middlebrook,m:333). In a letter to Paul Brooks (a Houghton Mifflin editor) dated 

October 14, 1970. Sexton defends and explains her poems. which re-tell the Brothers Grimm 

fairy tales. She locates the book as being "part of (her) life's wo rk... a kind of dalliance on the 



way" (Self Portrait in Letters:326), and acknowledges that the poems are different than her 

previous work. They lack. she explains. "the intensity and-..some of the confessional forcew of 

the earlier poems; they are "contempotary," and they constitute an attempt to reach "outward 

and as always backwardw (325). The poems are "contemporary " because they transform, as hu i s  

L. Martz has observed, "tales from the Brothers Grimm into highly personal modern anecdotes." 

and stress the "horror.. .of that ancient world" with a "universal application" (47). They are also 

"cool" poems, as one reviewer remarked, which "turn the fairy tales into comic strips and other 

popart artifacts" (Lebmann-Haupt:l47). The language of Transfomatio~ is extremely 

accessible, and loaded with references to popular culture. This is Sexton's first nonanfessional 

book. but it retains (as she implies with her quaiification) "some of the confessional force," 

because many of the subjects and themes she contends with are ~rniniscent of her earlier work. 

The appearance of these poems was greeted with enthusiasm by critics and by Sexton's literary 

agent, Cindy Degener, who raved: "Anne sexton in the Popular cdture- Whoopee" (in 

&:337). Degener was able to place a number of the poems in popular magazines, such as 

Cosmopolitan and Plavbov, which pleased Sexton, who commented: "As you say, I'm 'in', but 

I was never conscious of being out" (SPL:320)'. 

In "The Gold Key," the poem which prefaces Transformatio~, Sexton explicates the book's 

poetic strategy, and alludes to the artistic climate of the time. She writes: 

-..this book of odd tales 
which transform the Brothers G r i m -  
Transform? 
As if an enlarged paper clip 
could be a piece of sculpture. 
(And it muld.) (Complete Poems: 224) 

Sexton's reference to an "enlarged paper clip" recalls the popart that emerged in the late 1960s. 



the paintings and sculptures that were often isolated enlargements of every-day, domestic items, 

such as soup cans, brillo-pad boxes and cigarettes2. Roy Lichtenstein's work provides a parallel 

to Sexton's work with fairy tales. Lichtenstein produced (among other things) a number of 

inflated True 1- comicpanels in order to emphasize "how real the image seems to the public 

and how unreal the contrast between its physical nature and the fmal rendering" (Elsen:314). As 

Lucy Lippard has observed, "what seems to be satireN and "complacent acceptance" in popart, 

"is in fact a new way of dealing with, " or reconstructing, "Life and art" (84). The movement 

constituted the development of. in Hugh Adams' words, "a new language and conceptual basis 

for processing" information about society. "the world" (62). Sexton is faithful to the original 

Brothers Grirnrn text in her work, and she isolates arid magnifies certain details in order to 

(rdpresent her perspective. She produces, as  Karen Michaelson has argued. a "litefaty 

language" in this text, a way of confirming and troubling the notion of "consensual realityn 

within the fantastic genre (100-101). Because fairy tales are fantastic, they are thought to exist 

beyond the realm of consensual reality. Sexton's book effectively addresses the ways in which 

these tales are co~ectced to, rather than estranged from, the social norm. Her work with fairy 

tales contributes to a substantial body of feminist criticism that seeks to examine how these tales 

"fimction to maintat.1 the present arrangements, and how they might be rearranged or reutihd 

to counter the destructive tendencies of maledominant values " (Zipes : 4)). 

Sexton's previous books offer an argument for the necessity of selfdefmition in women's 

writing. Transfonnatio~ is a counter-text which provides evidence to support this hypothesis, 

as she creates, with her own revisionist -end of Good Women, a series of interpretations and 

caustic critiques of male-authored female characters within a social and literary context'. In 



Woman Hating, Andrea Dworkin obsewes that "we have not formed the ancient world - it has 

formed us"; "We have taken the fairy tales of childhood with us into maturity.. .as real identity" 

(32). Sexton's work also locates female identity as it is constructed in the tales, and (re)forms 

this practice, through the process of criticism and revision. 

It is difficult to determine the origin of popular fairy tales because of their complex oral and 

literary history. The tales have been traced to various points of origin; "Cinderella," for 

example, originates in China, and there are at least 345 "Cinderella" stories, "diffused al l  over 

Europe. Africa and Asia" (BetteUeim:245). The earliest narrators of folk tales are generally 

identified as women. Gianfcancesco Straporola, an Italian storyteller, claimed that his 1553 tales 

- The Deliehtful N i e h  - wen taken from "the lips of ten young girls" (in Panati:175), while 

Mlle. Lhgritier, a 17th century French author of fairy tales, refers to a tradition of story-telling 

"mothers and grandmothers" (in Ari&:96). A third of the Grimms' fairy tales were told to the 

Brothers Grimrn by a nurse. " alte Marian; the brothers were among the fust to "retell the fairy 

tales as they had fvst been told by mothers and female caretakers of children" (Kolbenschlag:4). 

In her introduction to the Virago collection of fairy tales, Angela Carter discusses the "European 

convention of an archetypal female storyteller, 'Mother Goose' in English. 'Ma Mkre L'Oie' in 

French" (x). She relates this convention to the idea of the 'old wive's tale'. "a derisive label," 

she observes, "that allots the art of storytelling to women at the exact same time it takes all  

value from it" (xi). When Sexton depicts herself, in "The Gold Key," as "a middle aged 

witch ... my face in a book/ and my mouth wide," she is reclaiming the role of the female 

authorfspeakec of the tales (223). 

The female narrator is not a feature of the Brothers Grimm tales; the narrator of their "The 



Golden Keyn is unidentified and the speaker's gender is not specified. The story describes a 

young boy discovering and opening a chest. As the chest is opened, the reader is suspended: 

mnow we must wait awhile until the iad has looked inside the chest" (12). The Grimm tide ends 

with an ellipsis, while Sexton's continues after the boy's gesture: "(the key) opens up this book 

of odd tales" (224). The boy's discovery is supplemented by the poet's recovery of the text, the 

site of the tales. By reverting back to her text, with this phrase, Sexton again draws attention 

to her transformative powers, as well as her authorial presence in the text. 

Written fairy tales are thought to originate in the East; one of the fvst known texts is The 

Thousand and One N i m ,  which was composed in Arabic, and translated into French in the 

eighteenth century (Cuddon:258). The three most popular European texts are Charles Perrault's 

Contes de ma mere I'Ove (1697). the Brothers Grimm's Household Talq (1812), and 

Hans Christian Anderson's Faiw Tale (1835)~. In seventeenth century France, written fairy 

tales were a fashionable form of recreation; the Duchese de Choiseul remarked at this time that 

she found them to be "as probable as present-day history" (in Ari&:96). In Centuries of 

Childhood, Philip Ari& notes that this public interest in "old, half-forgotten stories of 

the oral tradition" reflected "a curiosity of an archaeological or ethnological nature 

foreshadowing the modem interest in folklore and slang" (96). The tales have persisted for a 

number of reasorls, "from antiquarianism to ideology, " and the perpetuation of these tales, over 

centuries, ensures the presemation of certain cultural values and ideas (Carter&). W e  the 

preservation of "half-forgotten" cultural artifacts is laudable, the endurance of the social 

messages these artifacts convey is curious, given the artifacts' archaic nature. The "Cinderella" 

stories, for example. have not changed, in essenR, since the inception of the tale in 9th century 



China. This story is for and about young women, and its transhistorical capacity and relevance 

are suspect to many feminist critics, who believe that, in Madonna Kolbenshlag 's words, fairy 

tales "recapitdate a view of reality that is rooted in the determinism of sex-roles" (4). 

In The Uses of Enchantment, Bruno Betteheim speculates that when children listen to fairy 

tales, they learn to "create order out of the chaos that is (their) inner lifen (75). The f a j r  tale, 

he explains, orders the "disparate and confusing aspects of the child's experience" into 

"opposites, " and teaches himher to "projectn the& elements "onto different figures" (75). There 

are a limited number of "different figuresn in fajr tales, however, and Bettelheim makes no 

gender distinctions in his discussion of the child's acquisition of a "total personality" (76). It is 

difficult to imagine a female child acquiring a conflict-free "total personalityn through the lessons 

of f a j r  tales, because female roles, in this genre, are particularly limited. In her survey of 

English fajr  tales. Marcia K. Liebeman summarizes the ways in which females are 

depicted. She notes recurring "premises and pattern. " which include the "wicked stepmother" 

and the privileging of youth and beauty (187). She also discusses the strict "associational 

pattern" that runs through most of the tales, wherein beauty, youth and passivity are rewarded - 

usually with money and romantic love, or marriage - and ugliness (which is not rewarded) i s  

associated with "ill-temper. " vanity and evil (188). Male roles are also limited, but as characters, 

they enjoy a fuller spectrum of activities and attributes such as heroism, courage, bravery, 

strength and power. Karen E. Rowe has studied the "mass popularityn of faiq tales and fictions, 

and noted that, as  folklorists have also observed, these tales are not "mere entertainment, " but 

"one of culture's primary mechanisms for inculcating roles and behaviorsn (210). 

Sexton's work in Transformatio~ is part of a history of women's writing that writes, re- 



writes or resists the traditional fairy tale. Two seventeenth century women writers - Mlle. 

Lhkritier and Nlrne.de Sevigne - were among the f i  to work in this genre (their work is not 

revisionist however). According to Jack Z i p ,  there is a "long tradition of (female-authored) 

tales that were printed and continue to be printed in folklore coUections of various lands" (13). 

He also cites "feminist precedents set in the literary fairy tale tradition by the end of the 

nineteenth century. " with the work of the Victorian writers Mary De Morgan, Mrs. Molesworth 

and Evelyn Scharp, who depicted women rebelling against "convention-ridden societiesw (13). 

Sexton is one of the first twentieth century writers (in English) to critique and re-write the 

traditional fairy tale. After the publication of Transformations in 1971, an enormous number of 

female-authored books in this genre appeared - Meghan Collins's The Green Womm (1973). 

Tanith Lee's The Forest PM- (19741, Joanna Russ's Kittatimv (1978) and many o t h e d  

Sexton's Transformations. Barthehe's Snow White and Angela Carter's The Donkev Prince 

(1970) are principal texts, at the forefront of this trend. Sexton's book, partidady, is 

distinguished by virtue of its use of poetic and critical resources. She was, according to Z i p .  

"one of the first women to use fairy-tales as vehicle to comment on the plight of women in a 

male-dominated 

ii. Cinderella 

Whether called mother, queen, stepmother, or wickd witch, 
she is the wicked witch. the content of nighnnare, 
the source of terror. 

Andrea Dworkin 



Rather a @e package for o simple bird. 

Anne Sexton, "Cinderella" 

Several of the poems in Transformatiow are bleak dramatic monologues which re-tell a 

given story from the female protagonist's or eponymous chamcter's perspective. There are also 

poems in the collection which employ the third-person voice, and which are cynical treatments 

of the ideas presented in the original texts. Sexton's "Cinderella" poem falls into the latter 

category, as she uses this poem as a means of criticizing the story's dominant ideas. The poem 

begins with a series of anecdotes - rags to riches stories. or "diapers to Dior" - each of 

which concludes with the refrain "That story" (2%). "You always read about it. " she writes, 

and Lists sample success stories. featuring working-class figures - a "nursemaid. " a "milkman" - 
who achieve sudden wealth through chance, hard work or beauty and goodness (255). Sexton 

is commenting wryly here on one of the central myths of the American capitalist system. which 

is the notion that "the United States is a place where anyone, no matter what his (her) origins, 

no matter how poor and obscure.. .can rise to fame and fortune" (Tebbel:4). In literature, the 

work of Horatio Alger has contributed substantially to this notion, as he created, in the 

nineteenth century, one hundred popular novels that "urged the merits of honesty, hard work, 

and cheerfulness in adversity" (Bode:ix). Alger's heroes, such as Ragged Dick and Luke Larkin, 

are always able to conquer adversity, because they exercise these virtues, and because they are 

"indebted" to their "own good qualitiesn (AIgec280). Alger's concept of virtue rewarded is 

mythic in a syskm wherein "anyone," but not everyone can achieve "fame and fortune". 

Although the capitalist system is predicated on democratic principles, it is not a 

meritocratic system, and it is characterized by, in Anthony Gidden's words, "pronounced 



inequalities in the distri'bution of wealthn wherein "a small minority of the population owns a 

. . . disproportionate amount of the total wealth" (63). 

Sexton's preface indicates that she considers "Cinderella" to be a Horatio Alger story for 

women, and her cynical tone indicates that she is sceptical of the value of this kind of story. Her 

scepticism is warranted, given the fact that women, as opposed to men, have experienced even 

greater "inequalities" with reference to the distribution of labour and wealth in America. 

Furthermore, the lessons for women that are inculcated in the original tale do not pertain to the 

virtues of hard work and integrity; instead, passivity, physical beauty and birthright are isolated 

as female virtues in the text. In the Brothen Grirnrn story. Cinderella is fim described as the 

daughter of a rich man. Although she experiences an inconvenient reversal of fortune in the 

narrative's center she reclaims her status and wealth in the story's conclusion. In his strucnvatist 

analysis of "Cinderella," David Pace uses diagrams to express the story's trajectory, and 

explains that the tension of the story is derived from the fact that Cinderella's status (in the tale's 

center) and her "ascribed qualities" are not "homologous" (253). When she achieves the 

socioeconomic status - at the conclusion of the story - of her "evil, vain, lazy.. .dirtyn stepsisters, 

the "initial imbalance . . . is corrected by a transformation of status relations and justice prevails" 

(Pacc253). Cinderella is wealthy because of her proximity to wealthy men; her patience and 

delicate feet secure her social mobility. The Grimrns' story, which was written in the nineteenth 

century, is at least credible, since women of the time had very little social or legal means toward 

procuring their own wealth. It is the persistence of "Cinderella" as a popular story in the 

twentieth century that bears examination, given the gap between Cinderella's "life" and the lives 

of contemporary women. 



The most popular American version of "Cinderella," the Disney film version, appeared in 

1949, at a time when the American public, because of the second world war, "were more 

interested in war films than cartoonsn (Yolen:302). The film, however, was a huge success, 

saving the floundering Disney studio and "open(ing) the floodgates of 'Disney Cinderella' 

books" (Yolen:302). Disney's release of this f ib  was well-timed, a s  this patriarchal tale of 

feminine passivity and masculine rescue was well suited to post-war America. During the war, 

women had joined the work force, as well as post-secondary institutions, in great numbers. 

When the war ended, men returned to reclaim their positions, and in the ensuing suuggle gender 

roles were challenged and radically re-defined, to women's detriment. This period in history is 

Betty Friedan's point of departure in The Feminine Mystique. Friedan speculates that the anti- 

feminism that confronted women in business, industry and the educational system at this time 

"sent many women scurrying for the cover of marriage and home" (In). Disney 's "Cinderella, " 

in film and book form, is significantly different from the Brothers G r i m  version. Cinderella's 

mother is replaced by a fairy godmother. and the violence in the tale is excised. In the Grimms' 

tale, the stepmother mutilates her daughters' feet so that they might be able to wear the glass 

slipper, a scene which is removed from the Disney story. Although the original scene is 

distressing, it provides a valuable Link to the story's origin - the Chinese practice of footbinding 

- and creates a powerful image of women's painful relationship to deforming, socially 

constructed notions of physical beauty7. 

The figure of the mother, who assisted Cinderella from the grave in the original tale, was 

critical, as she suggested a potential matrilineal system of protection and empowerment in the 

tale, a system which evokes the original system of tale-telling itself. By contrast, the fairy 



godmother, and the benign, bloodless conclusion of the Disney story divest the original tale of 

its residual feminine power and verisimilitude, and render it a fantasy that is steeped in one- 

dimensional ideas about gender and social roleslstatus. The Cinderella that Disney renden is. 

as Jane Yolen has obsemed, a "disastern: she is "a sorry excuse for a heroine, pitiable and 

uselessn (302). Any initiative that the original Cinderella exercised by conjuring the spirit of her 

powerful mother is effaced in the American tale. The mice and fairies that communicate with 

and assist this Cindereh do so because they choose to. and because, as the tale suggests, she 

has a certain commonality with the simple, diminutive creatures of the earth. 

Sexton's Cinderella is based on the Brothers Grimm character, but she evokes the Disney 

Cinderella in her work, by rendering her in cartoon, or one-dimensional terms. She is scarcely 

described in Sexton's poem, and when she is depicted she is "beg(ging), " crying or languishing 

in her cinders (256,257). Sexton delineates other fairy-tale protagonists in similar terms. Her 

Snow White is a "lovely virginw who rolls "her china-blue doll eyes open and shut," while 

"referring to her mirrorn (225.229). Snow White's beauty, in the poem (and in the Grimms' 

story), is made synonymous with her virginity, an "unsoiledn state which echoes her youth. and 

name (224). Sexton contrasts Snow White with the figure of the Queen, who is "eaten.. .by age, " 

and who attempts to devour her stepdaughter because of her own "poisonn "pride" (225). Sexton 

sets up a series of paraUeIs in the poem that are similar to those she employs in "The Double 

Image". The Queen "refer(s) " to a mirror, and the beauty of the women is contrasted in such 

a way that the daughter is constructed as an image of her superannuated stepmother. The 

relationship Sexton creates between these two women is modelled after the original story, and 

she pays close attention to the stepmother/daughter relationship, while downplaying the tale's 



romantic trajectory and resolution. in so doing, she is illuminating what Karen E. Rowe refers 

to as the "generational conflict" that occurs in many fairy tales, whereby women are estranged 

by instances of "predatory female sexuality" and jeaIousy (212). The subject of aging domi~tes 

the poem, as Sexton locates how beauty, youth, and inexperience are valued in the source text. 

"Beauty is a simple passion, " she wnfes, "but, oh my friends, in the endyou will dance the fire 

dance in iron shoes" (225). The "fm dance" refers to the queen's fate at the end of the tale - 
she is forced to dance in "white-hot iron clopn until she dies - and here, Sexton equates this 

torture with age, what happens to everyone "in the end" (Grimm:233). Age and experience are 

equated with disempowerment and horror in the source text, and Sexton draws attention to the 

symbolic message in this equation. She emphasizes that "you will dance.. . , " and interfaces the 

fates of the reader and the Queen, stressing their commonality and the odious social implications 

of this fate. 

Evil stepmothers, stepsisters and witches are privileged throughout Transformations; Sexton 

adopts, as narrator, the voice of a "middle-aged witch," and she represents these charactem as 

being active, complex and often poignant figures. In Good (1 992). Margaret Atwood 

creates a similar configuration of the evil steprnotherldaughter. In a story entitled "Unpopular 

Gals, " she writes (in the voice of the stepsister): "Life isn't fair. Why should I be?. . .Everything 

you've ever wanted, I wanted also" (26.2'7). She concludes, in the voice of the stepmother, 

"I'm the plot, babe, and don't ever forget itn (30). These characten, the unloved and evil faj.- 

tale "gals, " compose many of Sexton's plots in Transformatiorq, as sources of narrative identity, 

and as evidence of the grim (Grimrns') plot to construct female beauty and power in strictly 

reductive terms. 



The ugly/evil stepsistea and stepmother do not play a central role in Sexton's "Cinderella"; 

their actions are described, but they are not rendered as thinking, feeling characters. Their 

behaviour is summarized by the m t o r  - in two instances - in cynical terms. In one instance. 

she recounts the stepmother's actions, and states: "That's the way with stepmothers." a trite 

statement which implicitly critiques the convention of the evil stepmother in fairy tales (257). 

In another instance, the author describes one of the sister's attempts to wear the glass slipper, 

an attempt which is foiled when her mutilated foot begins to bleed. Amputations, Sexton 

observes, do not "heal up like a wish," and "blood (tells) as blood will" (258). Her use of the 

word "wish" suggests the tenible disparity in the tale between beautiful Cinderella and her 

stepsister. Cinderella's wishes are rewarded, fantastically, with opulence, and the sister's wish 

to wear a shoe is denied because of the (non-fantastic) technicalities of foot size. 

Although Cinderella's access to wish-fulfhent is justified in the original story, by virtue 

of her goodness (and the comparative cruelty of the stepsisten), Sexton suggests an additional 

interpretation of her good fortune. The phrase "blood (tells) as blood will" evokes certain 

implications of class and birthright, implications which are supported by the original text. which 

initially emphasizes Cinderella's status as the daughter of a rich man. Her virtue and beauty are 

predicated, in the tale, on this status, and the stepsisters, conversely, are never identified in these 

terms. They are not ~ 0 ~ e ~ t e d  to a father or a husband in the tale, and their lack of any lcnown 

lineage only aggravates their m o d y  suspect characters. In this sense, they are like the strangers 

in Jane Austen novels, a milieu where discomection - fmm established families or space - is 
regarded with suspicion, and trepidation8. 

Sexton's critique of the notion of birthright is reserved for Cinderella, and the parody of 



Cinderella in this poem is conceived in terms of race. She is f i i  described as a "maid," who 

"walk(s) around looking like Al Jolson." and later she is seen crying "forth like a gospel singer" 

to the spirit of her mother (256, 257). The use of similes in these phrases supports the image 

of Cinderellapussing as a woman of colour, an image which Sexton underscores by presenting 

her in "cinder face" (257)? The "maid" and the "gospel singer" are conventional roles - in 

white mainstream culture - played by, and composed for, black actorslcharacters, and Sexton's 

use of simile, as well as her evocation of the white minstrel, A1 J o h n ,  troubles the process of 

representation. In her (re)presentation of this fairy tale character, Sexton implies that the original 

story creates a connection between race and circumstance, that Cinderella's debased condition, 

throughout the tale, is somehow inexorab1y intertwined with the appearance of her ash-dusted 

face. By presenting her own Cinderella as a minstrel, Sexton creates a critical distance between 

the signifier (Cinderella in blackface) and the sign (the black woman Cinderella impersonates 

in the poem) and in doing so, draws attention to the way race is constructed in fairy tales. In 

his work on "stereotypes, distortion and anti-humanism" in classical fairy tales, Robert Moore 

comments that the tales are "implicitly racist," "because they often equate beauty and virtue with 

the colour white and ugliness with the d o u r  blackn (in Zipes:8. Sexton is also questioning the 

implicit racism of the tales by colour-coding her work so that it ironically reduplicates the colour 

system in the original texts. "Snow White" and "Cinderella" may be conceived as a compound 

critique, which functions within the poems, as the whitelblack regions in both texts are 

highlighted and opposed as instances of how the original tales colour-code imagery toward the 

generation of racist ideology. 

Sexton's creation of a minstrel-protagonist is not without precedent in Confessional poetry. 



Plath, on occasion, employed images of passing (a black idiom which refers to "passingn for 

another race) and race-appropriation in her work; in "Thalidorniden she describes a "Negro, 

masked like a white." while in "The Jailer," her narrator's antagonist "pretend(s)' she is "a 

negress with pink paws" (Collected Poems:252,226). Many of Berryman's "Dream Songsn 

feature a speaker who is sometimes known as  "Mr Bones,' a "black-out man" who speaks in 

minstrel dialect m: 24). The Confessional poets, no doubt, were attracted to the suggestiveness 

of passing andlor minstrelry because of the duplicity (authenticity and deception) that underlies 

their endeavour(s). The idea of impemonution that is central to passing and minstrelsy, is also 

germane to the confessional process, which is the process of converting the self into the self-in- 

writing. By illuminating the gap between the self and the represented self, Sexton has created, 

throughout her work, a developing discourse on the politics of representation. Her depiction of 

Cinderella as minstrel is closely connected to her work with gender and representation, as 

minsvelry provides an analogy for the social construction of gender. The CindereiIa Sexton 

creates is an impersonator, just as the original Cinderella is a woman whose femininity or sex 

role is male-authored and conceived of in socially prescriptive terms. 

In the f m  stanza of Sexton's account of the Cinderella story. she describes Cinderella 

planting a tree, where a white dove appears to grant her wishes. She concludes the stanza: "The 

bird is important, my dears, so heed him" (256). The bird appears to represent Cinderella's 

mother, and the speaker asserts herself here not only as the story's teller, but as its interpreter. 

By gendering the bird as "him," Sexton encodes it with a symbolic message that contradicts the 

logical structure of the story. In the story and poem, Cinderella prays or cries to her deceased 

mother (who promised to look after her from beyond), and the bird responds, instantly, to her 



pleas. Sexton disrupts the simple, immediate relationship between mother and daughter by 

creating an intermediate element - in the figure of the bird - and as such, disrupts the female 

system of power this relationship suggests. Her caveat, "the bird is important," indicates Sexton 

is aware of the significance of this disruption, and points to her intention to isolate the bird as 

an iconic message in the text. The bird incorporates central ideas from the original text, but it 

also conveys messages, within Sexton's text. as she imbues it with significance and meaning. 

It is a suggestive symbol because it is a creature capable of flying, of quickly transcending its 

environment. Its dove-whiteness conveys traditional fairy tale notions of purity and goodness. 

and its benevolent relationship to Cinderella - which signified a maternal Link in the original text 

- is problematized in the poem. Fairy tale stepmotherslmothers and daughters are often estranged 

through hostility, jealousy or death, a convention Sexton gestures to by making the bird a 

divisive agent. Sexton also suggests, through her severance of the immediate motherdaughter 

relationship in the poem, a critique of the way sex roles are culturally transmitted. 

If Cinderella's passivity and neutrality are inherited from the figure of the mother - the 

mother who insists that Cinderella's dependency is perpetuated at a supernatural level - then 

Sexton is decomcting a relationship that perpetuates these characteristics. and denying the 

notion of biology being equivalent to destiny. In The Second Sex, Simone de Beauvoir discusses 

the perpetuation of the "Cinderella myth, " and observes: "How, indeed, could the.. .myth not 

keep all its validity?.. .Parents still raise their daughter with a view to marriage rather than to 

furthering her personal developmentn (127). She also notes the significance of the Rince 

Charming figure, who elevates Cinderella to "a caste superior to her own, a miracle that could 

not be bought by the labour of her lifetime" (12'7). By gendering, as a male, the wish-fulfilling 



bird (the bird that is implicitly female in the soume-text), Sexton creates an alternative logic that 

is truly faithful to the original text. Men are the most powerful figures in the Cinderella story; 

they have the most access to wealth and social power. It is the father and the prince, then. who 

can fulfil Cinderella's wishes, or deprive her of them. 

Sexton's sardonic take on the "CinderelIan story is most clearly evident in the poem's 

conclusion. After recounting the prince's discovery of Cinderella, whose foot fits the glass shoe 

"like a love letter into its envelope," and the maation of the stepsisters (whose eyes are pecked 

out by the dove), Sexton writes: 

Cinderella and the prince 
lived, they say, happily ever after, 
like two dolls in a museum case 
never bothered by diapers or dust, 
never arguing over the timing of an egg, 
never telling the same story twice, 
never getting a middle-aged spread, 
their darling smiles pasted on for all eternity. 
Regular Bobbsey Twins. 
That story. (258) 

The references to page and text that dominate the conclusion of the poem - the love letter, the 

"pasted" smiles, and the Bobbsey Twins books - support the level of portraiture that Sexton 

sustains in the poem. Her one-dirnensional heroine is bereft of substance; by asserting 

Cinderella's texhlality - with these images - Sexton suggests that it is Cinderella as storyitext that 

she is telling. Cinderella is compared or transformed to text in this passage, because, like the 

transcendent dove, she is a textual cipher that conveys and carries a fixed element of the 

story's meaning. Cinderella is made static and unchanging because the femininity she exhibits 

is passive, immobile, and the message it conveys is historically static, as witnessed by the 

constancy and persistence of the tale. Sexton does not revise, but reveals Cinderella's meaning. 



and removes herself (as narrator) fiom the text, with the phrases "they say" and (the repeated) 

"That story". She rejects her own identification, as narrator, with Cinderella, the agent or 

medium of the tale's message, signaling, with this withdrawal, her r e M  to align herself with 

the romantic closure of the original text, a closure which does not admit the eventualities of life 

after marriage, the "middle-aged spread." the "diapers," the "dustw. Sexton seals her Cinderella 

(and Prince Charming) in a "museum case" "for all eternity," an image which recalls- Snow 

White's glass coffin, and which again attests to the stasis encoded in the original tale, and 

numerous re-tehgs.  

Sexton's use of images of preservation recalls the way that gender is constructed in the 

classical fairy tale. Women, in these tales, are ideological fossils, suspended in the amber of a 

femininity that is characterized by stillness, slumber and youth. They are less women than dolls, 

an image which Sexton often uses in her previous collections. In "Self in 1958, " she portrays 

herself as "a plaster dolln in "a doll's house"; in "Live, " she recounts dressing herself "like 

somebody's doll " m: 155,167). These poems form part of the complex self-portrait that evolves 

throughout Sexton's work, and serve to emphasize the idea that doll-like artifice is symptomatic 

of a life lived according to socially constructed ideas, or ideals of feminine identity. "Perfection 

is terrible," Sylvia Plath observes in "The Munich Mannequins." "it cannot have children" 

(Q:262), a sentiment which Sexton seems to share in her writing, when she attempts, in 

Francoise Lionnet's words, "to excavate those elements of the female self which have been 

buried under the cultural and patriarchal myths of selfhood" (Life Linq:261). 

Cinderella, conversely, cannot be excavated, or extricated from these myths becaw she is 

both a participant in and a representation of the way myths are constructed and disseminated. 



Sexton's telling of the Grimms' "Cinderella" tale is dismissive and arch. The source-text, in the 

poem, is "That story." a reductive phrase which undermines the stock nature of the original 

naffative, as it suggests a story that is entirely too familiar and threadbare. Sexton also removes 

any vestiges of drama from the original tale in her re-telling. Cinderella is drawn as a histrionic 

paper doll, and the violence enacted on the stepsisters is neutralized through simile. The foot 

amputations are deemed "sirnpl(e) " geshlres, and their empty eye sockets are compared to benign 

domestic objects, "soup spoonsn (257,258). Similarly. the drama of female cruelty and revenge 

that is played out in the original text is understated in Sexton's poem; it becomes an account of 

a romantic episode we "all know" (256). The narrator's prosaic account of the story's romantic 

d&zouement, the ball - "These events repeated themselves for three days" - and emphasis on the 

tale's familiarity - "So she went (to the ball). Which is no surprise' - underlines and implicitly 

criticizes the story's formulaic romantic trajectory (257). Earlier in the poem, the ball, the site 

of romantic mystery in the original tale, is referred to as  a "marriage market, " a term which 

supplements the romance narrative with the conjunction of marriage and commerce (256). 

Sexton's prince is a "shoe salesman," engaged in a corporate transaction with Cinderella. and 

the romantic plot itself, by inference, is rigidly contractual, comprised of terms and conditions. 

The central elements of the tale are dismissed or reduced to a reformulation of their generic 

context. "Cinderella" is a fantasy story, and Sexton alters what is fantastic in the story by 

revealing its romantic plotting, plotting that has its basis in consensual and conventional social 

realism. Here, she exhibits her popartkt sensibility, by faithfully rendering a literary 

commonplace, the fantasticlromantic plot, within a pragmatic, realist generic context. 

Roben Hughes has argued that Andy Warhol's composition of domestic objects1 



commonplaces, and their "harsh, cold parody of ad-mass appealn provoked a way of seeing these 

images. "to a point where a void is seen to yawn beneath the discourse of promotion" 

( w : 4 6 ) .  It is not the object, Hughes observes, but the public's gaze that is assailed in 

Wamol's work - what is parodied is "the way mass media replace the act of reading with that 

of scanning" (52). Sexton also forcefully re-directs the reader's gaze in her poem, as narrator. 

Because her numerous textual interventions are explicit directives, the reader cannot become lost 

in the fantasy, when she  is being led through its practical construction. Although Sexton is 

dismissive of the story's events and messages, she is not dismissive of its socialhistorical 

context and effects. Her dismissal is rhetorical; "That story" is clearly potent, given its 

immediate familiarity. It is that familiarity that Sexton addresses by confronting her readen' 

relationship to the text, as an adult, and by offering, as narrator, a reformulation of its meaning. 

In the Brothen Grimm's "The Golden Key," a child discovers a key that "opens" the ea 

and its stories, a detail which is significantiy altered in Sexton's "The Gold Key". The kef, in 

her text, is not offered to a child, but to three people, aged twenty-two, fifty-six and sixteen. 

She berates these adults, and asks if they are "comatose, " "undersea, " if they have "forgotten" 

the tales/"dreamsn they leamed as "child(ren) " (223). She offers them, the reader(s), some 

"answers," in the form of the key, an interpretative tool which opens the chd tex t ,  and exposes 

"its secrets," the messages it conveys about gender, sex roles, race, class, and morality 

(223.224). Sexton asks, by offering a revisionist text and a "key" to its subtext, that readers take 

an active role in (re)membe~g and vansfonning the original texts - "it is not enough to read, " 

she writes - and the lessons inculcated therein (223). 



. . . and my hand pressed over my 
mouth to keep 

my hsriies /ram hrrhing aN over the seat I memorite 
thir patch of sunlight so I don't have to know what my 

MY 
is doing to me 

Karen Fogg , "Orange Popsicles * 

9.1 silence. me Skth Gate. Years of silence. Silence 
wmpped around fife flik a CUCOOR. I learn to live in a worU 
where nothing ir us it seems. 

Elly Danica. Don't: A Wornan's Word 

Sexton's "Briar Rose (Sleeping Beauty), " the poem that concludes Transformatio~, is not, 

in the manner of "Cinderella." an arch, sardonic text. It does employ and recount the plot of the 

original Grimm tale (which is derived from a similar tale by Charles Perrault), and reiterates 

many of the ideas expressed in "Cinderella" about the way gender is constructed in the Grimms' 

tales. It is, however, a structurally experimental text, which provides a complex and unique 

revision of the original tale's ideas, as well as its structure and plot. The narrative voice is fluid 

in Sexton's text; she employs both the first and third person voice in order to create a doubled 

narrative that inscribes not only the narrator's subjectivity, but the subjectivity of Sleeping 

- Beauty herself (a narrative opportunity that was not extended to Cinderella). The dominant theme 

of the poem is fatherdaughter incest. a theme which Sexton explores from a Confessional 

perspective in The Book of Folly, the book that follows Transformations. It is significant that 



Sexton's first substantial treatment of this theme appears in her only explicitly non-confessional 

book. The ancient societal taboos that enshroud the act and subject of incest are even more 

compelling than those which sufzound suicide. In Totem and Taboo, Sigmund Freud discusses 

tribd clans that are named and guided by specific totems. The totem is, he explains, "the tribal 

ancestor of the clan, as  well as its tutelary spirit and protector; it sends oracles and ... spares its 

children" (17). The members of each clan, or totem, are thought to be "consanguineously 

related" to each other, and "incest dreadw prevails: there is a "strongn connection between 

exogamy and toternism (22, 20). Incest dread, or the incest taboo, in tribal groups, exists in 

conjunction with the recognition of a "dangerous" and instructive spirit-totem, who acts, in part, 

to organize a collective and protective relatiomhip among its adherents. In "Sleeping Beauty," 

Sexton sets up a functional system of totemism and taboo, by articulating the incest dilemma she 

perceives in the tale, and by composing herself, as narrator, as the "tutelary" figure who locates 

this dilemma and organizes a response to its (hidden) occurrence in the text. Her work with 

incest bears a strategic resemblance to her work with the theme of suicide, as  she seeks to assail 

the silence that is endemic to taboo, by creating and generating discourse about these subjects. 

Diane Middlebrook refers - in Anne Sexton - to Sexton's interest in Freud's work, noting 

that the poet had read Freud's theories on hysteria, the superego, and the Oedipus complex 

(5355). Sexton's work with the Oedipus story is a dominant theme in Sexton's art, which is 

well documented by Diana Hume George in Oedipus Anne. George has also examined the 

"transpersonal" work in Transformatiow in terms of its connection to the earlier, personal 

poetry. In "How We Danced: Axme Sexton on Fathers and Daughters, " George discusses 

"Sleeping Beauty" and its relationship to the collected poems. and considers it as a part of 



a sustained "pattern" in the poet's work, a pattern she refers to as a "structural outline for the 

psychic biography of a gender" (411). Although "Sleeping Beauty" is the first poem that is 

explicitly about father-daughter rape, George traces poems. throughout the earlier books, that 

intimate and suggest this theme. She observes that the poem "Cripples and Other Stories, " from 

Live or Die. which recounts the relationship between a female patient and male analyst, conflates 

the figure of the analyst with the father, in order to illuminate what is implicitly incestuous in 

the psychoanalytic p m c w ,  and the pmcess of transference (418419). Sexton continues her 

investigation of the psychoanalytic process in "Sleeping Beauty." complicating the role of the 

analyst, in an effort to address traditional psychoanalytical ideas about fathers and daughters and 

the Oedipal conflict. 

The poem begins: "Consideda girl who keeps slipping off,lher arms as limp as old carrotsn 

(290). Here. Sexton adopts the voice of the analyst/lecturer, and signals that she is 

"consider(ing)" and presenting Briar Rose as a case study. Freud's lectures were, according to 

Angela Richards, rarely " rhetorical" ; he usually adopted a tone of "quiet.. .even intimate 

conversation" (Introductorv L e m : 3 2 ) .  According to Richards. Freud employed a non- 

"authoritarian" voice in order to encourage audience participation, a technique which was "an 

extension of an essential feature of the technique of psychoanalysis itself" (33). Sexton's poem, 

and confessional poetry, by extension, may be seen as a model for the lecturelanalysis, as its 

intimate admissions are framed within a formal structure. and directed toward an implied 

listener. While Sexton's earlier wok posits the speaker as the analysand, the speaker in this 

poem is clearly the analyst1*. As the analystlnamtor, Sexton is re-presenting a Freudian 

scenario, and she gestures to this doubled interpretive perspective in the fist stanza. Briar Rose 



is depicted as "slipping off" "into the hypnotist's tcance"; she is seen regressing. with a 

hypnotist/analyst's assistance. She regresses, in the "time machine, " and becomes an infant, a 

"doll childu on her father's knee; "that kind of voyage," the narrator states, that is "rank as 

honeysucklen (290,291). 

Juliet Mitchell has described the psychoanalyst as someone who, "at one level." "hear(s) and 

reteU(s) histories, " and "rnake(s) a new historyw in the process (426). Sexton employs the 

methodology that Mitchell describes in the first stanza of the poem, and doubles it, in order to 

critique the analytical retelling - the hypnotist's method - and to examine its meaning. The 

phrase "rank as honeysuckIew bears a double meaning that simulates the doubling of the analyst 

in the poem, evoking both sweet profusion and unpleasant, sensual excess. It provides a loaded 

symbol for the process of analysis, or the interpreting analyst, who may either cultivate or 

corrupt the patient's growth, or  narrative. The comption inherent in the hypnotist's analysis is 

signified by a series of sexualized images. Briar Rose is asked to sit on her father's lap. in 

exchange for a "root," and the honeysuckle that symbolizes her "voyage" is a flower that is 

characterized by long, tubular, phallic blossoms (291). Sexton sexdkes these images to convey 

a sense of the impropriety and risk involved in the male analyst's adoption of the (in this 

scenario) suspect, paternal role, through transference. By creating a female narratorlanalyst, she 

creates an interactive model that precludes transference (the female analyst can not "act* as 

father). and generates a critical retelling of both the incest story and its conventional retelling. 

Conventional Freudian accounts or interpretations of father-daughter rape are derived from 

Freud's lectures on this subject. In "The Paths to the Formation of Symptoms," he claims that 

many women/girls produce seduction fantasies regarding their fathers (or other male members 



of their families) in order to "screen the auto-erotic of (their) sexual activityn (417). "Father 

figures" are regularly featured as "the seducer" in these fantasies. he claims, and "there can be 

no doubt either of the imaginary nature of the accusation or of the motive that has led to it' 

(41 7). Although Freud acknowledged that some accusations are "real. " his theory is predicated 

on the illusory, fantastic nature of women and girls' accounts of sexual abuse. Contemporary 

feminist critics have commented on the patriarchal and erroneous construction of Freud's 

retelling of fatherdaughter rape, which features a series of blameless fathers and delusional 

daughters. In Father-Daughter Rape. Elizabeth Ward observes that Freud's theories have 

perpetuated a system of denial with regard to incest swivors, that Freud's "position of 

disbelief" has contributed substantially to a "mythology of rape ideology" wherein the victim is 

located and blamed as the suspect (1 07). 

The actual statistical occurrence of incest in America alone is, as Vincent J- Fontana has 

observed, "staggering" ; in 1982, for example. 56,607 "substantiated cases of (incestuous) sexual 

abuse of children" were reported by the American Humane Society in Denver. Colorado 

(In-: 1). Fontana also reports that the subject of incest has only recently "received.. .more 

attention, " with more victims "coming forward. " and experts in the field altering their perception 

of the issue. "Not so long ago." he notes. "highly respected psychologists believed that incest 

was only in the minds of the children" (9). It is colll~lfonly believed now that "few children lie 

about this subject." that "the victim is never to blame, " and "that it is important that the victim 

tell somebody" (Fontana:9). Many accounts of father-daughter rape emphasize silence- Fathers 

frame their actions as "our little secret," and daughters' accounts are met with outraged disbelief 

or denial within the family, and sometimes within the legal and medical communitiesi1. 



Historically, women have been silent about incestuous sexual violence because they have been 

systemically silenced, a dilemma which EUy Danica articulates in her autobiographical account 

of her father's extreme sexual violence. She writes about the "years of silencew and "fear" she 

experienced, and states: 

There is something wrong with me. Everyone tells me. 
The wodd is not how you imagined it to be. You've 
imagined everything. Your pain is imaginary. You are 
imaginary. You are crazy. (70) 

Don't is Danica's textual resistance against the "years of silence" and abuse; as Janice 

Williamson has observed, "the textualization of (Danica's) body is less objectification than an 

'objectifiction' which restores agency to her being" (LW: 145). Sexton's work also operates as 

an act of critical and artistic resistance, as it assails silence with the act of speaking, and assists 

in the feminist project of "hearing" (in Elizabeth Ward's terms) the victim/swivor, and 

rejecting the traditional psychoanalytical and societal construction of father-daughter rape as an 

" imaginary" act. 

Is a triangle in any way more "tnre" than a couple? 

N is Derrida's contention that. forpsychoamiysk, the answer to that 
q w t w n  k yes. me niangle becomes the magical, Oedipalfigwe 
that erplaim the jhctiotting of human desire. 

Barf,= Johnson, "The Frame of Reference: Poe, Lacan, Derrida" 

They are using our skulls as ashtrays 

Diane Wakoski 



Sexton begins "Sleeping Beautyn with the language of psychoanalysis, in order to create a 

discursive and interpretive space for the case study or narrative which follows. She goes on to 

recount the familiar details of the fairy tale, and inmrprates, in this narrative, many of the 

concerns and issues that are addressed throughout TtanSformatio~. The relationship between 

Briar Rose and her father, the King, is triangulated in the poem, to include the figure of the 

thirteenth fairy, and Sexton uses these figures as referents, as indicators of the way sexuality and 

gender are composed in the Grimms' tale(s). The thirteenth f a j r ,  who is excluded from "the 

grand event," has "eyes burnt by cigarettes," and her uterus is "an empty teacup" (291). 

The image of the "burnt" eyes is repeated in the poem, in another description of the fairy, who 

"eats betrayal like a slice of meatn (293). In the original tale, the fairy, or "Wise Womanw is 

depicted as a fearful character, with talon-like nails, and a voice that sounds like "a spoon 

scraping a pan" (126). Sexton creates a fairy who is more defeated than fearful, but she echoes 

the domestic image of the spoon and pan with the image of the uterus-teacup. This image is 

evocative of the "Cinderella" simile - the stepsisters with hollowed eyes "like soup spoons" - 
and there are a number of connections, throughout the poems in Transformatiom, between 

women, violence and domestic objects. The "Maiden Without Hands" has an eye socket that is 

a proposed ashtray; the "insane" daughter in "Iron Hans" is "as still as hmiture, " and Mother 

Gothel (in "Rapunzei") has a shrunken heart "the size of a pinn (250. 249). These images 

convey Sexton's idea, first expressed in "Housewife" (All Mv Pretty On&, that "Some women 

marry houses./It's another kind of skin" (77) . h "Housewife, " "the men entern the house, the 

"fleshy mother, " "by force"; Sexton suggests here, and in Transformatioq, that women are 

relegated, and con€imed to traditional domestic roles and identities (77). She further suggests, 



by employing the language of the Grimms, that these roies are created through language. By 

identifying the semiotic link between women and the domestic sphere in the original text(s), she 

identifies the symbolic relationship that is fostered there. She encodes her images with violence 

to suggest the prescriptive nature of female roles, and her use of utilitarian objects - spoons, 

ashtrays, furniture - creates the sense that these roles are useful to a patriarchal text/society. 

The image of the uterus-teacup is also related to another strategic series of connections that 

Sexton draws in the poems between women and consumption. In a letter to Philip Legler, dated 

May 19th. 1970, Sexton commented that her "transformations" were f ied with "food imagesn; 

"but what could be more directly food. " she asks, "than cooking the kids and finally the wicked 

lady" (SPL:317). Food, or eating, is, as Diane Wood Middlebrook has observed. "a major 

source of symbolism" in the text m:333). Sexton's assessment of the origin of her imagery is 

just. as the original tales present repeated images of women as consumers, and as objects of 

consumption. Two women are often contrasted in the tales in this manner: in "Snow White," 

the stepmother seeks to devour her daughter; in "Sweet Rampion, " or " Rapunzel , " the roles are 

symbolically cast: in this tale a mother longs to taste rampion, and names her daughter after the 

forbidden vegetable. In "Hansel and Gretel," the cannibal witch occupies both positions; she 

attempts to eat the eponymous children, and is stuffed into an oven with pastry, and bumed to 

death. 

Margaret Atwood explores the relationship between women and consumerism in The Edible 

Woman (which was written in 1965) and uses a number of embedded fairy tale narratives to, 

in Sharon Rose Wilson' s words "satirize contemporary culturen and "reveal (her protagonist's) 

recognition of societal cannibalism" ("FTC" :79). Atwood's Marian is tormented by the thought 



of being consumed by the social mles that are presented to her in a series of mockepic and 

mock-Gothic vignettes; she retreats from the prescriptive feast by narrowing, and ultimately 

ceasing her own consumption, an anorexic p m  that is reversed in the novel's f a  "parody 

of ritual cannibalism" (Onley, in Wison:87). Sexton's thirteenth fairy is presented in similar 

tern: she has been excluded. by the King, from the "grand event" or  feast, a plot detail which 

immediately precedes the description of her barren uterus, the empty, non-utilitarian vessel. Her 

relationship to Briar Rose is constructed in terms of this exclusion; she attempts to murder her, 

because she is, like Snow White. or Rampion, the objectlimage of youth. Her attempt to kill 

Briar Rose resembles the cannibalistic efforts of fairy tale mothers to replicate the manner in 

which youth and beauty are commodified within a patriarchal culture. Their efforts are vilified 

in the original tales, but Sexton presents Briar Rose as a character who recognizes her own fate 

through the figure. o r  image of the fairy. When she tries to sleep, she sees the fairy %ding) 

betrayal, " and recognizes her own destiny within the fairy tale cosmos. 

When Briar Rose describes her insomnia, she addresses her words to the King: "Father, I 

must not dream" (293). She sleeps alone ("never in the prince's presence"), and with the 

assistance of "knock-out drops": when she dreams. or tries to sleep, she imagines or "know(s) 

that brutal placelwhere (she) lie(s) down with cattle prods" (293). The "brutal place" is the site 

of her enchantment, where she was condemned to sleep for a hundred years. Bettelheim has 

characterized this sleep as a protracted instance of flawless femininity, an idea which Sexton 

utilizes in "The Touch," in Love Poems (Enchantment:236). In "Sleeping Beauty," she Further 

expiores the implications of the sleep, or enchantment, a f a j r  tale convention that is best 

illustrated in the Grimms' "Snow White," with the morbid image of the seductive, dead body 



of Snow White in a glass coffin. The thirteenth fairy condemns Briar Rose to death, a "curse" 

which is "kind of eras(ed) " or "mitigatedn by the twelfth fairy, and changed to a "hundred-year 

sleepn (Sexton=: 291). Sexton suggests, in this poem, that there is no difference between the 

two states. The haunting presence of the thirteenth fajr is evidence, which Briar Rose 

recognizes that her own obsolescence is reified in this figure, and that she will, as Sexton 

predicts in "Snow White," come to "dance the fire dance in iron shoes". Briar Rose is 

differentiated, by the poet, from Sexton's Cinderella and Snow White, because she is a speaker 

in the poem, and because she recognizes, and attests to her subjectivity. It is she who 

recognizes, before the narrative reverts to the third person voice, that she is old, far older than 

she appears to be: she states. "I'm ninetyland think I'm dying" (293). She compares sleep to a 

medically imposed unconsciousness; she wears "tubes like earrings," and is "all shot up with 

Novacain" ; she is numb, and doesn't "flinchn at pain (294). "This trance girl, " the narrator 

interjects, "is yours to do withn (294). Here, Sexton embellishes the idea that Briar Rose's 

similes and metaphors suggest, that is, her sleep replicates her enchantment, and her 

enchantment, in tum, replicates the process of regression, in psychoanalysis. In regression 

therapy, the patient is, as Briar Rose states in the poem. "forced backwardn and "forced 

forward"; she lives and relives experiences outside the realm of her own criticality and 

interpretation. 

Briar Rose recognizes how her appearance belies her experience, emotions and thoughts, and 

Sexton employs this terrible contrast as evidence of the Grimm'slsociety's way of privileging 

youth, beauty and passivity, as exclusively feminine models. Briar Rase is depicted as a kind 

of perverse medical experiment in the poem; the medical imagery that is encoded in the sleep 



descriptions suggests how forcefully and prescriptively these attributes are imposed on female 

characters. By framing the sleep descriptions in the discourse of psychoanalysis - with the 

illustrative case study, the helpless "trance girl" - Sexton is also casting aspersions on 

medicaUpsychoanalytid models of femininity. The "FatherWlanalyst who asks the female 

analysand to dream, and regress, is asking her to reduplicate the passivity she experienced 

during the initial crisis, under his masculine direction. If the therapy involves transference, the 

analyst adopts the role of the analysand's father, and Sexton highlights the danger of this process 

by creating an incest narrative within the original Grimm narrative. In the poem's final stanza, 

she clarifies the tenns of her imagery, ~garding the King and his "rank" solicitousness, and 

locates his role in Briar Rose's enchantment. On two occasions in the poem. Briar Rose is 

depicted awakening from her enchantment - courtesy of the Prince's kiss - and crying "Daddy! 

Daddy!." as she comes "out of prison" (293.294). Her comciousness, in the poem, is initiated 

with this sexual gesture: her eyes "spring open" only when she is "kissed. . .on the mouth" (2%). 

Sexton sexualizes the figure of the father when she incorporates him into this scenario; in the 

original tale, Briar Rose is silent when the "spell (is) broken" (Grimm: 130). The figcue of the 

analyst is also sexualized, by inference, when Sexton writes that the "trance girl" will awake 

when "you* kiss her (294). The "youn in this proposition is the unspecified analyst figure, the 

"hypnotistn who hypnotizes Briar Rose in the first stanza, so that she is, as Sexton observes, 

"yours to do with" (294). It is Briar Rose's powerlessness that is highlighted throughout the 

poem, in conjunction with the power of the analyst, whose therapy functions as an uncritical 

mirror-reflection of the analysand's crisis. 

This crisis is related in the fmal stanza, where Sexton recounts the fatherdaughter rape. 



Earlier in the poem. the rape is intimated, through imagery and suggestive references. The King 

is drawn, throughout the poem, in terms of his "rankn and pervasive "odor," or presence, and 

his power is also emphasized. when he is seen controlling Briar Rose's environment through 

supernahval powers: "He fastened the moon upiwith a safety pinlto give her perpetual light" 

(292). His supemattad powers are emphasized while the fajr's powem are de-emphasized in 

Sexton's narrative. In the original tale, the fairy coerces Briar Rose into using a spinning wheel 

which pricks her finger, and NNs the fairy's curse. In Sexton's poem, the fa jr  is not complicit 

in this incident; she writes: "On her fifteenth birthdaylshe pricked her fmgerlon a chaned 

spinning wheel," excluding the fairy's presence (292). She embellishes the father's power 

because. in the context of the incest narrative, he has a vested interest in maintaining his 

daughter's enchantment. He is also isolated as a figure of power, in contrast to the powerless 

fairy and daughter, since he represents the patriarchal interests and ideology of the original tale. 

The Grimrns idealize the dormant Briar Rose as a feminine "auto-icon"; in Elisabeth Bronfen's 

words, she, like Snow White, "performs the apotheosis of one of the central positions ascribed 

to Woman in western culture; namely that the 'surveyed' feminine body is meant to confirm the 

power of the masculine gazen (1 02). The fairy, conversely, is non-specular; Sexton excludes her 

from the text, for the most part, in order to illustrate her exclusion from the King's feast, or 

gaze. The King is given the power to preserve his daughter's youth and beauty as he represents 

the fantastic conceit in the original text, the masculinelauthorial desire to preserve women's 

adolescence, a desire which is realized in the figwe of Briar Rose. By revealing what is 

fetishistic in the Grimms' portrayal of Briar Rose, Sexton is able to address the issue of sexual 

ownership inscribed in the original text. Briar Rose's consciousness and responsiveness in the 



tale are! predicated on aggressive sexual contact; this sexual contract is, in tum, predicated on 

masculine sexual ownership. She is. Sexton obsemes, "passed hand to handw in the tale, and 

moves passively from her father's to the Prince's domain in accordance to their active desires. 

The King in the original tale sleep while Briar Rose sleeps, but he is animated in Sexton's 

narrative. Like Rappaccini in Hawthorne's "Rappaccini's Daughter, " he hovers over his daughter 

as if she were an "experiment," "the offspring of his sciencen {Hawthorne: 208)'~. In "What's 

in a Fairy Tale?. " Martha M. Houle discusses Louis Marin's studies of fairy tales, and focuses 

on his location of "the collaboration of simulacrum and secretn in fairy tales. She describes, in 

Baudrillard's terms, the "collaborationn or the "frompe d'oeil" in fairy tales as "the inverted 

secret of nonexistence at the foundations of reality" (349). Sexton is engaged in this kind of 

critid "play," when she alters the plotting and narrative details of the original tales, for her 

alterations intimate what is embedded. "secret(1y)" within these texts. The King is made a more 

complex figure in "Sleeping Beautyn because Sexton, like Marin (in Le P O W  du Roa, is 

attempting "to discover and analyze the mechanisms that create the great spectacle of absolute 

powern (Houle:349). He is made a spectacle in the poem as he is seen exercising an authority 

and "absolute powern that is uncontested in the original text. His actions are S C L U ~ ,  early 

in the poem. when he is seen biting "the hem of (Briar Rose's) gown" each night, "to keep her 

safe, " a near-cannibalistic and sexual image which Sexton employs, early in the poem, to suggest 

his possessive, desirous feelings toward his daughter. This suggestion is made explicit in the 

final stanza, which alternates between the € i i  and third person voice. The first person voice of 

Briar Rose dominates the stanza; she inquires: "Daddy?," a word which is repeated in the poem 

to signal her awakening. In this stanza, a different kind of awakening is signalled; "Daddy?" is 



posed as  an interrogative, and she is questioning her father's position, in relation to her 

enchantment. She recalls her sleep and cecounts her father, 

drunkenly bent over (her) bed. 
circling the abyss like a shark, 
my father thick upon (her) 
like some sleeping jellyfish. (294) 

The jellyfish, a sea creature equipped with stinging tentacles and a tube-shaped mouth, is both 

a phallic image and an image that, like the shark, evokes danger and injury. These images 

contribute to the violence of this passage. and to Briar Rose's intimation of her rape and 

violation at her father's hands. She calls this incident "another kind of prison," "not the prince 

at all," and here she articulates two dilemmas: her passive movement in the tale, from "hand 

to hand, " and her inability to sleep (294). When the narrator comments, in the poem's 

conclusion, "What voyage is this. Little girl?lThis coming out of prison?lGod help -/this Life after 

death?, " she is referring to the way that sleep and death are constructed in the tale. Briar Rose's 

awakening, which symbolises rebirth and closure in the original tale, is troubled in Sexton's text. 

Sexton cceates, with Briar Rose, a tragic protagonist, who, like Hamlet, is confronted with 

impossible alternatives. Her life and the sleep she retreats to are "prison(s)" because her "rest" 

is not "silent": both are compted and shaped by the conditions of her enchantment. 

The series of questions the narrator poses at the end of the poem serve to question the 

closure of the original text, and confound its happy ending. The incest narrative Sexton creates 

in this poem dramatically confirms the passivity, and helplessness of the Grimms' Sleeping 

Beauty. "Sleeping Beauty" is a critical poem because, despite its genre, the Literary fantastic, 

it offers accurate and salient information about fatherdaughter rape, a secret act that is epidemic 

and rarely discussed, in either life or art. The poem may be seen as a metaphor for the 



OCCUfCence and recumnce of this act in society, for Sexton draws this narrative, as feminist 

interpreter, from the secret and silent recesses of the originaf tale's benign apparencies. 

"The Moss of His Skin." which appears in To  MI^, like "Sleeping Beauty," also 

examines father-daughter rape. The subject of "The Moss of His Skin" (described in the 

epigraph) is the ancient Arabian practice of burying daughters alive beside their dead fathers. 

The poem may also be seen as an incest-narrative, which, like "Sleeping Beauty," investigates 

the hidden sexual dynamic in mythicalhistorical father-daughter relatonships (the daughters were 

M e d  as sacrifices to the goddesses). Sexton uses images of revuision, secrecy. and shame in 

"The Moss of His Skin" to sermalize the father-daughter relationship. The father is "fat" and 

"mange, " and the daughter "pretend(s) " that "Mah will not see" how she "hold(s) " her father 

(27). The image of burial is a strong symbol for how sexual violence and taboo are perpetuated: 

"It was only important, " Sexton writes, "not to talk" (26). 

"The Death of the Fathers." which appears in The Book of Fo11v (19721, is a first person 

account of a father who molests and abuses his daughter. It is, as Diane Middlebrook has noted, 

a "revisionary look over her past," and it constitutes a "broken taboow in her work m:344). 

Clearly, her work with "The Moss of His Skin" and "Sleeping Beauty" facilitated this break. 

"The Papa and Mama Dance" (in Love Poems), which, according to Sexton, is "about (brother- 

sister) incest" is more oblique; when she taught it in a poetry course, her students "didn't get 

it" (in Middlebrook, s:286). Sexton's treatments of father-daughter rape are not merely acts 

of "coafessional courage" (to employ Lemer's tenn), but deeply political attempts to give voice 

and textual, discursive space to women's experiences of sexual violence. Sexual violence, Nicole 

Brossard writes, "doesn't end with the act. It imprisons us in a space of fear, a space of shame, 



a space of self-negation" (Introduction: -:I), It is a supreme act of self-affirmation, then. 

to articulate the experience, and the shame and fear it imposes, and to assert, as an author, 

"resistance," "courage," and the idea that "'hope' concerns us all" (Bnwsard:2). 



Chapter Six 

Crisis and Faith in The Book of Folly, ll!dkah 
Notebooks. and The h v f u l  Rowing Toward God 

Of come, every intellgent believer ntuy l m  to say that whutever 3 
nreant by God tmmceruIr both sex and gender, but our pment symbol 
system works by givhg pride of p k e  to de-re&zted a ~ l l t i o t t  and 
metaphor, since males are godlike pmcreatom. Not sutpnkingly, this 
is also ~ ~ e d  in some familiar analogies, such us that men are to 
w o r n  as czitture is to m; or woman is to man as the cmted, natural 
worM ir to God (reconrider Cinrterella, Smw White ond Sleeping Beau@). 

I die (who would believe it?) 
at the hands of what I iove best. 
What is it puts me to death? 
The very love I profess. 

Thus, with deadly poiron 
I keep my life alive: 
the very death I live 
is t k  ire of which I die. 

still, t& courage. heart: 
when t o m  becomes so sweet, 
whatever may be my lot, 

love I'll not mfreat. 

Sot Juana, "Divine Love" 

Chr&th@ h o b  at its w m  a symbol which has for ib content the 
indiviAIllIal way of ire of a man, the Son of Mur. ~d that it even mg& 
thk indivljjtlllfio~ process as the i1tccu7~1tion and revelation of God himserf- 
Hence, the development of the self acquires a sign~Fclutce whose fkI i  



intpicatiom haw had& begun to k opprecciad, bemuse too much attention 
to aemui blocks the way to intmedhte inner e.pen'eme. 

C.G.Jung, J'h e Undiscovered Self 

M q  Maghlene has become a grent fawrite with paiirtem and poets and various 
intepretem of the GospeIs who prefer to lAink of Jgus as a lmg, brood-minded mon of the 
world, 

Manfred Barthel 

IthinkofMq ... Iwonderwhatshe fe [r... IwkhMury Aodkepta diary ... curdputdownher 
thoughts. The bidt seem to be told too ofen in the same words and the ear& [re of /&us.. .all 
like a fdle that no one quite believes or i s  swe of: Where can [d read about Mary? ... it i s  
tkpoet in  me that wantr to b w .  

Anne Sexton, Letter to Brother Dennis Farrell, December 26, 1962 

In the period between June, 1972 and October. 1974. Anne Sexton completed three books 

of poems: The Book of Follv (1972). The Death Noteboob (1974). and The Awful Rowing 

Toward God (1975) (SPL:350). These books reflect, as Kathleen L. Nichols has obsewed, 

Sexton's "growing awareness of the imminence of death, " as well as her "increasing absorption 

with.. .a private, self-contained mytho10gy of God and self" (1 65). Lois Ames and Linda Gray 

Sexton have also commented on Sexton's "new-found faith" in this period; in Anne Sexton: A 

&lf Portmit in Letters, they describe her increased religious studies, her communication, at this 

time, with a church curate in Dedham, Patricia Handloss, and her "success(ful)" creation of "her 

own private Godw (350). Although religion is a persistent theme throughout Sexton's previous 

collections, these three books consti- a sustained critical and confessionaI examination of 

Christian doctrine and faith. 

The first stage of this examination - which begins with The Book of Follv - is critical. In 



"The Jesus Papers," a sequence which appears in this volume, Sexton creates a series of 

revisionist parables about Christ and Mary, parables which function as a commentary on the way 

that gender is constructed in the New Testament. These poems recall Sexton's work with 

Grirnms' fairy tales: she uses the New Testament as a source-text and transforms it, in order to 

illtltninate its messages about gender. Kurt Vomegut uses a similar revisionist strategy in 

S1 -e, a book which influenced Transformatiom (Middlebrwk, &331). 

Vonnegut's Kilgore Trout writes a science fiction book entitled The Gospel from Outer Space, 

in which a group of space aliens rewrite the Gospels - because of the "slipshod storytelling" -and 

offer a new Gospel as "a gift to Earth" (108, 109). Sexton's work with the figwe of Mary can 

also be seen as a critique of the Bible's "slipshod storytelling". Women's experience, as 

Rosemary Radford Ruether has argued, has been "shut out of ... theoIogical reflection in the 

past" (112). "Not only have women been excluded from shaping and interpreting the 

(theological) tradition from their own experience, " Ruether observes, "but the tradition has been 

shaped and interpreted against them" (112). Sexton articulates this dilemma in "The Jesus 

Papers" by representing biblical women and herself (as "The Author of the Jesus Papersn) in the 

poem in terms of their subordinate relationship to Jesus, God and the biblical text. "The Jesus  

Papers" poses a question about women's relationship to Christianity, and their representation 

within the text of the Bible. Sexton responds to this question in the two later collections of 

poems, by offering, like Vomegut's aliens, a Gospel of women's inner space, and experience. 

In "Jesus Suckles, " the fim poem in the sequence, Jesus, in the first-person voice, recounts 

his relationship with Mary. The poem begins with the image of Christ at his mother's breast: 

M q ,  you great 
white apples make me glad. 



I feel your heart work its 
machine and I doze like a fly. (Collected Poerr~:337) 

In this first stanza, Jesus composes a number of similes and metaphors that describe himself and 

Mary; she is a "Lily." his "wife," "the sea," "the salt," "every fish of importance" (337)'. 

Conversely, he is the "bee" inside the lily, a "jelly-baby " (with his "wife"), a boy in a boat on 

the sea (337). He empowers Mary with his language, as he recounts his own, infant, pre- 

linguistic being, and his "glad," dependent relationship with he& These images also serve to 

("boy in the boat" is an obscure term for the vagina). 

Sexton begins the sequence with the image of the Madonna and child because of its 

iconographic familiarity and significance. Mary is most commonly rendered at two stages of 

Christ's Life: his infancy and death. In both stages. he is depicted lying in her anns, and her 

image often flanks his in depictions of his crucifixion3. In the Renaissance, images of the 

Madonna and child flourished, and she is usually depicted with her eyes averted. as the Christ 

child gazes directly toward the spectator. In the Netherlandish painter Dieric Bouts's "Madonna 

and Child," the Virgin's exposed nipple is the painting's focal point. Mary, with her eyes 

downcast, offers her breast to her child, whose own eyes are open. and, again, spectator- 

-. This painting provides a good example of Mary's conventional iconographic role as 

the silent nwturer of Christ. In LLegends of the Madoma, Anna Jameson summarizes 

conventional images of the Virgin and child enthroned: 

... the Mother adores her child. This is properly the 
Madre Pier . . . He lies extended on her knee, and she Iooks 
down on him with hands folded in prayer: or she places her 
hand under his foot, an attitude which originally implied 
his sovereignty and superiority. ..Sometimes the Child looks 



up at his mother's face, with his finger on his lip, 
expressing the Verbwr Sum, 'I am the Word. ' (68-69) 

Medieval theologians believed that there was a constant, non-verbal "mrnmunion" between 

Christ and Mary, a communion which Sexton's Jesus attempts to convey in the first stanza of 

"Jesus Suckles" (Jameson:280). Mary is given primacy over Christ; his relationship to her is that 

of a pilot-fish, or remora; his existence is secondary to, and subsumed within. hers. Sexton 

describes a similar rnother-son relationship in "Menstruation at Forty" (Live or Die), a poem 

in which she imagines a son, "never acquired" (137). In this poem, the speaker imagines the 

prospect of bearing a child "whose genitals (she) fear(s), " and concludes with an elegaic passage. 

an image of the mother and (imagined) son. She addresses him as "my carrot, my cabbage": "I 

would have possessed you before al l  women,/calling your name,/cahg you mine" (138). It is 

this intitial "possessionn that is elegized, an instant of maternal power that is mitigated within 

the poem, when the mother figure also depicts herself "waiting always for (him) on the porch, " 

when he is grown (138). The shifting power-relationship between possessing mother and 

"feared" son in "Menstruation at Forty" is reiterated in "Jesus Suckles". Sexton composes, in 

Catherine Belsey's term, a "hierarchy of discoursesn in this poem, by creating a "privileged 

discourse - Christ's - which places as subordinate all the discourses that are literally or 

figuratively between inverted commas" (70). Mary's voice is absent from the text, but her 

chvlging representation is dictated by the changing perspective of the Christ-narrator, who 

comes to cast her role in increasingly subordinate terms. 

In the second stanza, Jesus qualifies and restates his initial assessment: 

No. No. 
All lies. 
I am small 



and you hold me. 
You give me milk 
and we are the same 
and I am glad. (337) 

The rapturous and integral comection that is fostered in the first stanza is undermined 

somewhat. Although Jesus retains his initial "giad(ness). ' he qualifies this condition by asserting 

the equality, the "same(ness) " of their relationship, in order to recast the dependence he asserted 

in the €irst stanra. The figure of Mary in this passage is transformed; she becomes the pictorial 

Madonna, whose iconographic role is strictly associated with her nurturing of the infant Christ. 

His reference to "lies" suggests the primacy of his subjectivity. that Mary's story is his to tell; 

Sexton casts Christ in the act of revision in order to suggest the authorial revisions manifest in 

the act@ of telling and retelling the Christ story. She treats the Bible as a text that requires 

transformation, a decision founded in her desire to reconcile belief and need. "Need is not quite 

belief, " Sexton writes in "With Mercy for the Greedyn (All Mv Pretty h e $ ,  a sentiment that 

she further explores in "The Jesus Papers" (62). The epigraph to the "Jesus Papers," "God is 

not mocked except by believers," exemplifies Sexton's desire to reconcile her belief with(in) the 

Christian church, and in doctrines that contradict her own construction, throughout her poems, 

of a woman-centered system (337). She accomplishes this, initially, by exposing the 

impoverished roles of women in the New Testament, and ultimately, by constructing a 

"Mariologyw to supplement the Christology that is troubled throughout "The Jesus Papersw 

In the third and final stanza of the poem, Jesus utters his final, terse revision: 

No. No. 
All lies. 
I am a truck. I run everything. 



I own you. (338) 

In "Herr God, Hen Lucifer, Anger, Violence, and Polarization," Alicia Ostriker discusses this 

poem as an account of male adolescence. The progressive stanzas illustrate, fim. that "the 

blissful female connection that generates metaphor must be sacrificed" (Osrrikecl59). Sexton 

"locates" the boy's "oedipal crisis" "in his infancy, Ostriker argues, as a forethought of things 

to come" (159). "When attached to the female," Ostriker notes, "(Christ's) imagination lives; 

when detached, it dies" (159). She also points out that Christ does not speak again in the first- 

person in Sexton's sequence until the poem "Jesus Dies," which illustrates his ultimate 

detachment, or "differentiation from Marym (1 59). 

Sexton's gradual diminishment of Mary in the poem is similar to feminist critiques of 

Christian myth. Mary Daly's GydEcolcgy (1978) provides a powerful contemporary argument 

for the historical revision of Mary and of women's roles in the Bible. Mary's biblical role, she 

argues, is structured according to "refined confinement" (86). Christian and post€hristian myth 

was, in Daly 's terms, comprised of an "androcentric invasion of the gynocentric realm. " and a 

"total erasurelelimination of female presence, " achieved by the conceptualization of a male 

divine son, conceived "without even the vestigal presence of the Virgin Mother" (87)4. "Jesus 

Suckles" forwards a similar postulate, as it illustrates a Mary who is a fictional construct, subject 

to revision, and teduction within an aodrocentric narrative. 

In "The Division of Parts" (To Bedlar& Sexton forges a co~ection between the biblical 

Mary and her own mother. "my Mary Gray" (42). In this poem Sexton replaces the image, the 

"grotesque metaphor" of Christ, with the image of the "brave ghost, " her mother (46). Sexton 

also conflates Mary (her) mother, and Mary, the mother of God, in the poem, creating a 



confessional deity, a woman who is her mother in life ("My lady of my first words") d spirit 

("you come .. . to make me your inheritor") (46)5. Sexton's "prayer" in "For the Year of the 

Iosane" (Live or Did is also predicated on a belief in Mary, the "fragile mother." and the rosary 

she describes - the "silver Christ" - to her, as an "unbeliever," is a remote icon (131). 

Sexton's revisionist Christiaaity is scattered throughout the collected poems; Mary, Mary 

Magdalene and flying nuns are d e d  upon as sources of faith and redemption, while the figure 

of Christ is troubled as a result of his otherness, his alien presence in a personal, gynocentric 

spiritual realm. Christ, like the fictive child in "Menstruation at Forty." is a stranger, the 

stranger "whose genitals" she "fear(s)". Christ's genitals are used here to signify not only his 

malenessldivorcement from the gynocentric cosmos, but also his mortality - his life, as a man. 

on earth. Sexton addresses Quist's maleness in relentlessly secularized and sermalized terms in 

"The Jesus Papers". In "Jesus Awake" and "Jesus Asleep," Sexton explores Christ's sexual 

desires in order to examine what these desires signify in his mortal and divine relationships with 

women, and to indicate how these desires further estrange the figwedpersonas of Christ and 

Mary 

There are a number of Marys in the New Testament. including the Virgin Mary, Mary 

Magdalene, the disciple Mary, who was the wife or daughter of James the Younger, and Mary 

of Bethany, the sister of Lazarus, who washed and anointed Jesus's feet on one occasion, and 

"wiped his feet with her hair" (in Barthel: 316). Sexton conflates this collective (of Marys) in 

her treatment of Christ's sexual desires, a treatment which is separated into two sections. In 

"Jesus Awake," Sexton sets Christ's adolescence in the 1970s: "the yearlof the How to Sex 

Book.. . (and) the Sensuous Man and Woman" (338). This particular periodization is well-chosen, 



given the popularity of the revised Christ story in the late 1960s and early 1970s - as witnessed 

by the musicals G w  and Jesus Christ Suoerstag - and the climate of sexual revolution that 

peaked during this same period6. Sexton depicts Christ in the act of celibate "fasting," in the 

midst of a "great sexual swelln (338). This "swell" symbolizes adolescence, a time of sexual 

awakening that Sexton likens. with great wit, to the sexual mvolution, a revolution which has 

been critiqued by many feminists as "a mvolution designed for male pleasure only" 

(Thompson: 296). 

In "Jesus Awake, " Jesus's penis is "sewn onto Him like a medal. " oblivious to his "somow" 

(338). Sexton employs the image of the mWpenis  to illustrate its function on Christ's body; 

she ~ n d e r s  it as an obscured relic - mortal evidence of his immortality - a contradiction in temu 

which signifies the division and conflict consecrated in the figure of the man-god. She concludes 

the poem by describing Jesus as a "great houselwith no people./no plans" (338). The description 

m e r  illuminates the (imagined) temptation of Christ - to participate in sexuality and 

reproduction - a fantasy which Nikos Katantzakis also explores in The Last Temptation (1988) 

when he envisions Christ choosing a life in which "the joys of the body (are) not sinful" (460). 

Sexton's isolation of Christ's penis as an "arched, " non-utilitarian "medal" is further designed 

to celebrate the breasts or body of Mary, a body that functions integrally, in Sexton's poetry and 

in classical iconography, as a source of "glad(ness)" and bliss, or integral nourishment. 

"Jesus Asleep." the poem which foUows "Jesus Awake. " is co~lstcucted as a rereading of the 

previous poem: his sleep signifies his unconsciousness, the unconscious desires that beLie his 

'fasting," or steadfast celibate life. When Christ dreams in Sexton's poem, he "desire(s)" Mary 

as his "penis (sings) like a dog" (338). He turns "sharply" from these dreams; dreams, as the 



palindmme "dog" suggests, which are the inverse thoughts of "god(s)" (338). Christ's "sote 

need," however, provokes him to carve a Pieta, "With his penis Like a chisel," a statue which 

replicates his dying: 'He carved this death./He was persistent ... It was important to have only 

one desire" (339). 

Jesus is represented here in the now familiar act of artistic transformation, as he transforms 

his sexual desires into an objectficon, and alters their trajectory, Sexton too is transforming the 

trajectory of the Christ story, by suggesting that Christ's destiny, his "one (divine) desire,' 

might be complicated by mortal desires. The poem emphasizes Christ's mortality by depicting 

him as the zuthor/cfeator of his destiny, and suggests that his mortal desires are sublimated, 

necessarily, in the fulfillment of his prescribed fate. The conflict Christ articulates in 

Matthew:26, verse 39 -"O my Father, if it be possible. let this cup pass from men m:21) - is 
same the conflict that Sexton addresses in this poem, in the contradictory image of the artist who 

is both creator and created, who resists and accepts this proposition, and articulates the "creative 

tension between transcendence and immanencen (Tong:45). Sexton's evocation of the sculptor 

also draws attention to the act of representation, in the original biblical tea,  and the ways in 

which it is re-told in sermons, texts and church doctrine. Jesus is Mary's architect in "Jesus 

Asleep": he resornposes their relationship, although "He had not known Mary" 

(Sexton,a:339). Mary is virCually without voice in the Bible, and therefore may be interpreted, 

variously, by anyone. She and Christ are, as Sexton notes, "united" in Christ's death. He 

becomes her "centerpiece." a domestic image that highlights her interiorized and ancillary role 

in his death and life (339). 

When Sexton writes that Jesus "desire(s) Mary," she seems to be referring to his mother, 



as she also refers to the Pieta he erects to supplement this desire. Employing a number of 

Freudian ideas, Sex- creates a complex Oedipal nexus in this poem, with God (the Father), 

Mary and Jesus comprising the Oedipal triangle. In me In@mtetation of D m ,  Freud assem 

that in dreams of penises, sexually cepnssed thoughts or images iue often "transposed from a 

lower to an upper part of the bodyn (422). He also notes that genitals are often aansposed as 

faces or less "objectionabie" regions in dreams. or in "the symbolism of unconscious thinking" 

(422). Sexton appears to be playing with this Freudian notion of transposition in "Jesus Asleep." 

when she renders Jesus traasposing/transforming, or utilizing his penis to create a less 

"objectionable" version of his "sore need" (Sexton: 339). In the Freudian Oedipal scenario, the 

male child's "special affection" for his mother conflicts with his feelings for his father, who is 

the "rival" in this triangle (KP:243). The Oedipal drama that Sexton creates here springs from 

her examination of Christ's relationship to Mary, and to his own crisis: "to have only one 

desire" (339). Ernest Jones. in his study of Freud's life and work, discusses "birth trauma" in 

relation to the Oedipus complex (422). Those "shipwreck(ed) " in this complex. " Jones writes, 

may be individuals who have "bmught to the world an organization specially sensitive to 

trauma" (422). These are the precise terms in which Sexton describes Christ's dilemma, to "live 

or dien - he proceeds to his death or destiny, nautically. "breathing water through His gills" 

(339). Mary and God are complex figures in the poem, who signify Christ's polarized position, 

respectively, within the "organization" of his "family," and life. Sexton sexualizes Christ's 

struggle in order to divide the figures of Mary and God in terms of the conflicting relationship 

they share with Christ. Mary's earthly role as Christ's intimate is, necessarily, in conflict with 

God's role in willing Christ's death (or removal from the earth), and transcendence. Jesus is 



seen Nning "sharply away from that play" in "Jesus Asleep," the play being the intimacy and 

physical desire he is also seen rejecting in "Jesus Suckles " (339). 

"Jesus Asleepu is, in one sense, a reclamation of Mary and of al l  the living Marys that 

Christ rejected in his trajectory toward destiny. In the poem's conclusion, Sexton writes: 

and because He had not known Mary 
they were united at His death. 
the cross to the woman. 
in a final embrace, 
poised forever 
Like a centerpiece. (339) 

Here Sexton suggests that the cross is for women to bear (an image that recalk Maryiwomen 

flattened by the Christian "truck" in "Jesus Suckles"), and gestures to the stasis of the classical 

iconography of the Virgin and her son, who are "poised forever" in silence, without movement. 

Mary's limited role in Christ's adult life is also evoked here with the phrase "because he had 

not known Mary, " and the image of the "centerpiece" funher clarifies the organizational, 

familial schism implied in the poem's Oedipal drama. Two discrete households become apparent 

in this poem: the household of God, where Jesus resides, and the domestic household, where 

Mary resides. The centerpiece (which is a decorative table ornament) is representative of Mary's 

own ornamental, iconographical posture with relation to Christ, and her role in Christ's h a .  

Sexton asserts this idea again in "Jesus Unborn, " when she refers to Mary as a "dog" (again, 

an inverted god), and depicts her at the crucifixion watching Christ, bowing he will be 

"remembered." while she is "cover(ed)" (by Christ), her "lifetime up" and "shut" "into this 

dumpfaced day" (344). Mary's domestic realm is ultimately displaced by Jesus as well. In 

"Jesus Cooks." it is he who operates effortlessly in this domain, in his "chefs hat." and with 

his "spoons, " "forks, " and "invisible dishes" (MI). 



"Jesus Asleep," however, is also Sexton's reclamation of Christ, or rather, an attempt to 

reconcile the image and being of Christ with her own sense of herself as an artist and "believer". 

In "Contemporary Reasons for a Single Jesus," Wiam E. Phipps composes a list of potential 

reasons for Christ's celibacy. In his first argument. "Marriage is a Distraction,' he argues that 

"individual creativity demands the suppression of the sexual instinct, " and notes, further (via "an 

articulate matried woman"), that "The crucifixion was the culminating focus of his Life force" 

(139). Sexton's "Jesus Asleep" contradicts Phipps's theory, as her Christ does not suppress his 

"sexual instinct"; rather, he sorrowfully acknowledges "His need", or sexual desire, and 

transforms it into art. The statue Christ creates in the poem also represents the "culminating 

focus of his Life" in an act that is reminiscent of Michaelangelo's composition of the Sistine 

Ceiling, an arduous task that he "viewed as ... a penance in which the ardor of his creative 

labors would expiate his sinful guilt" (Elsen: 146). 

Sexton's recognition of Christ as an artist is significant given the poem's context in her own 

"a* rowingn toward faith. Sexton's religious work, in The Book of Follp and the two books 

that follow, is also transformative: she proceeds with the statement that she is a "believer" (in 

the epigraph) and goes on to revise, refonn and re-compose that belief. Sexton's own conflict, 

as an artist and critic, is a conflict between faith and reason; she desires belief, but may only 

compose it in terms that are reasonable to her experience as a woman. and her position as a 

commentator on the status of women. By intimating a comedon between herself and Christ 

Sexton is approaching the strategy she will come to employ in the later boob, where she 

envisions herself as a revisionist deity. 

Sexton insistently secularizes and hurnanh~ Christ in "The Jesus Papersn. His death is "a 



personal matter"; in heaven (according to Lantors) "there (is) no change" (343,342). She 

accentuates Christ's humanity both to further her own (problematic) relationship and connection 

with him, and to explore and compare his life on earth with hers. In "Consorting with Angels" 

ve or Die), Sexton observes: "I'm no more a wornadthan Christ was a man" (112). It is this 

poem that best anticipates the poet's focused examination of her relationship with Christ, as it 

is her (continued) contention that it is the poet's task to reformulate "common gendern and "find 

aspect," and to reorganize "the world of reason," of doctrine, through the transformative powers 

of poetry ("Consorting" : 1 12). 

In Whither Womankind?, a treatment of "The Humanity of Women," Robert Kress dixusses 

the incident in John 8:l-11, where Jesus intervenes when a woman "caught in the very act of 

adultery" is being publicly stoned (64). Jesus "expends himself," according to Kress's 

antifeminist logic, by saving this "lowly female sinnerN(64). There is no doubt, Daphne 

Harnpson has observed, "that Jesus was personally kind to womenn: however, she notes, "There 

is no positive evidence that Jesus saw anything wrong with the sexism of his day" (88). In "Jesus 

Raises Up the Harlot," Sexton creates a narrative to mntradict the kind of interpretation Kress 

engages in. Furthermore, her narrative supporn Hampson's contention that Jesus's kindness (in 

this incident) is not evidence of his feminist politics. 

Sexton is, in fact, condemnatory in this poem. She mates a fairy tale nanative (in the 

manner of her previous TransfonnationS) that functions as an implicit critique of traditional 

interpretations of the stoning incident. Sexton's protagonist is a guileless "sweet redheaded 

harlot, " whose "delicate body clothed in red" is being bloodied by "the townspeople" (339). 

Images of redness are repeated and saessed here in order to convey the townspeople's image of 



the woman as  an aggregate of sin; she is not only a sinner but the complete embodiment of sin. 

Jesus decides in the poem "tolexhume her Wre a mortician," and he "lance(s)" her "terrible 

sickness," by inserting his thumbs in her breasts and drawing mi& from "those two boils of 

whoredom" (340). The "harlot" is then seen as being resurtected, following "Jesus around like 

a puppy, " and becoming his "pet" (340). She states that Jesus's actions make her "feeUlike a 

little girl again when she had a fathern; she "know(s) she owe(s) Jesus a life.las sure-fire as a 

trump card" (340). 

Sexton's retelling of this biblical story bears a disquieting resemblance to her work with 

"Sleeping Beauty". Sexton reads the story of Jesus and the Harlot as romance: this incident 

resembles the paradigmatic plotting of romance and fairy tales, where bold men (saviours) are 

commonly depicted rescuing hapless women. The psychoanalytical resonances of Sexton's 

"Sleeping Beauty" are also present. Jesus is seen as a hederfdoctor who sexualizes his treatment 

of his "patient," while the "harlot" is seen in the throes of transference, as she recreates Jesus 

as her beloved father who once "brushed the dirt from her eye" (340). The diminutive images - 
"pet. " "little girl, " "puppy" - are also calculated to stress women's historical status as "lowly, " 

subservient figures. These images are assembled and restated in the poem's conclusion - in the 

reference to the "trump card" - which is  a card in a hand or a suit that ranks higher than other 

suits7. Sexton draws upon this card-playing terminology as a way of asserting, once more, that 

women in the New Testament are ranked lower than men in the hierarchy, and she will use this 

card conceit once more in the last poem of The Awful Rowine Toward God, in an account of 

own her game-playing, hierarchical relationship with God. 

The semcalized relationship between Jesus and the "harlot" not only recalls "Sleeping 



Beauty," but also "Jesus Asleepw. In both poems Sexton emphasizes the undermurent of 

eroticism she perceives in both psychoanalysis (with regard to W e r e n c e  and the male 

analydfemale analysand) and Jesus's relationship with his followers a d  with women during his 

life. The erotic element of women's devotion to Christ has been documented in a variety of 

contemporary sources, sources which rely primarily on the fonnal devotional relationship 

between Christ and his female adherents. As Simone de Beauvoir observes in 

"The Catholic religion, among others, exerts a mast confused influence upon the young girlw 

(271). The young girl, like the female saints and discipIes, kneels before the "gaze of God and 

the angels: a masculine gate." and may experience the similarities (which have often been noted 

in biblical scholarship) between "emtic language and mystical language spoken by women" 

(271). De Beauvoir cites St. Theresa of Avila's writings about Christ, which recout "the 

inexpressible kiss of (His) mouth, * and her longing to "become the prey of (His) love " (273). 

Ron Hansen's novel Mariette in Ecstacy (19911, which is based on the spiritual autobiography 

of St. Therese of Lisiew, explores the dynamic of Christian women's passion for Christ. In an 

1992 interview with Kevin Comolly, Hansen remarks that this passion often "edge(es) over into 

romanticism, " and may be related to "sexual frustration" (25). He also argues, citing one of the 

nuns he interviewed, that "God doesn't condemn our bodies" and that women like Mariette, who 

writes love letten to Jesus, are "consecrating their sexuality and giving it to Christ" (25). 

There is clearly a historicaVtextual link between Christ and his female adherents, one which 

is steeped in the conventions of romance. Catholic nuns - who are brides of Christ - wear 

wedding rings in certain orders. and Sor Juana, the Mexican nun and poet, has expressed, very 

eloquently, that "A pure love, however distant, eschewing all unseemliness, may feel whatever 



the most profane might feel" (37). It is the conflation of e m  and agape that Sexton is exploring 

in those of her poems that deal with Christ's relationships with women in his Life, a conflation 

that is reminiscent of Emily Diclriason's non-secular poetry. In "Wild Nights, " for example. 

Dickinson creates a synthesis of the secular sentiments of the fm stanza: "Wild nights!/Were 

I with th-d nights should be/& luxury!," with the non-secular sentiments of the last 

stanza: "Rowing in Eden-/Ah, the sea!lMight I but moor-Tonight-ILa Thee!" (M:32). The shin 

in capitals - "thee" to "Thee" - provides the poem with a sense of the movement between secular 

and sacred love, and a fluid exchange between erotic expressions in these realms8. 

Sexton, however, is also critiquing the semralized relationship many women experience with 

Christ. It is a relationship which the authors of Re-Makine Love, Barbara Ehrenreich, Elizabeth 

Hess and Gloria Jacobs, have characterized as being reminiscent of SAM; many women who love 

Christ, they claim. are "committed to the idea of submission" (156). The authors cite Marabel 

Morgan's Th e, a popular book in 1973. which advocated wifely submission in the 

service of Christ. They also discuss a Christian woman who once remarked to sociologist Joanne 

Young Nawn, that she preferred to "snuggle up under Jesus's love in bed" (157). If e m  is 

expressed as submission, as it is in "Jesus Raises Up the Harlot," it clearly confounds Sexton's 

project (exhibited throughout her poetry) to reclaim and affum both women's sexuality, and their 

power to assert this sexuality in their own terms, and as their own subjects. 

The "Harlotu-" puppy" is a member of Sexton's poetic gallery of deluded, or rnis-treated 

women (such as Snow White, or Cinderella) who have participated in the myth of male power. 

in order to achieve their own salvation. The notion of Jesus as a lover is not uncommon in 

Christian theory; in "The Ethic of God as Mother, Lover and Friend," Sallie McFague discusses 



non-agapic love between the devotee and Christ, that is based on a "fellow feeling" and 

"sympathetic identification" with Christ (as 'the lover of the worid") and his suffering (268, 

269). It is this sense of Christ as "lover of the worIdn that is manifest in Sextonts work, as she 

attempts to identify Christ's mortality and pain in relation to her own. and to entangle him as 

a poetic figure, within the confessional drama of her personal search for redemption. 

In the final poem in the sequence, "The Author of the Jesus Papers Speaks," which Diane 

Middlebrook has referred to as an unsuccessful conclusion to the series (she claims it "limps to 

[its] ending) Sexton asserts her status as the author of the preceding parables (BS:353). The 

poem is a dream sequence, and Middlebmok is correct in her suggestion that the poem does not 

respond to the "rigomus questions" the previous poems pose. "Was she m e w e d  by the 

outcome of her ...q uestions about what import Christianity held for women?," she queries, a 

question which underlines what is occasionally unnerving about Middlebmok* s biography (353). 

As a biographer, Middlebrook is forced to conjecture about celtain of Sexton's motivations, 

often speculating that Sexton is motivated by fear, an assumption which undermines and 

misreads a good deal of Sexton's work and intentions? The concluding verses of "The Author" 

are indeed oblique, but the questions Sexton poses, I maintain. are meant to be left unanswered. 

Sexton suggests, by posing, rather than answering quesrions. that the "import that Christianity 

(holds) for women" necessarily varies, that these questions are better answered by individual 

women. Her conclusion does not "limpN; rather, it (in the manner of Yeats's "rough beast") 

"SIouches towards Bethlehem, " toward an interpretive site that is striated with "respon(ses) " 

(Yeats: 100) . 

Sexton does, through the use of metaphor. suggest a number of provocative ideas about 



women and Christianity in "The Author". This poem can and should be construed as Sexton's 

own Revelation. in which she prophesies, or looks forwards, in the manner of autobiography, 

by reading (her dream) backwards. In the dream, the narrator milks a cow, "waiting for the 

moon juice," "the white mother," but instead, its udders cover her with "blood" and "shame" 

(344,345). God then speaks to the narrator of the poem, and asks her to bake a "gingerbread 

lady" in her oven, an image drawn from fairy tales which refers, ominously, to the destruction 

of "evil" fairy tale women by oven and flame. The poem concludes: 

When the cow gives blood 
and the Christ is born 
we must all eat sacrifices. 
We must all eat beautiful women. (345) 

The faiairy tale image of consumption is readopted here, to illustrate the ways in which women 

have commonly been linked to, or depicted as, food. The image of eating "sacrifices" also 

relates to the act of transubstantiation, an act that is described earlier in the poem when the cow 

delivers blood instead of milk to the narrator. The "white mother" and the "women" who are 

consumed, or transformed, when Christ is born, illustrate the Communion wafer; the body of 

Christ that subsumes or supplants (biblical) women. Sexton is rejecting the idea that Christ's 

transformed body is an adequate supplement, an idea that is supported by the fi ial  verse: "We 

must all eat beautiful women. " 

This verse is, on one level, a harsh directive from God. It may also be read as the poet's 

insistence that we, as women, accept ourselves and our biblical mothers, in the act of 

Communion. In this sense, then, the blood and shame that the narrator is "covered" with may 

be reinterpreted as a directive from the poet to devour and denounce the blood-shame (linked 

to historical taboos in many religions regarding women's menstmal cycles), and continue to re- 



invent ourselves, to draw, miraculously, from the "well," the "hollow watern of our 

historicallbiblical representations ("The Author of the Jesus Papers " :345). Finally. Sexton 

subverts fairy tale depictions of evil women by insisting that we "must eat" or re-claim and 

discover the "beautiful women," our "sacrifice(d)" creators, and restrict or revise our acceptance 

of communion. In La Biitardc (1965). Violette Leduc recounts a similar refusal, when she 

describes an occasion of erotic love between herself and a woman, Aline, a love she "lost," 

when she refused to "swallow the body of Chrisn. In Leduc's autobiography, Mine represents 

what is absent, what is lost, when Christ, singular and masculine, is devoured or confirmed (78). 

It's something like Shinto.. . one of its.. .sensible tenets is that gods 
are tra velletx, gvpsies. mo ring from one place to another, taking up 
residence here and there but nerw staying long. Like lightning, you 
don't know where one will strike next, and nothing k unworthy to be 
the house of a god - a stone. a plant, a tree.. . 

Mary Flanagan, "Wild Garlic" 

I could not jTnd tnyselj how much less, then. could I find God. 

St Augustine , Confessions 

I am fuliy aware The Death Notebooks will get bad reviews even f they 
were the Song of Soiomon. It's the time for me to be cut down in thk 
poehy world 

Anne Sexton, letter to Cindy Degener (February 7, 1974) 



In a letter dated November 17, 1970. Sexton writes that she is reading Joan Didion's work. 

and planning to borrow and read Maxine Kumin's copy of Kate Millett's Sexual Politics (1969) 

@PL:329). There is no fuaher evidence - in her letters and biography - of any feminist reading, 

but in 1972. Sexton began referring to herself as Ms.Dog, an appellation derived from her 

unpublished poem sequence "Dog-God" (in Middlebrook. s : 3 6 2 ) .  Many feminists in this 

period were challenging and resisting traditional Christian orthodoxy: Carol Christ. Mary Daly. 

Naomi Goldberg, Miriam Simos ("Starhawk") and others were engaged in the rejection of God. 

and the reclamation of the Goddess, a figure who represented. in Carol Christ's wo&, " a new 

naming of women's power. women's bodies, women's feeling of connection to nature. and 

women's bonds with each othern (in Wi0n-Kastner:22)'~. Problems with the patriarchal 

structure and doctrines of Christianity and the Church have been articulated by many feminist 

commentators. In "I  Desire Her with My Whole Heart." Janet Morley writes that as a Christian, 

it is a "devotional necessity" for her to refer to God as "She." and that she experienced a 

conflict between the "masculine language" of prayer and her own "experience (as) a woman in 

society," which led her to feel "creaturely and 'other' in (her) relation to God" (158). Sexton's 

religious pilgrimagelcritique is not dissimilar to the work of other radical. revisionist feminists. 

In The Death Notebook and The Awful Rowing Toward God. she attempts to reinvent herself 

and God as a way of stressing her "power" and her "bonds" to biblical women. and to women 

who were also struggling to reconcile their feminism with their Christian faith. 

Critical reviews of The Death Notebooks were "uniformly poorn (Gray Sexton, Ames 

SPL:361); her religious work was perceived by Helen Vender as "masochistic" "dreams and 

hallucinations" ("Malevolent":35). Sexton's decision to publish a series of books about God and 



Jesus at this period was curiously timed, given the tenor of radical feminism at this time, and 

the attempts of feminists to reject and re-gender these figures altogether". Sexton too, was 

engaged in this project, but she approaches her critique differently. Unlike the critic who 

articulates problematic issues and urges reform. Sexton. as a poet (an "unacknowledged 

legislator of the world"), literally re-forms these issues through her transformative language, and 

within the alternative textual realm where transformation/change is actualized. 

The Death Notebooks commences with "Gods, " a poem which formally instigates Sexton's 

search for an acceptable god or belief system in her life. The poem begins: "Mrs. Sexton went 

out looking for the gods/She began looking in the sky - /expecting a large white angel with a 

blue crotch./ No one" (349). The poet continues her quest throughout the poem. seeking "God" 

inlthrough "the great poet. " many churches, locations ("the Py nrnids " 1, and "learned books, " 

but is continually thwarted in her efforts: the poet "belches in her face": the books "sp(i)t print 

back at her" (349). The angel Sexton seeks is an icon-amalgam, not unlike the fish-woman- 

Christ she creates in "Consorting with Angels". Sexron's angel is not gendered, but its "blue 

crotch" recalls the Virgin's vestments. which in turn evoke a deity with female genitals. 

Sexton finally finds "the gods of the world" hidden in her bathroom, and cries "At last! " , and 

"Iock(s) the door" (319). It is with this initial poem that Sexton sets out the terms and 

cartography of her pilgrimage. The poet's search, for a god, or higher power, will be an 

interiorized, individualized process. When God rejects her, in "The Fury of God's Goodbye," 

he stalks from her "room," and leaves her, "a forsaken explorer" who has "lost" her "map" 

(374, 375). 

The "map" Sexton creates, throughout this collection, is like a pirate's map; she delineates, 



in the poems where her hidden, or private faith is located, a belief system which she has 

individually inscribed. Gaston Bachelatri illuminates this poetic methodology in "The Dialectics 

of Outside and Inside" when he refers to the "'sotitary mom'" of the poet as a "dreamer's cell," 

"a solid framework for secret being" (228). There are a number of poems in The Death 

Noteboob that deal with Christian figures, and religion. and it is in the one "Ms.Dog" poem, 

"Hurry Up Please It's Time," that Sexton interpolates her ideas and reflections on her 

relationship with Christianity in the greatest detail. As Richard E. Morton has noted, the poem 

is "a full analysis of Sexton's religious beliefs at this place in her oeuvre" (1 10). 

"Hurry Up Please It's Time" is also, in many ways, a bad poem. Its loose. disconnected 

form and language isolate it as a probable source for a good deal of the criticism of Sexton's 

work at this time. Katha Pollitt and Joyce Carol Oates, for example, have commented on the 

"flaccid" and "haphazard" structure of the poetry in Sexton's last two books, comments which 

reflect the poet's altered form of composition at this time. Once a meticulous writer, who 

executed many drafts for each poem, she came to virtually abandon revision altogetherf2. Even 

Sexton herself admitted that some of her poems, or "instincts" were "damned bad" (Star:200) ; 

Pollia's lament, however. for the paucity of "gems" ("Awful Rowingn:316) in Sexton's later 

writing, provoked Diane Middlebrook to pose a provocative question about the function of these 

poems within the Comolete Poems. In "Poet of Weird Abundance, " she states: 

. . .the appearance of (the complete Poem$ presents an 
opportunity to pose questions about a writer whose 
entire body of work is the necessary critical context. 
How are the gems related to the surrounding poems? 
Is the un-gemlike work inferior as art, or does it 
represent different artistic goals? (320) 

Sexton's "different artistic goals" are reflected in the manner in which she composed both The 



Death Notebooks and The Awful Rowing, poems composed, in Sexton's words, in "a seizure 

of inspiration" and tenible urgency; The Death Noteboob was originally designed as a 

posthumous collection (Star: 190) 13. 

"Huny Up Please It's Timen is a discursive poem that reflects an altered sensibility in 

Sexton's writing. Rather than one unifying nanative voice, there are a series of voices in the 

poem, while the mechanics of rhyme. meter. and voice are also abandoned in favour of an 

informal discourse about women, the self, and God. By christening herself "Ms. Dog, " Sexton 

invents herself as an ad hoc preacher who sermonizes through poetry. A priest. Father DUM. 

who met with Sexton on two occasions. referred to her typewriter as her "altar. " and her poems 

as her "prayers " (Star: 190). Sexton appears to have embraced this sentiment, for in "Hurry Up 

Please It's Time," and other poems, she depicts herself (in her last confessional/personaI 

transformation) as both Christian adherent and God herself, and it is in these roles that she 

writes poems that are (omni)powering - prayers, or  psalms, which, like David's 22nd psalm, 

exert "the power of the dog" (liB:365). 

"Huny Up Please It's Time" takes its title from "A Game of Chess," or  Section Two of The 

Waste Land. Sandra Gilbert has deemed Sexton's poem "tiresomely Eliotian, without the 

impersonal terseness and bite of Eliot" ("On TDN": 165). Much of Sexton's later work is 

derivative; " Huny Up, " for example, owes much not only to T.S. Eliot, but to John Berryman 

(this latter influence will become clear later in the analysis of this poem). While "Hurry Up" is 

indebted to Eliot. with specific reference to its Eliotian use of fragmented stanzas and 

overlapping voices, the passage from which the poem is derived is uniquely significant for 

Sexton's text. In Eliot's pub setting, the characters discuss women's issues; they speak of 



inducing miscarriage, aging, and the marginal role of the childless wife. It is line 163, which 

Vivien Eliot is said to have contributed, which has the speaker question: "What you get married 

for if you don't want children?" =:57). The women's discussion ceases at this point, and 

another voice hunies the patrons with the (repeated) phrase. "HURRY UP PLEASE IT'S 

TIME". This voice is intrusive and other-worldly, signifying, in Sexton's poem, the suppression 

of female discourse and response (57). The question posited by Eliot's speaker is suspended; the 

female figures are not given the space to reply to the question's maddening logic. The pains and 

potential death (of the mother) inscribed in childbirth are described in Eliot's poem (in the 

conclusive comment, "What you get married for.. ") as being an inevitable element of the 

marriage contract. 

In "Power, Sexuality, and Intimacy," Muriel Dimen comments that "For every woman - 

heterosexual, lesbian, young, old - sexuality is inextricably entangied with reproductivity, in 

other words, with procreation, relatedness, and sociality as felt and socially instituted" (43). 

Ecumenical doctrine, too, has forged for women a historical and doctrinal link between marriage 

and childbirth, or between sexuality and reproduction, a dictate which Sexton challenges when 

she proclaims in "Is It True? ": "Bless all womedwho want to remake their own likenesdbut not 

every day" (44'7). By attempting to decode such paradigms as marriage = children, Sexton is also 

attempting to unsettle the dialectical opposition encoded in ideas about sexual difference. 

The fim stanza of "Hurry Up" is curiously repellent in its use of such childish euphemisms 

as "crapper, " "my little cunny, " and "wee-wee" (385). Sexton's use of language at this point 

appears to be a calculated attempt to replicate the language/essence of childhood, in the manner 

of James Joyce's depiction of Stephen Dedalus's formative speech in A Portrait of the Artist 



a Youne Man. Sexton did, in fact, refer in interviews to some of her poems as being "Molly 

Bloomish" (Williarns:99). The language also replicates the sense of loathing (found in many 

religions), about women's bodies and (reproductive) functions. As Rosemarie Tong has 

observed, Augustine instntcted that "a man may Love his wife's spiritual nature (but) he should 

despise all her bodily functions as wife and motheru (101). Sexton's regression to the voice of 

a child represents her attempt to formulate an inchoate space early in the poem. Her Language 

reproduces the experience described; when she notes that boys "wee-wee funny," and that she 

"weewe&) like a squaw." she is expressing a literal recognition of gender difference (385). 

Sexton's observation seems particularly relevant now, when (anti) feminist commentators like 

Camille Paglia are critiquing women's urination - " (she) merely waters the ground she stands 

on" - and praising men's ability to urinate in "an arc of transcendence. " (21). Sexton creates a 

similar version of Paglia's maxim. that to "piss on is to criticize" (211, when she creates for 

herself a "pen(is) " she can use to "piss in God's eyen (385). Sexton's recognition of gender 

difference is subtly paralleled with a biblical, or historical recognition of creational difference. 

"Not all the books in the world will change that," she explains. "that" being the fact that 

women's "trouble" is ontological in nature (385). Sexton then observes that she has "swallowed 

an orange, being woman." and, conversely, man has "swallowed a ruler" (385). These images - 
the "orange" and "rulern - are evocative yet obscure; they are code-words, representing the inner 

logic of the idiosyncratic cosmology Sexton creates in the poem, and any discussion of their 

meaning is, necessarily, speculative. 

The ruler may be seen as a symbol of power; it is not only an autocratic image, but one 

which refen to the ability to measure and defme. It is a phallic and Logocentric symbol of an 



irrefutable and absolute entity. The orange, however, is more complex, if we are to look beyond 

its association with the forbidden fruit. Oranges, which may be seen as a lush circular symbol 

of women's sexuality (evoking breasts and the vagina) are ubiquitous in Sexton's poetry. Their 

colour evokes the sun, another image which Sexton uses frequently as a vivid symbol of passion. 

She also uses the image of the orange elsewhere in this collection. In the psalm sequence "0 Ye 

Tongues," the poet praises "that daughter (who) must build her own city and fill it with hedown 

oranges, her own words," and the woman who has "swallowed a bagful of oranges" (412,408). 

Words and oranges are also combined in "For John, Who Begs Me Not to Enquire Funher," 

when Sexton describes "dressing" her "awkward bowl, " her life, with the "skin" of "an orange" 

(34-35). There is a subtle and amusing reference to Confessional poetry in this description, a 

form of autobiographical writing which may be seen as the act of decorating life's pulp with the 

beauty of poetic language. The swallowed orange is also alluded to here. as the fruit is meant 

to intimate the silent or unspoken truths which are "dressed" in language. The ruler and orange 

are interfaced to suggest (as "For John" suggests) on the one hand a history of women's words 

and, on the other, a history of male restriction, authority, and measurement/assessrnent with 

regard to these words. 

Having realized the futility of looking outwards in "Gods, " Sexton sustains an interior. 

inward journey throughout the rest of her work with "gods" in "Hurry Up". The introspective 

journey is indicative of her struggle with faith, for, having travelled to the immutable fact of 

gender difference, she is unable to reconcile the male God with the female subject. Her stance 

in the poem is that of the dog in the manger; she is a transmogrified she-God, a position which 

is, in itself, fluctuating. "Ms-Dog" is only one of the allegorical figures Sexton employs in her 



writing; on other occasions, she has adopted the pseudonyms "Mrs Death. " "Mrs Sarcasm. " and 

" M a  Doppelganger". The naming of these figures serves simultaneously to formalize and 

familarize them, which creates, in turn, a dramatic gallery of others. The speaker's singularity 

is highlighted in this drama. yet she is also de-personalized by virtue of her participation in the 

drama as "Mrs Sexton. " "Anne. " and "Ms-Dog" . Sexton's dislocation of herself as speaker is 

crucial to her later poetry, and her developing interest in a complex. compounded personal 

subject. By creating an allegorical landscape, a kind of modern Everywoman. Sexton is also 

creating a universal context for her speaker and self. Just as Everyman's journey moved. 

inevitably, toward death. Ms. Dog's exploration, in "Huny Up." concludes with the knowledge 

that "the kingdomfhowever queer./ will come" (395). 

Everyman's pilgrimage toward faith, which is similar to that of (the Pearl poet's) Jonah's 

pilgrimage, is grounded in conflict. What is objectionable to most aspiring penitents is the 

apparent impossibility of reconciling mortality with the demands of the immortal. In the fourth 

stanza of "Huny Up. " Sexton, like one of Langland's groaning, personified sins. contrasts her 

position with that of the interrogator. God: 

Interrogator: 
What can you say of your last seven days? 

Anne: 
They were tired. 

Interngator: 
One day is enough to perfect a man. 

Anne: 
I watered and fed the plant. (386) 



In this dialogue Sexton alludes to the huge gap between her own creative powers and those of 

her scrutinizing God. She also refers. once more. to gender difference, which began. 

hdamental ly ,  with Adam and Eve. The statement "One day is enough to perfect a man" is a 

wry slight, regarding the simple manufucturing of "man". It also refers to creation as well as 

perfection itself as a male-centered virtue. The creator and his creation are entwined in the act 

of perfection. or. similarly, completion (Eve is. as Rosemarie Tong has noted. "a radically 

incomplete being") and it is this complicity that Sexton challenges in "Anne"'~ response 

(Tong: 100). By watering and feeding the plant. Sexton adopts the posture of Eve. who is closely 

associated with plant and floral life in Paradise Lost. Although Milton's Adam and Eve are both 

connected to their paradise-bower, Eve is singled out. like Persephone, on many occasions. as 

being intricately connected with the plant-life around her. In Book Five, she is seen preparing 

a feast for Adam and Raphael, "crush(ing). " "temper( in@ " berries and fruits. and "strew (in& " 

the "gmundWith Rose and Odon from the shrub unfum'd" (3 10: 11 -345-349). She is a Narcissus 

figure whose gaze is directed toward. and refleaed back from. her natural environment, and she 

is a nunurer and homemaker, whose actions (in Milton) delineate conventional ideas about 

women's roles and naturesL4. 

When Sexton, or "Anne." nurtures her plants, she intimates not only domestic activity, or 

care-taking, but a different image of growth and progress. The growth of the plant is linked to 

her personal growth and movement away from the censorious God figure, an idea which is also 

paralleled in Book Nine of Paradise Lost, when Eve decides, with Adam's "permission" (1.336). 

to go about her tasks "Alone, without exterior help sustain'd" (1.378) and make her solitary way 

to the "Tree, " with "a greater store of fruit untoucht" (1.621 1 (387.386.392)15. It is this solitary 



journey that Sexton replicates. when she opposes closure - "perfect(ion)" - and stresses her 

own/wornen's (she refers to Eve's female descendants, in "Rats Live on No Evil Star" as "us 

cursed ones falling out") need for continuity, or the search for "a greater store of fruit 

brangeslwords) untouchtn (The Death Noteboob: 360). 

The opposition between closure and continuity is but one of a series of oppositions in this 

text which pertain to gender, theology and the act of writing. In her essay "The Hungry Beast 

Rowing Toward God." Kathleen L. Nichols suggests that Sexton views the male and female as 

"conflicting forces that have created the dissociative problem of a sexually restricted identity" 

(167). Kate Millet provides support for this interpretation when she argues, in Sexual Politic, 

that the construction of Eve in the "tale of Adam and Eve" precipitated the "connection of 

women. sex and sin" as a "fundamental pattern of western patriarchal thought thereafter" (75). 

Sexton's transformative methodology subverts restrictions, as she is engaged in re-writing the 

original tale. God created woman, she writes in "Two Hands" (The Awful Rowing), "And this 

was no sin./It was as it was meant to be" (421). Sexton's exploration of sexual difference works 

to locate and empower the image of a limited female, who is, like Christ, "prisoned in (her) 

bodyluntil the triumph (comes)" ("Two Hands":421). Sexton also empowers the act of 

procreation in her religious (and other) work and links it, both literally and intellectually to the 

advancement of the species, and the spectrum of discourse. Ln this matrix, immortality becomes 

aligned with the female, whose bodyhext evolves, independently of its creator. 

In addition to the narrative "I, " " h e "  and "Ms. Dog, " there is another persona in "Hurry 

Upt': an unnamed speaker who addresses the figure "Skeezix". Skeezix is a reference to a 

cartoon character, whose life, from abandoned child to grandfather, was chronicled in the comic 



strip Gasoline Allev (serialized from 1921-1959)16. The voice that speaks to Skeeziw is most 

likely his long-time love Nina. whom he later married. The interplay between "Ninaw and 

Skeezix is minimal in the poem, and the two exchanges that occur recall childhood experiences. 

It is the female figure who speaks, however, not her silent and rapt counterpart. She says to 

him, at one point (in a mock-reference to -Heiehts) "Skeezix, you are me," and in this 

verse (which occurs early in the poem) she is ironically alluding to sameness between women 

and men, and how this sameness is distorted, diverted. when Skeezix "growk) a beard" (385). 

Sexton's choice of an orphan figure is interesting, in light of the personal "distancingw that 

occurs in "Hurry Up." a strategy which, in Eliot's terms, requires a "separation between the 

person who suffers and the mind that createsn (George. Oedipus Anne:93). The poet herself is 

an orphan in her text, as she has lost the "map," the means of fmding her Father or Mother, at 

this stage in her quest. The reduction of the male to silent cartoon figure is provocative, for it 

exemplifies the virtual exclusion of male discourse from the text. The image of male and female 

cartoon characters also refers to the social construction of gender, which is, ultimately, one- 

dimensional and impoverished. 

The " Ms. Dog" passages are used frequently in " Hurry Up" and "Is it True?, " and they are 

related to a variety of Sexton's personae and postures. At times, she makes the same unfortunate 

use of the minstrel idiom that Berryman employs in his "Mr. Bones" sequences in The Dream 

Sons.  In "Is it True?." an isolated stanza reads: 

Ms. Dog, 
Why is you so evil? 
It climbed into me. 
It didn't mean to. (448) 

Unlike "Ms.Dog. " Berryman's "Mr.Ebnes" was a sustained alter-ego, and Sexton uses this 



idiom to a different end. Her fascination with gospel song and sermon is evident in her longer 

prayerlpsaim sequences. and it is the cadence and rhythm of "dialect" which, to her, assist in 

replicating the passionate speaking voice. The following passage best illustrates Sexton's attempts 

at oration: 

you hungry mother, 
you spleen baby! 
Them angels gonna be cut down like wheat. 
Them songs gonna be sliced with a razor. 
("Huny UpW:389) 

Like the informal segments of speech in The Waste Land, passages such as these attempt to 

oppose the formality of poetic language with a "raw" and vernacular discourse. The effect of 

this opposition is striking, for the text's meaning becomes an object of parallax, subject to 

different narrative perspectives. Sexton began each of her poetrj readings with the poem "Her 

Kind," to illustrate to her audience that her confessional poems are complex narratives, which 

are related to herself and "her kind." that is, any number of women or female personae. Her 

experiments with compound voice poetry, in "Huny Up" and "Is it True?" illustrate her desire 

to emphasize, funher. the multiplicity of voice, context and meaning inscribed in her 

confessional work. "0 Ye Tongues," the sequence that concludes The Death Notebooks. is 

Sexton's most accomplished work as an orator and praise-maker; it is in this sequence that she 

discovers her own oratorical voice, a voice which originates in "Hurry Up". 

In the middle stanzas of "Hurry Up, " Sexton describes herself having come "a long way, " 

"to peel off (her) clothes. " and "sunbathe nude" before "the indifferent sky" (391.390). One 

small stanza reads: "Oh M y ,  be glad./You are glad goods." a phrase she utters as  she offers 

her naked body as a sacrifice to the sun, which is gendered as female, as a "blondew 



"honeysuckle mamaw (391). Here. the images of the orange and the sun intersect. as glorious 

images of female beauty and divinity. As the fearless sunbather, Sexton is "clothed in gold air 

with/one dozen halos glistening on (her) skinn (391). Sexton is celebrating her body in these 

stanzas, as she did in several of the Love Poems, but in this poem, the male gate (that is 

criticized explicitly in "The Nude Swim ") is censpicuously absent. She is observed now only by 

the female gendered sun. and a female observer, "Mrs. Sewal." who draws her curtabs closed. 

who does not intrude or "witness" her (390. 391). The poet's religious sunbathing in these last 

stanzas exhibits her developing pantheistic sensibility regarding a God who is intimately 

connected with each element of the universe. 

In "The Fury of Cocks" (Death Notebook). Sexton depicts a man and woman making love 

and observes: "When they fuck they are God.. . When they snore they are God. " ; "All the cocks 

of the world are God.lbloorning.. .into the sweet blood of womant' (369). God, to Sexton, is a 

shifting, mutable entity, who may be embodied in virtually anything, or anyone; still. her "Fury 

of Cocks" illustrates her attempt to revise the patriarchal God as someone/something that 

"bloorn(s), " or is subsumed within the female believer. This revisionist tactic is made clear in 

"Huny Up. " when the narrator remarks, at one point, "I am dissecting the dictionary.lI am 

God, la de dahn (386). Here, she relates her work as an artist to her role as God, as a way of 

concretizing the connection between herself as creator and God the Creator. Sexton's glib 

assumption of the role of God exhibits the ease with which positions of power and creation may 

be adopted in the realm of art; "Hurry Upn is Sexton's Magnificat, in which she magnifies and 

exalts her own "strength, " "imagination" and (parallel) ability to "regard" and "bless" herself, 

and female artists: the " (hand) maidens" (ljB: 39. Luke:I, 11.46-55). 



It is in this spirit that the poet gives unashamed, naked praise to herself. God (who is. 

necessarily. never defmed) , and her parishioners/readers. in "0 Ye Tongues". This sequence 

is modeled after the eighteenth century poet Christopher Smart's Jubilate Amo; specifically, she 

appears to be referring to the "My Cat Jeoffry" section of the poem. Smart, a "scholar" "poetn 

and "wit" became, at a certain point in his life. "seized by a religious mania. " and a compulsive 

desire to pray everywhere; he was eventually considered to be a "public nuisance." and confmed 

to a "private madhouse." where he began writing, among other works. Jubilate Amo, a 

"personal Testament or book of worshipn (NAEL/2:2454.2455). Smart appears in "0 Ye 

Tongues" as "Christopher." and he appears to have been a personal and literary model for 

Sexton. The structure of his "personal Testament" is employed in Sexton's sequence. and his 

sudden "seiz(ure)" of "religious maniaw resembles Sexton's own self-described "seizure of 

inspiration." which prompted her religious poetry. Finally. his confmement to an institution 

because of this quickening inspiration must have inspired a sense of empathy in Sexton (she 

refers to him as her "imaginary brother" and "twin" in the poem). who has suggested, in her 

poetry, that madness and isolation (within an institution) precipitated her development as an 

artist'' (401). The praises in "0 Ye Tongues" resemble Smart's pIayful and subversive work 

with theology in Jubilate A m  (which includes the passages in which he praises the divinity and 

faith of his cat Jeoffry) . Sexton's praises also constitute attempts to preach joy and hope, and 

to remodel the world in her own image(s). 

The influence of Dame Julian of Norwich (1342-?) is also felt in Sexton's sequence. Julian 

of Norwich's A Book of Showings is based on a series of mystical revelations she experienced 

during a "newfatat illness," and these revelations are marked, according to Sandra Gilbert and 



Susan Gubar, by their "brilliant transformations of images drawn from everyday experiences" 

(NALW:15). Sexton also draws on everyday experiences, and her text is filled with references 

to popular culture/commodities - Cannon towels. Jack Daniels, John F.Kemedy - a practice the 

poet began with Transformations. Although it is a poem of praise, revelation and hope, "0 Ye 

Tongues" is infiltrated with a sense of the narrator/poet's imminent death. emphasizing the 

testamentary quality of the poems. The First Psalm is a list of directives that are joyous and 

resplendent with images of beauty: ""Let there be seasons so that miracles will fill our 

drinkinglglass with runny gold" (397). In the Second Psalm, the narrator writes prayers, each 

of which begins "For I pray". The prayers are still hopeful and life-sustaining, but the tenor 

shifts at the penultimate verse when Sexton writes (in the only instance of third person voice): 

"For she prays that she will not cringe at the death hole" (399). The Psalm concludes: "For I 

pray God will digest me," an image that is revived in the Founh Psalm when she writes of 

herself and "Christopher": "For we swallow magic and we deIiver Anne" (403). 

Sexton's notion of the poet as the consumer/creator of magic is not uncommon in her poetry. 

In "the Black Art" (All Mv Pretty Ones) she writes that when a female and male poet marry. 

it is precarious: "There is too much food and no one left overtto eat up all the weird abundance" 

(89). The f d m a g i c  is the poet's communion. a method of transubstantiation in which "poison" 

is made "sweet" ("0 YeW:403). Sexton's prayer to God, that he digest her, is her prayer, as 

revisionist believer, that God will accept her communion, and also "swallow " her "magic, " her 

individualized, transformative words of prayer and faith. In the Tenth Psalm, "Anne" prays for 

her daughtets, and for all daughters who must "master the mountain" and "build (their) own 

cit(ies)" (412). The poem concludes with a mystical vision of God protecting her and 



"Christopher," as well as her "pretty ones," her daughters, as they lay in their "quiet blood" 

(412,413). This God, who is "large as a sunlamp." laughs and generates warmth upon those 

praised, and "therefore (they) did not cringe at the death hole" (4 13). 

"0 Ye Tongues" provides a very moving and sanguine conclusion to The Death Notebooks, 

for it is a testament, in many ways, to Sexton's life-work, as a poet who insistently inscribes and 

demands that women, that all suffering people, be given the space and voice to speak and fmd 

sanctuary, and absolution within "the altitude of words" ("0 YeW:4l 1). 

Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will 
fear no evil: for thou a s  with me. . . 

Psalm 23: A Psalm of David 

Yet a time may come when a poet or any person 
Having a long life behind (her), pleasure and sorrow, 
But feeble now and expenrive to (her) country 
And on the point of no longer being able to make a deckion 
May fancy Li/e comes to (her) with love and says: 
We are friends enough now for me to give you death.. . 

Stevie Smith, "Exeat" 

I wol noon of the apostles countrefete; 
I wol have monei, woile, chese and whete 

Chaucer, Prologue: "The Pardoner's Tale " 

The Awful Rowine Toward God was the last collection of poetry that Sexton completed and 



revised; it was in galfey-form at the time of her suicide on October 4. 1974 (SPL:379). The 

collection is. as the title suggests, with its play on the word "awful," an account of the poet's 

final, terrible pilgrimage toward God. The first poem. "Rowing, " is referred to as a "story," and 

it concludes with the verse: "The story ends with me still rowing" (418). The book begins. then, 

with the poet's insistence that her quest will not be completed, o r  closed, that it is a circular 

process: her "still rowingw suggests that she will continue to pose questions, rather than answer 

them. There is a statement in one of Sexton's epigraphs, taken from Henry David Thoreau, that 

exemplifies the duality encoded in the poet's "awful" search. "There are two ways to victory. " 

Thoreau writes. "to ar ive  bravely, or  to yield. How much pain the last will save we have not 

yet learned" (in Sexton. =:416). In The Awful Rowing, Sexton chooses both to "strive 

bravely" and to "yield." and it is in the gap between these states that she composes her 

reconciliation with. and estrangement from, God. In "Is it True?." which (like "Hurry Up") is 

another long. fractured and experimental text, Sexton again attempts to. create an ideological 

relationship between herself. Jesus and God, and ultimately, her fmal destiny. In this, her final 

"Ms.DogW poem, she makes her last and most lucid attempt to (re)address gender, theology, and 

feminist discourse, to contend with her faith, and offer God an irrefutable "trump card". 

In a 1966 interview. Sexton discusses the idea of "truth" in her poetry, and states that truth 

is what she is "hunting for" when she writes; this truth, she adds, "might be a kind of poetic 

truth. and not just a factual one" (Star94). Sexton goes on to say that while her confesssional 

poetry may be truthful, it may "not be the truth of (her) experience" (75). "Then again, " she 

adds "if you say that you lie, you can get away with telling the awful truth" (75). "Is it True?" 

is posed as a question because it is a poem in which Sexton is "hunting" to discover a schism 



between her own confessions and their semiotic companion, truth. Truth, in this poem, is an 

elusive entity that assumes a variety of "factual. " "poetic, " "awful" and ideological positions. 

The poem, like "Hurry Up," is indebted to The Waste Land; Sexton employs fragments of voice 

and song and chants, fragments which Eliot employed as "pieces of a jigsaw p u l e  which might 

be joined if certain spiritual conditions were met" (NAMP,:447). The "twit twit twit" (59) and 

"weialala leiam (61) of the "Fire Sermon" are echoed. in a whimsical. postmodernist way in the 

"Ms. Dog" poems, with Sexton's breaks and bursts of "la de dah" and "toot toot tootsy" and 

"Hare Krishna" (387.4t7). Sexton is, however, attempting to assemble a similar "jigsaw puzzlen 

in her work, by presenting pieces of spirituality, and allowing the reader to seek hislher own 

"conditions," or truth, in the puzzle. The poem is written as a sermon and its speaker proclaims 

a number of blessings upon dl creation. In this respect. Sexton plays "Ms. Dog" to the hilt. 

having abandoned the apologia, or repeated litany (in "Hurry Up") of "Forgive us, Father, for 

we know notn (385.390 .392,394). Although this poem is more apogee (with reference to the 

narrator's ascendance to female deity/preacher) than apology, there is still a sense in the text of 

the narrator's connectedness with the Christian God, and with Christ, in particular. The phrase 

"Forgive us, Father.. ." is, in another sense, an appropriation of Christ's dying words, and 

Sexton continues to ally herself with the figure of the mortal Christ in this poem, as she did, 

with great qualification, in "The Jesus Papers". 

Jesus, with his "eggful of miracles,lhis awful death," is, like Christopher Smart. another 

"twin," or  "imaginary brother" to Sexton in this poem (454)". The conflict that she perceives 

in Christ's dualism as mortal and immortal provides the tension inherent in the poet's own 

religious explorations. As a woman who reproduces, and as a poet whose work is 



irnrnortallenduring, she is, as  Delmore Schwartz allegedly wrote (in a letter to Saul Bellow), not 

a natural. but "a supernatural being" (Bellow:336). Sexton's efforts to humanize Jesus underline 

her efforts to align herself with the earthly God, the God who, like herself, is enmeshed within 

the process of temporal existence. 

References to food are endemic in Sexton's poetry: they work as critical and strategic images 

in Transformations, and in her "Ms.Dogn poems. In "Is it True?," she offers a cryptic 

explanation of both her persona and her materialistic method: 

I have, 
for some time, 
called myself, 
Ms. Dog. 
Why? 
Because I am almost animal 
and yet the animal I lost most- 
that animal is near to God, 
but lost from Him. 
Do you undemand? (452) 

This f i a l  question, like the title of the poem, is posed to the reader. and left unanswered. The 

verses, however, constitute her most explicit explanation of her "Ms.DogW persona: as a woman 

she is near to God but "lost from Him"; she cannot find herself (as she explained in "Gods") 

in the Scriptures, Gospels, or Church, and in order to come "neader)" to Him, she takes a 

feminist, inverted position as the "animal" Dog - God transposed. In the "Ms-Dog" poems, 

Sexton uses food to create a metaphysical ideal in her work, a union of the animal, or corporeal, 

with the sublime. This strategy recalls Eliot's essay, "The Metaphysical Poets, " in which he 

explains these poets' extraordinary approach to spirituality and existence. He writes: 

When a poet's mind is perfectly equipped for its work, it is 
constantly amalgamating disparate experience; the ordinary 
(wo)man's experience is chaotic, irregular, fragmentary. The 



latter falls in love, or reads Spinon, and these two experiences 
have nothing to do with each other, or with the noise of the 
typewriter, or with the smell of cooking; in the mind of the poet 
these experiences are always forming new wholes. (NAEL/2:2305) 

Sexton's stress on food is linked to a variety of meditative and physical experiences. She also 

employs the association between women and food to form a crucible in which she merges many 

other explicitly female associations. These associations are related, essentially. to her vision of 

Life and God, a vision which is harmonious and conjoined. Erica Jong notes of Sexton's religious 

writings: 

She was a woman - and her images (even of God) were kitchen 
images. plain aluminum utensils to serve the Lord. Pyrex 
casseroles to simmer the Holy Spirit. (How To Save: 164) 

The references to food in "Huny Up" are largely related to physical existence. Sometimes 

they are gratuitous, for as Sexton herself notes of her "hieroglyphics" : "No language is perfect" 

(352). She makes, in "Hurry Up" a few awkward. Ginsberg-esque allusions to the association 

between American patriotism and food: "Peanut butter" she writes "is the American food.lWe 

all eat it, being patriotic" (386). She makes this dubious political statement in order to connect 

the image of food with (in this case) conspicuous consumption. And it is consumption that 

engages the poet. in terms of its relation to survival. sensuality and Original Sin. Since Sexton's 

connections are female-oriented (the one male character in "Hurry Up" suffers from indigestion) 

her agenda clearly involves the historical union of woman, or Eve, with consumption. or food. 

Ln her essay, "Eve Was Framed." Annie Fursland notes the indelible record of "Eve the 

evil" (15). "We need to revalue ourselves," Fursland writes, "supporting each other in our 

refusal to be blamed, framed or shamed any longer" (26). Funland's evocation of shame refers 

to the compounded repercussions of Eve's act, and. specifically, to the religious and historical 



recognition of the female body (and its functions) as a source of "shame". 

Women's bodily shame and suffering are related to the construction of ascetic systems that 

serve to repress sensual indulgence! Sexton evokes the teleological argument inscribed in the 

Book of Genesis in her abundant food metaphors and images. In "Huny Up. " she writes: "If 

someone hands you a candy wrapper./ you take it to the book binder," suggesting the sensual 

indulgence encoded in her work (391-2). She also compares the act of birth to a popping out of 

"jelly rolls," and calls her kitchen a (her) "heart" (392.388). Sexton goes on to offer her kitchen 

oxygen, to "mother the mother" (388). a nurturing image that is repeated in another poem. 

where cocoa is described as "that warm brown mama" ("The Ambition Bird," Death 

Notebooks:299). These images act to disengage the union of maternity and great pain, and 

Sexton's pointed stating and restating of food items act as a subversive sub-tea, one which 

celebrates consumption. and implicitly, the female consumer, who states simply. without shame: 

"I am cramming in the sugar" (386). 

Sexton's food (subhext also constitutes a contemplation of an existence which is mundane 

and obstructive. The profusion of food images accentuates and elevates the sensuality of eating; 

Sexton is insisting upon her right to sanctify herself without fasting (as a holy anorectic). or 

denial. However, these images also serve to highlight the unchanging. mundane necessity of 

eating. The "objectification" of food, as Tarnar Selby has noted. tums eating into "a compulsive 

activity" (288). She writes: "A woman who eats mechanically.. .views herself as an object who 

goes through life just trying to swive" (228). "The cup of coffee is growing and growing," 

Sexton writes in "Hurry Up," an image which suggests ceaseless routine (388). The issue of 

survival is crucial to any understanding of Sexton's canon, as her conflicting desire to live or 



die is consecrated, in part, in her ambivalent view of eating. Eating clearly ensures survival. and 

consequently, forestalls death. Food, or the preparation of food, is also historically a part of the 

female's private sector. The telescoping of the woman's domain in Sexton's work expases the 

powerlessness that is often associated with this realm; in her poetry, the home becomes an 

enclosure, and physical obstacle. It is also, alternately, a poetic space, or contemplative temple: 

Sexton is never conclusive about the meaning of herithe private sector; her arguments fluctuate, 

in order to encompass multiple perspectives. The nanator of "Hurry Upn says of her home life 

at one point. "La de dah'lit's all routine," and then immediately insinuates an embedded danger 

in this routine. She writes that there are "wars." yet "the sausages are s i l l  fried"; she expresses 

her unawareness of the outside world, wanting to "talk to God." while cancer is potentially 

"oozing through the radio" (393). In terrain passages. the private domain takes on the attributes 

of a prison, or the institution where Sexton once made moccasins in order to ward off mental 

illness ("You. Doctor MartinW:3). Her desire to consume is opposed by her desire to cease 

consuming, to annihilate an existence in which "hunger" is a "mud" to be "scrapdd) off" (451 1. 

The scraping off of mud, le visquewr in Jean Paul Sartre's terminology, becomes an act of 

existentialist salvation. Sexron's poetry of anguish and despair is easily ratified in existentialist 

terms, for her poetry itself is an act of will, to action, to "Live, Live" ("Live": 170). 

The question Sexton poses - "Is it True?" - is one of faith. Sexton concludes the poem 

having decided that she "can only imagine that it is truehhat Jesus comes" (454). yet she 

completes her "awful rowing" with a description of being beaten at cards by her laughing. 

"Dearest dealer," God ("The Rowing Endethn:474). Sexton's God, states Joyce Carol Oates 

(who is extremely ambivalent in her regard of Sexton's later religious work), is "masculine; 



being masculine he is necessarily outside her - far away, inaccessible in this life" ("On The 

AwfulW:172). It is not God however, with whom Sexton aligns herself with, but Christ, the 

struggling human God, who occupies the text of "Is it True?, " as a Jesus who "squeedes) out 

of the Gideon,/down to the bar for some pretzels and a beer" (447). It is this God Sexton sees, 

in her standard culinary conceit, " in a blaze of butter. . .soiled with (her) sour tears " (4%) . This 

Christ is comparable to herself, the transforming poet, who transubstantiates fried eggs into 

"saint's eyes" (451). and who states, upon awakening: "hail mary coffee toast" ("Hurry 

Up:392). It is not only Christ's mortality that interests Sexton, but his magical acts. acts which 

she associates with cooking, and with words. In keeping with the Levi-Straussian catch-phrase 

of the Confessional poets - poetry is either "raw" or  "cooked" - Sexton composes a deity, who, 

like " an assembly -line baker man, " feedslinfonns the multitudes f "Jesus Cooks " : 34 1 ) . 

Having associated herself with a selectively constructed Christ, the narrator then blesses her 

audiencelreaders, or followers. Notably, she blesses men, in careful conjunction with their 

relationship with women: 

Let me now praise 
the male of the species.. . . 
Let me praise men for eating the apple 
and fmding woman 
like a big brain of coral. (47)  

Her praise of woman continues, when she blesses her "brain cells" and "the apple she married" 

(47). Man's association with and embodiment of the apple is a good example of Sexton's 

revisionist strategy. The "Ms.DogW poems, unlike her earlier religious poems, are not 

"Mariologies"; they are Christologies, but they are still completely engaged in feminist 

reclamation and Christian revision, and they emerge from the female interpretive methodology 



Sexton deveelops in the work preceding these poems. Her rewriting of history allows her to 

create new gender identities, whereby the male is associated with the appleloriginal Sin, and the 

female is ~ ~ e c t e d  with the orange, with brains of protean coral. and with creation. the "liquid 

sun" ("Hurry Up:392). By detaching herself and woman from the legend of the apple. Sexton 

secularizes and modifies the idea of women's sin, as being unrelated to Original Sin: "not.. .you 

understand ./just something I ate " ( " Is it True?" :447). 

"The desire for a clearly confirmed past." Adrienne Rich writes in Of Woman Born, arises 

from "the search for a tradition of female power," and this (theological) search is ongoing in 

Sexton's religious poetry (Rich:85). Rich also observes that this "intense" search seeks to subvert 

the "root of powerlessness " that "female biology" has become (85). Sexton's reconstruction of 

the myths arising from female consumption creates an autobiographical context for the poet, and 

for all women. It is the nature of autobiography, as Shari Benstock has claimed, to "reveal the 

impossibility of its own dream" (1 1) .  For, as she explains, "what begins on the premise of self 

knowledge ends in the creation of a fiction that coven over the premise of its own construction" 

(1 1). Sexton's long-time interest in palindromes is most strategically reflected in her creation of 

the pseudonym "Ms.Dogn. "Dog" is not a palindrome in the strictest sense of the term. but it 

may be viewed as such in the context of feminist autobiography. Sexton's conflation of body and 

soul is grounded in her appellation, and her mystic, transforming revision of history and self is 

similarly symbolized in the fiction of the mutated deityheast. 

Sexton's "Ms.DogM poems exemplify the ongoing process of her confessions. a process 

which doesn't cease, even when the "rowing endeth" . The poet's search for faith and power is 

evident everywhere in Sexton's poetry, a search which is very nearly realized in "Huny Up 



Please It's Time," and "Is it True?". By proclaiming the magnitude of her creative powea - "I 

am God" -she also amplifies the power of words. which are to Sexton. quintessentially female 

in the context of her work. Her poems are not deffitive statements or treatises by any means, 

but they do offer a number of radical speculations regarding gender and theology. and the 

spiritual rules of women in society. Christianity, and the non-secular realm. Maxine Kurnin has 

suggested that Sexton's quest to reconcile herself, as female subject, with God, reduced her to 

"a ravaged and obsessed poet" who fought to "put the jigsaw pieces of the puzzle together into 

a coherence that would save hern (Introduction. D:.xxxi). And while she did not achieve this 

salvation in Life. it is important to note that her work. her "poetic truths. " are successful and 

valuable documents/texts. which are not diminished by the "ravaged" state of the poet herself. 

Sexton was able to achieve a curious coherence in her Iater religious writing. one which located 

a God who is evident nowhere but perceived everywhere. in the "godhead of the table," or the 

"chapel of eggs" ("Welcome Morning," Awful Rowing:455). The seeming randomness of her  

poetic discourse is replicated in Sexton's love of God's "wild card. " the "untameablen and 

inscrutable mystery of faith and salvation ("The Rowing Enderh" :474). God cheats in the card 

game that concludes "The Rowing Endeth." but she laughs with him, at "the Absurd." and 

"lucky love" (-174. Diana Kurne George has commented that the conclusion to this poem has 

been perceived by many readers as "an unfomate capitulation to paternity" ("Island": 182). She 

goes on to argue that this is the only Sexton poem in which God appears in "his negatively 

characterized and patriarchal character." and that this God bears little resemblance to the 

"heterodox and polymorphousn God who populates the rest of Sexton's religious poems (182). 

Finally. Hume George adds, in order to debunk the idea of "unfortunate capitulation" : 



... the ocean rower (h the poem) is a woman traveling to land 
through sea. The island of the father-god rises from the ocean 
of the mother-goddess. Squirrel Island in its salty sea is not 
only the father: her journey is through both mythic imagos.. . 
Only a selective reading leaves Anne Sexton in the ambiguous 
embrace of the father-god. She resides in his island arms, but 
they are both smunded and enfolded by the mother sea. (1 82,183) 

Ultimately, Sexton's religious poetry achieves the immortality its mortal creator anguished 

over, assured by her generation of words, and life within the words. She leaves her rowing, her 

canon, without selecting a decisive religious methodology or belief system. Instead, she 

engenders her poetic, theological cosmos with possibilities. questions and challenges which may 

be adopted by any woman who also feels the med to explore her own relationship with faith. 

Sexton genders the universe, and populates it with these women, and rhe women before them. 

leaving us with an alternative Gospellcosmos, one that is left open, without closure, one where 

there is still space to explore, seek. and enter. 

In the last letter she wrote to her daughter. Sexton emphasized how imperative it is to be 

"your own woman," to be able to communicate through other women's wonk and ideas, and 

"fmd" yourself in this manner (SPL:380). "Weak and disabled. " Sexton "dreaded) of virtue. " 

sought a unique redemption and grace, and was, ultimately. (in her words). her "own woman" 



Conclusion 

Reading My Own LlJfe With Loathing: The Final Poems 

Weanitas comes at the end of the acts ofa mechanical / i f ,  
but at the same time it inaugurates the impulse of co~fscio~(~ness. 
It a~vakem conscio~nerr and provokes what follows. Whut follows 
k the gradual return into the chain or it is the definitive awakening. 
At the end of the a wakening comes, in time, the consequence: suicide 
or recovery. In itserf weariness has something sickening about ii. 

Albert Carnus, The Myth of Sisyphus 

But there are poem (of Phth 's). . . that are hani to penetrate in their 
morbid secretiveness.. . These were not resolved by artistic process, and 
ofrn seem to call for biographical rather than poetic euplanations. 

M. L. Rosenthal , "Other Confessional Poets " 

In addition to two complete volumes. the fmal poetry collected in Anne Sexton's Complete 

Poems includes six previously unpublished poems1. A large section of one of the volumes 

entitled "Letters to Dr.YW was composed between 1960 and 1970. and Sexton "reserved" these 

poems for publication after her death (Gray Sexton, Complete Poerns:559). Richard E. Morton 

has observed that the "bibliographic history" of Anne Sexton's final poems "makes them a coda 

for her writing," poems "supplementary to." rather than "contemporary with the other 

collections" (130). This distinction is important. because the poetry gathered in these volumes 

is, in Morton's words, "marked more by recapitulation and repetition than by novelty or fresh 

insight" (130). Sexton's final poems are largely unoriginal and - in the context of the Complete 

Poems - inferior. 



Many of them unsuccessfully repeat and recapitulate ideas and images from the earlier work. 

For example, the image Sexton uses to describe her mother's double-masectomy in "The Double 

Image" - "They carved her sweet hills outlAnd still I couldn't answer" - is horribly recapitulated 

in "Demon" (45 Mercv Street) : "Mother, cancer blossoming on her/Best & Co. tits" (38, 550). 

The fmal poems are also derivative. Sexton once cautioned Sylvia Plath on this point, saying that 

if Plath wasn't "careful" she would "out Roethke Roethke" (Star: 10). Indeed, Sexton almost out 

Plaths Plath in the fmal poems, and often uses the repeated words, phrases and images of 

Nazism that characterize the Ariel poems. In "The Stand-Ins" (which appears in 45 Mercy 

Street) - one of the many Plath-influenced poems in Sexton's fmal work - a man stands by a 

"neon swastika" and turns on "an ovenlan oven, an oven, an oven" LP526). Another poem 

features a man whose chin is "ever subborn," "ever Nazi" (514) while "The Surgeon" (in 

Words For Dr.Y) uses a phrase from PIath's "Daddy" - "the rack and the screw" and substitutes 

"Jack, oh Big Jack" for PIath's "Daddy, daddy" (583). AI1 of these poems demonstrate how 

unsuccessfully Sexton employs the idioms, images and meter of ArieI. 

Se.xton's f i a l  poems received very little critical notice, and are difficult to assess. 

Qualitatively, they are very different from the work which precedes them. They were not revised 

according to Sexton's standards, rather, they have been edited, organized and altered by Linda 

Gray Sexton, who edited the Complete Poems. More significantly, these poems were not 

discussed and edited among the colleagues and editors to whom Sexton always presented her 

work. Therefore. in order to examine these poems, Gray Sexton's editorial strategies must also 

be examined. While Gray Sexton's work on the fmal poems is substantial, her description of this 

work in the brief prefaces (in the Comdete Poems) is terse, and lacks detail. Gray Sexton 



describes her tasks as an editor, but she does not detail the manner in which her work was 

executed, nor the criteria used to edit and shape the manuscripts. 

While these find poems are, for the most part, "damned bad" (to use Sexton's descriptive 

phrase), they are illuminating (Stac200). In a 1974 interview. Sexton discusses the merit of 

"new poems," stating that while they may not be "as good as the early ones." they still provide 

a "document" of one's "inner and outer.. .lifew (Star: 187). The Final poems are a harrowing 

document of the inner and outer life of a woman who is suicidal and tortured by self-loathing 

and fear. In Sexton's previous collections, particularly the first three volumes, she writes 

intimately about suicidal desire and self-loathing, but there is a corresponding desire, expressed 

in the poetry, to recover and survive. Sexton's r e m  to themes of despair and self-injury in the 

€id poems is violently contradictory and confounding, given the poet's previous work through 

these themes toward recovery and survival. What is also baffling about the fmal poems is their 

randomness. Though they are neatly ordered into specific sections, these sections represent a 

jumble of ideas - ranging from animals in a zoo to horoscope listings - none of which conform 

to any recognizable methodology. 

There is virtually no biographical or autobiographical work available which sheds light on 

Sexton's rno~ivation for writing these poems or on her influences, ideas or strategies at this time. 

Sexton kept journals throughout her Life (which Middlebrook quotes from in the biography), but 

they have never been published. When I asked Linda Gtay Sexton, in October. 1994, if she 

intended to publish Sexton's journals, she said no, claiming that they were not substantial 

enough. Because the fmal poems document a life of profound misery, and intimate a drastic shift 

in Sexton's poetics, a discussion of this work would be appropriate to and best explored within 



a biographical context. Unfortunately. Diane Wood Middlebrook concludes her Literary 

biography with only a culsory examination of the fast years and last poems of Anne Sexton. It 

is possible that Middlebrook is being protective of Sexton by not recounting the t o n m u s  details 

of her later years, however such an attitude is inconsistent with the rest of the biography which 

describes, among other things, Sexton molesting her daughter, and lapsing into hideous and 

violent episodes of substance abuse. 

Sexton's "disintegration, " during the last year of her life, is documented in greater derail in 

Linda Gray Sexton's memoir (172). Gray Sexton recounts her mother's "increasing desperatonn 

and deep depression, but does not discuss the poetry written after The Awful Rowing (177). 

Searchine for Mercv Street is a memoir, not a literary biography, and a discussion of Sexton's 

fmd poems is more Middlebrook's, than Gray-Sexton's, concern. Middlebrook's decision to 

Limit her discussion of the circumstances surrounding the composition of the fiid poems has 

significant consequences for the Sexton scholar: a detailed account of these circumstances would, 

at least, provide a context for these poems. It seems clear that Sexton would not have published 

these poems in their present state, and in order to examine this work, a pluralistic critical 

methodology must be developed. Three objects of study arise from this later work - a 

hermeneutic of the poetry, the editonal/biographical issues, and the autobiographical questions 

the poetry poses. A plural. as opposed to a synthetic, approach, ideally, would accommodate 

each of these concerns. 

/n truth I'm a little sad. 



Anne Sexton. Letter to Brian Sweeney. April 25. 1974 

Yet we are angry with Anne Se.t?on for killing hetseg pan& because 
she $ the same poet who wmte with such commihnent and intensity of 
the delight of being alive. 

Diana Hume George 

Sexton's last two manuscripts of poetry. 45 Mercv Street (1976) and Words For Dr. Y 

(1978) were (with 9) pubpubld posthumously. In The Complete 

Poems, editor Linda Gray Sexton notes that Sexton neither edited nor revised either of the 

manuscripts, although she had started revisions on Mercy Street at the time of her death. The 

poems in both manuscripts were written at various points in Sexton's life. Mercv Street and the 

poems in the second section of Dr.Y were written between 1971 and 1974. The poems in the 

fim section of Dr-Y were written between 1960 and 1970, while she was working on her first 

five collections. Gray Sexton transcribed, edited, and selected the poems which would appear 

in the final manuscripts, omitting several poems (Gray Sexton does not indicate how many) from 

45 Mercv Street "becaw of their highly personal content, and the pain their publication would 

bring to individuals still living" (CJ:480). 

When sections of Plath's journals began appearing in print in 1977, editor Ted Hughes 

(Plath's estranged husband) used a similar rationale when he excised large sections from the 

journals because of their "personal naturen and because of their "frequently unjust" 

"description(s) of neighbours and friends" (Johnnv Panic and the Bible of Dreams:13). Hughes 

also misplaced one of Plath's journals and destroyed another. and in his essay "Sylvia Plath and 

Her Journals. " he observes that in losing them the world had also "lost a valuable appendix to 



all that later writing" (153). Hughes's editing of Plath's work has created an enormous 

controversy, and a number of feminist critics have discussed how Plath's journals, letters and 

poetry have been misrepresented because of Hughes's censorious editorial hand2. Although 

Hughes's editing of Plath's Collected Poems is problematic, his editorial work, on this project, 

is both thorough and respectful. He selected her best work (what Plath referred to as "book 

poems"), and consulted closely with another editor, Judith Kroll e: 14). Hughes arranged the 

text chronologically, and according to "phases" in her career; separated her juvenilia from the 

other work; and included detailed notes about the composition of the poetry (Q: 15). This 

collection received the Pulitzer Prize, a testament, in pan. to Hughes's thoughtful editing. 

Sexton's Complete Poems, then, raises a crucial question about Gray-Sexton's efficacy as 

an editor - because the posthumous work is so clearly inferior. and lacks context, authorial and 

co-editing, it would have been far more appropriate to publish this volume as Collected rather 

than Complete Poems. Reviewers of the Com~lete Poems invariably cite both the second-rate 

quality of the posthumous work, and question Gray-Sexton's decision to publish this work. 

In a New Nation review, Katha Pollin notes the "grotesque and seamless solipsism" of the 

posthumous work (537); in her essay, "Inventory of Loss," Kate Green discusses the 

"unevenness" of 45 Mercv Street, and suggests the book "lacks editing" (88). "Had she chosen 

to stay alive." Green observes, "Sexton and her editon may have cleared out cenain poems and 

lines which seem inaccessible" (88). Joyce Carol Oates is particularly fierce on the subject of 

the posthumous poems. In the New York Times Book Review, she states that the poems are 

"almost without exception haphazard and sketchy, swinging from self-pity to a mordant bravado" 

(3.37). Oates also draws artention to Gray-Sexton's (and Lois Ames's) poor handling of Self- 



Ponrait in Letters, a volume which, in her opinion. "does a disservice to its subject," and lends 

little to readers' understanding of the significance of Sexton's epistolary relationships. A 

"judicious Selected Poems," Oates argues, would have been a far more appropriate editorial 

choice, one "which might have rescued poems of surpassing beauty and power from qualification 

- or outright contamination - by less distinguished poems" (37). 

The editing of Sexton's work, however, has never been closely scrutinized. Neither Gray 

Sexton nor Diane Wood Middlebrook, who have access to all of Sexton's papers. have described 

how Sexton's manuscripts have been altered by the omission of "certain poems" LP:480). 

Hughes (who also edited Plath's Collected Poems) excised several poems from the original Ariel 

manuscript. poems which were not collected until the Collected Poems was published in 1981, 

almost twenty years after the publication of Ariel in 1965. The omitted poems contain images 

of violence and sexual terrorism - "The Jailer," for example. describes a woman's rape and 

torture - and these poems alter the tenor of the Ariel manuscript considerably. Hughes has 

claimed that he altered the original manuscript because "the violent contradictory feelings 

expressed in (the poems) might prove hard for the reading public to take" (Introduction, a: 15). 
Other commentators have drawn attention to the self-sewing and destructive nature of Hughes' 

editing; Marjorie Perloff, for example, has observed that the suppressed poems may be read as 

powerful indictments of Hughes himself (304-5). Hughes, as Nancy Milford has argued, is too 

"deeply implicated" in Plath's Life to be an effective biographer or  editor (31). 

Gray Sexton, Sexton's daughter, is also deeply implicated in her mother's life, but her 

efficacy as an editor has never been contested. Because poems have been omitted from Sexton's 

fmal manuscripts, and because these manuscripts have been reconstructed by an editor, the fmal 



collections of poetry are best viewed as collaborations. When an editor reconstructs a 

manuscript, sfhe works with a notion of what constitutes a "god  text" (Rosengarten. cited in 

Johnston:3). Editing, as Nancy Johnston has noted, is a "subjective and culturally codifiedw 

pnwxss, one which represents "a compromise between sets of ideologies and poetics" (1). Gray 

Sexton never accounts for her own production of a good, less "personal" text of Sexton's poetry 

in any detail and readersictitics examining the fmai poems are confronted by texts that may or 

may not have been compromised. Gray Sexton, by her own account. altered the shape of 

Sexton's manuscripts. organized and omitted some of the poems. and "decipher(ed) " words and 

phrases composed by an almost illegible hand (Q:480). What she does not recount is to what 

extent her editorial actions altered the original manuscripts; the original texts and Gray Sexton's 

"good text" are seamlessly interfaced through the questionable process of invisible editorial 

stitching. 

In her preface to Words For Dr-Y, Gray Se.xton describes her editing work as involving 

"only a process of selection." since Sexton revised this manuscript more carefully than the 

poems in 45 Mercv Street or the last six poems. She maintains that while she considers both 

manuscripts to be intact, she "deleted" a number of poems (from Dr.Y) because she felt they 

"would not add to the reader's understanding of Anne's poetry or life" (560). Gray Sexton's 

decision. regarding what would "add to" an "understanding" of Sexton's life and art is her 

editorial prerogative, but it is an editorial decision which requires some elaboration, given 

that neither she, nor Middlebrook, offer readers a way of understanding the appearance of 

Sexton's fmal poetry. Middlebrook's book does describe Sexton's deteriorating mental health 

(toward the end of her life) as well as a series of suicide attempts, which culminated in her 



successful attempt on October 4th. 1974. Sexton killed herself by carbon-monoxide poisoning, 

and Middlebmk recounts the death scene in strangely poetic, speculative terms. Middlebmk 

writes: "death was going to feel something like an embrace, like falling asleep in familiar arms" 

(397). The biographer's prose in this passage is odd. Earlier in the biography. Middlebrook is 

quite harsh in her assessment of the poem "Sylvia's Death," in which Sexton writes, addressing 

Plath, "Thief! -How did you crawl intoJcraw1 down donelinto the death I wanted badly and for 

so long" (126). Middlebrook claims that Plath's death drew Sexton into "the stagnant pond of 

her old obsession with ritualized self-destruction, " and that "Sylvia's Death " is a "spurious" 

poem: "self-pity posing as grief" (200). The biographer's romantic vision of Sexton's last 

moments, however. not only mutes and sweetens the event. it characterizes death (which Sexton 

calls, in "Sylvia's Death," "mr boy") in - by her own reckoning - "spurious" terms. In 

describing Sexton's memorial sentice. Middlebrook devotes most of her attention to Adrienne 

Rich and Denise Levertov's remarks about Sexton's inability to distinguish between "creativity 

and self-destruction," remarks which they used as a caveat for "we who are alive" (Levertov, 

in AS: 397). 

This fmal rendering of Sexton, as a poor role model and a woman who could not extricate 

her life from her art, supports one of Middlebrook's earliest conceptions of Se.xton. In an 

October, 199 1 CBC Radio interview with Eleanor Wachtel, Middlebrook detailed her objections 

to the "Sexton persona." and explained why she undertook the biography in spite of these 

objections. The opportunity to write the biography was "a fabulous project." Middlebrook said, 

and writing it was a "moral educationt' which helped her explore her avenion to Sexton. She 

went on to say that Sexton's "hysterical personality really gave (her) the creeps. " and that she 



"disapprovedw of Sexton, intitially, "disapproved of the fact that she'd committed suiciden. 

Although Middlebrook claims to have worked through her own "antifeminist biasesn - biases 

which were based in part on Sexton's flamboyantly "female" persona - the biography's 

conclusion does very little to temper Middlebrook's (or Rich's, or Levertov's) construction of 

Sexton as a woman artist who embodied the dangerous notion that "creative women always kill 

themselves" (Middlebrook, CBC Radio, 1991). 

In my introduction I suggested that Middlebrook conceptualizes Sexton in the biography as 

an artist who was transformed by her writing, a transformation that is treated, by the biographer, 

as something occuning independently of Sexton's agency or  desire. In her interview with 

Wachtel. Middlebrook offen a similar interpretation of Sexton's decision to terminate her life. 

She noted that Sexton could no longer "revise" her work toward the end of her life, that she 

knew she was "not the poet she had been, " and suggested this was the poet's central motive for 

suicide. In the biography. Middlebrook also cites Sexton's diminishing mental health and acute 

alcoholism as contributing factors, and the final chapter is devoted primarily to an account of 

Sexton's spiral into depression and substance abuse. Although many of these speculations are 

credible, Middlebrook's claim that the writing, once again, determined the course of the poet's 

fate is theoretically unsound, all the more so because the biography does not take the fmal poetry 

into account. 

In Middlebrook's assessment, Sexton's wrote "meaningful" poetry until the end of 1972, a 

view which excludes the three posthumously published volumes (CBC Radio, 1991). Although 

Middlebrook refen, in Anne Sexton, to the Awful Rowing on several occasions, there are very 

few references to anything later. This omission is especially disquieting given the biographer's 



assertion that this later poetry provides evidence of both Sexton's diminishing powers as an artist 

and her diminishing will to live. At one point Middlebrook does offer a portrait of Sexton 

struggling with her work. a portrait which. like the suicide scene, is fraught with dubious 

speculation. Middlebrook notes that Sexton wrote almost every day in 1974. adding that: "Deep 

down, Sexton knew these were no more poems than the senile ravings of an old woman were 

conversationn (395). 

Biography is, necessarily, a genre which interfaces fact and fiction. Like the Confessional 

poet, the biographer must. in Sexton's words, "With used furniture.. .make a tree" ("The Black 

Art. " m:W. This particular invention of Middlebrook's, however. collapses within its own 

context, since she offers no evidence from the poetry to support this conjecture. Her analogy - 

Sexron's writing and the "senile ravings of an old woman" - is curiously chosen, as Sexton likely 

did consider these "raving" to be "conversation. " if her poem "Old" is any indication3. 

In this thesis, like Middlebrook. I have restricted my discussion of Sexton's work to those 

books of poetry she had completed and thoroughly revised. The biography ends when Sexton 

dies. but ir is not clear whether Middlebrook does not comment on the posrhurnous work because 

it is not part of Sexton's life proper, or because it is inferior. Middlebrook's book is, however, 

a literary biography, a form which provides a good deal of conte.utua1 and critical information 

about the poeuy. yet this fonn is abandoned when the poet's "meaningful" work is thought to 

have ended. Even given the fact that the poems are unsuccessful in the context of the work 

which precedes them, it would be useful. from a biographical or a critical perspective. to have 

access to information regarding the poet's germane ideas, ambitions. and the composition of the 

work. Middlebrook is given to the construction of personae in her work. in a way that recalls 



Sexton's "signature poem," "Her Kind". The three subject positions that Seaon creates in this 

poem - the housewife, the "possessed witch" and the ancient suicide - are replicated, without 

irony, in the biography4. Sexton is fim viewed through the biographical lens as having 

transformed from "housewife into poet". As Anne Se.xton draws to its end. Sexton transforms. 

once more, into a "raving.. .old woman." a plot-line which is more appropriate to fiction than 

biography. 

Middlebrook's fmal chapter, which traces the events of Sexton's life in 1974, is entitled 

"Posthumous Performances." a title which gestures toward the fmal volumes without actually 

discussing them. Because the last year of Sexton's life is the subject of this chapter. the title is 

unsettling; it is as though her life ended when she ceased to compose "meaningful" work5. 

The final poetry appears to have been quite meaningful; it is virtually riddled with images of fear 

and self-loathing, images which should have great significance to a biographer. In her preface 

to 15 Mercv Street, Gray Sexton suggests (as she does elsewhere) that the poems in this 

coIIection are autobiographical: they 'khan.. .the events of (Sexton's) life from 1971 through 

1974" =:479). Sexton did not order the manuscript, but Gray Sexton's arrangement of the 

work highlights its Confessional nature. And Mercv Street, in pan, signals Sexton's return to 

the Confessional mode. Except for those in the section entitled "Bestiary U.S.A. " the poems are 

highIy subjective treatments of the themes which dominated the early collections - despair, 

mental illness, loss and suicide6. Gray Sexton titled the first of the four sections "Beginning the 

Hegira. " signifying, in her words, the beginning of a "journey" from a "dangerous environment" 

to a "highly desirable destination" u:481 ) .  The title also reveals an editorial effon to structure 

the poetry in a way that recalls the fonnal, linear structure of Sexton's fim three collections. 



There is, however, one critical distinction between the poems in this volume and the work in 

the first three threebooks (and even -Awful. While the earlier collections all end, in 

Sexton's words, with Sexton "still rowing." the "highly desirable destinationn in the later work, 

has become death ("Rowing, " =:418). 

Sexton's early Confessional work about suicide is marked by a tension between the speaker's 

will to live and her will to die, a tension which is played out, and resolved in "Live." the poem 

which concludes L i v e o r  Afterwards. Sexton turned to other personal and artistic struggles. 

It is almost as though "Live" constituted a strict contract. Throughout her work. she adhered to 

the terms she outlines in her epigraph to this volume: "Live or die. but don't poison everything" 

Q:94). The appearance of these final poems then is artistically significant. Because there is 

an autobiographical pact between the self and the self-in-writing in Confessional poetry, Sexton's 

early suicide-writing may be read differently from the work of John Berry man and Sylvia Plath 

(the two other Confessional poets who wrote about suicide) because, up to that point, she had 

survived. While Plath and Berryman died as they predicted in their writing. Sexton vanquished 

her suicide-desire in her work, and lived. Sexton's fmal poetry underlines the need for new 

critical ways of discussing not only these last volumes but their relationship to the rest of the 

work. Clearly, they prove to be a conundrum to a disapproving biographer or for a biographer 

intent on consistent portraiture. The f i  poems do confound the sense of progress in the 

collected poems; they provide both a sharp contrast and an untidy coda to the very tidy narrative 

set out in the earlier volumes. 



The dead language they speak, which foreshdo ws their suicide. 
conceals a Thing buried alive. 

Julia Kristeve, Black Sun 

. ..the appearance of a complete pwms prese- an opportunity to pose questions 
about a writer whose entire body of work k the necessary critical context. 
How are the gems refuted to the mmundiing poem? Is the hemgemlike work 
inferior as art. or does it repment dtrerent artktic goals? 

Diane Wood Middlebrook, "Poet of Weird Abundance" 

Sexton asked her husband for a divorce in February, 1973, an action which she would come 

to view as a "mistaken (SeL:349,350). The remaining year-and-a-half of her life was fraught 

with bouts of severe depression and a number of suicide attempts. Sexton also worked 

assiduously on her poetry during this period, producing a great deal of work - in her own words 

- in "a frenzy of despair and hope" (SPL:350). Her despair is catalogued in the biography, and 

it is replicated in the poetry. Although Middlebrook does not acknowledge the ways in which 

Sexton's life and art intersected in this period, her biography can be seen as a companion-piece 

to the fmal poems. In the "Posthumous Performances" chapter, Middlebrook describes one of 

Sexton's suicide attempts, in which she waded into the Charles River in a red dress, swallowing 

pills and looking at her psychiatrist's ofice. The episode is dramatized in a poem in Mercy 

Sme~ ,  "Killing the Love, " a poem about life being "over. " in which Sexton writes: "I'll wear 

red for a burning./I'U look at the Charles very carefully,/. . .And the cars will go by" ( S O ) .  

Other poems in both posthumous volumes acutely characterize the sate of mental anguish that 

Middlebmok lays out in the biography. What the biography does not do, however, is convey 

Sexton's own sense of her mental illness, on which point these late poems are unquestionably 



helpful. 

Middlebrook's biography created a considerable controversy because she employed 

transcripts of Sexton's psychiatric sessions in her research and writing. In her own defense, she 

includes in the biography a foreword by Sexton's psychiatrist, Dr. Martin Orne, who claims that 

because "Anne never stopped recognizing the importance that her poetry might play in the Lives 

of her readers, " she "would have wanted to share this (the psychiatric) process" (xvii) . If Orne's 

claim is true, then Middlebrook's indifference to Sexton's final poetry becomes particularly 

suspect. These poems were composed, in Sexton's terms, in despair and hope; the poet's 

evocation of "hope" (in addition to her diligent work) suggests that the poetry provided an 

attempt to banish the despair it narrates. 

The appearance of Mercy Street and Dr.Y in the Comolete Poems highlights what is 

incomplete or missing from this work: Sexton's previous volumes are each carefully organized 

and polished, and, collectively, function as a fluid, changing discourse. Her return to the 

Confessional mode in the last two volumes represents a disconcerting shift; issues which were 

previously examined in progressive terms are now examined regressively. Ultimately, Sexton's 

fmal poems are disconcerting because they recall, but do not revise her earlier Confessional 

practices, and because they are not, like the earlier work, directed toward recovery. 

In Chapters Two and Three, I discuss the imperative of recovery in the work of the 

Confessional poets, and in popular accounts of mental illness. Plath's -1 and Bell Jar were 

organized to conclude with images of recovery; John Berryman's final work, a novel, was 

entitled Recovery, and Sexton's "Live" signalled the end of the hegira which began in Bedlam. 

In Plath's case, however, Hughes reordered the Ariel poems after her death, and placed the 
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poem "Words" - where words are described as being "dry and riderlesstt - at the end of the 

volume. The placement of the poem "Words" and the poem itself suggests that the author has 

failed to recover, as does the fact that Berryman's Recovery was never completed. Sexton's final 

poems describe a state of mental ilIness and sense of loss so profound that it appears to preclude 

recovery7. The sense of acute self-loathing that dominates these poems also intimates 

destruction; the healthy mind and body that is so carefully constructed in the previous volumes 

is systematically demolished in the fmal poems. 

The appearance of these final poems in the bland context of the collected poems accentuates 

what is drastically absent from the extant critical and biographical Sexton scholarship. The 

poems relentlessly depict a woman who is t o m  with self-hatred, a "drunken rat" (537), with 

an "oily life" (483). and a "little death" (498); a "misshapen udder" (497). who is "unhuman" 

(528). Images of self-loathing dominate the poems, as do loathesome images of the body - a 

"demon" who "farts and giggles" 651). a moth "oozing a*. .drop of urine" (516). In one poem. 

the speaker melts her teeth with matches, and drinks green blood from her slit wrists (528). 

Other comparable images appear in the poems which refer to or directly treat the Holocaust. The 

poems that recall Plath's work in Ariel are less political discoune than they are a discourse of 

repulsion. Nazis, gas chambers and the "infectious Jew" within the speaker appear randomly in 

the poems; in one hideous poem from the fmal set of six. "Uses," Sexton attempts to speak in 

the voice of a Holocaust survivor. "Uses" is a good example of the emtic direction of Sexton's 

final work - the images she uses, and the theme chosen are inappropriate, repellent and badly 

executed: 



Papa died in the gas chamber, 
slipping blue as an undressed minnow, 
gulping in the shower to wash the Jew off him. 
Mama died in the medical experiments, 
they had stuffed a pig into her womb 
and the pig died, and after she lost her vision, 
she lost her heart stuffing. (610) 

Later in the poem the speaker tells of how she Iater became enamoured of American soldiers, 

"even the G.I. who said "Jew pig," a statement which, when added to the poem's violent 

imagery, evokes a sense of internalized (selfl hatred (610). 

Sexton used repulsive images as a deliberate tactic throughout her earlier work. but these 

images were always used in service of the themes of the individual poems. Conversely, the 

images in the final work appear to be in service of, in Sexton's words, "reading (her) own Life 

with loathingw8. There are moments in the final work which are simply dreadful - "I flee. I 

flee11 block my ears and eat salami" - and innumerous verses and images are virtually lifted 

from the earlier collections (54 1 ) . Sexton captures this strange sense of self-repetitiveness very 

well in the poem "45 Mercy Street, " when she recounts walking "and being twenty-eight, or is 

it forty-five?" (482). This confusion evokes both the speaker's and the poet's inability to 

distinguish between her early and late lifefwork. Sexton began writing at age twentyeight, and 

died when she was forty-five, and while her image of temporal confusion suggests a circularity 

in her work as  a whole, it suggests, more suongly, that the artist has capitulated and that she 

has acknowledged her (unsuccessful) return to the ideas and images of her more accomplished 

work. 

The strongest and most recurring 

express yearning - "Still I yearn./ A 
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theme in the final poems is death. While some of the poems 

first home.fA place to take a first baby to" - the yearning 



that is expressed can not be requited (597). The word "pretend" recurs in the poems; 

the speaker "pretend(s)" that she will not get divorced, that all is "certain and good" (599). 

Longing and pretence are undermined by the ubiquitous image of death, which Sexton constructs 

as being imminent and inevitable: "Death sits with his key in my lock." she writes, "Not one 

day is taken for grantedw. She writes of "unravel(ing)" her past and wallcing into the sea, of 

denying her body. "that is not my body, not my body," and becoming a daisy "blowing in the 

wind like a piece of sun" (609, 604). While these images can be seen to foretell Sexton's 

suicide, they also create a distinction between the self and the self-in-writing. The body in the 

poems does not die. it is fluid and changeable, "all butter and pearl" (604). The death that is 

desired in the poems "will be the end" of the poet's "fear" and "fear of dying," but the poet in 

the poems lives on: "and we wiwnever die, not one of us, we'll go on" (587. 586). In one of 

the horoscope poems, several dead and living writers are depicted emerging from books and 

conversing and interacting with each other as the speaker "concentrate(s)" (599). It is in this 

peculiar company that Sexton situates herself in these final poems; as an artist, she is aware of 

her posthumous existence, and aware of the living text that survives the death of the author. 

When Middlebrook ends her Literary biography with Sexton's death without examining the 

fmal poems, she betrays Sexton's sensible belief that the poet is her poems, that she may be 

consulted there ( S e l f - P o r t r a i t @ S O ) .  While these fmal poems are substandard, as 

Middlebrook herself has suggested, it is important to examine this work not as  a collection of 

"inferior.. .art, " but as evidence of the artist's "artistic goals". To date, unfortunately, no one, 

including Middlebrook, has illuminated the artistic goals Sexton was attempting to realize in her 

final poems. In "Talking to Sheep," Sexton provides an overview of her career as an 



autobiographical poet. "confessing, conf&sing/through the wire of hell " (484). She describes 

confession as a "compulsion." and writes that although she "denied" her work was 

autobiographical, it is not "fiction"; it recounts the life of someone "close enough," in any case. 

"to wear (her) nose" (484. 485). The poem is a poem of "shame" and self-deprecation; the 

events of her life are referred to as a "latrinef1 of "details" while it is the "populace" crying "m 
too. Me too" that determines her "fate" (484). 

Laurence Lerner uses a locution from Derrida's Of Grammatoloey - the self "under erasuren 

- to describe Sexton's writing, a notion which Sexton confirms in "Taking to Sheep". The gap 

between Sexton's self and her self-in-writing must always be scrutinized, in order to assess the 

function and efficacy of her work. It is, precisely. the self-recognition of the "populace" of 

readers that confirms what is personal and pluralistic in Sexton's work. Further, the readers who 

cry "Me too" confirm whht is deeply political in a poetry that laboured to uncover and expose 

buried issues and experiences in women's lives, and in the lives of those who. like Sexton, 

struggled with despair, mental illness and suicide-desire. 

In "'Something Special for Someone': Anne Sexton's Fan Letters from Women." Janet E. 

Luedtke discusses the fan letters collected in Sexton's archive (at the Harry Ransom Humanities 

Research Center, in Austin, Texas). There are 869 items in this file - thirteen folders of letters - 

and over two-thirds of the letters are from women. This fan-mail supports. in Luedtke's words, 

"the contention.. .that Sexton wrote from and for a distinctly-female.. .communityN (166). 

The letters provide, she argues, "the ideal antiphon for Sexton's confessional poems" (168). 

Luedtke also observes that these fan-letters "constitute an early form of feminist criticism and 

literary theory". By "the end of Sexton's Life", Luedtke notes. "the private confidences of 



women like Sexton's fans had coalesced into a public feminist criticism" ( 174,173). The letten, 

ultimately, exhibit the powerful effect Sexton's personal poetry had on women, and how easily 

many women could identif'y with her private struggles. As one fan writes - in a poem entitled 

"To the Poet of Lovenessw - "Typed sheets accompanied our resurrectiodwith a vague 

recollection of worthiness " (in " 'Something Special' " : 18 1). 

Patricia HiU Collins has written extensively about the inestimable value of women's personal 

testimonies - in criticism and fiction - testimonies which act to recover women's histories, and 

forge a comprehensive and collective discourse9. Sexton's final testimony is not well-composed 

or sanguine. It is. however, a significant testimony or testament to a life and life's work that 

could not conform to the kind of fairy tale trajectory she successfully mocked in her work on 

this genre. Sexton's fmal poems are comparable to her earlier work in one important way; they 

insist that a woman's story, however distressing, may and must be told. 

Suicide, as Sexton once remarked, is antithetical to the poem; "horribly unlike Bach. " as 

Berryman observed. and future biographers and scholars must be willing to regognize what is 

both conjoined and distinct in this (apparently) paradoxical union (Delusions. Etc. 53) .  

In "Love Letter Written in a Burning Building," the last poem Sexton wrote, she states: "I wear 

a mask in order to write my last words," a premonitory statement that also accurately describes 

how her last words and poems, their "hopeful eternity" has been concealed and disguised by 

editorial and biographical mechanisms (613). In this poem, Sexton uses love as a metaphor for 

poetry, stating that while things "melt" and die - "the nightgowns are already shreddingn - 

writing persists: "well, the sheets have turned to goldn (614). She also expresses a desire to "tell 

the whole story, " a story which remains to be told, and which will only emerge when further, 



more complex and explicit (autolbiographical materials are produced (614). 



Notes 
Introduction 

The Faber Book of 20th Century Women's Poem, for example, does not include 
Sexton's work. Editor FLeur Adcock explains why she excluded her in her introduction 
to the anthology: "...in the past I read her work with sympathy, but now it strikes me 
as excessively derivative.. .and repellently self-indulgent" (1 3). (London: Faber, 1987). 

Oxford University Press (London) also published a Selected Poems by Anne Sexton in 
1964. 

This review of Plath's poetry, written by Philip Marchand. appeared in the Toronto Star 
on September 30th. 1989. 

Sexton's "world," or period is personally familiar to Middlebrook: her archives are 
extensive and accessible (they reside at the University of Texas, at Austin), and 
Middlebrook had complete access to Sexton's private archiveslpapers as  well. 

I discuss this point many times in the thesis, that Sexton maintained and wrote about the 
ways in which poetry ("the excitable gift") determined her decision to live. See my 
discussion of "Live, " in Chapter Three. 

Middlebrook is careful to say in her preface (to the biography) that she attempted, in her 
work, "to avoid the perspective of a pathography" (xx). 

My comments about the cover texts of the Bronte biographies are based on an 
examination of several biographies: Edward Chitham's A Life of Emilv Bronte (Oxford: 
Basil Blackwell, 1987). Margot Peters' Un uiet Soul: A B i o ~ r a ~ h ~  of Charlotte BrontG 
(New York: Atheneum. 1986)' and Winifred Gerin's Emilv Bronte (Oxford: Oxford UP, 
1979). 

What is central, for example, to theories contesting the authorship of Shakespeare's plays 
is (in the words of a critic who believes that Edward de Vere was "Shakespeare") "the 
inadequacy of the Stratford mann. Critics in the de Vere camp note Shakespeare's lack 
of a rigorous formal education, and claim that a man who worked in a butcher's shop. 
and grew up in a home "devoid of books and of a literary atmosphere" could not have 
possibly "blossomed out as one of England's greatest men of letters" (John Quincy 
Adams, cited in Tom Bethell's "The Case for Oxford," The Atlantic, October, 1991,42- 
61, p.50). 

These remarks appear in Paula Bennett's Mv Life a Loaded Gun: Dickinson. Plath. Rich 



and Female Creativity (Urbana: Illinois UP, 1990). In her discussion of Emily Dickinson, 
Bennett uses the words "mask" and "pathetic creature." and she cites Sandra Gilbert and 
Susan Gubar, who refer to Dickinson as a "poser, " and question how she was able to 
compose her poetry (4243). 

10. The second section of Diane Middlebrook's Anne Sexton is entitled "Housewife into 
Poet". She published an article with the same title in The New England Ouarterly, in 
December, 1983 (Vol. LVI, Number 4, 483-503). 

11. Autobiographical or confessional poetry, is a substantial genre with poetic roots in non- 
secular writing, lyrical and Romantic poetry, and a great deal of the subjective poetry 
of the twentieth century (pceceding Confessional poetry). A Confessional poet can, 
theoretically, write confessional poems - Anne Sexton's post- Live or Die work, for 
example, is not Confessional, but confessional. Confessional poetry, however, is 
simultaneously, Confessional and autobiographical (confessional). See Chapter One for 
a working definition of the characteristics of Confessional poetry. 

12. In my second and third chapters I discuss institutionalization and suicide as female- 
gendered themes in Sexton's poetry, and discuss how she treated these themes as 
representing distinctly female regions of desire and creation. 

13. These books are discussed in my conclusion. and treated, in part. as evidence of her 
diminishing creative powers. 

14. See: Over Her Dead Bodv: Death. Femininitv and the Aesthetic (New York: Routledge, 
1992). Elisabeth Bronfen's compelling examination of how death and femininity have 
been historically linked through retuning aesthetic images. 

15. Alice Walker's "In Search of Our Mothers' Gardens, " in The Norton Antholow of 
Literature Bv Women, edited by Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, contains a thoughtful 
discussion of the relationship between black women's experience and narratives. 

16. As Maxine Kumin observes in her introduction to Anne Sexton's Complete Poems 
(Boston: Houghton MiMin, 198 1)' Sexton wrote about "taboo" issues related to women's 
experiences "at a time when the proprieties embraced none of these as proper topics for 
poetry" (xxxiv). 



aDter One 

Mental illness is a recurring theme in Confessional poetry. Hyatt H. Waggoner observes 
that the Confessional poets, unlike the outwardhad-looking Beats, looked " inwardn in 
their writing, "to the depths of their psychic torturen (565). In The American Moment, 
Geoffrey Thurley observes that "the nervous breakdown" provided the structure for the 
entire Confessional "oeuvre" (London: Edwin Arnold. 1977: 86). Confessional poetry 
contains a Lahgian element. as mental illness is configured. in the poetry, as a reflection 
of the troubled period the poets occupy. In my second chapter I discuss the ways in 
which Plath and Sexton gender their descriptions of mental illness and institutionalization 
in order to produce social critique. For a discussion of R.D.Laing and The Divided Self 
see Elaine Showalter's The Female Maladv, pp 226-228. 

Both of these quotations are taken from Editor AM Charter's introduction to The Beat 
Reader. Charten quotes the phrases "cool and beat" and "bop visions" from a March, 
1958 Esquire article (xxi), and quotes the phrase "bearded cats and kits" from an April. 
1958 -e article (xxii). 

Waggoner is quoting James Dickey, who remarked that he found Modernism "suspect" 
because it did not encourage a "communion" between poet and reader (563). 

See: Diana Wood Middlebrook's essay "Anne Sexton and Robert Lowell", in Original 
Essavs on the Poetry of Anne Sexton. Frances Bixler. Ed. 

Roethke produced a number of " madhouset' poems, and poems about despair or " Dolorn ; 
he also wrote about mental breakdown before the Confessional poets - see: "Theodore 
Roethke" in Ramakrishnan's Crisis and Confession (24-97). Because he employed these 
themes, he is sometimes considered to be a Confessional poet, but I agree with Phillips' 
assessment of Roethke, and believe that his work is not as insistently, characteristically 
Confessional as the work of Berryman. Lowell, Plath, Sexton and Snodgrass. The term 
"Confessional poet" is flexible; Lerner includes Adrieme Rich (in addition to the five 
poets 1 have named) on his list of Confessional poets, which is odd, given that her work 
does not conform to the characteristics (of Confessional poetry) he lists. 

There are, of course, a great deal of articles and books exist about the individual 
Confessional poets, and there are also a number of texts about American poetry and 
poetic genres and practices that are valuable, including Waggoner's American Poets: 
From the Puritans to the Present; Michael Bums's "Confession as Sacramentn (in 
m n  (Ed- Frances Bixler, 130- 137). and other 
essays I have cited in my references. 



7. In "A Supermarket in California." Ginsberg salutes Whitman, his Beat-mentor. "Where 
are we going. Walt Whitman?. . .Ah, dear father, greybeard, lonely old courage teacher* 
(Howl:23,4). 

8. Phillips quotes d d a d d  . - y from a John Wienea poem about oral sex between men as 
an example of poetry that "shock(s) " more than it "illurnin(ates) " (16). A great deal of 
Beat poetry is written by and about homosexual and bisexual men, poetry which Phillips 
ignores in his assessment of confessional literature. Phillips does discuss Ginsberg, but 
he ignores the many other Beat writers in his lather wide assessment of confession. an 
omission which. in conjunction with his prudish distaste for Wieners' work. is indicative 
of his conservatism as a critic. Alvarez is similarly conservative, when he dismisses 
protest poems and songs of the 1960's as a lot of solipsistic nonsense ("Modernism " : 1 1). 

9. I discuss this kind of assessment of Sexton's poetry in my introduction. and cite Helen 
Vender as a critic who has worked with the idea of Sexton as inept diarist. in her article 
"Malevolent Flippancy". 

10. Unlike the other Confessional poets. Sexton avoids the adoption of the voice or  
experiences of "the othertr in her writing. Plath evokes images of Jewish and Japanese 
women, and women of d o u r  in her poetry in order to signify her concern with 
contemporary political issues, while Sexton avoids this kind of "subtle larceny " (Steiner. 
"Dying is an Art":218). In her posthumously published poetry, Sexton does occasionally 
adopt the voice of and images of "the other" in poems that are more recognizably 
"political". Since Sexton never finished revising this work. it is unclear what ultimate 
plans she had for this highly Plath-esque work. 



Cha~ter Two 

Jacqueline Rose discusses the image of the fig tree in the &a, in The Hauntine of 
Svlvia Ptath, and suggests that this image is grounded in racial discourse, that it "signifies 
not plurality but difference, and the difference not of the sexes. but of race" (204). 

Doris Lessing's The Golden Notebook (1962) is an excellent example of the theme of 
breakdown and recovery in women's writing of this period, with regard to the function 
of the "golden", unifying, notebook in the text. 

Plath's description - in The Bell Jar - of Esther's image in the mirror (after her suicide 
attempt) is also evocative of the image of Frankenstein's monster. Plath describes a 
personlcreature who is "sallow yellow" in complexion, who is "supernatural in 
appearance. " and whose face "crack(s) into a grin" (185). In Frankenstein, the monster 
is described as having "yellow skin" (42). and he also stares at his creator "while a grin 
wtinkle(s) his cheeks" (43). 

Ken Kesey's One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest (19621 is a novel about shock treatment 
and institutionalization. As Elaine Show alter has observed. Kese y presents "shock 
treatment as a feminizing therapy"; she also observes that his novel (in addition to the 
other male-authored novels of shock therapy of the period, which include A Clockwork 
&ggg and The Caretaker) present "an instructive contrast to ... female condemnations 
of psychiatric power" (The Female Maladv: 218). John Bemyman's Recovery (1973) is 
optimistically recovery-oriented, but significantly unfinished. 

Plath also used the image of the bee in her poetry; in her cycle of "bee poems", in Ariel, 
she uses this image as a symbol of female autonomy and power. 

Orne's role as Sexton's therapist and mentor is discussed at length in Middlebrook's 
Anne Sexton. Orne also writes the foreward to this text. 

See: Joyce M. Wegs' "Poets in Bedlam: Sexton's Use of Bishop's 'Visits to St. 
Uizabeth's' in 'Ringing the Bells"'. In Concerning Poetry, V.15, Number 1, 1982. 37- 
48. Theodore Roethke's "madhouse poems" include: "Heard in a Violent Ward". "Lines 
upon Leaving a Sanitarium " and "Meditation in Hydrotherapy " . See: Collected Poems, 
New York: Doubleday, 1966. 

See: Intemiew with Anne Sexton and Harry Moore in No Evil Star (Anne Sexton: 
Selected Essays, Xntemiews and Prose), Ed. Steven E. Colbum, pages 41-69, for her 
discussion of New Testament images in "The Division of Parts". Other K i m  Lear 
references may be observed in the poem's first verses: "Mother, my Mary Graylonce 
resident of Gloucester" (Complete Poem~:42), and in the verses: "I am one thirdlof your 



9. The "flying nuns" appear in "Letter Written on a Ferry While Crossing Long Island 
Sound". in the book All Mv Prettv Ones. (Q: 81-83). 



1.A. Alvarez also includes a list of artist-suicides in The Savage Go& 

2. Menninger also discusses the suicide taboo in "Expression and Punishmentt' . in On the Natu= 
of Suicidp. Ed. Edwin S. Shneidman. San Francism: Jossey-Bass Inc., 1973. 68-73. 

3.See: Fred Cutter's Art and the Wish to Die, for an extensive examination of themes of self- 
injury in visual art. 

4. In Suicide (New York: Scribner's, 1972). Jacques Choron distinguishes between "active" and 
"passive" means of suicide. and notes that many women employ "active" or "violent" means of 
death, which is, he notes, "surprising . . . given their greater abhorrence of disfigurementn (39). 
In Whv Peoole Kill Themselve~ (Lllinois: Charles C. Thomas Books. 1972). David Lester claims 
that women use "less lethal" (42) means of death, and the term "imperfect means" (with regard 
to women's methods of suicide) is employed in Suicide: A Statistical Studv, New York: Ronald 
Press, 1965. 

5.See: "Society's Reactions to Suicides and Would-& Suicides", in The Algebra of Suicide 
(New York: Human Sciences Press. Inc., 1981). 143-5. Here. Irving Berent discusses the legal. 
medical and religious sanctions against suicide in the Western world; he also characterizes 
prevalent and popular attitudes toward suicides. 

6.The True Confessions call for submissions appears in random issues, approximately once a 
year. 

7. In a number of interviews, Atwood mentions submitting stories to True  confession^ (or Tme 
Romance) and having them rejected. 

8.Roben Bly's Iron John is a good example of a recent book that uses a Grimms' fairy tale as 
an allegory, or study of masculinity, of (imperiled) male identity. See: Susan Faludi's Backlash. 
New York: Crown, 1991. 304-312. for an examination of Bly's work and influence. 



Cha~ter  Four 

Sexton began to use Plath's poetic diction and voice, in this and her later books, is more 
likely because of her close readings of Plath's work, after Plath's death in 1963. One of 
the most striking instances of Plath's influence occurs in Sexton's "Barefoot". The verses: 
"The surf's a narcotic, calling out, /I  am, 1 urn, l am " are lifted almost verbatim from 
Bell Jar. a novel which, according to Diane Middlebrook, Sexton read and re-read 
w:200). The scene, in The Bell Jar, occurs after Esther lmsuccessfully vies to drown 
herself in the ocean. Plath writes: "I thought I would swim out until I was too tired to 
swim back. As I paddled on, my heartbeat boomed like a dull motor in my ears. I am 
I am I am" (167). Plath uses this same phrase in the poem "Suicide off Egg Rock" 
(1959: "And his blood beating the old tattoon am, I am, I am ..." (Collected Poems:115). 

This quotation is taken from Ellmann and OTClair's introduction to a n  
of 14). This introduction provides an excellent o v e ~ e w  of 

the significant trends in twentieth centruy American poetry. In the cited passage, the 
authors are discussing the influence of William Carlos William's "open prosodyn (and 
by extension, Pound's vers libre), with reference to the Beat poets. 

I discuss the connection between Whitman and the Beat poets in my first chapter, and 
many critics, including Ellmaan and O'Clair. and John Clellon Holmes - in Passionate 
O~inions: The Cultural Essavs, V.111, make a similar connection. Ginsberg makes direct 
reference to Whitman in his poetry, which I also mention in my fim chapter. 

See Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar's discussion of "Contemporary Images of 
Women" in contemporary literature in The Norton Anthologv of Literature Bv Women. 
Their s w e y  of literature of the 1960's. written by men, provides a good overview of 
the prevalent themes of antifeminism and misogyny in this period. 

See: Rats Live on No Evil Star, edited by Steven E. Colbum, which contains a selection 
of interviews with Sexton, at different stages in her career. In one interview, with 
Gregory Fitz Gerald, she discusses "women's lib," with some reservation. 

In an October 13W1991 inteview with EIeanor Wachtel, for the CBC radio show 
"Writers and Company," Middlebrook again states that she disliked Sexton's "persona" 
when she embarked on the biography project. I spoke with Middlebrook the same month, 
and she said at that time that she had not taught Sexton in her women's poetry courses, 
and had only come to "loven her, as she worked on the biography. 

Jane Austen has also been criticized for not acknowledging, in her novels. the political 
and social climate of her time. As Tony Tanner writes: "It is indeed possible to call its 
(Pride and Preiudice) relevance to the society of the time into question, for during a 
decade in which Napolean was effectively engaging, if not transforming. Europe, Jane 



Austen composed a novel in which the most important events are the fact that a man 
changes his manners and a young lady changes her mind" (Introduction, Pride and 
Prejudie. Middlesex: Penguin. 1983. 7-43. p.7. Ultimately, the effect of the creation 
of this "young ladyw and the novelist herself, with regard to the history and development 
of women's literahue, testifies to what is deeply political about the act of woman writing 
woman, 

8. This quotation is taken from Joy Parks' description of Warland's work, which is cited 
on the cover of s e m n t  (white. 

9. See The Norton Antholow of Literature Bv Women, for an example of an anthology that 
illustrates how few women, prior to the nineteenth century. wrote and published secular 
love poetry, and contrast this number with the innumerable male poets who worked with 
this genre. Men, as  Gilbert and Gubar have observed, were conventionally identified 
(until the recent century) as "the speaking subject" in English Literature (NMW:58). 
Women poets, like Aphra Behn in the seventeenth century, did write erotic and explicit 
love poetry, but there is no sustained tradition of women working with this genre. As 
Middlebrook notes in Anne Sexton, Love Poems was received with excitement, because 
"Women hadn't published such sexually explicit poems in English for a couple of 
centuries" (297). 

10. See Barbara Wilson's The Don Collar Murders, for her complex discussion of SIM. She 
presents many different perspectives on this practice in the novel. The cited passage 
appears on page 28. 

11. See "Up From the Valley of the Dolls: The Origins of the Sexual Revolution" in &- 
Making Love. The authors are cited here (page 71)' and their discussion of feminists' 
contribution to the sexual revolution is insightfui, as is their charitable consideration of 
the realm of popular fiction and criticism. 

12. In Anne Sexton, Middlebrook notes that Sexton wrote many of the love poems for her 
psychiatrist. "Dr. Zweizung," with whom she was having a "passionate love affair" 
(258). 

13. See: Charles Panati's discussion of the origin of "Sleeping Beauty" in Extraordinary 
Origins of Everydav Thin@, (N.Y: Harper & Row, 1987). 

14. It is only relatively recently that gays and lesbians have been recognized by the law and 
church with reference to marriage, and this recognition is restricted and rare, and still 
subject to horrendous contention. 

15. In How To Save Your Own Life (N-Y: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1977), Erica Jong 
describes Sexton (alias Jeannie Morton) inscribing this quotation for her in a journal, in 
the chapter entitled "The Housewife Poet," on page 173. 



Sexton was uneasy about placing her poem in Plavboy's "Ribald Classics" series. She 
wmte to Cindy Degener: It worries me a little to be published in Plavbsr . They exploit 
women, and now I've got a hand in it" (SPL:320). 

Claus Oldenberg and Andy Warhol are two artists who produced sculpture-enlargements 
of domestic objects in this period. Oldenberg produced a series of soft sculptures of items 
such as cigarette ends and hamburgers; Warhol produced the Bdo-pad box, and 
paintings of soup cans. 

Jack Zipes has commented extensively on the roles of women in fairy tales, and in his 
introduction to Don't Bet on the Prince he refers to a great number of feminist critics 
who have written work in this genre. There are also a number of feminist essays included 
in this anthology. 

In The Le~end of Good Women (written between 1372 and 13861, Chaucer recounts the 
legends of a number of infamous literarylhistorical women, such as Thisbe, Cleopatra 
and Dido. He retells their stories, as Sexton does in Transformatiow, in order to revise 
the ways in which they are traditionally viewed. His narrative voice is alternately ironic, 
and sympathetic. and the text as a whoIe is ultimately a commentary on the anti-feminist 
tradition that produces and perpetuates the notions of "good" and "bad" women. 

This information (about the three most popular European fairy tale texts) is taken from 
J.A. Cuddon's A Dictionarv of Literarv Terms, 

See Zipes' introduction to Don't Bet on the Prince, page 12, for a long list of 
contemporary female-authored revisionary fairy tales. 

Many commentators on "Cinderellan have noted the connection between the shoe- 
sequence in the tale, and the Chinese practice of footbinding. See: Mary Daly's 
GvnlEcolegv: The Metaethics of Radical Feminism, Pages 151452. 

"Passing" and white minstrelry are, of course, distinctly different traditions. I use 
the tendact of "passing" (which the black novelists NeUa Larsen and James Weldon 
Johnson have explored in their work) to denote Sexton's very Confessional attempt to 
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In Austen's Emma there are a number of examples of the conflict between the known and 
the unknown, where Highbury (and its homes and families) are known, and the unknown 
is the mysterious and suspicious realm beyond Highbury. Frank Churchill's departure 
from Highbury, for a haircut, is treated as a deeply suspect action, and when Harriet 
Smith is left unattended, she is immediately assailed by a group of marauding, wandering 
gypsies. 



signify a masquerade that is politically motivated. Her Cinderella is "passingH as a 
woman in the poem: she represents an idea or image of Woman that the Grimms 
construct, in their efforts to present an idealised (but unacceptable, in Sexton's text) 
representation of her gender. 

10. Diana Hurne George has commented on the movement "from analysand to analyst" in 
Sexton's work, in "Beyond the Pleasure Principle: The Death Baby" in Sexton: SelecteQ 
Criticism. Ed. Diana Hurne George. Urbana: Illinois UP, 1988. 73-98. 

11. In Father-Dauehter Raw, Elizabeth Ward includes a series of personal accounts of father- 
daughter rape. written by women. These stories testify to the occurrence and degree of 
denial within families, and (often) within the medicalllegal community. 

12. Hawthorne's "Rappaccini's Daughter" is a retelling of the Cenci story. a true story of 
father-daughter rape which o c m d  in 1599, which Percy Shelley adapted (with Mary 
Shelley's assistance) in his play, The Cenci (l819,I82l). 



In "Jesus the Actor, Plays the Holy Ghost" (The Awful Rowing:456-4571, "Jesus" also 
speaks to his mother. Mary, in romantic terms, and asks: "Oh, mother. l marry rne,/before 
the guUs take me out the door. " (456) He asks to be manied to a "goddessn, and to be 
"born againiinto something true. " (456,457) Here Sexton illustrates. again. her notion 
of Christ's mortal longings, as well as his longing to claim, or reclaim Mary as an active 
parent, or as his personal saviour. 

In Latin, the word "infant" means. literally, "without speech". 

For a brief overview of iconographic images of Mary and Christ, see Albert Elsen's 
-ofArt, Peter and Linda Murray's Art of the Renaissance (London: Thames and 
Hudson, 1963), and Anna Jameson's w e n d s  of the Madonna. In Theolow and 
Feminism, Daphne Hampson draws an interesting parallel between classical images of 
Isis (with an infant on her lap) and similar images of the Virgin Mary (100). 

Daiy 's notion of Christian and Post-Christian myth's erasure of the presence of Mary 
from her divine son is not compktdy sound. Medieval theologians, for example, viewed 
depictions of Christ as a fully formed homonculus (at birth) as being heretical, and the 
conventional image of Christ at Mary's breast (which I discuss in this chapter) also 
c o n f i i  Mary's critical role in her infant's development. 

Ln the poem "Madonna" (The Death Notebook~:356). Sexton refers to her own mother. 
outright, as "Madonna". 

For a rnasculinist perspective/overview of the sexual revolution of the 1960's. see Gay 
Take's Thv Neighbour's Wife (New York: Dell, 1981). See also The 60s Without 
M, for a number of essays, from a variety of perspectives, on the same topic. 

The definition of the "trump card" is from the Gage Canadian Dictionary, Editors: 
Walter S. Avis, Drysdale, Patrick D.. Gregg, Robert J., Neufeldt, Victoria E. , Scargill, 
Matthew H. Toronto: Gage Educational Publishing Co.,1983. p.1204. 

The languageltexts of contemporary male mystics were also loaded with semahed 
imagery; I have referrred to female mystics here in order to locate a tradition of female 
discourse which interfaces mystical and sexual desirelexperiences . 

See Chapter Four. for another example of Middlebrook's assumptions about Sexton's 
politics. In this chapter I refer to what Middlebrook describes as Sexton's "fear" of 
feminism's associations with "angern. 

See in Patricia Wilson Kastner's Faith Feminism and the Chris "A Feminist Critique: 



Humanity, Deity and the Christ" (1 1-38) for a thorough examination of revisionist 
feminist theologians/critics. 

For further research on the subject of female critics work with/against Christianity, see: 
Matilda Joslyn Gage's Woman. Church and State: The Original Expose of Male 
Collaboration Against the Female Sex (Watertown: Persephone Press, 1980). and Mary 
Daly's Gvn/Ecoloev and "The Looking Glass Society" in Feminist Theolog: A Reader 
(189-193). 

Katha Pollin's remarks are taken from her review "the Awful Rowing" (The Nation: New 
York, Vol.233, No. 17, November 21,1981, pp 533-37). Joyce Carol Oats's comments 
appear in her review "The Rise and Fall of a Poet" (The New York Times Book Review, 
October 18, 1981, pp 3.37. In Anne Sexton: A Self-portrait in Letters, Linda Gray- 
Sexton and Lois Ames remark that Sexton's method of revising her poetry had altered 
"drastically" while she composed her last three books (350). 

In her correspondence, Sexton invariably refemd to The Death Noteboob as the project 
she would work on until she died (SPL:326). However, once she had completed the 
collection, she referred to it, to her agent, as "the beginning of a 'new Life" (351)- 

The hagelidea of Eve as Narcissus is based on one of Mary Nyquist's lectures on 
Paradise Lost, which she delivered in a graduate course entitled Feminist Discourse, in 
1988-89. 

Trees are gendered, as masculine, in Paradise Lost. See Book Five.U.214-219. 

The information about Gasoline Allev is derived from Jerry Robinson's The Comics, 
(New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1974) pp 68-72. 

See Chapter Two for a development of the relationship Sexton draws, in her poetry, 
between madness, art and recovery. 

The name Christopher means "Christ-bearer," and this meaning has special significance, 
with reference to Sexton's religious poetry. Sexton uses images - in relation to Christ - 
of transportation ( " a w N  rowing ") , endurance (the double-meaning encoded in the word 
" awfuln), and birth (which I discuss in this chapter). In "Jesus Walking, " Sexton writes: 
"To pray, Jesus knewJis to be a man carrying a man" (384). In Sexon's psalm-sequence 
0 Ye Tongues. "Christopher," her companion. nu- her, and places her into a "neat 
package" mAO8). The image of the package suggests that the speaker - "Anne" - is 
carried or borne by Christopher, and also suggests that Sexton, in keeping with her 
revisionist strategies, fashions herself after Christ in this sequence. 

See Naomi Wolf's The Beautv M-vth (Toronto: Random House, 1991) for a detailed 
analysis of the ways in which women's sensual appetites have been historically and 



culturally repressed. 



Conclusion 

Because the last poems (in the number only six, when I refer to the 
final poems in this chapter. I am referring to the volumes 45 Mercv Street and Wo& 
For Dr.Y. 

For a detailed account and assessment of Hughes's editing of Plath's work see Jacqueline 
Rose's The Hauntinp of Svlvia Plaa. Hughes was opposed to this book and referred to 
some of Rose's interpretations as  "grounds for homicide". 

Sexton's poem "Old," which appears in All Mv Pretty Ones, is written in the voice of 
an old woman facing death. In the poem, the speaker slips into a dream-like confusion: 
she slips fluidly into the past and narrates an incident - picking blueberries with her sister 
- in the present tense. The speaker resists the present. for "in a dream you're never 
eighty," and in this eloquent poem, Sexton clearly exhibits a moving sense that the 
"senile ravingsn of an old woman are, indeed, "conversation". 

1 refer to Sexton's speaker - in the third stanza of "Our Kind" - as an "ancient suicide" 
because the stanza is about an impending, exultant suicide/death, and (as I note in 
Chapter Two) the images of the stanza explicitly refer to the Salem witch trials. 

Biographical accounts of the end of Plath's life are also affected by the destruction of her 
last two diaries. Nancy Milford has commented that Plath's autobiographical writing (and 
by extension, the extant biographical writing) is seriously undermined due to the "crucial 
missing material" (Review: The Journals of Svlvia Plath:32). 

There is another sequence in the fmal volumes. "Scorpio. Bad Spider. Die: The 
Horoscope Poems" (Words For Dr.Y) which is, like Beaiarv U.S.A, a formal exercise 
in structure. These poems, however, use a confessional voice to narrate the horoscope 
epigraphs which head each poem (Sexton was a Scorpio, born in November, and refers 
to herself as a Scorpio "death bitchn in one poem KP:592]). There are also some poems, 
like "Uses," which are written in the first-person voice, and which are not 
autobiographical. These poems are exceptions in the manuscripts. and are thematically 
linked to the manuscripts as a whole. 

Berryman is cited in one of the horoscope poems - "The high ones, Berryman said, die, 
die, die" - a statement which evokes (in conjunction with other references in the poems 
to suicide-col.olleagues such as Plath) a sense of an in-group (of doomed "high ones") that 
includes Sexton (60 1 1. 

The phrase "reading my own life with loathing, " is derived from the epigraph Sexton 
uses for the "Horoscope Poemsn: it is a quotation by Pushkin: "And reading my own life 
with loathing, I tremble and curse" u : S g l ) .  



9. See: Patricia HiU Collins's 
Politics of Emwwermen?, New Yock: Routledge, 1991. 
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